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Preface

This Engineering manual covers reciprocating as well as screw compressors, unless otherwise
stated. The manual offers a detailed description of the Unisab III control system including
function, application, service and troubleshooting.

This manual is produced by:

Johnson Controls Denmark ApS
Christian X's Vej 201
8270 Højbjerg, Denmark
Phone +45 87 36 70 00
Fax +45 87 36 70 05
CVR No 19 05 61 71
www.sabroe.com

Copyright © Johnson Controls Denmark

This manual must not be copied without the written permission of Johnson Controls Denmark
and the contents must not be imparted to a third party nor be used for any unauthorised pur-
pose. Contravention will be prosecuted.

This manual is intended for operating and service personnel.

Please read the manual carefully so that you fully understand the Unisab III control system
and know how to operate it correctly. Damage occurring as a result of incorrect operation is
not covered by Johnson Controls Denmark's guarantee.

Note the version number of this manual. The version number is printed on the preceding
page. It is important that this number is identical to the Unisab III version number, which is
shown in the picture Service/Diagnosis/Software/Software version. Never use a manual with
lower version number than Unisab III.

Warning!

If it is necessary to service the Unisab III control system, the power supply to the compressor
motor must be switched off on the main switch to prevent the compressor from starting up
accidentally. As the Unisab III box contains live parts it is very important to comply with the
safety regulations on site. Failure to do so may cause damage to equipment and affect per-
sonal safety. Even though the power supply to Unisab III is switched off, some of the termi-
nals may still be live.
Only authorised personnel is allowed to service Unisab III. If Unisab III is connected to a net-
work, always remember that the compressor can be started from REMOTE. This cannot be
avoided solely by changing settings on the Unisab III display.

If it is found that Supervisor Password has been used to set a value which is critical for safe
compressor operation, i.e. outside the specified limits, which can cause irregular or incorrect
operation or in worst case breakdown, it must be anticipated that Johnson Controls Denmark
is considered entitled to reduce its warranty obligations.

Johnson Controls Denmark further accept no liability of any kind for damage to compressor
unit and plant parts caused by torsional oscillation or the like which is attributable to built-in
VSD solutions initiated by the customer after delivery.

Emergency stop

Activate the emergency stop by a light touch and deactivate it by turning it clockwise. The
emergency stop cuts right into the power circuit of the compressor motor guard. Activation of



the emergency stop during operation will lead to immediate unloading of the motor guard
while there is still power on Unisab III. Therefore, it is always possible to read the compressor
state.
Whenever the emergency stop is activated during operation, the alarm text Compr. motor er-
ror will appear in the display. Before the compressor can be restarted, deactivate the alarm

by means of the F4 /RESET key and release the emergency stop.
Please note: If Unisab III is set at Remote or Auto, the compressor will restart automatically.

Technical data
Power supply: Nominal VAC Tolerance Hz
 85-250  47-63
Consumption: 32 VA   
Ambient temperature: 0-55°C (during operation)
Humidity: 10-90% relative humidity (not condensing)
Tightness: IP 54
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1.  Unisab III control

1.1. Introduction
The purpose of the Unisab III control system is to monitor, protect, control and regulate re-
ciprocating and screw compressors. The control cabinet as well as the electrical components
have been connected from factory. Thus, only a few connections are needed to link to the
electrical installations on site.

Unisab III is programmed according to the type of compressor it is going to control. See chap-
ter 6. Set-up in the Engineering manual.

Unisab III offers different ways of controlling/regulating compressor capacity according to
pressure levels or temperatures. Compressor capacity can be regulated both manually and
automatically.

Furthermore, a number of limiting functions have been incorporated. In periods of overloading
these limiting functions will intervene and limit compressor capacity until the situation has re-
turned to normal. Consequently, the number of undesirable operational stops will be reduced
as well as the need for supervision.

Compressors fitted with Unisab III Control can be linked via the built-in communication sys-
tem, Multisab. In this way compressors can work in a common refrigerating system, thus op-
timising the operation of the entire compressor plant.

The communication system further allows Unisab III to be connected to a PLC or PC central
monitoring, control and data logging system. Unisab III can be linked to and communicate
with former Sabroe control units such as Unisab II.

Unisab III is operated by means of a front panel as shown in Fig. 3. The front panel is well-
arranged with only a few keys and a distinct display.

Unisab III does not lose its preset or changed values in the event of a temporary power fail-
ure. It contains a battery which is used by the built-in timer to ensure that time and date are
always correct even if power has been disconnected. The hour counter and any stored alarm
values will maintain the correct time.

  Unisab III control
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1.2. Operating Unisab III control

1.2.1 Start-up
On delivery all electrical components in the compressor are connected to Unisab III. On site it
is only necessary to add the correct supply voltage from the local installations. The electric
wiring must be carried out according to the wiring diagrams for Unisab III at the end of this
manual.

Note in particular that

• no outside voltage must be applied to the digital inputs of Unisab III.

• the supply voltage must be between 85 VAC and 250 VAC.

Before any voltage is applied to Unisab III, the emergency stop switch must be activa-
ted. When voltage is applied to Unisab III, the default picture shown below will appear in the
display and Unisab III will be ready for operation.

Fig. 1: Default picture

As Unisab III has been programmed with values for alarm limits, shutdown limits, set points,
etc., the compressor can be started immediately.

However, some of the values must be adapted to the actual operating situation. It is also rec-
ommended to read this manual carefully to acquire a thorough knowledge of how to operate
Unisab III.

Unisab III is operated exclusively by means of the front panel keys. Reading of operating con-
ditions as well as changing limiting values and set points is carried out via the display. The
display contains a number of different pictures.

The control panel is usually closed and locked with two screws at the bottom of the front pan-
el. When turning the screws, the front panel is loosened and can be lifted to an open position,
yet still fastened to the cabinet. See Fig. 2.

  Unisab III control
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Fig. 2: Unisab III with front open

This way the front panel remains easy to operate and easy access to the cabinet interior is
obtained. When Unisab III is open, it is still fully operational.
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1.2.2 Display

Top bar

Content area

Info bar
F-key area

Fig. 3: Unisab III front

Display
The display has a background illumination with screen saver function. It consists of a top bar
with navigation information, a content area with 7-11 lines of information, an info bar with
mode and status information and an F-key area with information about the active function
keys. Pressure levels, temperatures, set points as well as alarm and shutdown limits can be
read in the display. The contrast is factory set but may be adjusted, if required. See subsec-
tion Contrast (display) in the Engineering manual.

Remote 
connection

Compressor mode

Compressor status

Password
security

Information about
active timer

Compressor no. 
(if remote connected)

Actual
capacity

1

“Smiley” status:

OK

Alarm

Shutdown

Fig. 4: Info bar in Unisab III display

1.2.3 Front panel
The Unisab III front panel is divided into three sections:
The control section - to control the compressor.
The menu section - to select menu pictures and change values.
The F-key section - to operate function keys.

  Unisab III control
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Control section

Light above start key
Off/green/yellow/red light indicating whether the compressor is stopped, running, in
alarm mode or in shutdown. At start-up this light flashes green until Unisab III has received
feedback from the motor starter. At the same time the text Starting (light flashes) and Run-
ning (light steady) can be seen at the bottom line of an operating picture.
Yellow flashes = alarm. Red flashes = shutdown.

The compressor starts in manual operation when pressing this key once. Works only if the
compressor is set at manual mode.

The compressor stops at manual operation when pressing this key once. Works only if the
compressor is set at manual mode.

Menu section

Moves left in the menu system. Used to select pictures.

Moves right in the menu system. Used to select pictures or a value.

Moves up in a menu or in a picture in order to point to a certain line, or when changing a set-
ting to a higher value. When changing a setting, the value will accelerate when pressing the
key continuously.

Moves down in a menu or in a picture in order to point to a certain line, or when changing a
setting to a lower value. When changing a setting, the value will accelerate when pressing the
key continuously.

The Enter (check) key has several functions. When changing the set values, pressing this key
will enter the change into the Unisab III memory. To make changes, you must use the pass-
word provided by Johnson Controls Denmark. As to the encoding of a password, see subsec-
tion 1.2.6. Changing set values.

The Escape/step back (full turn) key has several functions. Normally, it has a step back func-
tion and jumps back to the previous picture. You can go back 5 steps. When changing the set
values, pressing this key will discard your changes. See subsection 1.2.6. Changing set val-
ues.

  Unisab III control
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F-key section

F1
Function key 1. Has several functions, e.g. jumping to the Favourites/Default picture.

F2
Function key 2. Has several functions, e.g. increasing capacity during manual operation. If
there is a scroll bar to the right in the picture the F2  key has a PAGE UP function.

F3
Function key 3. Has several functions, e.g. decreasing capacity during manual operation. If
there is a scroll bar to the right in the picture the F3  key has a PAGE DOWN function.

F4
Function key 4. Has several functions, e.g. shutdown reset.

The function of each key will always be shown in the display above the key.

1.2.4 Menu structure
Unisab III includes a number of different pictures for compressor operation, set values, con-
figuration, etc. These pictures are built up in a menu system where a certain picture can be
selected by means of the arrow keys. The menu tree shows the structure and the number of
pictures in the menu systems for:

- Screw compressors

- Single-stage reciprocating compressors

- Two-stage reciprocating compressors

In the menu tree, the selection of pictures is carried out by means of the arrow keys on the
front panel.

The  and  keys allow you to move left or right in the menu tree.

The  and  keys allow you to move up or down in the menu tree by moving the dark cursor
from line to line.

Press F1/Menu to go directly to the Favourites/Default picture. Then simply press  to dis-
play the main menu consisting of the following menus:

• Favourites - a number of user definable operational pictures

• Alarm - list of active alarms

• Shutdown - list of active shutdowns

• Control values - all operational values with limits and set points

• History - historical shutdown information

• Service - maintenance and diagnosis information

• Setup - all compressor set up, configuration, timers, session etc.

  Unisab III control
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Unisab III HMI menu tree

Bold text = menu
Normal text = a selectable picture

Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Favourites Default

User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

Manage

favourites

  

Alarms    

Shutdown    

Table 1: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Control values Suction Values

Pressure Bar

Pressure Deg.

Superheat

Internal suction pressure

Internal pressure

Limits

Control

Limits

Control

Limits

Control

Limits (SABflex, SABCube)

Control (SABflex, SABCube)

Limits (SAB 157HR only)

Control (SAB 157HR only)

Discharge Values

Pressure Bar

Pressure Deg.

Temperature

Superheat

Pressure ratio

Limits

Control

Limits

Control

Limits

Control

Limits

Control

(SABflex, SABCube)

Oil Values

Pressure

Filter

pressure

Pump

Temperature

Separator temp.

Limits

Control

Limits

Limits (SAB 120-151,

SAB 193-355, SAB 157HR)

Limits

Control

Limits (SAB 120-151,

SAB 193-355, SAB 157HR SABflex)

Control (SAB 120-151,

SAB 193-355, SAB 157HR SABflex)

Table 2: Unisab III HMI menu tree

  Unisab III control
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Control values Motor Values

Current

Power

Speed

Speed ref.

Frequency

Final speed

Voltage

Torque Nm

Torque %

Mains voltage

DC bus voltage

U phase temp.

V phase temp.

W phase temp.

Heatsink temp.

Rectifier temp.

Ambient temp. board

Control

Control

Control (VSD only)

(VSD/Modbus only)

(VSD/Modbus only) /DA

(VSD/Modbus only) /LS

(VSD/Modbus only)

(VSD/Modbus only)

(VSD/Modbus only) /DA

(VSD/Modbus only) /LS

(VSD/Modbus only)

(VSD/Modbus only) /LS

(VSD/Modbus only) /LS

(VSD/Modbus only /LS)

(VSD/Modbus only /DA)

(VSD/Modbus only /LS)

(VSD/Modbus only)

Capacity Values

Capacity

Cap. slide pos.

Vi ratio

Vi slide pos.

Yield

Control

(Not recip.)

(SAB157HR, SABflex, SABcube)

Control (Auto Vi only)

Table 3: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Control values Process temp. Values

Process out temp.

Process in temp.

Evap. level

Condensor level

Limits

Control

Limits (Chiller only)

Control (LP level control)

Control (HP level control)

User Values

User input 1 Limits

Control

Intermediate Values

Pressure Bar

Pressure Deg.

Temperature

(Two-stage recip. only)

Limits

Limits

Limits

History Shutdown

No. of shutdowns

Control state

Measured values

Input state

Output state

 

Table 4: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Service Maintenance Service timers

Maint. compr.

Drive (VSD/Modbus only)

Diagnosis

Remote monitor

Trend

Event

Hardware

Software

Analog inputs

Analog outputs

Digital inputs

Digital outputs

Software version

Power on

Zero cap. pos. (screws only)

COP

Proficom

Rotatune piston (rota rec. only)

Sep. velocity (Screws only)

Misc. functions

Superuser password

Examine all parameters

Table 5: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Setup Compr. Control

Sequencing

Multisab

  

Configuration Drive

VSD

Compressor Block

Plant

Oil system

Communication

Dig. in via Profibus

Measuring

External input

Aux. output

R000

(VSD/Modbus only)

(If Profibus Yes)

(Aux. limits, if aux output)

Table 6: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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Menu level 1 Menu level 2 Menu level 3 Menu level 4

Setup Configuration Calibration

Quick set up

Factory reset

Pressure

Process temperature

Position

Frequency

Analog input

Analog output

Digital input

Digital output

Timers Timer list

Timer setup

Date - Time

Oil charging

Motor fan

P band factor

Transfer

Take-over

(Recip./Screw)

(Recip./Screw)

(Screws only)

(VSD only)

(Recip. only)

(Recip. only)

Session Password

Serial number

Remote connect

User interface

Function Interface

E-mail

Language

 

Table 7: Unisab III HMI menu tree
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1.2.5 Session
When selecting the menu Session, the following picture appears:

Fig. 5: Session menu

Password

When you want to change a parameter you must enter a four digit password.

In Unisab III there are 4 password levels:

• Monitoring (no password) - monitoring access only

• User - access to change set points linked to normal operation

• Superuser - access to change configuration and critical set points

• Supervisor - Johnson Controls Denmark supervisor level

Switch between the password levels with  and . Choose the appropriate level with  and
enter the four digit password using the arrow keys. When you have entered the four digits,

press  and then F3 /OK.

If the password is accepted you will return to the picture where you wanted to change a pa-

rameter and may change the parameter value with the  and  keys.

In subsection 1.2.6. Changing set values, you will find a detailed example of how to change a
parameter, e.g. a limit value.

You can always log into Unisab III even if you are not prompted for a password. Simply
choose Current user in the Password picture in the Session menu.

In the Password menu you can inactivate an open password like this: Choose Current user in
the Password picture. The password “Lock” in the info bar will close and the password access
will be terminated.
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You may change the predefined password for a password level. Choose Change passwords in
the Password picture in the Session menu. Log in at the level where you want to change your
password and enter your new password. Make sure you remember your new password as you
will need to contact Johnson Controls Denmark in order to have the password re-established if
you forget it.

User interface

The user interface appearance can be changed (see subsection 1.2.6. Changing set values).
This may be carried out even when the compressor is running.

Idle view timer. When Unisab III has not been operated for some time the build in screen
saver will be activated. The screen saver is a full screen “Smiley”. The time before the screen
saver is activated is controlled by this “Idle view timer”. The Idle view timer can be set be-
tween 0 and 3600 seconds. If you set the timer to zero the screen saver will be disabled.

Menu Auto Expand. If this feature is set to “No” the automatic expansion and collapse of the
menu tree will be disabled. The menu system will no longer automatically open to a lower
menu level or close a lower level when you continue to the next higher level.

Menu Auto Continue. If this feature is set to “No” you will not automatically continue from a
lower level menu into the next higher level menu, without using the level up (left) arrow key.

Rem. Man. Allowed. In Unisab III you may give access to Manual remote control from a ‘Re-
mote HMI’. Remote manual operation is as default blocked in the Unisab III, but can be acti-
vated by setting Rem. Man Allowed to Yes. Manual operation is defined as:

• Change to and from Manual mode

• Start/stop the compressor

• Regulate Up and Down in capacity

• Acknowledge shutdown

On the Unisab III remote connection is indicated in the info bar with a left arrow  beside the
LOCK symbol.

On the SabHMI application remote connection to a Unisab III is indicated in the info bar with a
right arrow  beside the LOCK symbol. Above the arrow is a number indicating the connected
Unisab III compressor number.

If Rem. Man Allowed is set to No in the Unisab III then the Manual Remote operation from a
SabHMI application will be blocked and you will get the following indication on the SabHMI:
“Remote manual operation not allowed”. All other remote commands (operation) can still be
performed.
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Languages

Like any other function setting (see subsection 1.2.6. Changing set values) the language can
be changed to any of the following, even when the compressor is running:

en=English fi=Finnish fr=French es=Spanish da=Danish de=German cs=Czech
sv=Swedish ru=Russian pl=Polish pt=Portuguese nl=Dutch it=Italian no=Norwegian
hu=Hungarian el=Greek tr=Turkish pt-BR=Brazilian ko=Korean

When Unisab III is switched on for the first time the set language will be English (en).

Contrast adjustment

The display contrast can be adjusted with the F1+ F2  keys to make the display lighter and the
F1+ F3  keys to make the display darker. Hold down the F2  or F3  key while repeatedly press-
ing F1  to lighten or darken the display.

Unisab III will now automatically detect the display version for setting of optimum contrast
value and make contrast compensation according to the ambient temperature.
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1.2.6 Changing set values
This example illustrates how to change set values, i.e. alarm limits, shutdown limits, set
points, timer starting value etc. First you must position the (dark) cursor on the value you
want to change. In this example it is the low shutdown limit for suction pressure. Proceed as
follows:

In the menu illustrated below, move the cursor to Control values with the  and  keys.
Press  to go to Suction and once again to go to (suction) Values and again to get to the
Suction/Values picture.

In the next picture, move the cursor down to Suction pressure with the  key and then press
F2 /LIMITS to get to the (suction) limits picture.

Press  four times to get to the Low shutdown value.
To change the low shutdown limit, press .

You must enter a password to continue. To change this low shutdown limit you must choose a
Superuser (or higher level) password.
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Switch between the password levels with the  and  keys. When you have selected the ap-
propriate level with the  key, you must enter in this case the four digit Superuser password
using the arrow keys.

When you have entered the four digits, press  and F3 /OK.

If the password is accepted, you are now back in the Suction pressure limits picture and may

change the Low shutdown limit with the  and  keys.

When you have set the limit value, press  to store the value in the memory. Before press-

ing  you have the possibility to undo the parameter change by pressing  instead of . By
doing so, the changes you have just made will not be stored in the memory.
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1.2.7 Favourites
Favourites contain a number of overview pictures for daily compressor operation. There is
one predefined favourite picture designated as Default. The other six favourite pictures are
user definable, named User 1 to User 6. Each favourite picture may contain up to seven pa-
rameters.

The User 1 to User 6 favourites pictures are as the name indicates user definable.

In the Manage Favourites picture, press F2 /MANAGE. You are now ready to select values, set
points, limits, timers or any other parameter you want to insert or you may “bookmark” into a
User favourite.
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Place the cursor on the value you want to insert from (almost) any picture, e.g. a suction

pressure set point, and press F1 /BOOKMARK.

Unisab III automatically skips back to the Manage Favourites picture. In this picture, place the
cursor on the user picture you want to insert the value into, e.g. the User 1 favourite. Press
F3 /CONFIRM to insert the actual setpoint into User 1.

Press F3 /OK to continue bookmarking. Repeat this operation up to seven times, i.e. until the
User 1 picture is full as shown below.
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You can change the order of the parameters by using the arrow keys to move parameters up
and down in the User pictures. Place the cursor on the value you want to move and press .
This will highlight the arrows on the right side of the value which may now be moved up or

down with  and . When satisfied, press  and move the cursor to the next value you want
to move.

When satisfied with the order in the User pictures, press F2 /DONE in the Manage Favourites
picture to terminate.

1.2.8 Manual and auto operation

Select compressor control mode

Compressor control mode, i.e. Stopped, Manual, Auto or Remote operation, is selected in the
Setup menu in the Compr Control picture.

Alternate between manual and auto/remote control mode

In the Default or any User favourites picture (if set up by the user) you may set Manual Mode
to “Yes”, i.e. switch from remote or auto to manual operation. You can always switch between
Manual and Auto/Remote – even during operation.

In Manual operation, the compressor operation (i.e. starting/stopping and regulating capaci-
ty) is entirely controlled by the operator overruled only by the built-in capacity limiters and
the alarm/shutdown supervision. In Auto operation, the compressor operation is controlled by
the built-in regulator - depending on its configuration during commissioning. In Remote op-
eration, the compressor operation can be controlled by a remote regulator/sequence control-
ler - depending on configuration during commissioning. The built-in capacity limiters and the
alarm/shutdown supervision are also active in Auto and Remote.
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Manual loading or unloading of capacity

In manual mode F2  and F3  can be used for manual loading or unloading of capacity. Press-

ing F2  increases capacity and pressing F3  decreases capacity. All manual compressor opera-
tion must be carried out from one of the seven favourite pictures.

Manual start 

In manual mode and if the compressor is ready you can start the compressor by pressing
. Compressor status in the info bar will be prelubrication, starting or running depending on

compressor type. During the starting period the light diode above the start key will flash
green. After feedback from the motor starter, the light diode changes to a steady green light.

Manual stop 

You can stop the compressor immediately by pressing . Compressor status in the info bar
will be cap. slide down or pause depending on compressor type. The light diode above the
start key will be off.

For SAB 109, 133 and 159 you will experience a time delay from pressing the stop key and
until the compressor stops. This is normal and the reason is that the controller closes the au-
tomatic stop valve before the compressor motor is stopped, which takes 40 seconds.

1.2.9 Shutdown and alarm acknowledgement
A compressor shutdown is acknowledged by pressing F4 /RESET. If the cause of shutdown is
no longer present the shutdown message will disappear from the shutdown queue. A shut-
down stops the compressor immediately and is indicated by quick red flashes in the light di-
ode above the start key. An acknowledged shutdown where the shutdown cause is still
present is indicated by slow red flashes in the light diode.

A compressor alarm is automatically acknowledged when the alarm cause is no longer
present and the alarm message will disappear from the alarm queue. An alarm does not stop
the compressor. It is indicated by quick yellow flashes in the light diode above the start key.
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1.2.10 Factory settings
On delivery Unisab III is preset with factory settings for all appropriate points. Although other
values may have been entered from factory or after delivery, Unisab III can always be reset
to its factory settings. A factory reset affects the following points:

• Alarm and shutdown limits

• Regulator settings

• Timer setup

• Control mode

The factory settings are stated in the tables in the sections Alarms and shutdowns, Timers
and Compressor regulation (Engineering manual). Before performing a factory reset, always
stop the compressor for safety reasons. Select Setup/Configuration/Factory Reset and change
Factory Reset from No to Yes.

Now press  and within a few seconds Unisab III will restart and display the Favourites/De-
fault picture shown in Fig. 1. The reset operation is complete and Unisab III is now restored to
its factory settings. Unisab III must then be adjusted to the actual operating conditions. Re-
member to fill in the forms for actual settings before making a factory reset. These forms
(Settings for Unisab III) are included in the back of this manual.
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2. Alarms and shutdowns

2.1. Analog alarms and shutdowns

2.1.1 Introduction
Shutdown and alarm limits can be set separately as described in subsection 1.2.6. Changing
set values. Unisab III does not check whether shutdown and alarm limits have been inter-
changed by mistake (e.g. if alarm limit for high discharge pressure is set higher than the
shutdown limit). Consequently, always check the settings when making adjustments. If an

alarm limit is exceeded, the light diode above the  key will flash yellow quickly, and the
alarm relay will be activated. The reason for the alarm is shown in the Alarm picture. If there
is more than one alarm this is indicated in the top bar.

Note that in case of alarm, a limiter might be active as described in section 3.2. Limiting func-
tions. When the alarm disappears, it is automatically acknowledged and removed from the
Alarm picture and the alarm relay returns to its normal position.

If a shutdown limit is exceeded, the compressor immediately stops and the light diode above

the  key flashes red quickly. The Shutdown picture shows the reason for the shutdown and
at the same time the shutdown relay changes its position.

The shutdown relay works by connecting the shutdown/common switch during shutdown and
disconnecting it once the shutdown has been reset. The Shutdown picture shows the exact

time of the shutdown. See also 5.2. Diagnosis. To reset the shutdown, press the F4 /RESET
key. The alarm and shutdown relays will then return to their normal positions. However, if the
shutdown value is still outside the limit, the light diode will continue to flash red, but slowly.

When the situation has returned to normal, the F4 /RESET key must be pressed once more.

The set values for high and low shutdowns as well as the factory values are stated in the fol-
lowing tables (Table 8-Table 15) followed by explanatory notes.
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2.1.2 Measured and calculated pressure levels - screws

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Suction pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
1.5
-1.0
-1.0

-
9.0
6.0
6.0

-
5.0
1.5
1.0

-
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

Suction pressure (bar)
SAB 157HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
5.0
-1.0
-1.0

-
22.0
20.0
20.0

-
19.0
3.5
2.5

-
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

Internal suction pressure
(bar)
SAB 109-133-159 and SABflex

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

2.0
2.0
-
-

7.0
7.0
-
-

7.0
6.3
-

-1.0

2+26
2+26

-

Internal pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 157HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Set point 1
Set point 2

-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-

100.0
-

80.0
75.0

2+29

Pressure ratio (II)
Calculated value
SAB 109-133-159 and SABflex

High shutdown
High alarm

1.0
1.0

50.0
50.0

30.0
25.0

1+6+27
1+6+27

Discharge pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

4.0
3.0
-

-1.0

24.5
24.0

-
-1.0

16.0
15.0

-
-1.0

1+6
1+6

-
1+5

Discharge pressure (bar)
SAB 157HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

4.0
3.0
-

-1.0

53.3
52.8

-
-1.0

52.0
50.0

-
-1.0

1+6
1+6

-
1+5

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB Mk 1 compressors

Low alarm
Low shutdown

1.5
1.0

6.0
5.0

4.0
2.5

2+7
2+7

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB Mk 2 compressors

Low alarm
Low shutdown

0.0
0.0

6.0
5.0

0.0
0.0

2+9
2+9

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB Mk 3, Mk 4 compressors
SAB 202, 283 Mk1, 330, 355
Mk1, FV 19, SV 24/26, FV
24/26

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

6.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

1.5
1.2
2.5
4.0

2+9
2+9
21
21

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
VMY Mk 2-2.5 compressor

Low alarm
Low shutdown

1.5
1.0

6.0
5.0

2.0
1.5

2+9+17
2+9+17

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
VMY Mk 3 compressors

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

1.5
1.0
0.0
0.0

6.0
5.0
10.0
10.0

4.0
3.0
5.5
7.0

2+9
2+9
22
22

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR and
SAB 193-233-283-355

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

1.5
1.0
0.0
0.0

6.0
5.0
10.0
20.0

1.5
1.0
2.5
3.0

2+9b
2+9b

21
21
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Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 80

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

1.5
1.0
0.0
0.0

6.0
5.0
10.0
20.0

2.0
1.5
0.5
16.0

2+9
2+9
20
20

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 109

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Low alarm coefficient

1.3
0.8
0.5

5.0
5.0
1.0

1.3
0.8
0.5

2+9c+28
2+9c+28

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 133-159

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Low alarm coefficient

2.0
1.5
0.25

5.0
5.0
1.0

2.0
1.5
0.25

2+9c+28
2+9c+28

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SABflex

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2
Low alarm coefficient

2.0
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.25

5.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
1.0

2.0
1.5
2.5
3.0
0.25

2+9c+28
2+9c+28

21
21

Diff. pressure across
oil filter (bar)
Calculated value
All types except SAB 80,
SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR and
SAB 193-233-283-355

High shutdown
High alarm

0.0
0.0

1.5
1.3

1.0
0.7

2+11a
2+11a

Diff. pressure across
oil filter (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 120-151 and
SAB 193-233-283-355

High shutdown
High alarm

0.0
0.0

4.0
4.0

2.0
1.7

2+11b
2+11b

Diff. pressure across oil filter
(bar)
Calculated value
SAB 157HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

0.0
0.0
-
-

2.0
1.6
-
-

1.5
1.2
-
-

2+11b
2+11b

-
-

Diff. pressure
across oil filter (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 80

High shutdown
High alarm

0.0
0.0

2.5
2.5

1.6
1.4

2+11a+19
2+11a+19

Diff. pressure across oil
filter (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 109-133-159 and SABflex

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

0.0
0.0
-
-

2.0
1.8
-
-

1.5
1.2
-1.0

-

2+11a+25
2+11a+25

-
Oil pump pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SAB 120-151 and SAB
193-233- 283-355

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
-

0.0
0.0

-
-

3.2
3.2

-
-

0.4
0.1

-
-

2+5+30
2+5+31

Table 8: Measured and calculated pressure levels - screw compressors
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2.1.3 Measured and calculated temperatures - screws

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Discharge temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

60.0
50.0
-65.0

-

130.0
120.0
-65.0

-

100.0
90.0
-65.0

-

1+6
1+6

-
-

Discharge temperature (°C)
SAB 157HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

60.0
50.0
-65.0

-

170.0
170.0
-65.0

-

120.0
110.0
-65.0

-

1+6
1+6

-
-

Oil temperature (°C)
All types except SAB 120-151,
SAB 157HR and SAB
193-233-283-355

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

40.0
30.0
10.0
0.0

80.0
70.0
50.0
40.0

65.0
60.0
45.0
40.0

2+7
2+7
2+7
2+7

Oil temperature (°C)
SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR and
SAB 193-233-283-355

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

40.0
30.0
10.0
0.0

110.0
110.0
50.0
40.0

75.0
70.0
45.0
40.0

2+7
2+7
2+7
2+7

Oil separator temperature
SAB 120-151,SAB
193-233-283-355 and SABflex

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
60.0
0.0
0.0

-
150.0
50.0
40.0

-
100.0
15.0
10.0

-
1+6
1+6
1+6

Oil separator temperature
SAB 157 HR

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
60.0
0.0
0.0

-
150.0
50.0
40.0

-
100.0
45.0
40.0

-
1+6
1+6
1+6

Process out temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-60.0
-60.0
-100.0
-100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

60.0
50.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Process in temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-60.0
-60.0
-100.0
-100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

60.0
50.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Suction gas superheat (°C)
Calculated value

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

6.0
5.5
0.0
0.0

120.0
120.0
40.0
40.0

110.0
100.0
2.0
0.0

2+7+12
2+7+12
2+7+10
2+7+10

Discharge gas superheat (°C)
Calculated value

Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

40.0
40.0
999.9
999.9

15.0
10.0
5.0
10.0

2+7+10
2+7+10

23
23

Table 9: Measured and calculated temperatures - screw compressors

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

User input 1
(4-20 mA)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-999.9
-999.9
-999.9
-999.9

999.9
999.9
999.9
999.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3+18
3+18
3+18
3+18

Table 10: 4-20 m User input 1 signal
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2.1.4 Measured and calculated pressure levels - recips.

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Suction pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
1.5
-1.0
-1.0

-
9.0
6.0
6.0

-
5.0
2.5
1.5

-
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

Discharge pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

4.0
3.0
-

-1.0

24.0
22.0

-
-1.0

16.0
15.0

-
-1.0

1+6
1+6

-
1+5

Intermediate pressure (bar)
Two stage compressors only

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

4.0
3.0
-1.0
-1.0

24.0
22.0
10.0
10.0

7.0
6.0
-1.0
-1.0

1+6
1+6

1+6+16
1+6+16

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SMC100/TSMC/HPC

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown
Low-low shutdown

5.0
5.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
1.5

6.0
5.5
4.0
3.5
0.5

2+5+16
2+5

2+5+14
2+5+14
2+5+32

Diff. pressure across oil filter
(bar)
Calculated value SMC100/
TSMC/HPC

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

0.0
0.0
-
-

10.0
7.0
-
-

6.0
4.0
-
-

2+11a
2+11a

-
-

Table 11: Measured and calculated pressure levels - reciprocating compressors
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2.1.5 Measured and calculated temperatures - recips.

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Discharge temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

60.0
50.0
-65.0

-

155.0
155.0
-65.0

-

125.0
120.0
-65.0

-

1+6
1+6

-
-

Oil temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

40.0
30.0
0.0
0.0

105.0
105.0
50.0
40.0

80.0
75.0
30.0
25.0

2
2

2+7
2+7

Process out temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-60.0
-60.0
-100.0
-100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

60.0
50.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Process in temperature (°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-60.0
-60.0
-100.0
-100.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

60.0
50.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Intermediate gas temperature
(°C)
Two-stage compressors only

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

50.0
50.0
-20.0
-20.0

155.0
120.0
50.0
50.0

100.0
95.0
4.0
2.0

2+7
2+7
2+7
2+7

Suction gas superheat (°C)
Calculated value

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

6.0
5.0
0.0
0.0

120.0
120.0
40.0
40.0

110.0
100.0
4.0
2.0

2+7
2+7

2+10+13
2+10+13

Discharge gas superheat (°C)
Calculated value

Low alarm
Low shutdown

5.0
0.0

40.0
40.0

10.0
0.0

2+10+13
2+10+13

Table 12: Measured and calculated temperatures - reciprocating compressors

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

User input 1
(4-20 mA)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-999.9
-999.9
-999.9
-999.9

999.9
999.9
999.9
999.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3+18
3+18
3+18
3+18

Table 13: 4-20 m User input 1 signal
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2.1.6 Measured/calculated pressure levels/temp. - HPO/HPC
Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

Suction pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-
1.5
-1.0
-1.0

-
25.0
25.0
25.0

-
10.0
3.5
2.5

-
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

Discharge pressure
(bar)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

4.0
3.0
-

-1.0

45.0
44.0

-
-1.0

35.0
33.0

-
-1.0

1+6
1+6

-
1+5

Oil pressure (bar)
Calculated value
SMC100/TSMC/HPC

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown
Low-low shutdown

5.0
5.0
0.5
0.5
0.0

7.0
7.0
5.0
5.0
1.5

6.0
5.5
4.0
3.5
0.5

2+5+16
2+5

2+5+14
2+5+14
2+5+32

Diff. pressure across oil filter
(bar)
Calculated value
SMC100/TSMC/HPC

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

0.0
0.0
-
-

8.0
5.0
-
-

6.0
4.0
-
-

2+11a
2+11a

-
-

High diff. pressure
Pc - Pe (bar)
Calculated value

High shutdown
High alarm

-
-

-
-

26.0
25.2

1+15
-

Discharge temperature
(°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

60.0
50.0
-65.0

-

170.0
170.0
-65.0

-

160.0
155.0
-65.0

-

1+6
1+6

-
-

Oil temperature
(°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

40.0
30.0
0.0
0.0

105.0
105.0
70.0
70.0

80.0
75.0
45.0
40.0

2+24
2+24

2+7+24
2+7+24

Process out temperature
(°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-20
-20
-20
-20

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

75.0
70.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Process in temperature
(°C)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-60
-60
-100
-100

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

60.0
50.0
4.0
2.0

1+6
1+6
1+6
1+6

Suction gas superheat
(°C)
Calculated value

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

6.0
5.0
0.0
0.0

120.0
120.0
40.0
40.0

110.0
100.0
4.0
2.0

2+7
2+7

2+10+13
2+10+13

Discharge gas superheat
(°C)
Calculated value

Low alarm
Low shutdown

5.0
0.0

40.0
40.0

10.0
0.0

2+10+13
2+10+13

Table 14: Measured and calculated pressure levels and temperatures - HPO/HPC

Measuring Min. Max. Factory Note

User input 1
(4-20 mA)

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

-999.9
-999.9
-999.9
-999.9

999.9
999.9
999.9
999.9

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

3+18
3+18
3+18
3+18

Table 15: 4-20 mA User input 1 signal
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2.1.7 Notes

Note 1 Shutdown cannot be switched off until the problem has been solved.

Note 2 Shutdown can be switched off immediately (F4 /RESET key).

Note 3 Shutdown is switched off automatically.

Note 4 Safety limits can be entered in bar or °C/R.

Note 5 Shutdown monitoring active when digital output compressor starting signal
has been activated.

Note 6 Shutdown monitoring always active

Note 7 Shutdown monitoring delayed 300 sec. after compressor start.
For reciprocating compressors, the Oil temperature low delay after start is
adjustable. If the Oil temperature low delay is set to 0 (zero) seconds, the
oil temperature shutdown and alarm supervision will also be activated during
compressor standstill thus preventing the compressor from starting with too
low oil temperature.

Note 8 Shutdown monitoring delayed 180 sec. after compressor start.

Note 9a Shutdown monitoring delayed 45 sec. after compressor start.

Note 9b Shutdown monitoring delayed 45 sec. after compressor start.

Note 9c Shutdown monitoring delayed 15 sec. (the Start unload timer setting)
after compressor start.

Note 10 A 0.0 setting disables alarm/shutdown monitoring.

Note 11a 300 sec. delay, regardless of when limits are exceeded.

Note 11b 600 sec. delay, regardless of when limits are exceeded.

Note 12 The compressor must have been above 5% capacity.
When below 5% capacity alarm/shutdown monitoring is disabled.

Note 13 Shutdown monitoring delayed 15 sec. after compressor start.

Note 14 60 sec. delay, regardless of when limits are exceeded.

Note 15 HPO and HPC compressors only.

Note 16 Shutdown monitoring delayed 20 sec. after compressor start.

Note 17 For VMY Mk 2-2.5, calculate the following: (see Fig. 6) Oil pressure = Oil
pressure 3 (after oil filter) - Discharge pressure 2. For all other compressor
types (except SAB 80, see Note 20), calculate the following: Oil pressure =
Oil pressure 3 (after oil filter) - Suction pressure 1.
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Note 18 The limits are not active until Ext. inp. s. has been selected in the menu
Setup /Configuration/External input.

Note 19 For SAB 80 the differential pressure across the oil filter is calculated as fol-
lows: (see Fig. 6) Oil filter diff. pressure = Discharge pressure 2 - Oil pres-
sure 4 (after oil filter).
The stated oil filter pressure will thus be 0.1 to 0.7 bar higher than the ac-
tual pressure loss across the filter due to the pressure loss across the oil
separator and the oil cooler.
The maximum allowed pressure drop across the oil filter is 1.2 bar. Conse-
quently, the alarm limit should be set between 0.8 and 1.4 bar or lower. The
shutdown limit should be set between 1.1 and 1.7 bar or lower.

Note 20 Set points 1 and 2 are used for shutdown monitoring of the mechanical oil
pump, see Engineering manual. For SAB 80, the oil pressure is calculated as
follows: (see Fig. 6) Oil pressure = Oil pressure 3 (after pump) - Suction
pressure 1.

Note 21 The set points are only used if the compressor is equipped with an electrical
oil pump. The set points are used to control the oil pump. When the differ-
ential pressure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) falls below set point
1, the oil pump will start. When the differential pressure exceeds set point 2
for 60 seconds, the oil pump will stop.

Note 22 The set points are used to control the full flow pump. When the pressure
falls below set point 1, the full flow pump will start. When the pressure ex-
ceeds set point 2 for 60 seconds, the full flow pump will stop.

Note 23 The set points are used for liquid slugging, alarm and shutdown. This alarm/
shutdown is released by a sudden decrease in discharge temperature which
is greater than the liquid slugging alarm/shutdown set point for a fixed 5-
second period. Set point 1 = alarm set point. Set point 2 = shutdown set
point.

Note 24 Oil temperature settings on heat pumps should be increased to:
High shutdown: 95
High alarm: 90
Low alarm: 55
Low shutdown: 50

Note 25 For SABflex and SABCube, the differential pressure across the oil filter is cal-
culated as follows: (see Fig. 6): Oil filter diff.pressure = Discharge pressure
2 - Oil pressure 3 (after oil filter). The shown oil filter pressure will thus be
0.1 to max. 0.5 bar higher than the actual pressure loss across the filter due
to the pressure loss across the oil separator and the oil cooler.

Note 26 For SABflex and SABCube, the internal suction pressure is measured as the
pressure after the suction stop valve.
The alarm and shutdown is only active when the compressor is running and
the start-up limiter is no longer active.
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Note 27 For SABflex and SABCube, the pressure ratio is calculated as
Discharge pressure (abs) / Suction pressure (abs).
The alarm and shutdown is always active.

Note 28 For SABflex and SABCube, the oil pressure is calculated as: (see Fig. 6)
Oil pressure = Oil pressure 3 (after filter) - Internal suction pressure 1a.
The alarm and shutdown is only active when the compressor is running and
the Start unload timer has run out.
For SABCube the alarm and shutdown might not be a constant value but a
linear curve that depends on the actual operating mode.

Note 29 For SAB 157 HR screw compressors the internal pressure inside the com-
pressor block is calculated as the Suction pressure (abs) multiplied with a
parameter as a function of the compressor's fixed volume ratio.
Shutdown monitoring is delayed 25 seconds after compressor start.

Note 30 Alarm monitoring is only active if Oil pump is configured and operated.
Alarm is delayed 600 seconds (delay is adjustable).

Note 31 Shutdown monitoring is only active if Oil pump is configured and operated.
Shutdown is delayed 900 seconds (delay is adjustable).

Note 32 Shutdown monitoring is delayed 10 seconds after compressor start (delay is
adjustable).
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2.1.8 Oil pressure calculations

Oil filter

Oil cooler

Oil separator

Oil filter 

4 3

1

2

CompressorOil pump

SAB 80

Others

SABflex and SABCube

Oil pump Compressor

Oil separator

Oil cooler

Oil filter

Oil cooler

Compressor

Oil separator

4 3

1

2

3

1

2

1a

1

2

Suction pressure

Discharge pressure

1a

3

4Internal suction pressure  
(SABflex and SABCube)

Oil pressure
(before compressor)

Oil pressure 2
(between pump and filter)

Fig. 6: Oil pressure calculations
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2.1.9 Suction gas superheat, shutdown
The suction gas superheat shutdown is a shutdown which in many cases will protect the com-
pressor against liquid slugging. However, many aspects may affect superheating and there-
fore this shutdown must not be considered full protection against liquid slugging.

If the superheat falls below the set value, the compressor stops. However, on R717 pump cir-
culation plants with a short distance between liquid separator and compressor, the suction
gas superheat may drop down to 0 K during normal operation. In such cases adjust Low shut-
down to 0.0 thus making it inactive.

2.1.10 User input 1 (4-20 mA)
The shutdown and alarm limits are activated when Ext. Input Signal has been selected under
Setup/Configuration/External input.

2.1.11 Oil pressure alarm (SABflex and SABCube)
The alarm indicates that the oil pressure for a SAB 109-159 is below the alarm limit curve
Y [bar] = Y1 +K1 x Psuction, abs under normal operation
Y’ [bar] = Y1 +K1 x Psuction, int, abs when the start-up limiter is active
Y [bar] = Y1 +K1 x Psuction, abs when the start-up limiter is active, but where only the SSSTV
valve is limited (i.e. closed)

Where Y1 is the low alarm limit from Table 8, and the constant K1 is the low alarm coefficient
also found in Table 8.

Psuction, abs is the external (plant) suction pressure, and Psuction, int, abs is the internal suction
pressure, both measured absolute.

The alarm is only active when the compressor is running and the Start unload timer has run
out.

2.1.12 Oil pressure shutdown (SABflex and SABCube)
The shutdown indicates that the oil pressure for a SAB 109-159 is below the shutdown limit
curve.
Z’ [bar] = Z1 +K1 x Psuction, int, abs under normal operation
Z’ [bar] = Z1 when the start-up limiter is active
Z’ [bar] = Z1 +K1 x Psuction, int, abs when the Start-up limiter is active but where only the SSSTV
valve is limited (i.e. closed).

Where Z1 is the low shutdown limit from Table 8 and the constant K1 is the low alarm coeffi-
cient also found in Table 8.

The shutdown is only active when the compressor is running and the Start unload timer has
run out. As long as the start-up limiter is active, the shutdown limit curve (where the limit is a
function of the internal suction pressure) is not activated. In this case the shutdown limit is
equal to the low oil pressure shutdown limit, i.e. the constant Z1 in above equation.
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2.2. Other alarms and shutdowns

2.2.1 High oil differential pressure (SMC Mk4)
The alarm is delayed 300 seconds during start. It is released if the oil filter differential pres-
sure becomes too high.

2.2.2 Oil system error (screw compressors)
The reason for the shutdown is either that the oil flow switch is not activated within the time
set in the timer Oil flow during prelubrication or that there is a drop-out on the oil flow switch
for a longer period than the one set in the timer No oil during operation.

For SAB 80/GSV-RWF/SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR, SABflex and SAB 193-233-283-355, this is
an oil separator level shutdown.

For SAB 109-159 this is an oil separator level shutdown.

2.2.3 Capacity error (screw compressors)
This shutdown/alarm is not active for SABflex and SABCube compressors
(SAB109→159)

The reason for the shutdown is one of the following:

• The capacity slide is not below 5% within the time set in the timer Slide max. at com-
pressor stop.

• During operation, the slide has not moved within 30 minutes, although the regulator
should regulate up or down and the output signal from the regulator is above 20%.

• In connection with automatic setting of variable zero point, the slide cannot reach the
position corresponding to calculated or adjusted zero point (i.e. positive read capaci-
ty) before the expiry of the timer Capacity negative.

Additional description

1. If the compressor is in operation and set at Manual or Auto and the slide does not re-
act to the regulating signal within 30 minutes, an alarm will be issued. The compres-
sor does not stop.

2. If the compressor is in operation and set at Remote and the slide does not react to
the regulating signal within 30 minutes, a shutdown will be issued. The compressor
will stop.

3. If the compressor is remote controlled by a PC/PLC-system, an alarm will be issued as
well. Monitoring is possible by means of a 4-20 mA signal in the aux. input or via
communication.

The reason for the difference between situation 1) and 2) is: If the system runs in sequence -
Remote (Multisab), the compressor must be stopped in order to start any subsequent com-
pressors in the sequence.

When a compressor is remote controlled (3) it is not a part of the sequence, remote (Multi-
sab) system. Thus stopping this compressor will not start up subsequent compressors.

2.2.4 PMS error
When Unisab III wants to start the compressor, the Start request (PMS) output is set at ON.
The input Start request OK must then be set at ON within the time set in the timer PMS feed-
back. If not, the shutdown will be activated.
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2.2.5 No starting permission
The reason for the alarm is that the regulator in Remote/Multisab cannot start up the com-
pressor, even though the regulator demands more capacity and the compressor is next in line
to start. The reason is that Auto start has not been configured to Yes, or that the input Exter-
nal starting permission – normal stop is not ON.

2.2.6 Compressor motor error
The reason for the shutdown is that feedback from the motor is not set/does not disappear
within the time set in the Motor start timer when the compressor motor is started/stopped
(i.e. the digital output compressor start is activated/deactivated) or that feedback from the
motor disappears even briefly during operation.

The shutdown may also occur at compressor start if the emergency stop or an optional high
pressure control has been activated.

2.2.7 Compressor motor overload
The reason for the shutdown is that within the time set in the Current overload timer, a motor
current has been measured continually. This current exceeds the actual set point value set for
Motor current in Set point 1 or Set point 2.

2.2.8 Discharge pressure overload
The reason for the shutdown is that within the time set in the Discharge overload timer, a dis-
charge pressure overload has been measured continually. This pressure level exceeds the
alarm limit for high discharge pressure.

2.2.9 High motor temperature
The reason for the shutdown is that the Thermistor input is open, i.e. the load on the input is
above 3990 Ω.

2.2.10 Oil pump error (screw compressors)
The reason for the shutdown is that feedback from the oil pump motor is not set/does not dis-
appear within the time set in the Oil pump motor timer when the compressor starts/stops (i.e.
the digital output oil pump start is activated/deactivated) or that feedback from the motor
disappears even briefly during operation.

The shutdown functions as an alarm during operation i.e. after the prelubrication sequence
has been completed.

2.2.11 Oil pump error (SAB 80)
The reason for the shutdown is that the differential pressure across the mechanical oil pump
is too low, i.e. lower than 0.5 Bar. This value can be set as Set point 1 for the oil pressure.

The shutdown is delayed 45 seconds after compressor start (same timer as for low oil pres-
sure).

The shutdown is only activated when the discharge pressure is lower than 16 Bar. This value
can be set as Set point 2 for the oil pressure. At a discharge pressure level of approx. 16 Bar,
the pump cannot be expected to generate a positive relative pressure because of the shunt
valve. There is therefore no shutdown surveillance of the differential pressure across the oil
pump.
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2.2.12 Full flow pump error (screw compressors)
The reason for the shutdown is that feedback of the full flow pump motor is not set/does not
disappear within the time set in the Full fl. Pump motor timer when the motor starts/stops
(i.e. the digital output full flow pump start is activated/deactivated) or that feedback from the
motor disappears even briefly during operation.

The shutdown functions as an alarm during operation i.e. after the prelubrication sequence
has been completed.

2.2.13 Cooling fan error
The shutdown is activated when feedback from the electrical cooling fan motor is not set/does
not disappear within the time limit set in the Full fl. Pump motor timer when the motor starts/
stops (i.e. the digital output cooling fan is activated/deactivated) or that feedback from the
motor disappears even briefly during operation.

2.2.14 Oil rectifier error
The reason for the shutdown is that suction gas superheat has not exceeded the value set in
Set point 1 before the Rect. Disable. timer has expired although the Oil rectifier configuration
has been set and the compressor is running.

2.2.15 Wrong starting number in sequence
The reason for the alarm is that two or more compressors have the same starting number and
the same system number.

2.2.16 Limiting suction pressure
The alarm indicates that the suction pressure limiter is active, i.e. the suction pressure is
within the limiter neutral zone or below the alarm limit.

2.2.17 Limiting discharge pressure
The alarm indicates that the discharge pressure limiter is active, i.e. the discharge pressure is
within the limiter neutral zone or above the alarm limit.

2.2.18 Limiting process out temperature
The alarm indicates that the process out temperature limiter is active, i.e. the process out
temperature is within the limiter neutral zone or below the alarm limit.

2.2.19 Limiting hot water
The alarm indicates that the hot water temperature limiter is active, i.e. the hot water tem-
perature is within the limiter neutral zone or above the alarm limit.

2.2.20 Limiting discharge temperature
The alarm indicates that the discharge pipe temperature limiter is active. See section
3.2. Limiting functions, High discharge pipe temperature.

2.2.21 Start-up limiter
SABflex and SABCube compressors (SAB 109→159)
The alarm indicates that the SSSTV valve is closed and that the speed might be limited to
1.000 [rpm] during start-up. This will be caused by too high external (or internal) suction
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pressure or too low oil pressure. The start-up limiter can maximum be active for the time set
in timer Max. start-up time, which default is set to 600 sec.

When the Max. start-up time timer is running the Start-up limiter is an alarm. When the Max.
start-up time timer runs out the Start-up limiter alarm is converted into a shutdown and the
compressor is stopped.

2.2.22 Start up RPM limiter
High pressure compressors (SAB 157HR)
The alarm indicates that the speed is limited to minimum speed, default 1,000 [rpm] during
start-up because of too high suction pressure.

The start-up limiter can maximum be active for the time set in timer Start RPM limiter (de-
fault 300 seconds). When the limiter is active the Start RPM limiter timer is running and a
Start-up RPM limiter alarm is shown. If the Start RPM limiter timer runs out while the limiter
is still active the compressor is stopped by a shutdown Start RPM limiter error.

2.2.23 Lube pressure unload alarm
High pressure compressors (SAB 157HR)
This alarm indicates that the oil lubricating pressure is low and that the plug valve therefore
has been unloaded. See Fig. 7.

2.2.24 No communication to chiller
The shutdown/alarm will only be activated if Unisab III is configured as part of a chiller con-
trol, i.e. Configuration/plant/ Chiller = Yes.

The shutdown will only be activated if the communication between Unisab III and the connec-
ted chiller disappears for a longer period than the one set in the No chiller timer.

2.2.25 Chiller, shutdown from chiller
The shutdown will only be activated if Unisab III is configured as part of a chiller control, i.e.
Configuration/plant/Chiller = Yes. The shutdown will be activated if the shutdown of the con-
nected chiller goes off.

2.2.26 Watch the oil pressure
The alarm will be activated if the oil pump for oil charging is started by means of the picture
Timers/Oil charging and the compressor is in operation at the same time.

2.2.27 Vi position error
The shutdown will only be activated if Unisab III is configured for automatic Vi regulation, i.e.
Volume ratio is set to Auto in picture Configuration/compressor block. The shutdown indicates
that the shown capacity in connection with automatic Vi regulation is incorrect. The real ca-
pacity of the compressor is lower than the one shown in the display.

2.2.28 Low lubricating pressure monitoring (screw compressor)
The reason for this shutdown is that the differential pressure across the compressor and thus
the effective lubricating pressure are too low. The differential pressure is calculated the fol-
lowing way: Absolute oil pressure - 1.1 x Absolute suction pressure.

The differential pressure must be higher than the set shutdown limit for low oil pressure, see
Fig. 7.

An alarm will be issued after 25 seconds and a shutdown after 120 seconds.
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2.2.29 Oil log shutdown

GSV/RWF/SGC compressors with oil pump

This shutdown protects against overcharging the compressor with oil. The oil pump is started
at compressor start-up if the capacity slide is above 5%. The purpose of this is to increase oil
pressure and thereby run the slide into minimum position. If capacity is not below 5% before
the oil log shutdown timer runs out, a shutdown will be issued for the Oil log shutdown. Note
that there is a risk of overcharging the compressor with oil which may damage it at next
start-up if the timer is set too high.

2.2.30 Insufficient main oil pressure alarm

SGC compressors (SAB 157 HR)

This alarm is released if the oil pressure is < [1.5 x Psuct] + 1 bar. The alarm delay is 180 sec-
onds. When the main oil pressure is too low, the limiting function Insufficient main oil pres-
sure (SAB 157HR) will unload the plug valve, with no delay. See Fig. 9 and subsection
3.2.3. Special limiters.

2.2.31 Insufficient main oil pressure shutdown

SGC compressors (SAB 120→151 and SAB 193→355)

This shutdown is released if the oil pressure is < [1.5 x Psuct] + 1 bar and at the same time
the capacity slide is above 50%. The shutdown delay is 180 seconds. When the oil pressure is
too low, this function limits capacity to max. 50% and the capacity cannot increase if it is be-
tween 40 and 50%. For screws with both capacity slide and frequency converter the limitation
only affects the capacity slide not the VSD. See Fig. 8.

2.2.32 Low oil circuit pressure alarm

SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR, SABflex and SAB 193→355)

This alarm is issued if the pressure difference between discharge pressure minus oil pressure
exceeds 2.7 bar. The alarm delay is 600 seconds. See Fig. 10.

2.2.33 Low oil circuit pressure shutdown

SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR, SABflex and SAB 193→355)

This shutdown is issued if the pressure difference between discharge pressure minus oil pres-
sure exceeds 3.0 bar. The shutdown delay is 900 seconds. See Fig. 11.

2.2.34 Critical oil circuit pressure shutdown
SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR, SABflex and SAB 193→355)
This shutdown is issued if the pressure difference between discharge pressure minus oil pres-
sure exceeds 5.0 bar. The shutdown delay is 25 seconds. See Fig. 12.

2.2.35 Oil pump low pressure alarm

SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR and SAB 193→355)

This alarm is issued if the pressure difference between oil pressure and discharge pressure is
less than a preset value, see table Table 8: Measured and calculated pressure levels - screw
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compressors. The alarm is only active when the oil pump is running and then the alarm will be
delayed with a preset delay Oil pump low alarm, see Table 49: Timer values - screw compres-
sors.

2.2.36 Oil pump low pressure shutdown

SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR and SAB 193→355)

This shutdown is issued if the pressure difference between oil pressure and discharge pres-
sure is less than a preset value, see Table 8: Measured and calculated pressure levels - screw
compressors. The shutdown is only active when the oil pump is running and then the shut-
down will be delayed with a preset delay Oil pump low shutdown, see Table 49: Timer values
- screw compressors.

2.2.37 Liquid slugging alarm
This alarm protects against possible liquid in the compressor. The alarm is issued by a sudden
decrease in discharge temperature which is greater than default 5°K for a fixed 5-second peri-
od. The 5°K limit is set in Set point 1 for Discharge gas superheat.

For reciprocating compressors, the alarm will be suppressed in 60 seconds after a capacity
step has been engaged to avoid false alarm. This is because the discharge temperature will
drop due to the increased capacity when a capacity step is engaged.

2.2.38 Liquid slugging shutdown
This shutdown protects against possible liquid in the compressor. The shutdown is issued by a
sudden decrease in discharge temperature which is greater than default 10°K for a fixed 5-
second period. The 10°K limit is set in Set point 2 for Discharge gas superheat.

For reciprocating compressors, the shutdown will be suppressed in 60 seconds after a capacity
step has been engaged to avoid false shutdown. This is because the discharge temperature
will drop due to the increased capacity when a capacity step is engaged.

2.2.39 High separator flow (screw compressor)
This function limits the compressor capacity to a calculated limit at certain running conditions.
When the difference pressure across the compressor is too low, the capacity is limited in order
to protect the unit against oil carry-over to the system.

2.2.40 VSD backspin
SABflex and SABCube (SAB 109→159) compressors
For SABflex this shutdown indicates that the discharge pressure, after compressor stop and
after the timer Backspin delay has run out, is higher than the Internal suction pressure.

For SABCube this shutdown indicates that the drive during the compressor stop sequence is
rotating backwards with a speed of more than 5,000 rpm.

The shutdown will activate the POV valve to avoid the risk of backspin, i.e. that the compres-
sor starts rotating backwards. This might be caused because the SSTV valve did not close cor-
rectly at compressor stop.

2.2.41 Network connection to VSD alarm
Compressors with VSD and Modbus drive communication

This alarm (“VSD link missing”) indicates that the Modbus communication between Unisab III
and the VSD drive has been shortly disrupted, for 5 seconds.
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2.2.42 Network connection to VSD shutdown
Compressors with VSD and Modbus drive communication
This shutdown (“Drive link error”) indicates that the Modbus communication between Unisab
III and the VSD drive has been disrupted for 10 seconds, and that the drive for security rea-
sons therefore has been stopped. When Unisab III goes into shutdown, the POV valve is
closed.
To secure that the drive too is stopped in case of communication error, the drive is set up to
stop the motor after 8 seconds.

The Danfoss drive must be set up as follows: 08-03 “Control word time out” set to 8 seconds
and 08-04 “Control word time out function” set to 5 “Stop and trip”.

The Leroy Somer drive must be set up as follows: "Serial link monitoring" set to Yes, "Moni-
toring period" set to 8 seconds and "Serial link fault" set to Major fault.

2.2.43 General drive error
Compressors with VSD and Modbus drive communication
This shutdown indicates that there is one or more faults in the Danfoss or Leroy Somer VSD
drives. The fault reason can be found in VSD menu no. 16-9 for the Danfoss drive and in
menu no. 18 for the Leroy Somer drive.

2.2.44 Forced speed alarm
SGC compressors (SAB 120→151 and SAB 193→355)

For these screw compressor types with frequency converter this alarm indicates that the
speed is forced up during the start-up phase. In this “forced speed” phase the frequency con-
verter will regulate up to a predefined speed and stay there as long as the main oil pressure is
low. When the main oil pressure is above its minimum limit this alarm is automatically reset.

2.2.45 Oil pressure diagrams
In the following diagrams, the absolute oil pressure (Poil) is the oil pressure displayed in the
oil picture + the suction pressure + 1 bar (atmosphere). The absolute suction pressure (Psuct)
is the displayed suction pressure + 1 bar (atmosphere).
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Fig. 7: Low lubricating pressure

Note: For SAB 157HR: the alarm delay is 120 seconds and the shutdown delay is 180 sec-
onds.
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Fig. 8: Insufficient main oil pressure during low differential pressure
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Fig. 9: Insufficient main oil pressure during low differential pressure, SAB 157HR
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Fig. 10: Oil circuit pressure drop

Note: For SAB 157HR the alarm limit is 1.7 bar.
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2.3. Shutdowns and alarms with identification numbers for screw com-
pressors

2.3.1 Shutdowns and alarms for screw compressors

Shutdown/alarm Id
Danbuss Profibus/

Modbus
Low suction pressure alarm + shutdown 5) 31 31
High suction pressure alarm 32 32
Low suction gas superheat alarm + shutdown 33 33
High suction gas superheat alarm + shutdown 34 34
Low discharge pressure shutdown 35 35
High discharge pressure alarm + shutdown 36 36
High discharge temperature alarm + shutdown 37 37
Low oil pressure (differential pres-
sure)

alarm + shutdown 38 38

Low brine/intermed. gas temperature alarm + shutdown 39 39
Low discharge temperature alarm 40 40
Low oil temperature alarm + shutdown 41 41
High oil temperature alarm + shutdown 42 42
High oil filter differential pressure alarm + shutdown 43 43
Oil system error (oil flow switch) shutdown 44 44
Capacity error alarm + shutdown 1) 45 45
Compressor motor overload shutdown 46 46
Compressor motor error/emergency
stop/HP

shutdown 47 47

Oil pump error alarm + shutdown 2) 4) 48 48
High motor temperature (thermistor) shutdown 49 49
PMS error shutdown 55 55
No starting permission alarm 56 56
High brine/intermed. gas temperature alarm + shutdown 58 58
Full flow pump error alarm + shutdown 2) 62 62
Oil rectifier error alarm 64 64
Wrong starting number in sequence alarm 65 65
Low external input signal alarm + shutdown 67 67
High external input signal alarm + shutdown 68 68
Low discharge gas superheat alarm + shutdown 69 69
Discharge pressure overload shutdown 70 70
Evolution, shutdown from PLC shutdown 71 71
Evolution, no communication to PLC shutdown 72 72
Limiter, suction pressure alarm 73 73
Chiller, common shutdown shutdown 80 73
Limiter discharge pressure alarm 74 74
No communication to Chiller shutdown 81 74
Limiter process out (brine) tempera-
ture

alarm 75 75

Cooling fan error shutdown 82 75
Limiter hot water alarm 76 76
VI position error shutdown 83 76
Low lubricating pressure alarm + shutdown 84 77
Liquid slugging shutdown NA 78
Watch the oil pressure alarm 79 79
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Shutdown/alarm Id
Danbuss Profibus/

Modbus
Oil log Shutdown NA 79
No real time clock alarm NA 80
Low main oil pressure shutdown NA 80
Frick lubricating pressure low alarm NA 81
Low oil circuit pressure shutdown NA 81
High oil diff pressure alarm NA 82
Oil pump 2 error shutdown NA 82
Low oil separator temperature alarm + shutdown NA 83
High oil separator temperature alarm NA 84
Low oil circuit pressure alarm NA 85
Water pump error shutdown NA 85
High internal suction pressure alarm + shutdown NA 86
High pressure ratio alarm + shutdown NA 87
Liquid slugging alarm NA 88
VSD backspin shutdown NA 88
Network Connection to VSD
(VSD link missing)

alarm NA 89

General drive error shutdown NA 89
Start up limiter active alarm NA 90
Feedback error from VSD shutdown NA 90
High separator flow alarm NA 91
Network Connection to VSD
(Drive link error)

shutdown NA 91

Low main oil pressure alarm NA 92
Start up limiter error shutdown NA 92
Frick oil system error alarm NA 93
No evaporator flow shutdown NA 93
No condenser flow shutdown NA 94
High process in temperature alarm + shutdown NA 95
Low process in temperature alarm + shutdown NA 96
Forced speed active alarm NA 97
Emergency stop shutdown NA 97
Low process out temperature alarm + shutdown NA 98
High process out temperature alarm + shutdown NA 99
High internal pressure alarm + shutdown NA 100
Start RPM limiter alarm NA 101
Start RPM limiter error shutdown NA 101
Low oil eco pressure alarm + shutdown NA NA
Low Vi alarm NA 103
Critical oil circuit pressure shutdown NA 103
Lube pressure unload alarm NA 104
Oil pump low pressure alarm + shutdown NA 105
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Shutdown/alarm Id
Danbuss Profibus/

Modbus
1) May occur as alarm in MAN and AUTO.
2) Shutdown at prelubrication. Alarm during operation.
3) HPO/HPC only.
4) The shutdown Low oil pump pressure during operation applies to SAB 80. The shutdown is only activated at
a discharge pressure level below 16 bar.
5) Shutdown relay can be deactivated.
NA = Not available
Table 16: Shutdowns and alarms with identification numbers for screw compressors

For the optional protocols RS2LAN, Profibus DP and Modbus TCP you can also find the ID
numbers in the dedicated manuals.
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2.4. Shutdowns and alarms with identification numbers for reciprocating
compressors

2.4.1 Shutdowns and alarms for reciprocating compressors

Shutdown/alarm Id
Danbuss Profibus/

Modbus
Low suction pressure alarm + shutdown 5) 31 31
High suction pressure alarm 32 32
Low suction gas superheat alarm + shutdown 33 33
High suction gas superheat alarm + shutdown 34 34
Low discharge pressure shutdown 35 35
High discharge pressure alarm + shutdown 36 36
High discharge temperature alarm + shutdown 37 37
Low oil pressure (differential pressure) alarm + shutdown 38 38
Low brine/intermed. gas temperature alarm + shutdown 39 39
Low discharge temperature alarm 40 40
Low oil temperature alarm + shutdown 41 41
High oil temperature alarm + shutdown 42 42
High oil filter differential pressure alarm (Mk4) 43 43
Compressor motor overload shutdown 46 46
Compressor motor error/emergency
stop/HP

shutdown 47 47

High motor temperature (thermistor) shutdown 49 49
PMS error shutdown 55 55
No starting permission alarm 56 56
High differential pressure (Pc - Pe) alarm + shutdown 3) 57 57
High brine/intermed. gas temperature alarm + shutdown 58 58
High oil pressure alarm + shutdown 59 59
High intermed. pressure alarm + shutdown 60 60
Low intermed. pressure alarm + shutdown 61 61
Oil rectifier error alarm 64 64
Wrong starting number in sequence alarm 65 65
Low external input signal alarm + shutdown 67 67
High external input signal alarm + shutdown 68 68
Low discharge gas superheat alarm + shutdown 69 69
Discharge pressure overload shutdown 70 70
Evolution, shutdown from PLC shutdown 71 71
Evolution, no communication to PLC shutdown 72 72
Limiter, suction pressure alarm 73 73
Chiller, common shutdown shutdown 80 73
Limiter, discharge pressure alarm 74 74
No communication to chiller shutdown 81 74
Limiter process out (brine) tempera-
ture

alarm 75 75

Cooling fan error shutdown 82 75
Limiter, hot water alarm 76 76
Limiter, discharge temperature (recip) alarm 78 78
No real time clock alarm NA 80
No evaporator flow shutdown NA 93
No condenser flow shutdown NA 94
High process in temperature alarm + shutdown NA 95
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Shutdown/alarm Id
Danbuss Profibus/

Modbus
Low process in temperature alarm + shutdown NA 96
Emergency stop shutdown NA 97
Low process out temperature alarm + shutdown NA 98
High process out temperature alarm + shutdown NA 99
Low-low oil pressure shutdown NA 104
1) May occur as alarm in MAN and AUTO.
2) Shutdown at prelubrication. Alarm during operation.
3) HPO/HPC only.
4) The shutdown Low oil pump pressure during operation applies to SAB 80. The shutdown is only activated at
a discharge pressure level below 16 bar.
5) Shutdown relay can be deactivated.
NA = Not available
Table 17: Shutdowns and alarms with identification numbers for reciprocating compressors

For the optional protocols RS2LAN, Profibus DP and Modbus TCP you can also find the ID
numbers in the dedicated manuals.
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3. Compressor control and surveillance

3.1. Compressor regulation set-up

3.1.1 Control mode set-up
The compressor can be adjusted for different modes of operation. These are found in the pic-
ture Setup/Compr.Control.

When selecting this picture, the cursor will be positioned in the top line. Press  to move the
cursor to the second line.

Press  (enter password if prompted) and select the desired mode of operation with  and

. There are the following possibilities:

• Stopped

• Manual

• Auto

• Remote

Stopped means that the compressor is blocked and cannot start.
Manual means that the compressor only operates manually, i.e. it is not possible to switch to
a different mode by means of the Manual Mode switch in the Favourites/Default picture.

The compressor can, however, be started with  and stopped with . Capacity is in-
creased/decreased with F2 /CAP. UP and F3 /CAP. DOWN in the Favourites/Default picture.

Auto means that the compressor runs in local automatic operation according to the form of
regulation chosen (suction pressure, process temperature etc). It is possible to change to
Manual with the Manual Mode switch in the Favourites/Default picture.
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Remote means that the compressor works together with one or more compressors in a com-
mon Multisab control system. It is possible to switch to Manual with the Manual Mode switch
in the Favourites/Default picture.

3.1.2 Regulator set-up
Unisab III includes a number of compressor capacity regulators. In the modes Auto and Re-
mote, one (and only one) of these regulators is responsible for adjusting capacity according to
the cooling (or heating) requirements. Which regulator to use is specified in line 3: Control on
in the picture Setup/Compr. Control.

Control on can be set to one of the following:

• Suction pressure

• Process out

• Discharge pressure

• Hot water

• Ext. cool

• Ext. heat

Each regulator has its own set of parameters. This means that when changing the Control on
setting from one regulator to another and back again, the original parameters are kept. Each
regulator parameter set includes:

• Set point (SP)

• Neutral zone (Nz)

• Proportional band (Pb or P Band)

Depending on whether PID = Yes or No is selected in the picture Setup/Configuration/PID,
PID parameters will also be used for screw compressors and reciprocating compressors with
VSD. See subsection 3.1.4. Capacity PID regulation (outer loop) below.

Set point is the desired pressure or temperature in the plant.

Neutral zone indicates how much the pressure or temperature is allowed to fluctuate in rela-
tion to the Sp without the compressor changing its capacity. The set value of Nz is positioned
symmetrically around the set point (Sp +/- 1/2 Nz).

Proportional band indicates how powerful the regulating signal to the compressor capacity
regulation is going to be, depending on the difference between the desired value (Sp) and the
actual value.

If the measured value is just outside the Nz, the regulating impulses will be very short where-
as the regulating impulse will be very long if the measured value is outside the P Band. The P
Band is positioned symmetrically around Sp outside the Nz. See Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13: Regulation principle

3.1.3 Regulation of screw compressors
Screw compressors are capacity regulated (hydraulically or electrically) by moving the capaci-
ty slide. This takes place via two digital outputs, which are controlled by Unisab III, so that
the slide moves towards max. or min. capacity according to demand. The setting is stepless
from 0 to 100%. Unisab III will usually pulse the digital outputs with a pulse/delay ratio. Con-
sequently, a constant up or down signal will rarely be given.

The capacity control must be seen as two PID control loops (an inner and an outer loop). The
inner loop, which is a proportional regulator, adjusts the slide position continuously according

to the capacity set point. In Manual mode the capacity set point is selected with the F2 / F3
keys and in Auto/Remote mode it is selected automatically by the outer loop. As long as this
set point is constant, the inner loop will ensure that the capacity slide remains in this position
independent of any other outside influences.

The outer loop, which can be a PID or I regulator, adjusts the capacity set point according to
the selected control set point and measured value, e.g. the suction pressure set point and
measured value. In Manual mode, the outer loop is not active. In Auto and Remote, the outer
loop is active according to the Control on setting. See subsection 3.1.2. Regulator set-up.

The inner loop set point can also be controlled via the external input (see subsection
3.1.12. Capacity control with user input 1) or via the communication network.

3.1.4 Capacity PID regulation (outer loop)
On screw compressors a PID regulator is used for the outer loop of capacity regulation. In the
picture Setup/Compr.Control it is possible to select Capacity Controller = PID or I. If PID is
selected, all the parameters stated below are accessible.

If I is selected only the parameters Actual set point, Set point 1 and 2, Neutral zone and Prop.
band are accessible. The actual parameters are found in the relevant picture, e.g. Control val-
ues/Suction/Pressure/Control. Each parameter is briefly described below. The theory behind
PID regulation is described in innumerable books about automatic regulation. These books al-
so describe methods for optimising the parameters.
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Name Description
Actual Sp The set point the PID controller is currently working with
Set point 1 User selected set point 1
Set point 2 User selected set point 2
Neutral zone The neutral zone is a symmetrical area around Actual set point.

When the controlled value is inside the area, the controller will be
passive. The purpose is to increase service life of the output hard-
ware (relays, valves, spindle motor, etc). However, this is also
partly ensured by the parameter Min pulse, see 3.1.5. Capacity P
regulation (inner loop) below, which is why the Neutral zone can be
set at 0. An increased Neutral zone makes regulation less accurate.

Prop. band The proportional band determines the total gain in the control loop.
Increasing Prop. band provides a slower response. Thus changing
Prop. band does not only affect the proportional term, but also the
integral and differential terms.

T. int. Integral Time determines the gain of the integral term. A small T.
int. means a large gain, i.e. the controller will try to reach the set
point faster.

T. diff. Differential Time determines the gain of the differential term. A
large T. diff. means a large gain. Normally, select T. diff. = 0 which
deactivates the differential term and makes the regulator work as
a PI controller.

P. part This field shows the actual Proportional term calculated by the PID
controller.

I. part This field shows the actual Integral term calculated by the PID con-
troller.

D. part This field shows the actual Differential term calculated by the PID
controller

Reg. output The actual Regulator output is the sum of P. part, I. part and D.
part.

Table 18: Description of regulating parameters

3.1.5 Capacity P regulation (inner loop)
The parameters for the inner loop, which is only a proportional regulation (P regulator), are
set in the picture Control values/Capacity/Capacity/Control. The P regulator parameters in-
clude Actual Set point, Neutral zone, Proportional band and P Part. Actual set point is the ca-
pacity set point generated by the outer loop.

Additionally the following parameters can be selected:

• Min Pulse is the shortest pulse given by Unisab III on the relay output. E.g. it takes
time for a hydraulic valve to open and close and for the hydraulic oil to move so a
pulse shorter than about half a second would have no effect and would only shorten
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the service life of the valve and the relay. A longer Min Pulse increases the service life
of the hardware, but it also makes the regulation less accurate.

• Run Time is the approximate time it takes for the capacity slide to move from mini-
mum position to maximum position and vice versa at constant signal. Please note that
Run Time for the capacity slide may be reduced by variable slide end stop etc where
this is relevant.

• Reg. output is the inner loop regulator output in percent between 0 and 100%.

3.1.6 Vi slide regulation
If there is automatic Vi slide control, it works the same way as the inner loop with the one
exception that Unisab III calculates the position set point according to the actual suction and
discharge pressure. The parameters are available in the picture Control values/Capacity/Vi
slide pos./Control.

3.1.7 Regulator settings
If I is selected, the regulator works approximately like the former “three-point I” regulator. Ir-
respective of whether PID or I is selected, it is recommended to begin with the factory values
and then, if necessary, adjust the values to the conditions of the actual plant.

Outer loop

If PID is selected, it is not recommended to adjust the P band further down than 10°C and
T.int. further down than 30 seconds. Higher values may very well occur. T.diff. is usually al-
ways 0.

The neutral zone can be set for 0.4°C or higher if it is not required that the suction pressure is
kept as narrow as possible around the set point. If the neutral zone is too high, the regulator
may fluctuate too much.

If I is selected, the outer loop is working more moderately than when PID is selected. A P
band of less than 10°C may therefore be used. Requirements for the neutral zone are the
same as when PID is selected. As already mentioned, T.int. and T.diff. are not accessible
when PID = No.

Inner loop

As regards the inner loop it is not recommended to use any other values than the default val-
ues for Neutral zone (Nz = 0.0) and Proportional band (P band = 200%).

The parameter Min Pulse determines the pulse duration up or down every time the solenoid
valve is activated. If the value is high, a correspondingly large capacity change is required be-
fore the regulator reacts with an up or down signal. This is a kind of neutral zone. Default val-
ue is 0.5 seconds and should not be higher than 2 seconds.
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The parameter Run Time defines how long it will take to run the slide from 0-100% at con-
stant up signal or from 100-0% at constant down signal. Usually slide speed is always adjus-
ted on the oil needle valves positioned on the capacity regulating block so that the slide speed
is approximately 60 seconds when the oil is warm from operation. This adjustment is usually
carried out by the service engineer who starts up the compressor unit.

If the slide speed for some reason cannot be adjusted for 60 seconds, the Run Time parame-
ter must be changed so that run time corresponds to the actual operating conditions. If this is
not done, it will appear as if the PID regulator is out of control and it may cause hunting.

Example 1
A screw compressor with a combination of slide regulation and frequency regulation has a
slide speed at 60 seconds from 0-100% slide movement. Depending on min. and max. fre-
quency this is shown as e.g. 0-42% capacity on the Unisab III display. When the slide has
reached 100%, the frequency converter will start to increase the frequency to the max. fre-
quency set. This will take 60 seconds and be shown as 42-100% in the Unisab III display.
Thus the Run time parameter must be set for 60+60=120 seconds for correct regulation.
However, the Run time parameter only corresponds to the slide regulation and should there-
fore be set to 60 seconds.

For screw compressors connected to frequency converters see also the Unisab III sequence
manual.

Example 2
PID = Yes
Values for outer loop:
Nz = 0.0
P band = 10.0
T. int. = 60.0
T. diff. = 0.0

If the compressor is running very unsteadily during regulation or two compressors cannot find
one another in parallel operation, raise the P band to e.g. 50°C.

If the running of the compressor has steadied, but the regulator seems slow to reach its set
point, reduce the P band a little at a time until the running of the compressor becomes un-
steady again. Now raise the P band to the last applicable value. If the suction pressure does
still not reach its set point (depending on the setting of Nz) a reduction in the integral time
may be necessary to fine-tune the regulator.

If the regulator for a long period of time seems to hunt, increase the T. int. to e.g. 100-200
sec. If the hunting stops, reduce the T. int. until the system starts hunting again. Now in-
crease the T. int. to the last applicable value.

Usually it will never be necessary to change the T. diff. to a value different than 0 sec. How-
ever, in special cases where the compressor is part of a process plant, e.g. in petrochemical
plants, it may be necessary to use another value than 0 sec. This will only be necessary if the
process requires a very fast regulation upwards or downwards to avoid that the suction pres-
sure removes itself too far from the set point.

The following diagrams show how the PID regulator reacts on a specific change in the input
signal. The diagrams are divided into P, I and D parts.
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3.1.8 Regulation of reciprocating compressors
Reciprocating compressors are capacity regulated in stages by connection/disconnection of
cylinders, typically in pairs, through solenoid valves controlled by Unisab III.

How fast the compressor loads/unloads stages is determined by the timers Delay up and De-
lay down, which will start counting as soon as the value is outside the neutral zone. The regu-
lator is allowed to have a P Band of 0, which means that the stages are loaded in seconds as
set.

If the P band is above 0, the delay times can be prolonged as long as the value is within the P
band. The P band is only relevant if the P band factors Delay up and/or Delay down are set in
the picture P band factor at a value above 1. See P band factor in section 6.5. Timers.

If the value is just outside the neutral zone and the P band factor Delay up is e.g. 10, count-
ing will be slow: “1 sec.” becomes 10 sec. If the value is just outside the P Band, counting will
be speeded up, "1 sec." becomes 1 sec.

For reciprocating compressors connected to frequency converters see also the Unisab III se-
quence manual.
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3.1.9 Set points for regulators

Settings - regulating parameters, screw compressors

Regulator type Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

Capacity control

Nz 0.0 10.0 0.0 %

Pb 0.1 999.9 200.0 %

Min. pulse 0.3 50.0 0.5 sec.
Run time 1.0 999.9 See note 1 sec.

Vi slide control,
compressors with
automatic Vi-
regulation

Nz 0.0 10.0 4.0 %
Pb 0.1 999.9 200.0 %
Min. pulse 0.3 10.0 0.5 sec.
Run time 1.0 999.9 See note 1 sec.

Suction
pressure

Sp 1
-1
-90

9
24.8

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
-1
-90

9
24.8

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Sp 1
(SAB 157HR)

-1
-90

19
49.3

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
(SAB 157HR)

-1
-90

19
49.3

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Nz 0.0 200.0 0.0 °C/R717
Pb 0.1 999.9 10.0 °C/R717
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60.0 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0.0 sec.

Process out
temperature
(Brine)

Sp 1 -60 100 20 °C
Sp 2 -60 100 20 °C
Nz 0.0 100 0 °C
Pb 0.1 999.9 50 °C
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60.0 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0 sec.

Discharge

Sp 1
-1
-90

24
58

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
-1
-90

24
58

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Sp 1
(SAB 157HR)

-1
-90

52
90.0

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
(SAB 157HR)

-1
-90

52
90.0

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Nz 0.0 200 0.0 °C/R717
Pb 0.1 999.9 10 °C/R717
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60.0 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0 sec.

Process out Sp 1 -60 100 20 °C
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Regulator type Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

temperature
(Hot water)

Sp 2 -60 100 20 °C
Nz 0.0 100 0 °C
Pb 0.1 999.9 50 °C
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60.0 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0.0 sec.

Ext. cool

Sp 1 -999 999 0  
Sp 2 -999 999 0  
Nz 0 999.9 0  
Pb 0 999.9 100  
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0 sec.

Ext. heat

Sp 1 -999 999 0  
Sp 2 -999 999 0  
Nz 0 999.9 0  
Pb 0 999.9 100  
(T.Int.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.5 999.9 60 sec.

(T.Diff.) Only
when PID=Yes

0.0 99.9 0 sec.

Motor current Sp 1 0 2500 2500 Amp
Limiter Sp 2 0 2500 2500 Amp
Table 19: Settings - regulating parameters, screw compressors

Settings regulating parameters, SABCube Start-up limiter

Regulator type Param-
eter

Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

Start-up limiter
High internal suction pres-
sure

Nz 0.0 2.0 0.3 bar
Pb 0.0 100.0 1.0 bar
T.int. 0.0 100.0 60.0 sec.
Run
time

0.2 6.0 0.4 sec.

Start-up limiter
Low oil pressure

Nz 0.0 2.0 0.3 bar
Pb 0.0 100.0 1.0 bar
T.int. 0.0 100.0 60.0 sec.

Table 20: Settings - regulating parameters, SABCube Start-up limiter

Settings - Regulating parameters, chiller level control

Regulator type Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

Level control Sp 1 0 100 30 %
 Nz 0 10 2 %
 Pb 0 200 10 %
 Ti 0 999 30 sec.
 Td 0 999 0 sec.
Table 21: Settings - regulating parameters, chiller level control
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Settings - Regulating parameters, SAB 330

Regulator type Factory set-
ting

SAB 330

Hydraulic Mechanical
Capacity control Nz 0 2
 Pb 200 200
 Min. pulse 1 2
 Run time See note 1 See note 1
Vi slide control, compressors
with automatic Vi regulation

Nz 4 10
Pb 200 200
Min. pulse 1 1
Run time See note 1 See note 1

Table 22: Settings - Regulating parameters, SAB 330

Note 1. Run time factory settings are as follows:

SAB 330 S SAB 330 L SAB 330 E Others Unit
Cap. run time 41 56 74 60 sec.
Vi run time 19 24 31 60 sec.
Table 23: Run time factory settings

Note 2. Run time factory settings for SAB 120 → 355:

SAB 120 SAB 151 SAB 193 SAB 233 283 355 Unit
Cap. run
time

30 30 40 50 60 60 sec.

Vi run
time

NA NA 20 25 30 30 sec.

Table 24: Run time factory settings
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Settings - regulating parameters, reciprocating compressors

Regulator type Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

Suction pressure

Sp 1
-1
-90

9
24.8 (1*)

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
-1
-90

9
24.8 (1*)

1
-19.1

bar
°C/R717

Nz 0 100 4 °C
Pb 0 100 10 °C

Process out
temperature
(Brine)

Sp 1 -60 100 20 °C
Sp 2 -60 100 20 °C
Nz 0 100 4 °C
Pb 0 100 10 °C

Discharge side

Sp 1
-1
-90

24
58 (2*)

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Sp 2
-1
-90

24
58 (2*)

8
21.4

bar
°C/R717

Nz 0 100 4 °C
Pb 0 100 10 °C

Process out
temperature
(Hot water)

Sp 1 -60 100 20 °C
Sp 2 -60 100 20 °C
Nz 0 100 4 °C
Pb 0 100 10 °C

Ext. cool

Sp1 -999 999 0 -
Sp2 -999 999 0 -
Nz 0 999 0 -
Pb 0 999 0 -

Ext. heat

Sp1 -999 999 0 -
Sp2 -999 999 0 -
Nz 0 999 0 -
Pb 0 999 0 -

Motor current limiter
Sp1 0 2500 2500 Amp.
Sp2 0 2500 2500 Amp.

Notes:
1* HPO/HPC +25 bar (+60×/R717)
2* HPO/HPC +40 bar (+79.4×/R717)
Table 25: Settings - regulating parameters, reciprocating compressors
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All regulators for capacity regulation (suction pressure, process temperature etc) can have
two set points which are selected by opening/closing a digital input named Regulator Sp1/Sp2
(see wiring diagrams). Note that also the Motor Current Limiter has two set points, which are
selected with another digital input named Motor Sp1/Sp2.

Control on = Suction pressure

The pressure is measured by the built-in pressure transducer on the compressor suction side.
The regulator is set by selecting Control values/Suction/Pressure Bar/Control or Control val-

ues/Suction/Pressure Deg./Control followed by repeated pressures on  until reaching the
bottom of the picture. Note that the Neutral zone and the P band can only be selected when
the pressure is shown in °C/R (Deg.).

Control on = Process out (Brine)

The process out (brine) temperature is measured by a Pt 100 sensor connected to the process
out temperature input (see wiring diagrams). Position the sensor on the spot where the tem-
perature should be regulated. The sensor is not built into the compressor. The regulator is set
by selecting Control values/Process temp/Process out temp./Control followed by repeated

pressures on  until reaching the bottom of the picture.

Control on = discharge pressure

The pressure is measured by the built-in pressure transducer on the compressor discharge
side. The regulator is set by selecting Control values/Discharge/Pressure Bar/Control or Con-

trol values/Discharge/Pressure Deg./Control followed by repeated pressures on  until reach-
ing the bottom of the picture. Note that the Neutral zone and the P band can only be selected
when the pressure is shown in °C/R (Deg.).

Control on = Process out (hot water)

The process out (hot water) temperature is measured by a Pt 100 sensor connected to the
process out temperature input (see wiring diagrams). Position the sensor on the spot where
the temperature should be regulated. The sensor is not built into the compressor.

The regulator is set by selecting Control values/Process temp/Process out temp./Control fol-

lowed by repeated pressures on  until reaching the bottom of the picture. Note that the
Process out temperature regulator at this stage functions as a hot water regulator. The differ-
ence is that the compressor will load capacity at decreasing temperature.

3.1.10 User input regulator (Ext. input)
In addition to the above mentioned regulators the User input regulator can also be used. To
do so, connect a 4-20 mA sensor (pressure, temperature or other) to the Unisab III input
named User input 1 (External set point). When selecting 4-20 mA input in the menu Setup/
Configuration/External input, the following picture will appear:
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The signal must be scaled to fit the sensor measuring range. Ex.: A temperature sensor of
-30°C to +20°C is used.

Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value to -30. Move the cursor to 20 mA,
press  and change the value +20.

Move the cursor to second line, press  and select Ext. input signal with  or . Finish by

pressing . The picture will now look like this:

Each measuring signal can be scaled in accordance with the transducer measuring range.

In the menu Setup/Compr. Control, select one of the following in the Control on line:

Ext. cool

If selecting this function, the compressor will regulate the capacity upwards in case of increas-
ing measuring value.

Ext. heat

If selecting this function, the compressor will regulate the capacity upwards in case of de-
creasing measuring value.

Now select picture Control values/User/User input 1/Control. Go to the bottom of the picture

with  where the set values of the regulator are positioned. These can be set by pressing 

followed by  or .

3.1.11 Set point control with user input 1
The actual set points of Suction pressure, Process out (Brine) temperature, Discharge pres-
sure, Process out (Hot Water) and Capacity can all be changed through the 4-20 mA User in-
put 1 signal. Connect these to the terminals as shown in the wiring diagrams.
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Suction pressure

In the picture Setup/Compr. Control the parameter Control on must be set to Suction Side.
Select Setup/Configuration/External input, and choose suction pressure set point control.

Ex.: The suction set point is to vary from -50 to -10°C/R corresponding to a change in the
current signal from 4-20 mA. Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value to -50.
Move the cursor to 20 mA, press  and change the value -10. Move the cursor to the second

line, press  and select Suct.Presure SP with  or . Finish by pressing . The picture will
now look like this:

The actual set point of the suction pressure regulator is to vary from -50 to -10°C/R corre-
sponding to a change in the current from 4-20 mA. It is possible to follow the set point value
by selecting Control values/Suction/Pressure Deg./Control and pressing downwards to Actual

set point with .

Process out (Brine) temperature

In the picture Setup/Compr. Control the parameter Control on must be set to Process out
temp (Brine). Select Setup/Configuration/External input, and choose process out temperature
set point control.

Ex.: The process out set point is to vary from -10 to +20°C corresponding to a change in the
current signal from 4-20 mA. Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value to -10.
Move the cursor to 20 mA, press  and change the value +20. Move the cursor to the second

line, press  and select Proc. out SP with  or . Finish by pressing . The picture will now
look like this:

The actual set point of the brine regulator is now going to change from -10 to +20°C corre-
sponding to a change in the current from 4-20 mA. It is possible to follow the set point value
by selecting Control values/Process temp/Process out temp./Control and pressing downwards

to Actual set point with .
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Discharge pressure

In the picture Setup/Compr. Control the parameter Control on must be set to Discharge Side.

Select Setup/Configuration/External input and choose discharge pressure set point control.

Ex.: The actual discharge set point is to vary from +10 to +35°C/R corresponding to a change
in the current signal from 4-20 mA. Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value
to +10. Move the cursor to 20 mA, press  and change the value +35. Move the cursor to

the second line, press  and select Disch. Pressure SP with  or . Finish by pressing .
The picture will now look like this:

The set point of the discharge pressure regulator is to vary from +10 to +35°C/R correspond-
ing to a change in the current from 4-20 mA. It is possible to follow the set point value by
selecting Control values/Discharge/Pressure Deg./Control and pressing downwards to Actual

set point with .

Process out (Hot water) temperature

In the picture Setup/Compr. Control the parameter Control on must be set to Process out
temp (Hot water). Select Setup/Configuration/External input, and choose process out temper-
ature set point control.

Ex.: The actual process out set point is to vary from +30 to +65°C corresponding to a change
in the current signal from 4-20 mA. Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value
to +30. Move the cursor to 20 mA, press  and change the value +65. Move the cursor to

second line, press  and select Hot water SP with  or . Finish by pressing . The picture
will now look like this:

The actual set point of the hot water regulator is now going to change from +30 to +65°C cor-
responding to a change in the current from 4-20 mA. It is possible to follow the set point val-
ue by selecting Control values/Process temp/Process out temp./Control and pressing down-

wards to Actual set point with .
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3.1.12 Capacity control with user input 1
Unisab III must be set in Remote mode in the picture Setup/Compr. Control. Select Setup/
Configuration/External input, and choose capacity set point control.

Ex.: The set point of the capacity slide on a screw compressor is to vary from 0 to 100% cor-
responding to a change in the current signal from 4-20 mA.

Move the cursor to 4 mA, press  and change the value to 0 (skip this if the value is already
0). Move the cursor to 20 mA, press  and change the value 100. (The value can be set to
102 to make sure that the capacity can always be increased to 100%). Move the cursor to the

second line, press  and select Capacity SP with  or . Finish by pressing . The picture
will now look like this:

The capacity slide will now move from 0% to 100% corresponding to a change in the current
from 4-20 mA.

The capacity on a reciprocating compressor can be controlled the same way. The recipro-
cating compressor changes one capacity stage up or down depending on whether the signal is
above or below the percentage corresponding to the capacity stage in question. The timers
Delay up and Delay down, which are used during the loading/unloading of capacity stages,
are also active when capacity regulation takes place with an external 4-20 mA signal.

This means that for an SMC 108 without total unloading the following changes apply:

0% < = Signal < 25% = 0% capacity
25% < = Signal < 50% = 25% capacity
50% < = Signal < 75% = 50% capacity
75% < = Signal < 100% = 75% capacity
100% < = Signal  = 100% capacity

This works as follows:

Start
When the signal is above 5% (4.8 mA) and Auto start = Yes has been configured, the timer
Delay before start will begin to count down (screw compressors).

For reciprocating compressors, the timer Delay before start will start once the signal is above
the lowest capacity stage. When the timer Delay before start has counted down, the compres-
sor will start and follow the signal up/down. Note, however, that various limiters may reduce
the compressor capacity.

Stop
When the signal is below 5% (4.8 mA) and Auto stop = Yes has been configured, the timer
Delay before stop will begin counting down (screw compressors). For reciprocating compres-
sors, the timer Delay before stop will start once the signal is below the lowest capacity stage.
For reciprocating compressors with total unloading, the timer Delay before stop will be activa-
ted when the signal is below 0%. When the Delay before stop timer has finished counting
down, the compressor will stop.
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If the current signal drops to -10% (2.4 mA), the chosen form of regulation will change (e.g.
suction pressure regulation, brine regulation, etc). If the signal exceeds -10% once more,
regulation will change back to capacity remote control. When Unisab III is configured to ca-
pacity set point, the start number changes to 0. The “old” starting number is stored and rein-
serted if Unisab III is configured differently from capacity set point control.

3.1.13 Climate compensation
This function can be used for both reciprocating and screw compressors without automatic Vi
regulation. The function is included in the picture Setup/Compr.Control and is further descri-
bed in chapter 6. Set-up.

The inlet temperature set point on the water side of plants which are regulated by brine tem-
perature or hot water temperature can be controlled by the outside temperature. This re-
quires a 4-20 mA temperature transducer, which is connected to the current inlet in Unisab III
as shown in the wiring diagrams in the back of this manual.

Use a standard temperature transducer with a suitable temperature range, e.g. -30 - +25°C
as shown in Fig. 14. Note that the points of discontinuity in the diagram will be determined by
the transducer measuring range as seen in examples 1 and 2 below.

T inlet

Sp 1 (-5°C)

Sp 2
(+25°C)

4 mA
(-30°C)

20 mA
(+25°)

T out

Fig. 14: Transducer measuring range

No further compensation will be made once the outside temperature is above the top point of
discontinuity and below the bottom point of discontinuity.

The factor by which the outside temperature should influence the inlet temperature positively
or negatively must be set in the Brine, Hot water or User regulator.

In the picture Setup/Compr. Control, select Control on = Process out (brine) or Hot water, or
(with User regulator) Ext. Cool/Ext.Heat as well as Climate compensation = “Yes” in the pic-
ture Setup/Compr. Control.

Example 1:
On a water cooling unit, the inlet temperature is to be corrected by the outside temperature.

• If the outside temperature is +30°C or more, the inlet temperature should be +4°C.

• If the outside temperature is +0°C or less, the inlet temperature should be +12°C.

In the menu Setup/Compr. Control, set Control on to Process out and Climate compensation
on Yes. Select an outside sensor with a range of 0 - +30°C.
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Sp 1

Sp2

T out

T inlet

Fig. 15: Climate compensation, example 1

The settings in the drawing are:
Sp1 = 12°C at To = 0°C and
Sp2 = 4°C at To = 30°C.

Note that Sp1 belongs to the lowest and Sp2 to highest outside temperature.

The straight line in Fig. 15 indicates the inlet temperature variation under influence of the
outside temperature.

Select the menu Control values/Process temp./Process out temp./Control and go to Set point

1 and Set point 2 with .

Give Set point 1 the value Sp1 = 12°C from Fig. 15.
Give Set point 2 the value Sp2 = 4°C from Fig. 15.

At the same time, set Neutral zone = 3°C and Prop. band = 10°C as starting points. The sys-
tem is now adjusted to the desired function. The picture will now look like this:

The Actual Setpoint shows the regulating value of the inlet temperature at that particular mo-
ment. If the outside temperature is 30°C, this value must be 4°C. If the outside temperature
is 0°C, the value must be 12°C. The outside temperature can be seen in % of the measuring
range in the picture Control values/Capacity/Values.
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Example 2:
On a heat pump unit the inlet temperature must be corrected by the outside temperature.

• If the outside temperature is +30°C, the inlet temperature must be +40°C.

• If the outside temperature is -10°C, the inlet temperature must be +65°C.

In the menu Setup/Compr. Control, adjust Control on to Hotwater and Climate compensation
to Yes. Select an outside sensor in the range -10 - +30°C.

-20 10-10 20 30 40

20

30
40

50

60

70

10

80

Sp 1

T out

T inlet

Sp 2

Fig. 16: Climate compensation, example 2

The settings in the drawing are:
Sp1 = 65°C at To = -10°C and
Sp2 = 40°C at To = 30°C.
Note that Sp1 refer to the lowest and that Sp2 refer to the highest outside temperature.

The straight line indicates the inlet temperature variation under influence of the outside tem-
perature.

Select the menu Control values/Process temp./Process out temp./Control and go down to Set

point 1 and Set point .

Give Set point 1 the value Sp1 = 65°C from Fig. 14.
Give Set point 2 the value Sp2 = 40°C from Fig. 16.
At the same time, set Neutral zone = 3°C and Prop. band = 10°C as starting points. The sys-
tem is now adjusted to the desired function.
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The Actual set point shows the regulating value of the inlet temperature at that particular mo-
ment.

If the outside temperature is 30°C, this value must be 40°C. If the outside temperature is
-10°C, the value must be 65°C. The outside temperature can be seen in % of the measuring
range in the picture Control values/Capacity/Values.

Examples 1) and 2) precondition that the flow temperature is measured with the normal Proc-
ess Out PT100 input, but if a temperature transducer of 4-20 mA is installed in a common
reservoir using User input 1, the outdoor compensation will also be able to work here.

See subsection 3.1.10. User input regulator (Ext. input) where the procedure is exactly the
same as the one described in the above examples as this regulator can also be used for both
Cooling and Heating functions.

In both examples the outlet temperature will rise when outside temperatures fall. If the oppo-
site effect is required, i.e. rising outlet temperature at rising outside temperature, Sp1 and
Sp2 must be switched.
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3.2. Limiting functions

3.2.1 Introduction
Unisab III includes a number of capacity limiting functions (in the following referred to as lim-
iters).

The purpose of a limiter is to prevent shutdowns by limiting or even changing the compressor
capacity when the measured value exceeds the selected limits. In most cases, changing ca-
pacity means decreasing it. However, this is not the case with all limiters.

In general, a limiter can be watching, passive or active. When all limiters are watching, the
compressor start/stop and the capacity regulation will work normally.

While a limiter is passive or active, the compressor cannot be started and will be in Pause
state. If the compressor is operating, the capacity regulation will be partly disabled. Further, if
a limiter is active, capacity will be changed actively.

All relevant limiters are permanently in operation. If necessary, they will intervene in any of
the operating modes manual, auto and remote. If the compressor is in manual mode and a
limiter is active, the capacity slide will automatically return to its original value as soon as the
limiter is watching.

When a limiter is passive or active, the light above the start key will flash yellow slowly and
the alarm relay will be activated. Further, the display will show when a limiter is passive or
active. There is a standard limiter for each of the following:

• Low suction pressure

• High discharge pressure

• High motor current

• Low process out (brine) temperature

• High process out (water) temperature

• High differential pressure Pdiff =Pdisch - Psuct

(HPO and HPC reciprocating compressors)

Furthermore, there is a special limiter for each of the following:

• High suction pressure

• Suction ramp

• High discharge temperature (reciprocating compressors)

• Separator velocity (screw compressors)

• Insufficient main oil pressure (screw compressors)
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3.2.2 Standard limiters
The standard limiting function is based on the user selected high/low shutdown limit, high/low
alarm limit and the limiting zone (Lz). In the particular case of the high motor current/kW lim-
iter, the value of Lz is 5% for both screw and reciprocating compressors. In all other cases, Lz
is calculated as half the difference between the shutdown limit and the alarm limit. Fig. 17
illustrates how a standard limiter works with the high discharge pressure limiter as example.

16

14
13

ALARM
Limiting zone

SHUTDOWNDischarge press. [bar]

Screw compressors (all limiters) and
reciprocating compressors (motor current 
limiter)

Time

Reciprocating compressors
(All limiters except motor current 
limiter)

Discharge press. [bar]

Time

Fig. 17: Limiting sequence

Pos. numbers

1. Limiter is watching. Normal control, capacity can increase or decrease. If compressor
is not in operation, it can be started.

2. Limiter changes from watching to passive.

3. Limiter is passive. Capacity cannot be increased. Capacity is not reduced by limiter,
but possibly by regulator. If compressor is not running, it cannot be started and will
be in Pause state.

4. Limiter becomes active. Capacity is reduced at once and timer begins to count.

5. Limiter is active. At each timeout, capacity is reduced and timer restarted, until com-
pressor stops at low capacity. If compressor is not running, it cannot be started and
will be in Pause state.

6. Limiter changes from active to passive.

7. Limiter changes from passive to watching.

8. Compressor has stopped immediately (shutdown).

In the example, the shutdown limit for high discharge pressure has been set for 16 bar, while
the alarm limit is 14 bar. As indicated, the size of the limiting zone (Lz) is then (16-14) / 2 =
1 Bar. The limit of the limiting zone is thus alarm limit - Lz = 14 -1 = 13 bar.

Note: The limitation is calculated in °C/R. Therefore, never set the low shutdown for suction
pressure to -1 bar as -1 bar equals -273°C/R when using ammonia.

Example:
Low alarm -0.9 bar ~ -71.7 °C/R.
Low shutdown -1 bar ~ -273 °C/R.

In this case the limitation starts at -71.9 + (273-71.9)/2 = 28.65°C/R.

Obviously, the suction pressure can never reach that value and the plant will never start! As
shown in Fig. 17, most reciprocating compressor limiters differ from the corresponding screw
compressor limiters in the way that when the measured value is within the limiting zone, the
state of the limiter depends on whether the limiter has been watching or active. If the limiter
has been watching, it will remain watching in the limiting zone. If the limiter has been active,
it will become passive for as long as it remains within the limiting zone.
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Motor current limiter (reciprocating compressors)

When one stage is disengaged because of the limiter, the resulting motor current drop will be
measured. It is assumed that if the disengaged stage is re-engaged, the motor current will in-
crease by the size of the drop. To avoid disengaging and re-engaging in turn, the limiter will
ensure that the stage is not re-engaged until the resulting current is below 95% of the limit
for the limiter zone.

Note that the alarm limit for Motor current is Set point 1 or Set point 2 selected in the picture
Control values/Motor/Current/Control. If Set point 1 = 1000 Amp, the limit for the limiting
zone will be 1000 – 5% = 950 Amp. The same limitation is used when measuring Motor pow-
er (kW). For reciprocating compressors with VSD, high motor current will reduce the motor
speed.

Motor current limiter (screw compressors)

Capacity cannot be increased if the motor current is within the limiter zone. If the motor cur-
rent set point is set to 1000 Amp, the limiting zone will start at 1000 - 5% = 950 Amp. If the
motor current becomes higher than 1000 Amp, the limiter decreases capacity. The size of the
decrease signal will be calculated according to the difference between the set point and the
actual motor current.

Note that the alarm limit for motor current is set in Set point 1 or Set point 2 selected in the
picture Control values/Motor/Current/Control. The same limitation is used when measuring
Motor power (KW).

Motor power limiter (screw and reciprocating compressors with VSD)

When the motor power is high the load is released by reducing the motor speed.
The set point limit for motor power is set in the Set point 1 or Set point 2 selected in the pic-
ture Control values/Motor/Power/Control.

If the motor power is above the set point, then the limiter will start to reduce the motor
speed. The size of the decrease signal is proportional to the difference between the set point
and the actual motor power.

If the motor power is inside the neutral zone it will not be possible to increase the motor
speed.

If the motor power is below the set point + neutral zone the speed regulation will be set free
and it is again possible to increase the speed in automatic and manual operation

High difference pressure limiter (reciprocating compressors)

Note in particular that this limiter only applies to HPO and HPC compressors and that it has a
fixed alarm limit of 25.2 bar and a fixed shutdown limit of 26 bar. The limiter is released at 25
bar and is passive between 25 and 25.2 bar.
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3.2.3 Special limiters

High suction pressure limitation

The effect of the high suction pressure limiting function is that the compressor capacity is
limited to an adjustable maximum value whenever the suction pressure is above the suction
pressure alarm limit.

Max. capacity at high suction pressure limitation is set in the picture: Setup/Configuration/
Plant as High limit xxx.x %. High limit can be set between 0% and 100% where a setting of
100% disables the function. The text Limiting high suction pressure appears in the Alarm pic-
ture.

For reciprocating compressors the High limit value must be set to a value corresponding to at
capacity step. E.g. for an SMC 108, the high limit should be set to 25%, 50% or 75%.

Motor torque (current) limiter (SABflex and SABCube)

When the motor torque is high the load is released by throttling the (S)SSTV valve. The level
of torque is in practice measured as the motor current.

The (S)SSTV valve is closed and opened by issuing a pulse modulated signal to it. The period
time of this signal can be set with the parameter Run Time found in the picture Control val-
ues/Suction/Internal pressure/Control.
The set point limit for motor current is set in the Set point 1 or Set point 2 selected in the
picture Control values/Motor/Current/Control.
If the motor current is above the set point + ½ neutral zone the (S)SSTV valve will start to
close. The size of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference
between the set point and the actual motor current. The valve will close completely when
there is a constant ON signal to the valve, i.e. when the actual motor current has been higher
than the set point for a while.

If the motor current is below the set point - ½ neutral zone the (S)SSTV valve will start to
open. The size of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference
between the set point and the actual motor current. The valve will open completely when
there is a constant OFF signal to the valve, i.e. when the actual motor current has been lower
than the set point for a while.

If the motor current is inside the neutral zone the valve closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause
ratio, will be fixed to the value it had before the neutral zone was entered.

High internal suction pressure limiter (SABflex and SABCube)

If the internal suction pressure gets higher than the high alarm limit the load is released by
throttling the (S)SSTV valve.

The (S)SSTV valve is closed and opened by issuing a pulse modulated signal to it. The period
time of this signal can be set with the parameter Run Time found in the picture Control val-
ues/Suction/Internal pressure/Control.

The high alarm limit for the internal suction pressure is set in the picture Control values/
Suction/Internal pressure/Limits.

If the internal suction pressure is above the high alarm limit the (S)SSTV valve will start to
close. The size of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference
between the alarm limit and the actual internal suction pressure. The valve will close com-
pletely when there is a constant ON signal to the valve, i.e. when the actual internal suction
pressure has been higher than the alarm limit for a while.
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If the internal suction pressure is below the high alarm limit the (S)SSTV valve will start to
open. The size of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference
between the alarm limit and the actual internal suction pressure. The valve will open com-
pletely when there is a constant OFF signal to the valve, i.e. when the internal suction pres-
sure has been lower than the alarm limit for a while.

Low oil pressure limiter (SABflex and SABCube)

If the oil pressure is lower than the low alarm limit the load is released by throttling the
(S)SSTV valve.

The (S)SSTV valve is closed and opened by issuing a pulse modulated signal to it. The period
time of this signal can be set with the parameter Run Time found in the picture Control val-
ues/Suction/Internal pressure/Control.

The low alarm limit for the oil pressure is set in the picture Control values/Oil/Pressure/Limits.
If the oil pressure is below the high alarm limit the (S)SSTV valve will start to close. The size
of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference between the
alarm limit and the actual oil pressure. The valve will close completely when there is a con-
stant ON signal to the valve, i.e. when the actual oil pressure has been lower than the alarm
limit for a while.

If the oil pressure is above the high alarm limit the (S)SSTV valve will start to close. The size
of the closing signal, i.e. the pulse/pause ratio, is proportional to the difference between the
alarm limit and the actual oil pressure. The valve will close completely when there is a con-
stant OFF signal to the valve, i.e. when the actual oil pressure has been higher than the alarm
limit for a while.

Start-up RPM limiter (SAB 157HR)

This limiter will limit the speed during compressor start-up. If the suction pressure is higher
than the High alarm limit for suction pressure, this limiter will during the start-up phase limit
speed to minimum speed, default 1,000 [rpm].

To leave the Start-up RPM limiter the suction pressure must be well below the suction pres-
sure alarm limit. The neutral zone used is 1.0 Bar.

The start-up limiter can maximum be active for the time set in the timer Start RPM limiter
(default 300 seconds). When the limiter is active the Start RPM limiter timer is running and a
Start up RPM limiter alarm is shown. If the Start RPM limiter timer runs out while the limiter is
still active the compressor is stopped by a shutdown Start RPM limiter error.

Start-up limiter (SABflex and SABCube)

This limiter will throttle the (S)SSTV valve and limit the speed during compressor start-up, if:

• The internal suction pressure is higher than the High alarm limit for internal suction
pressure or the oil pressure is lower than the low alarm limit curve Y', then this limiter
will, during the start-up phase, limit the SABCube speed to 1,000 [rpm].

• The external suction pressure is higher than the High alarm limit for internal suction
pressure or the oil pressure is lower than the low alarm limit curve Y, then this limiter
will too, during the start-up, keep the (S)SSTV valve closed.

To leave the “Start-up limiter”, and then slowly open (S)SSTV valve, the external suction
pressure must be well below the internal suction pressure alarm limit and the oil pressure
must be well over the oil pressure alarm curve Y.

The start-up limiter is left when both these two conditions are fulfilled
Psuct < ‘High Alarm limit’ – NZ suct,int for Psuct,int and Poil,rel > ‘Low Alarm curve’ Y + NZ oil,rel for
Poil,rel
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The neutral zone NZ suct,int is found in the ../Suction/Internal Pressure/Control picture.
The neutral zone NZ oil,rel is found in the ../Oil/ Pressure/Control picture.
The ‘High Alarm limit’ value for Psuct,int is found in the ../Suction/Internal Pressure/Limits pic-
ture.
The ‘Low Alarm curve’ Y value for Poil,rel is found in the ../Oil/ Pressure/Control picture.

The start-up limiter can maximum be active for the time set in timer “Max. start-up time”
(default 600 sec.) When the “Max. start-up time” timer is running the “Start-up limiter” alarm
is shown. If the “Max. start-up time” timer runs out the compressor is stopped by a shut-
down.

Suction ramp

With the Suction ramp timer it can be indicated at which speed the compressor is allowed to
lower its suction pressure 1°C. The function, which is used for as long as it takes the compres-
sor to reach its normal operating point, is a combination of low suction pressure limiting func-
tion and a ramp function.

If the suction pressure ramp limiting function prevents the compressor from increasing its ca-
pacity above 5%, the timer Delay before stop will not be activated and the compressor will
continue operating.

The suction pressure limitation without the ramp function can stop the compressor if capacity
falls below 5% for a long period.

High discharge pipe temperature (one-stage reciprocating compressors)

This capacity limiting function works for all one-stage reciprocating compressors using refrig-
erant R717. This function is activated at certain operating conditions, especially at excessive
differential pressure, corresponding to the operating limits diagram zone 2 (zone 4 for CMO,
SMC 100 S/L and SMC 180). The diagrams are included in the Engineering manual for the
specific compressor.

At such operating conditions, CMO/HPO and SMC/HPC compressors must minimum load 50%
of their capacity when starting up and during operation. If the compressor is running at lower
capacity, the discharge temperature will increase which may cause a shutdown. In most ca-
ses, a minimum capacity of 50% can prevent a compressor shutdown on high discharge tem-
perature.

At present the limit curve (which is a straight line) is fixed on the basis of a max. permissible
discharge pipe/oil temperature (T2max) of 150°C as well as suction superheating of 10°C.

When the limiting function is active, the following will occur at start-up:

- Capacity stages corresponding to a minimum of 50% will be loaded.

When the limiting function is active during operation, with 50% capacity or more, the follow-
ing will occur:

- It is impossible, both in Manual, Auto or Remote to unload capacity stages so that ca-
pacity drops below 50%, i.e. 50/66% are the lowest capacity stages - also when total
unloading has been selected.

- In Auto and Remote the timer Delay before stop will be started at 50/66% if the regu-
lator sends out a down regulating signal. If one of the limiting functions is going to
unload capacity, the timer Delay down will be started at 50/66%.

If the compressor is operating at capacity below 50% when the limiting function is active, the
limiting function will not actively begin to load stages. However, the following will occur:

- In Manual the compressor will be stopped on the total unloading timer provided that
capacity stays below 50% for more than approx. 4 min.
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- In Auto and Remote the compressor will be stopped on the total unloading timer pro-
vided that the regulator is neutral and capacity remains below 50% for more than ap-
prox. 4 minutes.

- If the regulator sends out a regulating down signal, the timer Delay before stop will
be started.

- If one of the other limiting functions is about to unload capacity, the timer Delay down
will stop at 50/66%.

- If the regulator sends out a regulating up signal and the compressor is loading stages
so that capacity rises to 50% or more, the limiter will be deactivated until the capacity
is decreased to 50% again.

In the Alarm picture the text Limiting discharge temperature will appear if the compressor is
about to be stopped on the total unloading timer due to insufficient capacity or if the limiting
function prevents capacity from being reduced in Manual, Auto or Remote.

The limit curve (limiting zones 2/4) corresponds as standard to suction superheating of 10°C
(factory value). Since the limit curve is directly depending on the suction superheating of the
plant, the actual superheating of the plant must be entered as Set point 2 in the picture Con-
trol values/Suction/Superheat/Control if differing from the above factory value.

Adjusting range: -10 - +30°C

By adjusting Set point 2 for Suction superheat upwards or downwards, the limit curve will be
dislocated accordingly.

If Set point 2 is set at -10°C, the limit curve will be dislocated so much upwards that the limit-
ing function will be disabled.

Separator velocity (screw compressors)

For all screw compressors a capacity limiting function for high separator gas velocity can be
activated. It will limit the compressor capacity to a calculated limit based on the current run-
ning conditions. To activate the limiter, two values calculated from the Refrigeration Plant
Computation program are required:

• Actual separator velocity limit reference

• The compression ratio at which the above value was calculated.

The high capacity limit for the separator is calculated by means of the measured compression
ratio and the two mentioned reference values. When the limiter inhibit function is active (i.e.
capacity cannot be increased) the text Running overload is shown in the status field on the
display.

The Alarm picture reads: Limiting high separator flow. When the limiter force-unload function
is active (i.e. capacity will actively be decreased) the status text Running overload is shown in
the status field on the display.

The text in the Alarm picture reads: Limiting high separator flow.

The set up values for the limiter are entered in the Setup/Configuration/Oil system picture.

Min. Max.
Sep.vel.ref 0.49 0.00 10.00
Sep.vel.cr 4.72 0.00 100.00

The calculated (intermediate) values for the separator limiting function are shown in the Diag-
nosis picture Service/Diagnosis/Software/Separator Velocity.
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Max. sep. cap load is the calculated value for the maximum true capacity load in percent,
allowed at current running conditions. When this value is between 100 and 102% the capacity
inhibit function is activated. When the value is below 100% the capacity force unload is acti-
vated.

Max. cap. slide pos. is the calculated value for the maximum mechanical capacity load in
percent, allowed at current running conditions. This value, which will be between 0% and
100%, is the limiting value used when the capacity force unload function is active.

Pressure Ratio is the calculated pressure ratio = Pdisch/Psuct

K. Factor is the refrigerant constant, K (Kappa).

System Compr. Ratio is the calculated system compression ratio.

Syst. Sep.Vel. Ratio is the calculated system separator velocity ratio.

Utilisation Number is the calculated utilisation ratio for the separator at current running
conditions. Eg a value of 1.00 means that the separator is fully loaded and that the capacity
inhibit function is activated.

Insufficient main oil pressure (screw compressors)

Note in particular that this limiter only applies to SGC/GSV/RWF compressors (SAB 120, 151,
193, 233, 283 and 355).

If the absolute oil pressure is too low compared to the absolute suction pressure, capacity will
be reduced to 50%. If capacity is between 40-50%, it cannot be increased.

Poil abs < Psuct abs x 1.5 + 1.0 bar.

See also Fig. 8: Insufficient main oil pressure during low differential pressure in section
2.2. Other alarms and shutdowns.

Forced speed active

Note that for SAB 120, 151, 157 HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with frequency converter you
may experience a problem with low oil pressure at compressor start-up at low rpm.

To avoid this problem Unisab III will increase the speed in the frequency converter (“forced
speed”) to make it regulate up to, and stay at, a predefined speed set between Motor rpm
min. and Motor rpm max.for as long as the main oil pressure is low. An alarm Forced speed
active will be issued.

When the main oil pressure (Poil abs - Psuct abs x 1.5) is above a defined minimum limit of 1
bar the forced speed regulation is deactivated. The speed is then decreased to minimum
speed in Manual or the speed is set free to be controlled by the capacity regulator in Auto.
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Plug valve limiters (SAB 157HR)

The high pressure (HPSH) screw compressor type SAB 157HR is equipped with a relief valve
for unloading. This relief or plug valve is used for start relief and torque reduction. The follow-
ing limiter functions will unload the plug valve.

Low lube pressure (SAB 157HR)

To secure the bearing (Lube) oil pressure at start-up Unisab III will start with unloaded plug
valve. Under operation the plug valve will unload if the lube oil pressure is lower than a pre-
defined limit.

If Poil,abs < Psuct,abs * 1.25 + 1.0: unload plug valve

If Poil,abs > Psuct,abs * 1.30 + 1.0: allow loading plug valve

When the plug valve is unloaded, a Lube pressure unload alarm is given.

Insufficient main oil pressure (SAB 157HR)

To secure main oil pressure at start-up and during operation the plug valve will unload if the
absolute oil pressure is too low compared to the absolute suction pressure.

If Poil,abs < Psuct,abs * 1.50 + 1.0: unload plug valve

If Poil,abs > Psuct,abs * 1.50 + 1.1: allow loading plug valve

When the plug valve is unloaded a Low main oil pressure alarm is given with a 180 second
delay.

See also Fig. 9: Insufficient main oil pressure during low differential pressure, SAB 157HR in
subsection 2.2.45. Oil pressure diagrams.

High suction pressure (SAB 157HR)

If the suction pressure is higher than the high alarm limit, unload the plug valve. When the
suction pressure is lower than the high alarm limit – 1.0 bar, allow loading the plug valve.

When the plug valve is unloaded a High suction pressure alarm is given.

High internal pressure (SAB 157HR)

To secure the internal threat pressure at start-up and during operation, the plug valve will un-
load if the internal pressure is high.

If Psuct,abs * Vic^kappa > 80: unload the plug valve

If Psuct,abs * Vic^kappa < 75: allow loading plug valve

When the plug valve is unloaded, a High internal pressure alarm is given.

High motor current (torque) (SAB 157HR)

For torque reduction in case of current overload, unload the plug valve but continue to allow
increasing motor speed.

If Icurrent > SP1/SP2 for motor current: unload plug valve

If Icurrent < SP1/SP2 – NZ: allow loading plug valve

When the plug valve is unloaded, Unisab III will show Running Overload in compressor state.

Low Vi ratio (SAB 157HR)

If the compressor is not running at a Vi ratio corresponding to the block fixed Vi ratio, it is
possible to use the plug valve to compensate for the lower Vi ratio.
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The limiter operates in two situations, under 95% of maximum speed where the compressor
can run more efficiently in the unloaded plug valve mode and at 100% of maximum speed to
protect the compressor. Speed between 95% and 100% is the speed hysteresis.

If speed < 95%:
If Vi < 0.80 * fixed Vi ratio: unload plug valve
If Vi > 0.85 * fixed Vi ratio: allow loading plug valve
This part of the Vi limiter can be enabled or disabled in the menu Compressor block.

See subsection 6.4.3. Compressor block 5: VI comp. plug valve.

If speed = 100%:
If Vi < 0.65 * fixed Vi ratio: unload plug valve
If Vi > 0.70 * fixed Vi ratio: allow loading plug valve
When the plug valve is unloaded a Low Vi alarm is given. This part of the Vi limiter cannot be
disabled.
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3.2.4 Display indications (screw compressors)
The following table shows the display texts for the limiters.

Overview picture indication

Limiter Compressor
stopped

Compressor
running

Alarm picture,
Passive indication

Alarm picture,
Active indication

Standard Limiters:
Low suction pressure Pause Suction lim. Limiting suction

pressure
Suction pressure

low lim.
High discharge pressure Pause Discharge

lim.
Limiting discharge

pressure
Discharge pres-
sure high lim.

High motor current Irrelevant Running
overload

None None

High motor power Ready Running
overload

None None

Low brine temperature Pause Suction lim. Limiting brine
temperature and
Limiting suction

pressure

Brine temperature
low lim. and

limiting brine tem-
perature

High water temperature Pause Discharge
lim.

Limiting hot
water and

limiting discharge
pressure

Brine temperature
high lim. and

limiting hot water

High differential pres-
sure

Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant

Special limiters:
High suction pressure Ready Suction lim.

1)
None 2) 3) Suction pressure

high lim.
High motor torque
(current)

Ready Running
overload

None None

High internal suction
pressure

Ready Running
overload

None High internal
suction pressure

Low oil pressure Ready Running
overload

None Low oil pressure

Start-up limiter Ready Running
overload

None High suction press
and/or

Low oil pressure
Suction ramp Irrelevant Suction lim. Limiting suction

pressure
Irrelevant

High discharge
temperature

Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant Irrelevant

Separator velocity Irrelevant Running
overload

High separator
flow

High separator
flow

Insufficient main
oil pressure

Irrelevant Running
overload

Low main oil pres-
sure

Low main oil
pressure

Forced speed Irrelevant Irrelevant None Forced speed
active

Table 26: Display indications - screw compressors
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1) Only shown while capacity is limited.
2) If limiter is active (suction pressure > alarm limit), it will remain active until the pressure
falls below the alarm limit less 2°C/R.
3) Limiter is not active or passive like standard limiters. It actively limits capacity so that it is
less than or equal to the selected High limit.

3.2.5 Display indications (reciprocating compressors)
The following table shows the display texts for limiters.

Overview picture indication

Limiter Compressor
stopped

Compressor
running

Alarm picture,
Passive

indication

Alarm picture,
Active indication

Standard Limiters:
Low suction pressure Pause Suction lim. None Suction pressure

low lim.
High discharge pressure Pause Discharge

lim.
None Discharge pres-

sure high lim.
High motor current Irrelevant Running

overload
None None

Low brine temperature Pause Suction lim. Limiting brine
temperature

Brine temperature
low lim. and limit-

ing
brine temperature

High water temperature Pause Discharge
lim.

Limiting hot water Brine temperature
high lim. and

limiting hot water
High differential pres-
sure

Irrelevant Discharge
lim.

None High differential
pressure

Special limiters:
High suction pressure Ready Suction lim.

1)
None 2) 3) Suction pressure

high lim. 3)
Suction ramp Irrelevant Suction lim. None None
High discharge
temperature

Irrelevant None None Limiting discharge
temperature

Table 27: Display indications - reciprocating compressors

1) Only shown while capacity is limited.
2) If limiter is active (suction pressure > alarm limit), it will remain active until the pressure
falls below the alarm limit less 2°C/R.
3) Limiter is not active or passive like standard limiters. It actively limits capacity so that it is
less than or equal to the selected High limit.
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3.3. Compressor control - screw compressors

3.3.1 Start sequence
The various types of reciprocating and screw compressors start up in different ways. Some
types have prelubrication and others start up directly. They all have certain alarms which are
suppressed at this stage as described in chapter 2. Alarms and shutdowns and section
6.5. Timers.

The starting sequence and alarm surveillance are described for a number of different screw
compressor types in subsections 3.3.2. to 3.3.20.

3.3.2 SAB 163 Mk 1 with oil pump
Once the compressor has received starting permission, the pump will start. The built-in spring
ensures that the capacity slide is in minimum position.

The oil is pumped into the compressor lubrication system and when the oil flow switch is acti-
vated, the prelubrication period will begin. When this period has expired, the compressor will
start and the pump will work for 300 seconds and then stop.

On booster compressors the pump will run continually during operation to ensure sufficient
pressure to move the capacity slide. See also section 6.5. Timers.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 300 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.3 SAB 110/128/163 Mk 2 without oil pump
Once the compressor has received starting permission, the built-in spring ensures that the ca-
pacity slide is in minimum position. Start the compressor and wait for a signal from the oil
flow switch for max. 50+10 seconds. If there is no signal from the oil flow switch for 10 sec-
onds during operation, the compressor will stop.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.
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3.3.4 SAB 128/163 Mk 2 Booster with oil pump
Once the compressor has received starting permission, the pump will start. The built-in spring
ensures that the capacity slide is in minimum position.

Start the compressor and wait for a signal from the oil flow switch for max. 50+10 seconds.

If there is no signal from the oil flow switch for 10 seconds during operation, the compressor
will stop.

The oil pump runs continually during operation to ensure sufficient pressure to move the ca-
pacity slide.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.5 SAB 202, SAB 163H/128H Mk3 with oil pump & VMY Mk3 with full
flow pump
The pump is used for prelubrication and for maintaining a minimum oil pressure level during
operation. The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential
pressure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
appear. Set point 1 is the pump start pressure, and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure.
Therefore, Set point 1 must be adjusted to the lowest pressure level.

Normal setting for SAB 202:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4 bar

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and then press  to store the value.

Adjust Set point 2 the same way.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately. When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point
2 for 60 seconds the pump will stop.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, the oil pump will start. Make sure that
the capacity slide is in minimum position. On SAB 202 this is generally always the case as the
slide is pushed down by a spring.

The oil is pumped into the compressor lubrication system and when the oil flow switch is acti-
vated, the prelubrication period will begin.

When the time has expired the compressor is started and the pump will run for min. 60 sec-
onds. The pump stops when the differential pressure is above Set point 2 as described above.
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Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

3.3.6 SAB 128HR and 163HR with oil pump
The compressors SAB 128 HR and SAB 163 HR are frequency regulated screw compressors,
i.e. the capacity slide is fixed in maximum position and cannot be moved.

The electric oil pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure during
operation.

The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pressure (dis-
charge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Normal setting for SAB 128/163 HR:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar

Adjust set points as described in subsection 3.3.5.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received permission to start, the oil pump starts and oil is pumped
into the compressor lubrication system.

The oil flow switch must be activated within 600 seconds to avoid shutdown.

When the oil flow switch is activated, the solenoid valve (capacity slide down) will be open for
15 seconds and the electric fan will start. The frequency converter will receive a signal to
start.

Speed is increased to 1000 rpm in 10 seconds.

The pump will operate for a minimum of 60 seconds and stop if the differential pressure is
higher than Set point 2 as described above.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

See also section 6.5. Timers.

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.
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3.3.7 SAB 80 with fitted (mechanical) oil pump

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, check if the capacity slide is in mini-
mum position. Before starting the compressor, the oil level switch in the oil separator must be
activated.

Start the compressor.

After a delay of 60 seconds from compressor start, no signal from the level switch for more
than 10 seconds will result in a shutdown.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.8 VMY Mk 2 and 2.5 with built-in oil pump
Once the compressor has received starting permission, the pump will start. Make sure that
the capacity slide is in minimum position.

The compressor will start working.

The pump will run for 60 seconds and stop.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.9 VMY Mk 3 without full flow pump
Once the compressor has received starting permission, the oil pump will start. Check that the
capacity slide is in minimum position.

The oil is pumped into the compressor lubrication system. As soon as the oil flow switch has
been activated, the prelubrication period will start.

When the time period has expired, the compressor will start and the pump will run for 60 sec.
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Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.10 FV 19 with oil pump
The compressor FV 19 is a small frequency regulated screw compressor without the stage
regulated capacity control as featured in SV 19.

The electrical oil pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure dur-
ing operation. The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential
pressure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Normal setting for FV 19:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar

Adjust set points as described in subsection 3.3.5.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received starting permission, the oil pump will start pumping oil into
the compressor lubrication system.

The oil flow switch must be activated within 45 seconds to avoid shutdown.

When the oil flow switch is activated, an oil by-pass solenoid valve for unloading will open for
15 seconds and the electrical fan will start.

Starting signal is transmitted to the frequency converter.

The speed is increased to 1200 rpm in 10 seconds.

The pump will operate for a minimum of 60 seconds and stop if the differential pressure is
higher than Set point 2 as described above.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.
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3.3.11 FV 24/26 with oil pump
The compressors FV 24 and FV 26 are small frequency regulated screw compressors, i.e. the
mounted slide is only used during start and stop.

The electrical oil pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure dur-
ing operation. The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential
pressure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Normal setting for FV 24/26:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar

Adjust set points as described in subsection 3.3.5.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received permission to start, the oil pump will start pumping oil into
the compressor lubrication system.

The oil flow switch must be activated within 45 seconds to avoid shutdown.

When the oil flow switch is activated, the solenoid valve (capacity slide down) will be open for
15 seconds and the electrical fan will start. The frequency converter will then receive a signal
to start. Speed is increased to 1000 rpm in 10 seconds.

The pump will operate for a minimum of 60 seconds and will stop if the differential pressure is
higher than Set point 2 as described above.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.12 SV 24/26 with oil pump
The compressors SV 24 and SV 26 are small slide regulated screw compressors.

The electrical oil pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure dur-
ing operation.

The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pressure (dis-
charge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Normal setting for SV24/26:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar

Adjust set points as described in subsection 3.3.5.
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Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received starting permission, check that the capacity slide is in min-
imum position. The oil pump is started and oil will be pumped into the compressor lubrication
system. To avoid shutdown the oil flow switch must be activated within 45 seconds.

When the oil flow switch is activated, the compressor will start.

The pump will operate for a minimum of 60 seconds and stop if the differential pressure is
higher than Set point 2 as described above.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.13 GSV/RWF with oil pump
The pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure level during op-
eration. The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pres-
sure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Set point 1 is the pump start pressure and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure. Conse-
quently, Set point 1 must be set for the lowest pressure level.

Normal setting for GSV/RWF:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar.

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately.

When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60 seconds,
the pump will stop.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, it must be checked if the capacity
slide is still in minimum position. If the compressor stops, make sure that the capacity slide is
in minimum position.

Before start-up the oil level switch in the oil separator must be active. If not, a shutdown for
oil system error will be issued.

No signal from the oil level switch will result in shutdown after a delay of 60 seconds from
compressor start or during operation.

If the oil level switch is active, the prelubrication period will begin and oil will be pumped into
the compressor lubrication system. When the time period has expired, the compressor will
start and the pump will run for min. 60 seconds. The pump stops if the differential pressure is
higher than Set point 2.
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Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

3.3.14 GST with oil pump
The compressors are equipped with capacity slide and automatic Vi-control. The Vi is control-
led in three steps.

The oil pump is used to maintain a minimum oil pressure level during operation and to return
the capacity slide to minimum position before the compressor is started. During operation, the
oil pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pressure.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear. Set point 1 is the pump start pressure and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure.
Therefore, Set point 1 must be set at the lowest pressure level.

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and press  to store the value.

Adjust Setpoint 2 the same way.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately.

When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60 seconds,
the pump will stop.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, Unisab III will check if the capacity
slide is in minimum position. If the capacity slide is higher than 5% position the solenoid
valve for decreasing the capacity slide position is activated. If the capacity slide is still higher
than 5% position, an Oil log error shutdown will be issued and the compressor will not start. If
the capacity slide is lower than 5% the compressor is allowed to start.

Before start-up Unisab III will also check the oil level. If the oil level is too low an oil system
error alarm will be issued. No signal from the oil level switch during operation will result in
shutdown after a delay of 30 seconds.

If the oil temperature is lower than the set limits, a low oil separator temp alarm or shutdown
will be issued. The limits for oil separator temperature can be set in the menu Control
values/Oil/Separator temp/Limits.

If the oil level switch is active, the compressor will start. If the differential pressure is lower
than Set point 1, the oil pump will also start. When the compressor differential pressure has
been higher than Set point 2 for 60 seconds, the pump will stop.

If the differential pressure is higher than Set point 1 when the compressor is started, the oil
pump will not start.
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Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Stopping sequence

When GST compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the capacity slide below 5% po-
sition. The solenoid valve for decreasing capacity slide position is activated for maximum 300
seconds. If the capacity slide is not below 5% within the 300 seconds a Capacity error shut-
down will be issued.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab III regulates the Vi ratio in three steps according to the actual pressure ratio. Before
switching from one Vi-step to another, the actual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been
present for at least the time indicated in timer 34 Vi-pause (60 seconds). Otherwise the
change of the Vi step will be cancelled.

Vi slide position
../Capacity/Vi slide

pos.
Dig. output 11 (V1) Dig. output 12 (V2)

Volume ratio 2.2 0.0 % On On
Volume ratio 3.5 65.3 % Off On
Volume ratio 5.0 100.0 % Off Off

3.3.15 SAB 283 Mk1, SAB 330 and SAB 355 Mk1 with oil pump
The pump is used for prelubrication and to maintain a minimum oil pressure level during op-
eration. The pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pres-
sure (discharge pressure - suction pressure) during operation.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Set point 1 is the pump start pressure and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure. Therefore,
Set point 1 must be set to the lowest pressure level.

Normal setting for SAB 283 Mk1/330/355 Mk1:

Set point 1 = 2.5 bar

Set point 2 = 4.0 bar

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and then press  to store the value.

Adjust Set point 2 the same way.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately.

When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60 sec, the
pump will stop.
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Starting sequence

When a SAB 283 Mk1/330/355 Mk1 compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the ca-
pacity slide below 5% capacity. If failing to do so, a Capacity error shutdown will be issued
and the compressor will not start.

When the compressor has received starting permission, the oil pump will start. The oil is pum-
ped into the compressor lubrication system and when the oil flow switch is activated, the pre-
lubrication period will start.

When the time has expired, the compressor will start and the pump will run for min. 60 sec-
onds. The pump will stop when the differential pressure is above Set point 2 as described
above.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Balance piston for SAB 355

For SAB 355, the AUX output is dedicated for control of the balance piston. Choose the AUX
output to be activated At max. cap. in the menu Compressor control – user functions and set
the Signal high limit to 70%.

3.3.16 SAB 120 and 151 with oil pump
The compressors are equipped with capacity slide and automatic Vi-control. The Vi is control-
led in three steps.

If the compressor is equipped with a frequency converter (VSD) see subsection 6.4.1. Drive,
6: Rotatune for additional set-up of Unisab III.

The oil pump is used to maintain a minimum oil pressure level during operation and to return
the capacity slide to minimum position before the compressor is started. During operation, the
oil pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pressure.

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear. Set point 1 is the pump start pressure and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure.
Therefore, Set point 1 must be set at the lowest pressure level.

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and press  to store the value.

Adjust Setpoint 2 the same way.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately.

When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60 seconds,
the pump will stop.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, Unisab III will check whether the ca-
pacity slide is in minimum position. If the capacity slide is higher than 5% position, the sole-
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noid valve for decreasing capacity slide position will be activated for maximum 300 seconds.
If the capacity slide is still higher than 5% position, a Capacity error shutdown will be issued
and the compressor will not start. If the capacity slide is lower than 5% position the compres-
sor is allowed to start.

Before start-up Unisab III will also check the oil level and temperature in the oil separator. If
the oil level is too low an oil system error alarm will be issued. No signal from the oil level
switch during operation will result in shutdown after a delay of 30 seconds.

If the oil temperature is lower than the set limits, a low oil separator temp alarm or shutdown
will be issued. The limits for oil separator temperature can be set in the menu Control
values/Oil/Separator temp/Limits.

If the oil level switch is active and the separator temperature is above the shutdown limit, the
compressor will start. If the differential pressure is lower than Set point 1, the oil pump will
also start. When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60
seconds, the pump will stop.

If the differential pressure is higher than Set point 1 when the compressor is started, the oil
pump will not start.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Stopping sequence

When SAB 120 and 151 compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the capacity slide
below 5% position. The solenoid valve for decreasing capacity slide position is activated for
maximum 300 seconds. If the capacity slide is not below 5% within the 300 seconds a Ca-
pacity error shutdown will be issued.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab III regulates the Vi ratio in three steps according to the actual pressure ratio. Before
switching from one Vi-step to another, the actual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been
present for at least the time indicated in timer 34 Vi-pause (60 seconds). Otherwise the
change of the Vi step will be cancelled. The Vi-step stays in volume ratio 2.2 (0.0%) until the
compressor capacity is higher than 40%.

Vi slide position
../Capacity/Vi slide

pos.
Dig. output 11 (V1) Dig. output 12 (V2)

Volume ratio 2.2 0.0 % On On
Volume ratio 3.5 65.3 % Off On
Volume ratio 5.0 100.0 % Off Off
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3.3.17 SAB 120 and 151 without oil pump
The compressors are equipped with capacity slide and automatic Vi-control. The Vi is control-
led in three steps. If the compressor is equipped with a frequency converter (VSD) see sub-
section 6.4.1. Drive, 6: Rotatune for additional set-up of Unisab III. The compressor has no
oil pump.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, Unisab III will check whether the ca-
pacity slide is in minimum position. If the capacity slide is higher than 5% position, the sole-
noid valve for decreasing capacity slide position will be activated for maximum 300 seconds.
If the capacity slide is still higher than 5% position, a Capacity error shutdown will be issued
and the compressor will not start. If the capacity slide is lower than 5% position the compres-
sor is allowed to start.

Before start-up Unisab III will also check the oil level and temperature in the oil separator. If
the oil level is too low an oil system error alarm will be issued. No signal from the oil level
switch during operation will result in shutdown after a delay of 30 seconds.

If the oil temperature is lower than the set limits a low oil separator temp alarm or shutdown
will be issued. The limits for oil separator temperature can be set in the menu Control
values/Oil/Separator temp/Limits.

If the oil level switch is active and the separator temperature is above the shutdown limit, the
compressor will start.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 600 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Stopping sequence

When a SAB 120 and 151 compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the capacity slide
below 5% position. The solenoid valve for decreasing capacity slide position is activated for
maximum 300 seconds. If the capacity slide is not below 5% within the 300 seconds a Ca-
pacity error shutdown will be issued.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab III regulates the Vi ratio in three steps according to the actual pressure ratio. Before
switching from one Vi-step to another, the actual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been
present for at least the time indicated in timer 34 Vi-pause (60 seconds). Otherwise the
change of the Vi step will be cancelled. The Vi-step stays in volume ratio 2.2 (0.0%) until the
compressor capacity is higher than 40%.
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Vi slide position
../Capacity/Vi slide

pos.
Dig. output 11 (V1) Dig. output 12 (V2)

Volume ratio 2.2 0.0 % On On
Volume ratio 3.5 65.3 % Off On
Volume ratio 5.0 100.0 % Off Off

3.3.18 SAB 193, 233, 283 and 355 with oil pump
The compressors are equipped with capacity slide and automatic Vi-control.

If the compressor is equipped with a frequency converter (VSD) see subsection 6.4.1. Drive,
6: Rotatune for additional set-up of Unisab III.

The pump is used for maintaining a minimum oil pressure level during operation and for re-
turning the capacity slide to minimum position before the compressor is started. During oper-
ation the oil pump is started and stopped in accordance with the compressor differential pres-
sure (discharge pressure - suction pressure).

The difference is set in the picture Oil/Pressure/Control whereupon Set point 1 and Set point 2
will appear.

Set point 1 is the pump start pressure and Set point 2 is the pump stop pressure. Therefore,
Set point 1 must be set for the lowest pressure level.

Adjust Set point 2 the same way.

Normal setting for SAB 193 -233-283-355
Set point 1 = 2.5 bar.
Set point 2 = 3.0 bar.

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and press  to store the value.

If the compressor differential pressure is below Set point 1 during operation, the pump will
start immediately.

When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60 seconds,
the pump will stop.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, Unisab III will check if the capacity
slide is in minimum position. If the capacity slide is higher than 5% position, the oil pump is
started for maximum 30 seconds and the solenoid valve for decreasing the capacity slide po-
sition is activated. If the capacity slide is still higher than 5% position, an Oil log error shut-
down will be issued and the compressor will not start. If the capacity slide is lower than 5%
the compressor is allowed to start.

Before start-up Unisab III will also check the oil level and temperature in the oil separator. If
the oil level is too low an oil system error alarm will be issued. No signal from the oil level
switch during operation will result in shutdown after a delay of 30 seconds.

If the oil temperature is lower than the set limits a low oil separator temp alarm or shutdown
will be issued. The limits for oil separator temperature can be set in the menu Control
values/Oil/Separator temp/Limits.

If the oil level switch is active and the separator temperature is above the shutdown limit, the
compressor will start. If the differential pressure is lower than Set point 1, the oil pump will
also start. When the compressor differential pressure has been higher than Set point 2 for 60
seconds, the pump will stop.
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If the differential pressure is higher than Set point 1 when the compressor is started, the oil
pump will not start.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 600 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Stopping sequence

When a SAB 193-233-283-355 compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the capacity
slide below 5% position. The solenoid valves for decreasing capacity and Vi position are acti-
vated for maximum 300 seconds. If the capacity slide is not below 5% within the 300 seconds
a Capacity error shutdown will be issued.

Balance piston for SAB 355

For SAB 355, the AUX output is dedicated for control of the balance piston. Choose the AUX
output to be activated At max. cap. in the menu Compressor control – user functions and set
the Signal high limit to 70% referring to slide capacity.

3.3.19 SAB 193, 233, 283 and 355 without oil pump
The compressors are equipped with capacity slide and automatic Vi-control.

If the compressor is equipped with a frequency converter (VSD) see subsection 6.4.1. Drive,
6: Rotatune for additional set-up of Unisab III.

The compressor has no oil pump.

Starting sequence

When the compressor has received starting permission, Unisab III will check whether the ca-
pacity slide is in minimum position. If the capacity slide is higher than 5% position, the sole-
noid valve for decreasing capacity slide position will be activated for maximum 300 seconds.
If the capacity slide is still higher than 5% position, a Capacity error shutdown will be issued
and the compressor will not start. If the capacity slide is lower than 5% position the compres-
sor is allowed to start.

Before start-up Unisab III will also check the oil level and temperature in the oil separator. If
the oil level is too low an oil system error alarm will be issued. No signal from the oil level
switch during operation will result in shutdown after a delay of 30 seconds. If the oil tempera-
ture is lower than the set limits a low oil separator temp alarm or shutdown will be issued.
The limits for oil separator temperature can be set in the menu Control values/Oil/Separator
temp/Limits.

If the oil level switch is active and the separator temperature is above the shutdown limit, the
compressor will start.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:
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Low oil pressure 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 600 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Stopping sequence

When a SAB 193-233-283-355 compressor stops, Unisab III will attempt to move the capacity
slide below 5% position. The solenoid valves for decreasing capacity and Vi position are acti-
vated for maximum 300 seconds. If the capacity slide is not below 5% within the 300 seconds
a Capacity error shutdown will be issued.

Balance piston for SAB 355

For SAB 355, the AUX output is dedicated for control of the balance piston. Choose the AUX
output to be activated At max. cap. in the menu Compressor control – user functions and set
the Signal high limit to 70% referring to slide capacity.

3.3.20 SABCube 109, 133 and 159
The SABCube compressors are frequency regulated screw compressors without capacity slide
but with automatic Vi-control. The compressors have no oil pump.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received permission to start, Unisab III will send a start signal to
the frequency converter and to the internal water cooling pump.

When the compressor starts up, the SSSTV valve will close in order to reduce the internal
suction pressure and quickly increase the oil pressure. When the timer Start unload has run
out the Start-up limiter is activated and the timer Max. start-up time is started.

The SSSTV valve is kept closed until the oil pressure is above the low alarm curve Y + a Neu-
tral zone (NZ oil,rel) and the suction pressure is below high alarm limit for internal suction
pressure - a Neutral zone (NZ suct,int).

Speed will remain at 1,000 rpm until the oil pressure is above the low alarm curve Y and the
internal suction pressure is below high alarm limit for internal suction pressure.

If the timer Max. start-up time runs out before the oil and suction pressure is inside the alarm
limits, the compressor is stopped with a shutdown.

After this forced start-up period where oil and suction pressures are inside the alarm limits,
the compressor is now in normal operation. The SSSTV limiters for High torque, high internal
suction pressure and low oil pressure will now be active too.

The default setting for timer Start unload is 15 seconds and for Max. start-up time it is 600
seconds.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 15 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.
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The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Running

After the starting sequence and during normal running operation the following SSSTV limiters
will be active: high torque, low oil pressure and high internal suction pressure. See subsection
3.2.3. Special limiters for more information.

Stopping sequence

At normal stop (to avoid back-spin) the SSSTV valve is closed for the time stated in the timer
SSSTV delay before the compressor is stopped. The default setting is 40 seconds but it is ad-
justable between 0 and 60 seconds.

Note: The SSSTV timer starts counting after the stop delay timer has run out. This means
that the compressor will not stop immediately even though the stop key is pressed or the in-
stant stop digital input is removed.

After compressor stop the SSSTV valve is kept closed for 60 seconds, not adjustable, and the
internal water cooling pump will have a stop delay of 10 seconds. The stop delay for the water
cooling pump can be set in the menu Timers/Motor fan/Run timer SP.

At shutdown the frequency converter is stopped immediately and the SSSTV valve is closed
immediately.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab III regulates the Vi ratio in three steps according to the actual pressure ratio. Before
switching from one Vi step to another, the actual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been
present for at least the time indicated in timer 34 Vi-pause (60 seconds). Otherwise the
change of the Vi step will be cancelled.

Vi ratio .../Capacity/Vi ratio
Vi low range setting Vi high range setting Dig. output 12 (Vi)

1.9 2.6 Off
3.2 4.8 On

3.3.21 SAB 157HR
The SAB 157HR compressor is a frequency regulated high pressure (HPSH) screw compressor
without capacity slide and volume slide. The screw compressor is for heat pump (NH3) and
CO2 operation. There is a relief valve for unloading and the compressor is available with a
number of fixed Vi ratios. The compressor has no oil pump.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received permission to start, Unisab III will send a start signal to
the frequency converter. When the compressor starts up, the relief valve will open in order to
reduce torque and internal pressure. It will close when speed is above minimum speed + 200
rpm.

The relief valve will unload i.e. be kept open until a number of conditions for oil, suction and
internal pressure are fulfilled; see the description Plug valve limiters in subsection 3.2.3. Spe-
cial limiters.

Motor speed will remain at 1,000 rpm until the suction pressure is below the high alarm limit.
If the timer Start RPM limiter runs out before the suction pressure is inside the alarm limits,
the compressor is stopped with a shutdown.
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After this start-up period where oil, suction and internal pressure are inside the alarm limits,
the compressor is now in normal operation. The relief valve will be closed and there will be no
restrictions on speed regulation.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure: 45 sec.
High filter diff. pressure: 600 sec.
Low superheat: 300 sec.
High superheat: 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature: 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Running

After the starting sequence and during normal running operation the following relief valve lim-
iters will be active:

• low oil pressure

• low main oil pressure

• high suction pressure

• high internal pressure

• high torque

• low Vi ratio

See subsection 3.2.3. Special limiters for more information.

Stopping sequence

At normal stop, the speed will be reduced to minimum speed which will stop the frequency
converter. At shutdown, the frequency converter is stopped immediately.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab III calculates the Vi ratio according to refrigerant and the actual pressure ratio. The Vi
ratio is shown in the /Capacity picture. There is no Vi slide and therefore no Vi regulation, but
the relief valve will be activated if the compressor is running in Vi conditions which is signifi-
cantly less than the configured fixed Vi ratio. This works in two steps:

• If speed is 100% the relief valve will be unloaded when the calculated Vi ratio is less
than 65% of the fixed Vi ratio. This is to protect the compressor.

• If speed is less than 95% the relief valve can be unloaded if the calculated Vi ratio is
less than 80% of the fixed Vi ratio. This is to optimise efficiency. To be activated this
function must be configured, i.e. the configuration point VI comp. plug valve must be
set to Yes.

The compressor can be delivered with a number of fixed Vi ratios which can be configured,
see subsection 6.4.3. Compressor block, VI comp. plug valve.
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3.3.22 SABflex
The SABflex compressor is a frequency regulated screw compressor without capacity slide but
with automatic Vi-control. A demand driven oil pump is optional.

Starting sequence

Once the compressor has received permission to start, Unisab III will send a start signal to
the frequency converter and to the cooling fan.

When the compressor starts up, the SSTV valve will close in order to reduce the internal suc-
tion pressure and quickly increase the oil pressure. When the timer Start unload has run out,
the Start-up limiter is activated and the timer Max. start-up time is started.

The SSTV valve is kept closed until the oil pressure is above the low alarm curve Y + a neutral
zone (NZ oil,rel) and the suction pressure is below high alarm limit for internal suction pressure
- a neutral zone (NZ suct,int).

Speed will remain at 1,000 rpm until the oil pressure is above the low alarm curve Y and the
internal suction pressure is below high alarm limit for internal suction pressure. If the timer
Max. start-up time runs out before the oil and suction pressure is inside the alarm limits, the
compressor is stopped with a shutdown.

After this forced start-up period, where oil and suction pressures are inside the alarm limits,
the compressor is now in normal operation. The SSTV limiters for High torque, high internal
suction pressure and low oil pressure will now be active too.

The default setting for the timer Start unload is 15 seconds and for Max. start-up time it is
600 seconds.

Alarm surveillance

During start-up the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 15 sec.
High filter diff. pressure 300 sec.
Low superheat 300 sec.
High superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.

The delayed alarms are described in section 6.5. Timers.

Running

After the starting sequence and during normal running operation the following SSTV limiters
will be active: high torque, low oil pressure and high internal suction pressure. See subsection
3.2.3. Special limiters for more information.

Stopping sequence

At normal stop (to avoid back-spin) the SSTV valve is closed for the time stated in the timer
SSTV delay before the compressor is stopped. The default setting is 40 seconds but it is ad-
justable between 0 and 60 seconds.

Note: The SSTV timer starts counting after the stop delay timer has run out. This means that
the compressor will not stop immediately even though the stop key is pressed or the instant
stop digital input is removed.
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After compressor stop the SSTV valve is kept closed for 60 seconds, not adjustable, and the
cooling fan will have a stop delay of 10 seconds. The stop delay for the cooling fan can be set
in the Timers/Motor fan/Run timer SP menu.

At shutdown the frequency converter is stopped immediately and the SSTV valve is closed im-
mediately.

Vi ratio regulation

Unisab IIIregulates the Vi ratio in three steps according to the actual pressure ratio. Before
switching from one Vi step to another, the actual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been
present for at least the time indicated in timer 34 Vi-pause (60 seconds). Otherwise, the
change of the Vi step will be cancelled.

Vi ratio .../Capacity/Vi ratio
Vi low range setting Vi high range setting Dig. output 12 (Vi)

1.9 2.6 Off
3.2 4.8 On

3.3.23 Oil charging, manual (screw compressors)
Oil cannot be charged when Unisab III is in Stopped mode. If the compressor is fitted with an
oil pump for oil charging, it can be started the following way: Select Setup/Timers/Oil Charg-
ing and the following picture appears:

Place the cursor on Run timer, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and press  to store the value.

Move the cursor to Start oil pump. Press , select Yes with  and press  to store the val-
ue.

The pump will now start and run for the time set.

For SAB 202, SAB Mk3 and VMY Mk3 compressors a Watch the oil pressure alarm will be is-
sued while the oil pump is in manual operation for oil charging. If the pump should stop be-
fore time expiry, select No under Start oil pump.

Note: As from 2001 SAB 128/163 Mk3 and SAB 202 are no longer as standard fitted with a
valve for external connection to the oil pump suction side. It is therefore not possible to
charge oil with the unit oil pump.
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3.3.24 Rotatune (VSD)
A screw compressor can be fitted with a frequency converter (VSD) for additional capacity
control. In documentation from Johnson Controls Denmark, this unit type is called a “Rota-
tune”.

The cooling capacity can be a combination of the rotation speed set by the frequency convert-
er and the capacity slide position. This is the case if the compressor is equipped with capacity
slide control. For compressors not equipped with capacity slide control, the cooling capacity is
given only by the rotation speed set by the frequency converter.

See the compressor descriptions in section 3.3. for more information about the screw com-
pressor types covered by Unisab III.

Most screw types have capacity slide control for regulation purposes and for start-up torque
relief. Some types do not have a capacity slide but e.g. a relief valve handling start-up torque
relief.

Check the following parameters to set up a screw compressor for VSD operation

The following Rotatune parameters must be configured in the Setup/Configuration/Drive
menu (see subsection 6.4.1. Drive):

• Rotatune and Drive Com is set to define VSD and operation.

• Motor rpm min and Motor rpm max are set to define minimum and maximum motor
speed.

• Forced speed is set to ensure sufficient oil pressure at compressor start-up.

• Drive cap limit is only set in special cases.

The minimum slide position during operation must be configured to ensure sufficient oil pres-
sure at low speed (see subsection 6.4.3. Compressor block).

• Manual zero - is set automatically for some compressor types.

Set the Ramp function in the frequency drive in a proper way.

Set the capacity regulator parameters in Unisab III to values which are appropriate for the
actual process (see subsection 3.1.7. Regulator settings).

• Decrease or increase the proportional band - to make the regulator respond faster or
slower.
This will affect both the capacity slide and the speed control.

Adjust the throttling valves in the capacity block in a proper way (see subsection 3.7.1. Ca-
pacity slide).

• Adjusting slide speed - to fit the capacity regulator Run time settings.

Unisab III can handle VSD operation in both manual and auto/remote operation

In manual operation, when the start button is pushed the compressor will start and the
drive will jump to 'Forced Speed' to achieve oil pressure. At the same time the capacity slide
valve will move up to the manual zero point which is, say, mechanical 30%.

When main oil pressure has been achieved, the speed will fall back to minimum speed. The
slide valve should now have increased to the set Manual zero point and the display will show
0%. When the 'Cap Up' button is pushed, the slide valve will start to move up against maxi-
mum capacity slide position. The speed will stay at minimum until the capacity slide is at
maximum, then the drive will start to increase speed.
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Note that some screw compressors do not have the 'Forced Speed' function nor any capacity
slide. In that case the compressor will start at minimum speed and then the VSD will be re-
leased for speed control between min. and max. speed.

In auto/remote operation the compressor starts on demand and the drive increases to
'Forced Speed' to achieve oil pressure. At the same time the capacity slide valve starts to
move up to the Manual zero point. When main oil pressure is achieved and there is a positive
demand. Expect the drive to stay on the 'Forced Speed' value until the capacity slide valve
gets to 100%. Then the drive is released to increase speed. This initial phase depends on de-
mand, and if it means that the capacity gets too high because of the capacity increase from
the slide valve moving up, the drive will decrease speed to compensate. Otherwise, during
normal operation, the capacity slide will stay at 100% and capacity is controlled by speed. At
very low capacity with minimum speed, the capacity slide will move back.

Note that some screw compressors do not have the 'Forced Speed' function nor a capacity
slide. In that case the compressor will start at minimum speed and the VSD will be released
for speed control between min. and max. speed.

If during operation the VSD/motor is overloaded, Unisab III will reduce the capacity slide po-
sition to unload the compressor and reduce the torque/current. Torque reduction cannot be
done by reducing speed. Some screw types without capacity slide are equipped with a relief
valve which in case of overload will unload the compressor and reduce the torque/current.

3.3.25 Oil heating
Oil heating is not a configuration point, but it has various functions depending on whether the
compressor in question is configured as a reciprocating or a screw compressor.

For screw compressors the heating element will be connected while the compressor is not in
operation. Except for SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193-233-283-355 there is no tem-
perature regulation.

SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR, SAB 193-233-283-355

When the compressor is not in operation, Unisab III will control the heating element in the oil
separator. If the temperature is lower than the set point the heating element will be activa-
ted. The set point and neutral zone can be set in the in the menu Control values/Oil/Separator
temp/Control.

Normal setting for SAB 120-151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193-233-283-355

Set point 1 = 50°C
Neutral zone = 2°C

Regardless of oil separator temperature, the heating element will be deactivated when the
compressor is running.
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3.4.  Compressor control - reciprocating compressors

3.4.1 Start sequence
There is no particular starting up sequence for reciprocating compressors. However, some
alarms are delayed at start-up.

Alarm surveillance

During start the following alarms are delayed:

Low oil pressure 60 sec.
High oil pressure 20 sec.
Low suction gas superheat 20 sec.
High suction gas superheat 300 sec.
Low/high oil temperature 300 sec.
Low discharge gas superheat 300 sec.
Low/high intermediate dis-
charge temperature

300 sec.

See also section 6.5. Timers.

The following descriptions of the various functions must be compared with the wiring dia-
grams where the activating connections are included.

3.4.2 Oil return
The solenoid valve for oil return from the oil separator/oil reservoir to the compressor will be
open when the compressor starts and an ON signal is issued to one digital input (or for two-
stage compressors two digital inputs).

For one-stage compressors, only the digital input for high pressure oil return is used. In this
case, the input must be ON before the digital output oil return is set.

For two-stage compressors where both the LP and HP part may have their own oil separator,
the digital inputs intermediate pressure oil return and high pressure oil return are used. In
this case, both inputs must be ON before setting the digital output for oil return.

The opening of the solenoid valve(s) for oil return can be combined with an adjustable time
delay. At compressor start the output(s) for oil return is/are not opened until the time set in
the Oil return timer has expired. The time delay function will be disconnected if the timer Oil
return is set for 0 seconds or when the digital inputs for intermediate and high pressure oil
return are OFF.

The time delay Oil return is set in the timer picture Setup/Timers/Timer setup.

3.4.3 Start unloading system for TCMO 28 compressor
TCMO 28 reciprocating compressors have a unique unloading system which ensures low start-
ing torque and a correct balance between high and low pressure cylinders during part load.
When the compressor is stopped during start-up and at loading stages below or at 50%, a hot
gas bypass valve “B” is activated to ensure this. See information sheet for outputs in the wir-
ing diagrams.

3.4.4 Additional steps on SMC compressors
From SMC 104 to SMC 108 the first capacity step is divided in two so that the compressor
starts on one cylinder. The other cylinder is used to connect changes in capacity stages. SMC
112 and 116 starts on two cylinders and the other two are used to connect changes in capaci-
ty steps. See the wiring diagrams.
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Please note that compressors with additional steps do not start totally unloaded but
on one and two cylinders respectively.

3.4.5 Oil heating
Oil heating is not a configuration point, but it has various functions depending on whether the
compressor in question is configured as a reciprocating or a screw compressor.

For a reciprocating compressor the heating element output is powered by decreasing oil tem-
perature. This function is active both at compressor standstill and when the compressor is in
operation.

The set point of this value is set in the picture Control values/Oil/Temperature/Control, Set
point 2. The set point has a fixed hysteresis of 5K.

SMC/CMO: Set point 2 = 35°C: Heating starts at 35°C and stops at (35+5) = 40°C.
HPC/HPO: Set point 2 = 55°C: Heating starts at 55°C and stops at (55+5) = 60°C.

3.4.6 Rota (VSD)
A reciprocating compressor can be fitted with a frequency converter (VSD) for additional ca-
pacity control. In Johnson Controls Denmark documentation this unit type is called a RecipRo-
ta. The cooling capacity is a combination of the number of engaged steps and the rotation
speed set by the frequency converter.

A RecipRota can be controlled in two ways:

• With limited frequency control where all steps are engaged before the frequency con-
trol is enabled, i.e. increased from minimum speed.

• With full frequency control on (between) all steps.

In the Setup/Configuration/Drive menu (see subsection 6.4.1. Drive) the rota method can be
configured to either the step (limited) or speed (full) control method.

Note: The Speed configuration is only recommended for compressors with Centa coupling.
For compressors with other coupling types VSD operation might cause torsional vibration
problems at some part load frequencies (especially when not all steps are engaged).
The Speed configuration is not available for TCMO and TSMC reciprocating compressors.

With VSD operation the capacity step in/out is controlled by the PID or I capacity regulator
following the set point signal. The Delay Up and Delay Down timers are not used. To make
sure that the compressor cannot engage the cylinders too fast, a ramp function will limit the
maximum capacity (Yield) change to 2.0%/sec for step up and 3.0%/sec for step down. This
means that a yield increase from 0% to 100% will take minimum 50 seconds, and a yield de-
crease from 100% to 0% will take minimum 33 seconds.

The step method is the standard Rota control method for reciprocating compressors. It
works this way: The compressor starts with the first step engaged then it ramps up to mini-
mum speed. It remains at minimum speed until all steps are engaged and not until then, the
speed can be ramped up to maximum.

With a setting where minimum speed is set to 700 [rpm], motor rpm min. 2 is set to 700
[rpm] and maximum speed is 1500 [rpm], the reciprocating compressor will be step regulated
up to 47% and then speed regulated between 47% and 100%.

With a setting where minimum speed is set to 500 [rpm], motor rpm min 2 is set to 700
[rpm] and maximum speed is 1500 [rpm], the reciprocating compressor will be step regulated
up to 47% and then speed regulated between 47% and 100%. But in this case the compres-
sor can run at a lower minimum capacity.
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The speed method can only be used on reciprocating compressors equipped with VSD and
the soft Centa coupling. It is not recommended for reciprocating compressors equipped with
the standard Rexnord coupling as it may lead to torsional vibration problems.

It works this way: The compressor starts with the first step engaged at low speed then it
ramps up to minimum speed, i.e. 500 [rpm]. At the first capacity step, it ramps up speed un-
til the capacity corresponds to the second step at minimum speed. Then the second step is
engaged and at the same time speed is ramped down to minimum. It will then ramp up
speed, engage the next step, slow down and so on until all steps are engaged at minimum
speed. Then speed is ramped up to maximum speed.

But notice that when more than half of the steps are engaged, a higher minimum speed 2 i.e.
700 [rpm] can be used. Unless a special motor is selected this higher minimum speed is nec-
essary to maintain proper motor fan cooling at a higher step load than 50%.

For SMC types and a standard setting where minimum speed is set to 500 [rpm], motor rpm
min. 2 is set to 700 [rpm] and maximum speed is 1500 [rpm], the reciprocating compressor
will be step/speed regulated up to 47% and then speed regulated between 47% and 100%.

 

Fig. 18: Capacity vs. speed curves for SMC 116 with Centa coupling

For CMO types and a standard setting where minimum speed is set to 700 [rpm], motor rpm
min. 2 is set to 900 [rpm] and maximum speed is 1800 [rpm], the reciprocating compressor
will be step/speed regulated up to 50% and then speed regulated between 50% and 100%.
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Fig. 19: Capacity vs. speed curves for CMO 28 with Centa coupling

The minimum compressor capacity for a typical 4-pole motor at 50 Hz running Speed mode
will be:

  Standard motor Special motor
 SMC/HPC 104 47% 700 rpm 33% 500 rpm
 SMC/HPC 106 47% 700 rpm 33% 500 rpm
 SMC/HPC 108 17% 500 rpm   
 TSMC 108 11% 500 rpm   
 SMC 112 17% 500 rpm   
 SMC 116 8% 500 rpm   
 TSMC 116 6% 500 rpm   
      
 CMO/HPO 24 50% 900 rpm 39% 700 rpm
 CMO/HPO 26 19% 700 rpm   
 CMO/HPO 28 19% 700 rpm   
 TCMO 28 13% 700 rpm   
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When the compressor is equipped with VSD and the soft Centa coupling one of the following
unloading functions must be chosen:

• VSD normal – see subsection 6.4.3. Compressor block.

• VSD total – see subsection 6.4.3. Compressor block.

Additional unloading is not available with Centa coupling.

Table 28 shows SMC VSD cylinder unloading with the Centa coupling. Percentages shown are
the capacity at maximum speed.

Cylinders 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Compressor
SMC/HPC 104

Digital output DO09

100%
1

DO10

      

SMC/HPC 106

Digital output DO09 DO10

100%
1

DO11

     

SMC/HPC 108

Digital output DO09

50%
2

DO10
TPV (1)
DO11

100%
1+2

+DO12

    

TSMC 108

Digital output -

33%
2

DO09 DO10

100%
1+2

+DO11

    

SMC 112

Digital output - DO9

50%
2

DO10

TPV (1)

DO11 DO12

100%
1+2

+DO13

  

SMC 116

Digital output -

25%
4

DO09 DO10

50%
3+4

+DO11

TPV
(1+2)
DO12

75%
2+3+4

+DO13 DO14

100%
1+2+3+4

+DO15
TSMC 116 *)

Digital output
-

17%
4

DO09 -

50%
3+4

+DO10
-

67%
2+3+4

TPV
(2HP)

+DO11 DO12

100%
1+2+3+4

+DO13
Table 28: SMC VSD cylinder unloading configuration with Centa coupling

The digital output and solenoid valves which must be activated to provide capacity control are
emphasised with bold letters.

The Thermo Pump TPV connection for the high cylinder part is also shown in Table 28. The
TPV connection has not been changed - it is the same as for the standard compressor.

*) Note that on a standard TSMC 116 compressor, output DO09 will correspond to 33% (4+2
cylinders). With VSD unloading, DO09 will correspond to 17% (2+2 cylinders).
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Table 29 shows CMO VSD cylinder unloading configuration with the Centa coupling. Percen-
tages shown are the capacity at maximum speed.

Cylinders 2 3 4 5 6 8
Compressor
CMO/HPO 24

Digital output DO10 DO11

100%
1

DO12

   

CMO/HPO 26

Digital output -

50%
2

DO10 DO11

 100%
1+2

DO12

 

CMO/HPO 28

Digital output -

 50%
2

DO10

 

TPV (1)
DO11

100%
1+2

+DO12
TCMO 28

Digital output -

 33%
2

DO09 DO10 DO11

100%
1+2

+DO12
Table 29: CMO VSD cylinder unloading configuration with Centa coupling

The digital output and solenoid valves which must be activated to provide capacity control are
emphasised with bold letters.

The thermo pump TPV connection for the high cylinder part is also shown in Table 29. The
TPV connection has not been changed - it is the same as for the standard compressor.

The thermo pump high cylinder part step is however only mechanically available for CMO/HPO
28. VSD Total unloading will at first not be mechanically available for CMO/HPO/TCMO.

*) Note that with VSD unloading, output DO09 will correspond to 33% (2+2 cylinders) as for
a standard TCMO 28.
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3.5. Compressor control - user functions

3.5.1 External starting permission - immediate stop
The input must be connected for the compressor to run in Manual, Auto or Remote. If this in-
put is opened during operation the compressor stops immediately.

When the input is open Stopped appears in the bottom line of the display.

3.5.2 External starting permission - normal stop
This input and External starting permission - immediate stop must be connected before the
compressor is going to start in Auto or Remote but it can be started in Manual mode.

If the input has not been connected, the display will show Stopped in the bottom line. If the
input is opened during operation, the compressor capacity will be decreased to minimum and
the compressor will stop on its Delay before stop timer.

In case the input Capacity down blocked is connected, the compressor will not reduce capacity
once the input External starting permission - normal stop is opened.

3.5.3 Capacity down blocked
This function is enabled in Setup/configuration/Plant/Cap down blocked.

When the compressor is in maximum capacity in Auto or Remote it can be locked in this state
by closing a digital input. See wiring diagrams. The input overrules External starting permis-
sion - normal stop.

If the compressor runs in limited operation (a limiting function is active), it will however re-
duce its capacity. When the state of operation is back to normal, the compressor will return to
full load. See also 3.2. Limiting functions.

If the input is connected while the compressor is ready to start in Auto or Remote, the com-
pressor will be started by force irrespective of actual regulator settings.

In case the chiller and flow condenser function have both been configured, it will not be possi-
ble to use the capacity blocked function. See section 3.6. Compressor control - chiller func-
tions.

3.5.4 Power management system (PMS)
This function works in Manual, Auto or Remote operation. It is a kind of "an agreement to
start" system, consisting of one digital output PMS Request, which is set when the compressor
should start, and a digital input PMS feedback. This input must be set before the timer PMS
feedback expires in order for the compressor to start.

The shutdown PMS error is activated if the input PMS feedback has not been set before the
timer PMS feedback expires.

If the PMS feedback fixed is configured to No the feedback signal can be removed during op-
eration without stopping the compressor.

If the PMS feedback fixed is configured to Yes the feedback signal cannot be removed during
operation without stopping the compressor, having a PMS error shutdown.

3.5.5 Cold store function
This function is connected to the regulators for capacity regulation of the compressor. Usually,
the compressor is going to start in Auto or Remote/Multisab if the measured value is outside
the neutral zone and a capacity requirement exists.
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If the Cold store function has been selected in the menu Compr. Control, the compressor will
not start until the measured value is outside the P Band. After this it will regulate normally in
accordance with the set point.

Example of cold store function: Unisab III is set for suction pressure regulation with
Set point (Sp) = -40°C
Neutral zone (Nz) = 4 K
Proportional band (Pb) = 5 K

-40
-38

-33
1

-40
-38

1
-33

Normal

Cold store function

Suct.press (°C/R)

Pb = 5 K
Nz = 4 K

Pb = 5 K

Pb = 5 K

Nz = 4 K
Pb = 5 K

Suct.press (°C/R)

Compressor start
(Just outside Pb)

Compressor start
(Just outside Nz)

1

1

Note: It is not recommended to use the cold store function on screw compressors.

3.5.6 Aux. output
In the menu Configuration/Aux Output the following picture appears:

Place the cursor on Activate when. Press  and with  and  choose between:

• Not defined

• Ready

• At min. cap.

• At max. cap.

• Running
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• Ready ext.

• Ready/me only

• Running at max. cap.

This function is connected to a digital output. See wiring diagrams.

Explanation

• Ready
If selecting this function, the output will be activated when the compressor is ready
for operation in Remote/Auto. This means that Auto start has been configured (and
Auto stop), external starting permission - normal stop has been set. There are no
alarms and the compressor can start.

• At min. cap.
If selecting this function, the output will be activated when the compressor is below
Signal low which is set in the same menu Configuration/Aux Output. The hysteresis is
1%.

• At max. cap. Select this function and the output is activated when the compressor is
above Signal high which is set in the same menu Configuration/Aux Output. The hys-
teresis is 1%.
Please note that the line Signal low or Signal high is not included in the menu until the
auxiliary output has been selected as either At min. cap. or as At max. cap.

• Running
If selecting this function, the output will be activated whenever the compressor is op-
erating, i.e. when the start signal to the compressor has been set.

• Ready ext.
This function corresponds to the Ready function, but here it is not required that exter-
nal starting permission - normal stop is set for the output to be activated. The func-
tion works both in Remote and Auto.

• Ready/me only
This function means that the compressor is ready, that it has the lowest start number
and that it is the only compressor in operation on this system. The output can be used
to ensure constant water circulation by the PT 100 sensor whenever a compressor is
ready to start.

• Running at max. cap.
Select this function to activate the output when the compressor is running at the
maximum possible capacity, i.e. on one of the following conditions:

• The compressor is running at max. capacity i.e. above Signal high = 100%,
where signal high is set in the same menu Configuration/Aux Output. The hys-
teresis is 1%.

• A capacity limiter is active, i.e. the compressor is running in one of the follow-
ing three limiting status:

- Overload (current)

- Discharge (overload)

- Suction (overload)

When a capacity limiter is active it will prevent the compressor from reaching
100%.
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Note: The output may be deactivated from the time when the limiter is no longer ac-
tive and until the compressor again reaches 100% capacity.

3.5.7 User input
In the Configuration/External Input menu the following picture appears:

Place the cursor on Function. Press  and with  and  choose between:

• Not used

• Suction pressure setpoint

• Process out setpoint

• Discharge pressure setpoint

• Hot water setpoint

• Capacity setpoint

• External input signal

This function is connected to an analog input. See wiring diagrams.

Explanation

• Not used
The input signal is not used and alarm/shutdown supervision for this input is disabled.

• Suction pressure set point
The signal is used as a set point reference for the suction pressure regulator.

• Process out temp. (Brine) set point
The signal is used as a set point reference for the process out temperature regulator.

• Discharge pressure set point
The signal is used as a set point reference for the discharge pressure regulator.

• Hot water set point
The signal is used as a set point reference for the hot water temperature regulator.

• Capacity set point
The signal is used as a set point reference for the capacity regulator.

• User 1 (External) input signal
The signal is used as input signal for the User 1 (External) regulator.

See also subsection 3.1.10. User input regulator (Ext. input) for a more comprehensive ex-
planation and set up examples of User input 1.
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3.5.8 Motor current measuring
Unisab III can be supplied with a 0-1 Amp AC signal directly from a current transformer in the
compressor motor starter or supplied with a 4-20 mA signal from a current transmitter/VSD.

In the Configuration/Drive menu, select Motor Input Signal for a 0-1 Amp or 4-20 mA signal
source. In the same menu, select Display for Amp.

The value for the current ratio of the current transformer or transmitter must be entered in
the value Configuration/Drive Motor range Amp to get a correct reading of the current.

Next, select menu Control values/Motor/Current/Control and the following picture appears:

In Set point 1 enter the full load current of the motor as stated on the name plate. In Set
point 2 a lower value may be entered if current should be limited in certain periods.

Move the cursor to Set point 1, press  to enter the parameter change field, use  and  to

adjust the value and then press  to store the value.

You can switch between two set points by opening or closing a digital input. See wiring dia-
grams.

Open input = Set point 1. See also section 3.2. Limiting functions.

3.5.9 Motor power measuring
Unisab III can be supplied with a 4-20 mA signal from a power transmitter of 0-xxxx kW. En-
ter the power ratio of the power transmitter in the value Configuration/Drive Motor range kW
to get a correct reading of the power output. In the menu Configuration/Drive, select Display
for kW. Then select the menu Control values/Motor/Power/Control and the following picture
appears:
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In Set point 1 enter the motor top load power as stated on the name plate. In Set point 2 a
lower value can be entered for periods requiring less power. Switch between the two set
points by opening or closing a digital input, see wiring diagrams.

Open input = Set point 1. See also 3.2. Limiting functions.

3.5.10 Thermistor connection
If the motor is fitted with thermistors to protect the motor temperature, these can be connec-
ted directly to a digital input. See wiring diagrams.

If the motor temperature rises excessively, the compressor will stop.

3.5.11 COP set-up
Unisab III can be set for measuring compressor COP (Coefficient of Performance), mechanical
efficiency and Carnot efficiency.

Together with suction/discharge pressure and temperature, the following values form the ba-
sis of the calculations:

• Temperature of chilled liquid before evaporator.

• Volume flow of cooling gas on pressure side (m3/h).

• Motor power consumption in kW.

• Motor efficiency.

The COP function is enabled or disabled in the menu Configuration/Plant by setting COP active
= Yes or No.

The calculated COP values are shown in the picture Service/Diagnose/Software/COP. A more
comprehensive description of the COP function and its setting is included in the manual Uni-
sab III-COP.

3.5.12 HP on two-stage
This function is used on two-stage plants to start HP compressors by force.

HP on two-stage must have been selected in the menu Setup/Configuration/Plant. The func-
tion only works in Remote/Multisab.

A compressor is started by force by closing the input Ext start normal stop. The first compres-
sor is now going to start within the period of time set in the timer Start h press. After this, the
compressors will regulate normally on the capacity regulator.

Please note that the last (stopping) compressor in operation in a Multisab system (usually the
no. 1 compressor in the starting sequence) will not stop on the timer Delay before stop. It can
only be stopped by opening the input Ext start normal stop, which makes the compressor stop
for a moment.
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3.5.13 Refrigerant R000
If the refrigerant used cannot be found in the list of refrigerants - see subsection 6.4.4. Plant
– you can select a user defined refrigerant designated R000 (the R000 designation does not
refer to any known refrigerant).

Before selecting R000 in the picture Setup/Configuration/Plant first enter the refrigerant curve
data for the refrigerant used in the picture Setup/Configuration/R000:

Def. Refrigerant R000

Temp.: Press.
(ABS):

-90°C/R 00.00 bar
-85°C/R 00.00 bar
-80°C/R 00.00 bar

... ...

80°C/R 00.00 bar
Table 30: Definition of refrigerant R000

For bar/°C, enter the pressure as absolute pressure in 1/100 bar. Enter a pressure value for
each interval of 5°C between -90°C and +80°C. Each pressure value in the picture must be
given a certain value.

Pressure can be entered in the range between 00.00 and 99.99 bar. The table has been ini-
tialised to 00.00 bar.

3.6. Compressor control - chiller functions
Please note that when using the chiller functions described in this section there are certain
limitations in the use of some of the other Unisab III functions, e.g. oil cooling functions.

• When the chiller function Level control LP/HP or Expansion control DX is used it is not
possible to use the By-pass function - and vice versa.

• When the chiller function Level control LP/HP or Expansion control DX or the By-pass
function is used it is only possible to use the following two oil cooling functions:

- Water cooling for reciprocating compressors

- Intermediate liquid injection for two step reciprocating compressors

All other Oil cooling functions are blocked and cannot be used.

• When the chiller function Flow condenser is used it is not possible to use the Cap
down blocked function - and vice versa.
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• When the new Thermo pump - internal function is used it is only possible to use the
chiller functions Oil return from oil separator and Flow condenser.

Chiller function
- configured Used I/O Other functions using these I/O

Oil return from oil separator DO19  

Oil return from evaporator
DI13
DO18

Thermo pump - internal (recip.)
Oil return (recip.)
Oil rectifier (screw)

By-pass function
(or level control LP/HP)
(or expansion control DX)

DO16

Oil cooling - normal (screw/recip.)
Thermo pump - external (recip.)
Thermo pump - internal (recip.)
Dual 4-20 mA HLI valve (screw)
HLI - AKV stop valve (screw)
Motor valve (screw)

Flow evaporator DI12 Thermo pump - internal (recip.)
Flow condenser DI11 Cap down blocked

Level control LP/HP
Expansion control DX

DO016
AI3
AO2

See By-pass function

Table 31

3.6.1 Oil return from oil separator (ChillPAC)
When the compressor starts running the Oil return delay timer is started. When this timer
runs out, the oil return valve is open for the time set in the Oil return open timer. Then the
valve is closed for the time set in the Oil return close timer. Once again the valve is open for
the time set in the Oil return open timer, etc. If the Oil return close timer is set to 0 seconds,
this function will work like the existing Oil return function for a reciprocating compressor.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Oil return sep. It is active when the
compressor is running, i.e. when there is feedback from the motor starter.

3.6.2 Oil return from evaporator (ChillPAC/PAC)
The two oil return valves controlled will open when the evaporator level switch gets high and
be kept open until a few seconds after the signal from the switch gets low again. This close
delay time is set in the Oil return evap. timer. The level switch is a float indicator in a vessel
under the evaporator.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/plant/Oil return evap. It is active when the
compressor is running, i.e. when there is feedback from the motor starter.

3.6.3 By-pass function (ChillPAC)
During start-up the by-pass valve must be open for a few seconds. The open time is set in the
By-pass start timer.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/plant/By-pass start. It is active when the
compressor is running, i.e. when there is feedback from the motor starter.

3.6.4 Flow evaporator (ChillPAC/PAC)
A shutdown No evaporator flow is given after a short delay when there is no flow through the
evaporator, i.e. no signal from the evaporator flow switch. The shutdown delay time is set in
the Flow evaporator timer.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Flow evap. It is active when the com-
pressor is running, i.e. when the evaporator pump is started.
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3.6.5 Flow condenser (ChillPAC/PAC - optional)
A shutdown No condenser flow is given after a short delay when there is no flow through the
condenser, i.e. no signal from the condenser flow switch. The shutdown delay time is set in
the Flow condenser timer.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Flow cond. It is active when the com-
pressor is running, i.e. the condenser pump is started.

3.6.6 Level control
The PID regulator can be set up for HP or LP liquid level regulation of an evaporator or a con-
denser.

A liquid level 4-20 mA transmitter measures the liquid level in the evaporator or condenser.
The liquid level range is 0 to 100%.

The PID regulator will control an analogue expansion valve in order to regulate the ammonia
liquid level according to the liquid set point. The output range is 0 to 100 %. The expansion
valve is a motorised valve. In series with this valve there is a solenoid stop valve which is ac-
tive when the compressor is running.

The PID regulator settings are made in the picture Control values/Process Temp/Evaporator
level/Control. If the regulator is too fast or too slow you may adjust the Proportional band
and/or the Integral time values up or down accordingly.

LP: with this function the evaporator will be filled from the top. When the level rises above the
SP setting the valve must close.

HP: with this function the condenser will be drained from the bottom. When the level rises
above the SP setting the valve must open.

This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Level control. It is active when the
compressor is running.

3.6.7 DX control
The PID regulator can be set up for suction superheat regulation of the evaporator liquid fill-
ing. This function is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Level control. The DX regulation is
only active when the compressor is running.

Note: The Unisab III DX function is only released for freon refrigerants.

Superheat regulator

The PID regulator will control an analogue expansion valve in order to regulate the liquid level
according to the superheat set point. If the “Suction superheat” is lower than the set point,
the opening position will be decreased. If the “Suction superheat” is higher than the set point,
the opening position will be increased. The opening value depends on the PID calculation.
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The suction superheat is calculated by measuring the suction temperature using the internal
suction temperature PT100 sensor or an external 4-20 mA PT100 transmitter. The external
4-20 mA PT100 transmitter is enabled in Set up/Configuration/Plant/Ext PT100.

The PID regulator settings are made in the picture Control values/Process Temp/Superheat/
Control. If the regulator is too fast or too slow you may adjust the Proportional band and/or
the Integral time values up or down accordingly.

The expansion valve is a motorised valve. In series with this valve there is a solenoid stop
valve which is open when the compressor is running. The output range is 0 to 100%.

Start position for expansion valve

When the compressor starts and the expansion valve starts to regulate, the expansion valve
will be forced to a start opening position. This valve start position set point is default 50%.
This feature ensures a very steady superheat during start up. The opening position can be set
at any value. When the compressor is stopped, the expansion valve is closed.

Feed forward

Many processing plants have a brine system with a limited buffer volume. This might result in
many and large changes in the compressor capacity. To avoid that these changes affect the
superheat, a Feed forward factor is integrated in the superheat controller to obtain a steadier
superheat. When the capacity of the compressor is changed, a feed forward signal is sent to
the expansion valve. The opening position of the expansion valve will be changed. The feed
forward function will change the position of the expansion valve if there is a sudden change in
compressor capacity, and this is performed before the primary superheat controller can meas-
ure a change in the superheat.

The feed forward contribution is calculated as:

Change in valve position [%] = (Compressor capacity at this cycle - compressor capacity at last cycle) x FF factor
Compressor capacity at last cycle

Low superheat limit

To protect the compressor against liquid hammering, it is possible to set a limit for minimum
superheat. If the superheat falls below the Reduction Set point limit the expansion valve will
close (or reduce the opening degree radically) until the superheat again becomes higher than
this limit. The superheat controller continues to regulate although the expansion valve is
closed or reduced in its opening. The opening value of the expansion valve is reduced by the
Opening reduction factor when the suction superheat is below the low superheat limit.

The valve reduction is calculated as:

Valve position (with reduction) [%] = Valve position (without reduction) [%] x (1 - Valve
opening reduction factor /100)

By normal operation, this feature will not be active, but for plants with large and sudden
changes in capacity, this feature will provide extra protection of the compressor.

Pump down

To the compressor stop sequence is added a “Pump down function”. The expansion valve
closes and the compressor keeps running until the suction pressure is below the Pump down
Set point [°C] limit or until the Pump down stop timer has run out, whichever comes first.
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3.7. Compressor control - adjusting slide speed
(screw compressors with hydraulic slides)

3.7.1 Capacity slide
The capacity slide is moved by adding or removing oil from the slide piston cylinder. The
movement is controlled by Unisab III which activates the solenoid valves in the oil lines and
moves the slide in the desired direction. If this movement happens too fast, the system will
become very unstable and cause unnecessary wear and tear of the slide. To prevent this, ad-
justable throttle valves have been built into the oil lines on most compressor types (Not SAB
80). By changing the opening degree of the throttle valves, the slide movement can be adjus-
ted to a suitable speed. The slide speed is checked with the compressor in Manual mode, at
normal oil temperature and by activating F2  and F3  used for capacity regulation.

With the slide in minimum position (< 5%) and with a constant pressure on F2  (capacity up),
it takes about 60 seconds for the slide to move to 100% and with a constant pressure on F3
(capacity down) approximately 60 seconds to move down to 0%.

If this is not the case, adjust the throttle valves. If the compressor is not equipped with throt-
tle valves (e.g. SAB 80) or if it is not possible to adjust the slide speed to approximately 60
seconds, do the following: Measure the actual time it takes to move the slide from minimum
to maximum position and then insert that time in the menu Control values/Capacity/Capacity-
Control/ Run time = xx.x sec.

For SAB 120, 151, 193, 233, 283 and 355 Unisab III is preset to individual capacity slide
movement speed, i.e. the Run Time setting found in Control values/Capacity/Capacity./
Control/ Run Time is compressor type dependent. To get the Run Time setting for this com-
pressor type see subsection 3.1.9. Set points for regulators, note 2.

3.7.2 Volume ratio slide
The volume ratio slide is moved by adding or removing oil for the slide piston cylinder. The
movement is controlled by Unisab III which activates the solenoid valves in the oil lines and
moves the slide in the desired direction. If this movement happens too fast, the system will
become very unstable and cause unnecessary wear and tear of the slide.

To prevent this, adjustable throttle valves have been built into the oil lines. By changing the
opening degree of the throttle valves, the slide movement can be adjusted to a suitable
speed. The speed is checked with the compressor in Manual mode and at a normal oil temper-
ature. Bring the capacity slide to 20-30% position. Select picture Control values/Capacity/Vi

slide pos./Control and change the value Set point 1 = 0.0% to -10% by pressing . This will
move the slide to minimum position.

Return to Vi slide pos./Values to check the slide movement. When the slide has reached mini-
mum, change Set point to 110%. The slide will now move to maximum position. Check the
speed of the movement from 0% to 100% in the picture Vi slide pos./Values.

The movement from 0% to 100% must be adjusted on the throttle valves to last approxi-
mately 60 sec. The same applies to the movement from 100% to 0%.

Use Set point 1 with either -10% or 110% to move the slide back and forth until the speed is
correct.

If it is not possible to adjust the speed to approximately 60 seconds or if the compressor is
not equipped with throttle valves, do the following: Measure the actual time it takes to move
the slide from minimum to maximum position and insert that time in the menu Control val-
ues/Capacity/Volume slide position/Control/ Run time = xx.x sec.
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For SAB 193, 233, 283 and 355 Unisab III is preset to individual Vi slide movement speed,
i.e. the Run Time setting in Control values/Capacity/Vi slide position/Control/ Run time is
compressor type dependent.

To get the Run time setting for this compressor type, see subsection 3.1.9. Set points for reg-
ulators, Note 2.
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3.8. Compressor control - variable zero position (screw compressors
with hydraulic slides)

3.8.1 General
The flow of screw compressors at low slide positions seen in relation to the fully loaded "flow"
is strongly dependent on the operating conditions. It has turned out to be expedient to enter
a "floating zero point" which ensures that the compressor is operating with a correct slide po-
sition.

Unisab III ensures that the SAB 202 compressor always adapts to the variable operating con-
ditions.

Based on discharge pressure, suction pressure, compressor type and capacity, Unisab III cal-
culates a zero point below which the compressor capacity slide is not permitted to drop while
the compressor is operating.

When the compressor starts, the new zero point will be calculated and the capacity slide
moves as quickly as possible from a physical zero point (mechanical impact) to the calculated
zero. As long as the slide position is below the calculated zero point, the capacity is shown as
a negative value in the display.

If the calculated zero point cannot be set within a certain time limit depending on the calcula-
ted movement, a shutdown alarm will be issued.

When the compressor stops, the slide will drop to the calculated zero point. The motor stops
and the slide is pushed down to the physical zero position by the built-in spring.

Once the differential pressure across the compressor has been equalised (P=1), the calculated
zero point and the physical zero position will be the same.

If pressure conditions are changed during operation so that the calculated zero point of the
slide is moved (whereby the corrected capacity is changed), the capacity may be a negative
value for a certain period.

For all other screw compressor types than SAB 202 a zero point can be set manually, if re-
quired. This manually set zero point has the same function as described above in the sections
for compressor start and stop. See subsection 3.8.4. Manual setting of new zero point (all
screw compressors).

3.8.2 Corrected capacity
Unisab III will automatically correct the capacity reading in relation to both the new calculated
zero point and the Vi slide position when automatic Vi regulation is included.

With manual Vi regulation, the capacity reading is automatically corrected in relation to the
new calculated zero point.

Remember that whenever the Vi slide is moved manually, the position transmitter of the ca-
pacity slide must be recalibrated at 100%.

The corrected capacity is calculated according to the following principle:
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The capacity slide signal from the position transmitter is scaled in such a way that 0% is read
when the slide position corresponds to the calculated/set zero point and 100% is read when
the capacity slide meets the Vi slide. It makes no difference whether the setting is carried out
automatically or manually.

3.8.3 Automatic setting of new zero point (SAB 202)
The zero point for the various types of SAB 202 is calculated according to a programmed al-
gorithm.

The current calculated value of the zero point is displayed in the picture Service/Diagnose/
Zero cap.pos.

With manual Vi regulation, the zero point is corrected and set automatically corresponding to
an optimum setting of the Vi slide. Consequently it is very important that the setting of the Vi
slide is correct.

3.8.4 Manual setting of new zero point (all screw compressors)
For all screw compressor types without automatic zero point setting, you can manually set a
"zero point" below which the compressor capacity slide is not allowed to drop while the com-
pressor is operating.

For SAB 202S and SAB 202L, which have automatic zero point setting, manual setting is usu-
ally not allowed.

The manual setting of the zero point is carried out in the picture Setup/Configuration/
Compressor Block in the configuration point: Manual zero 0.0%

The setting ranges between 0-40% of maximum capacity slide travel (at Vi ratio = 2).

With manual Vi regulation the zero point is corrected automatically by a factor that depends
on an optimum (calculated) setting of the Vi-slide. Consequently, it is very important that the
setting of the Vi slide is correct.

The setting will be stored when the compressor stops and/or Unisab III is switched off.

3.8.5 Built-in spacer block
If the compressor has a built-in spacer block and automatic Vi regulation, the mechanical zero
must be set to Yes. This will reduce the travel of the capacity slide by the percentage value
[0-40%] entered in Manual zero and the corrected capacity can be calculated and shown cor-
rectly.

The value [0-40%] that must be entered in Manual zero must have the following size:
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manual zero =
length of spacer block

length of total capacity level
100%

Set the Mechanical zero in the picture Setup/Configuration/Compressor Block in the configura-
tion point:

Mechanical zero [No/Yes]

Manual zero 0.0%

The position transmitter is calibrated with the spacer block mounted and the Vi-slide in mini-
mum (0%).

3.8.6 Capacity error shutdown
If the slide cannot reach the position corresponding to a calculated or set zero point (i.e. a
positive read capacity) before the expiry of the timer Tcap.neg., the compressor will be stopped
with the alarm Capacity error.

The timer Tcap.neg. is counting down every second by a factor between 1 and 90 depending on
the read negative capacity. Each time the slide moves above 0% read capacity, the timer will
be stopped. The timer is reset (set to the reset value) and is restarted once the slide moves
below -2% capacity.

The timer is set in the picture Setup/Timers/Timer setup in the timer Cap.Neg.

The reset value can be set in the interval of 60-20,000. The factory value is 5000. It is very
important that the timer has been set correctly. A value too low will result in the Capacity er-
ror shutdown. A value too high will make the compressor run with a negative capacity for too
long.

3.8.7 Configuration
To obtain a correct calculation of the zero point it is important that the compressor type and
swept volume have been entered correctly.

The swept volume of the compressor is determined on the basis of:

• Compressor type

• rpm (50/60 Hz)

• Male/female rotor

On SAB 202, Unisab III will automatically enter a swept volume value corresponding to the S
type with male rotor and a two-pole 50 Hz motor, i.e. 1229 m3/h. The correct swept volume
must be based on the number of revolutions of the compressor, i.e. 50/60 Hz supply, and
whether the compressor has male or female rotor drive:

SAB 202 SM/ 50 Hz, swept volume = 1229 m3/h
SAB 202 SM/ 60 Hz, swept volume = 1475 m3/h
SAB 202 SF/ 50 Hz, swept volume = 1843 m3/h
SAB 202 SF/ 60 Hz, swept volume = 2212 m3/h
SAB 202 LM/ 50 Hz, swept volume = 1590 m3/h
SAB 202 LM/ 60 Hz, swept volume = 1908 m3/h
SAB 202 LF/ 50 Hz, swept volume = 2385 m3/h
SAB 202 LF/ 60 Hz, swept volume = 2862 m3/h

The nominal swept volume at 50 Hz is stated on the compressor name plate.
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As already mentioned, there are two configuration points in the picture Setup/Configuration/
Compressor block:

Mechanical zero No [/Yes]

Manual zero 0.0%

Only if the compressor has a built-in spacer block and automatic Vi regulation, should the Me-
chanical zero be set to Yes. In all other cases Mechanical zero must be set to No. See subsec-
tion 3.8.5. Built-in spacer block.

To make a manual setting of the zero point, enter a zero point between 0-40% of maximum
capacity slide travel in Manual zero 0.0%.

See the subsection 3.8.4. Manual setting of new zero point (all screw compressors).

3.8.8 Zero pos. picture
The current calculated zero point value as well as any manually set zero point value can be
read in the Diagnosis picture: Service/Diagnose/Software/Zero Cap. Position.
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3.9. Compressor control - electrical slide control

3.9.1 Electrical slide control

(SAB 330 screw compressors )

These screw compressors are fitted with a capacity slide (master slide) driven by an AC motor
through magnetic transmission, gearbox and spindle and a hydraulically Vi slide (baby slide)
controlled by a solenoid valve. The digital output for the valve is always controlled automati-
cally by Unisab III. Only the capacity slide is fitted with a position transmitter.

Note that the minimum pulse when moving the capacity slide is 1 second. For a SAB 330L this
corresponds to a minimum capacity position change of 1.8%. Keep this in mind when adjust-
ing the PID regulators. Further, there is a pause of at least 1 second when changing the rota-
tion direction of the motor.

3.9.2 Part load and full load
There are two operating modes for capacity control and Vi adjustment: Part load and full load.

At full load, the capacity is by definition 100%. By activating the solenoid valve, the Vi slide is
forced in mesh with the capacity slide. Vi is adjusted by changing the capacity slide position,
which consequently moves the Vi slide. Note that in the survey pictures, full load is indicated

in the display by a solenoid valve symbol: 

At part load, the Vi slide is reset to minimum position by deactivating the solenoid valve. The
capacity slide is moved according to the capacity requirement.

Unisab III changes from part load to full load when capacity exceeds the selected limit for Vi
mode included in the picture Setup/Configuration/Compressor Block. The default limit is Vi
mode = 97% but it can be adjusted within the range 70 to 97%.

Unisab III returns to part load when the capacity requirement decreases.

The changes described are automatically performed in any of the modes Manual, Auto and
Remote.

3.9.3 Calculated Vi position
When changing to or running in full load mode, Unisab III determines an optimum calculated
Vi position xVi [%] according to suction pressure/discharge pressure ratio, compressor type,
refrigerant and whether there is an economiser. Furthermore, the corresponding capacity
slide position is calculated:

xcap [%] xVi =100 [%] -xVi [%] *

(Vi-slide [mm] /Cap-slide [mm])

While in full load mode, the xcap [%] xVi is the set point of the capacity slide position regula-
tor.

3.9.4 Change to full load
When changing from part load to full load, Unisab III will run through the following steps:

1. Move capacity slide if necessary (see below).

2. Activate solenoid valve of Vi slide to force Vi slide into mesh with capacity slide.

3. Move capacity slide (and thus Vi slide) to optimal position xcap [%] xVi.

As regards point 1, Unisab III compares the above defined xcap [%] xVi with the actual capaci-
ty slide position. If the actual position is much higher than xcap [%] xVi , the result would be
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an undesirable power consumption if the Vi slide valve is activated immediately. Therefore,
the capacity slide is moved as quickly as possible down into the area where Unisab III calcu-
lates that the power consumption will be reasonable. After this, Unisab III will move on to
points 2 and 3.

3.9.5 Change to part load
When changing from full load to part load, Unisab III will run through the following steps:

1. If necessary, move capacity slide (and Vi slide) as close as possible to the limit Vi
mode to avoid undesirable capacity jumps. However, stop movement if/when reaching
the limit for reasonable power consumption.

2. Deactivate solenoid valve of Vi slide to release Vi slide and move it to minimum posi-
tion.

3. If still necessary, move capacity slide to the limit Vi mode.

4. Change to normal capacity control.

3.9.6 Position indications
In the picture Control values/Capacity/Values, capacity and Vi slide position are indicated. At
full load Capacity will show 100% while Vi slide position is calculated from the actual capacity
slide position. At part load Capacity will show the actual capacity slide position while Vi slide
position is 0%.

3.9.7 Slide brake control
The slide brake is released for a short time (Brake delay) before the slide motor is activated.

The brake is also released for this period of time (Brake delay) after deactivating the slide
motor. Brake delay can be selected within the range 0 to 0.5 seconds in the picture Service/
Diagnose/Software/Misc Functions.

3.9.8 Capacity shutdown
If the slide does not move as expected a capacity shutdown will be issued. This means that
every time the slide moves at least 0.5% in the chosen direction a Capacity timer is reset to
100 seconds. If it is expected to move, the timer will count down. If the timer reaches 0, the
alarm will be issued. Inspect the timer in the picture Service/Diagnose/Software/Misc Func-
tions.
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4. History

4.1. Shutdown list
If irregularities occur in connection with the running of the compressor, Unisab III can be in-
spected to determine the cause of these irregularities. In case of shutdown Unisab III stores
the operating situation, including time and date. This information can then be inspected on
the display which is particularly useful when searching the cause of a compressor shutdown.
Unisab III can store 30 shutdown situations where the most recent one replaces the oldest. In
case of power failure Unisab III does not lose any information, it can be displayed again once
the supply voltage has been restored.

4.1.1 Shutdown
When selecting the History menu, the following picture appears:

Place the cursor on Shutdown and press  twice to see the most recent shutdown.
Example:

The picture shows that on 8 August 2007 at 13:24 hrs a shutdown was activated due to Low
suction pressure. To inspect all previous (up to 30) shutdowns, press  and the most recent
previous shutdown will appear. Continue until reaching the desired shutdown. Now all operat-
ing information existing at the moment of the shutdown can be seen. In the shutdown situa-
tion Low suction pressure, the compressor has been in Remote mode and was in pause. Fur-
thermore, it has been programmed to Start no. 1 and Multisab state was 0 Blocked. To in-
spect the operating situation, use F3 /VALUE to get to the next picture:
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This picture shows all the measuring values at the time of the above shutdown. Note that not
all values are relevant for all compressor types. If a different shutdown situation is selected, a
similar set of measuring values will appear. Use F3 /INPUT to get to the following picture:

This picture shows the state of all digital inputs connected to the selected shutdown.
0 = the input has been open
1 = the input has been closed.

Press F3 /OUTPUT to get to the following picture:

Here the state of all digital outputs connected to the selected shutdown can be read.
0 = the output has been open
1 = the output has been activated.

Table 32 to Table 34 below show the numbering of inputs/outputs on screw and reciprocating
compressors respectively. Return to the previous menu by pressing .
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4.1.2 Numbering of inputs/outputs

I/O
type No. Screw

compressors
Reciprocating
compressors SABCube Chiller

D
ig

ita
l i

np
ut

1 Compressor motor
feedback

Compressor motor
feedback

(Compressor mo-
tor feedback)

-

2 Oil pump feedback Intermediate oil
return from sep. -
thermostat

- -

3 Oil pump 2/cooling
fan feedback

High pressure oil
return from sep. -
thermostat

Water pump feed-
back

-

4 Emergency stop Emergency stop Emergency stop -
5 Oil level/flow

switch
Oil filter differential
switch

Oil level switch -

6 External starting
permission
- normal stop

External starting
permission
- normal stop

External starting
permission
- normal stop

-

7 External starting
permission
- immediate stop

External starting
permission
- immediate stop

External starting
permission
- immediate stop

-

8 Regulator SP1/SP2 Regulator SP1/SP2 Regulator SP1/SP2 -
9 Motor current lim-

iter SP1/SP2
Motor current lim-
iter SP1/SP2

Motor current lim-
iter SP1/SP2

-

10 Start request feed-
back (PMS)

Start request feed-
back (PMS)

Start request feed-
back (PMS)

-

11 Capacity down
blocked

Capacity down
blocked

Capacity down
blocked

No flow in
condenser

12 - Thermo pump level
low

- No flow in
evaporator

13 - Thermo pump level
high

- Evaporator level
switch

14 Thermistors in mo-
tor windings

Thermistors in mo-
tor windings

Thermistors in mo-
tor windings

-

Table 32: Numbering of digital inputs
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I/O
type No. Screw

compressors
Reciprocating
compressors SABCube Chiller

D
ig

ita
l o

ut
pu

t

1 Compressor motor
start signal

Compressor motor
start signal

(Compressor mo-
tor start signal)

-

2 Oil pump start
signal

Oil rectifier - -

3 Oil pump 2/cooling
fan start signal

Additional steps
valve B

Water pump start
signal

-

4 - - POV valve -
5 Shutdown Shutdown Shutdown -
6 Alarm Alarm Alarm -
7 Aux. output Aux. output Aux. output -
8 Start request

(PMS)
Start request
(PMS)

Start request
(PMS)

-

9 Capacity down Capacity stage no.
1/ Total unload –
additional steps
valve A

- -

10 Capacity up Capacity stage no.
2/ Valve for ther-
mo pump

- -

11 Volume Capacity stage no.
3/ Valve for ther-
mo pump/ Thermo
pump shaft end

SSSTV valve acti-
vate

-

12 Volume up Capacity stage no.
4/ Thermo pump
shaft end

Vi slide activate -

13 Economiser - suc-
tion line

Capacity stage no.
5

- -

14 Economiser – liq-
uid line

Capacity stage no.
6

- -

15 Oil distribution
pipe

Capacity stage no.
7/ Intermediate
liquid injection

Bypass valve -

16 Oil cooling (Dual
HLI 2 cooling when
Vi > 85%)

Oil cooling (oil
temp.) Thermo
pump internal

- Bypass function
(start unload)/Stop
valve for level con-
trol

17 Oil cooling (HLI
cooling stop valve)

Water cooling (dis-
charge temp.)
Thermo pump in-
ternal

- -

18 Oil rectifier (Ma-
rine)

Oil return - Oil return from
evaporator

19 - - - Oil return from
separator

20 Heating elements - - -
Table 33: Numbering of digital outputs
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I/O
type

No. Sensor input Screw
compressors

Reciprocating
compressors SABCube Chiller

Pressures

A
na

lo
gu

e 
in

pu
t

1 -1/+9 bar /
-1/+25 bar 1)

Suction pressure Suction pressure Suction pressure -

2 -1/+25 bar /
-1/+59 bar 1)

Discharge press. Discharge press. Discharge press. -

3 -1/+25 bar /
-1/+59 bar 1)

Oil pressure Oil pressure Oil pressure -

4 -1/+25 bar /
-1/+59 bar 1)

Oil pressure be-
fore filter

Oil pressure be-
fore filter (SMC/
TSMC/HPC only)

Internal press. -

5 4-20 mA COP flow COP flow COP flow -
6 -1/+25 bar - Intermediate

pressure (TSMC/
TCMO only)

- -

Temperatures
1 -100/+200°C Suction temp. Suction temp. Suction temp. -
2 -100/+200°C Discharge temp. Discharge temp. Discharge temp. -
3 -100/+200°C Oil temperature Oil temperature Oil temperature -
4 -100/+200°C Oil separator

temperature
(SAB 120-355
only)

Intermediate
temperature
(TSMC/TCMO on-
ly)

- -

5 -100/+200°C - - - Process
temp. in

6 -100/+200°C - - - Process
temp. out

Current inputs
1 4-20 mA Capacity slide

position
Frequency signal - -

2 4-20 mA Volume slide po-
sition/outdoor
temp.

Outdoor temp.
(Climate comp.)

Outdoor temp.
(Climate comp.)

-

3 4-20 mA - - - HP/LP level
4 4-20 mA External set

point
External set
point

External set
point

-

5 4-20 mA Motor power Motor power - -
6 4-20 mA Motor current Motor current - -

Current
1 0-1 Amp AC Motor current trafo Motor current trafo - -

An-
alo-
gue
out-
put

Current outputs
1 4-20 mA Yield/HLI

expansion valve
Yield Yield -

2 4-20 mA - - - HP/LP/DX level
expansion
valve

3 4-20 mA Frequency out-
put to VSD

Frequency out-
put to VSD

- -

Table 34: Numbering of analogue inputs and outputs
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Note 1. The high pressure range is for HPC reciprocating compressors only.

4.1.3 Number of shutdowns
The total number of shutdowns in the working life of the control system is shown here. In the

History menu use  and  to inspect the number:
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5. Service

5.1. Maintenance
The maintenance menu contains information about running hours and operation time since
last start.

5.1.1 Service timers

Hour counter

Shows the total number of compressor operating hours.

Since start

Shows for how long the compressor has been running since it was last started. When stopping
the compressor, the counter stays on the value reached at that particular moment. This way
it can be seen how long the compressor has been running since the last operating period.
When the compressor is restarted, the counter restarts from 0.

5.1.2 Maintenance compressor (screw and reciprocating)
Static compressor service information is available for the following screw and reciprocating
compressors.

• Screw compressors type SAB 120, 151 and SAB 193, 233, 283, 355

• Screw compressors type SAB 157HR and SABflex

• Screw compressors type SAB 128, SAB 163 and SAB 80

• Reciprocating compressors type SMC Mk4 and CMO

Dynamic Service on Demand functionality, i.e. Automatic service interval calculation depend-
ing on the compressor running conditions, is available for the following screw and reciprocat-
ing compressors:

• Screw compressors type SAB 120, 151 and SAB 193, 233, 283, 355

• Screw compressors type SAB 157HR and SABflex

• Screw compressors type SABCube 109, 133 and 159

• Reciprocating compressors type SMC Mk4 and CMO

The intention with the Service on Demand module is to optimise the length between service
intervals. The optimisation is found by combining the knowledge of the actual compressor op-
eration based on Unisab III data supervision combined with advanced calculations based on
maintenance algorithms.
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In the maintenance picture Service/Maintenance/Maintenance Compr. you will find the follow-
ing information:

Service counter

The total number of hours this compressor has been running since the last main C service has
been performed.

Main service C

The calculated estimated number of running hours between the two main C services.

If manual service is selected Main service C is set equal to Service interval C.

If automatic service is selected Main service C is calculated on the basis of how the compres-
sor has been operating since last main service, i.e. discharge pressure, suction pressure, ro-
tating speed and the number of starts/stops.

Next main service C

This is the calculated estimated number of running hours until the compressor needs the next
main service C.

This service interval is calculated as Main service C minus the running hours since last service
C.

Next sub-service B

This is the calculated estimated number of running hours until the compressor needs the next
service B. If next sub-service B is scheduled to be performed at the same time as the Main
service, the sub-service B will not be shown. The service B hour field will be blank, i.e. “--”.

This sub-service interval is calculated as Main service C / 2 minus the running hours since last
service B.

Next sub-service A

This is the calculated estimated number of running hours until the compressor needs the next
service A. If next sub-service A is scheduled to be performed at the same time as the Main
service or the sub-service B, the sub-service A will not be shown. The service A hour field will
be blank, i.e. “--”.

For screw compressors, this sub-service interval is calculated as Main service C / 6 minus the
running hours since last service A.

For reciprocating compressors this sub-service interval is calculated as Main service C / 4 mi-
nus the running hours since last service A.
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Starts since main C

Counts the number of compressor starts since last main service C i.e. since the last acknowl-
edges for a service C alarm.

Automatic service

Choose between Manual service and Automatic service interval calculation.

If Automatic service is set to No you must manually enter a fixed value for the Service inter-
val C. The default value is 30,000 hours.

If Automatic service is set to Yes, Unisab III will automatically calculate the optimum Service
interval C between main services depending on the compressor running conditions.

The calculation for the Service intervals C is based on the following measurements:

• Compressor load condition, i.e. suction pressure and discharge pressure

• Compressor speed, i.e. the actual variable speed or fixed speed

• Number of starts (SABCube only)

See your compressor service manual for more information about the load curves used for the
optimum Service interval calculation.

The Automatic service interval calculation is only available for certain compressors. See list in
the beginning of this subsection.

All other screw compressors (i.e. the old Sabroe, Stall and VMY types) and reciprocating com-
pressors (i.e. the old SMC Mk1, Mk2, Mk3 and CMO Mk1 models) are not part of this Automat-
ic service function.

Service interval C

If Automatic service is set to No you must enter a manual value for the main C service inter-
val. The default value is 30,000 hours.

If Automatic service is set to Yes you need not set this parameter as Unisab III will automati-
cally set the optimal service interval.

Hours since main

It is possible to key in the elapsed time, in hours, since the last main C service has been
made on this compressor. This entry can be used after the service maintenance program has
been installed on a compressor that has been running for some time or if the cassette has
been replaced and service data lost.

Service phone

Here you can enter the JCI branch phone number, e.g. +381 11 311 9118.

+ 3 8 1 1 1 3 1 1 9 1 1 8

Enter phone number with the  and  keys and change digit number with the  and  keys.

Last service alarm ack

Unisab III will issue the alarm Compressor service needed contact JCI Service 1000 hours,
200 hours and 0 hours before a scheduled main service. This alarm can be acknowledged with
password level Superuser or Supervisor (Johnson Controls).
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If the alarm is acknowledged with Superuser password (User) it will repeat up to three times,
i.e. 1000, 200 and 0 hours before service.

When the alarm is acknowledged the first time 1000 hours before service it will be repeated
200 hours before service. When the alarm is acknowledged the second time 200 hours before
service it will be repeated again 0 hours before service. In both cases, when acknowledging
with Superuser password, the service counter Next main service C and the start counter
Starts since main C will continue to count. When the alarm is acknowledged the third time 0
hours before service the service counter Next main service C and the start counter Starts
since main C will be reset to zero.

When the alarm is acknowledged by a Johnson Controls service technician (JCI) with Supervi-
sor password after finished service the service counter Next main service C and the start
counter Starts since main C will be reset to zero. No matter if it is at 1000 hours, 200 hours
or 0 hours before service.

Last service alarm ack. and Ack time will indicate by whom and when the last service alarm
was acknowledged, e.g.:

Last serv. alm. ack. None, User, JCI
Ack. time: 18-02-2011
The date field is 00-00-00 if status is None

Date, time and the service information (i.e. service name, service status, calculated service
interval in hours and hour counter) will be saved in the event list. Service status will be User if
the service alarm is acknowledged by the customer and JCI if the service alarm is acknowl-
edged by a Johnson Controls service engineer.
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5.1.3 Drive
This menu shows the accumulated energy consumption of the compressor.

Note: The Service/Maintenance/Drive menu will only be visible if Drive Com is set to LS or
DA, see subsection 6.4.1. Drive - 7: Drive Com for further information.

For the Danfoss drive, in this example with a SABflex compressor, the energy consumption is
displayed as:

Energy 1 xxx kWh

For the Leroy Somer drive, in this example with a SABCube compressor, the energy consump-
tion is shown as:

Energy 1 xxx kWh
Energy 2 yyy MWh

Find the picture in the menu Service/Maintenance/Drive.
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5.1.4 Remote monitoring
A Remote Monitoring E-mail function has been introduced in Unisab III. This function enables
Unisab III to report compressor operation and events i.e. trend files, shutdowns and alarms
for central remote monitoring.

This picture shows the set-up parameters for Remote Monitoring. Remote monitoring must be
set to Yes to enable Trend and Events to the remote monitor server.

Note: Before Remote mon. can be configured to Yes the Remote monitoring functionality
must have been previously activated. See subsection 6.6.5. Function interface.

Service/Remote monitoring
No. Function Use Choices
1 Remote monitoring 1/2 No, Yes

2
Retries
(max. no of monitor and user mail re-
tries)

1/2 3, [1-10]

3 Port (SMTP port no.) 1/2 25, [1-32000]
4 Heartbeat 1/2 4, [1-24]

5
Alarm
(enable Alarm info to remote monitoring)

1/2 No, Yes

6
Max. hour
(max. no. of event mails per hour)

1/2

30, [1-120]
With the default setting 30, the mini-
mum time to elapse between two con-
secutive event mails will be 60/30 = 2
minutes.

7
Last e-mail
(status information for last sent e-mail)

1/2

Nothing sent, Success, Invalid Sender,
Invalid recipient, No connection, DNS
error, Authentication method, Authen-
tication failed, Discarded
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Last e-mail status

Nothing sent No e-mail has been dispatched.
Success Last e-mail transmission was OK.
Invalid Sender Unisab III e-mail settings are not correct.
Invalid Recipient Recipients e-mail settings are not correct.
No connection It is not possible to establish connection to e-mail server.
DNS error DNS server IP address is not correct or the server is not available.
Authentication method Connection was rejected because Unisab III did not support the

requested e-mail server authentication method.
Authentication failed Connection to e-mail server was rejected during the authentication

session.
Discarded Last e-mail transmission has been interrupted during dispatch and

the number of Retries was exceeded.
The cause is probably a bad or unstable connection to e-mail serv-
er.

See also subsection 6.6.6. E-mail for information regarding the EmailService.xml file for set-
up of the e-mail and e-mail server addresses used for remote monitoring.
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5.1.5 Trend information
Unisab III provides the possibility to log Trend data for export by e-mail to the remote moni-
toring server.

Set-up for Trend files logging and handling is made in this picture.

Service/Trend
No. Function Use Choices
1 Resolution (trend log resolution) 1/2 180, [30-300]
2 Period (time between trend mails) 1/2 4, [1-24]
3 Zip (zip the trend file attachment) 1/2 No, Yes

4
Parameter list
(bit map for parameter list)

1/2
53687091110

(~1FFF FFFFhex ~ bit map = 29)

Note: The Zip function is implemented from version 1.0.9.6.

Note that the memory constraint in Unisab III will set a limit of maximum 500 data log per
trend e-mail. Depending on the set resolution the period setting must be limited as shown in
Table 35.

Resolution
[Sec.]

Period [Hours]
Max. allowable setting

Max. data logs
per trend e-mail

30 4 480
60 8 480
90 12 480
180 24 480
300 24 288

Table 35
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5.1.6 Event e-mails to user
With the E-mail function you can enable Unisab III to send event e-mails to up to four user
specified e-mail addresses. Events can in this case be an e-mail in case of shutdown or alarm.

This picture shows the set-up parameters for the user E-mail function.

E-mail user must be set to Yes to enable the event information to user, i.e. Shutdown and
Alarm events.

Service/Event
No. Function Use Choices
1 E-mail user 1/2 No, Yes
2 Port (SMTP port no.) 1/2 25, [1-32000]

3
Shutdown
(enable shutdown event to user)

1/2 No, Yes

4 Alarm (enable alarm events to user) 1/2 No, Yes
5 Attach CSV file (attach data log file) 1/2 No, Yes

6
Max. hour
(max. no. of event mails per hour)

1/2

30, [1-120]
With default setting 30, the
minimum time to elapse be-
tween two consecutive event
mails will be 60/30 = 2 mi-
nutes.

7
Last e-mail (status information for last
sent e-mail)

1/2

Nothing sent, Success, Invalid
sender, Invalid recipient, No
connection, DNS error, Authen-
tication method, Authentication
failed, Discarded.

Note that before E-mail user can be configured to Yes, the E-mail user function must have
been previously activated. See subsection 6.6.5. Function interface. See also subsection
6.6.6. E-mail for information about the EmailService.xml file for the setting up of up to four
user e-mail addresses as well as the address of the user e-mail server.

Attach CSV file

The attached CSV file is a data log file which contains a log of actual Unisab III operating data
at the time the alarm or shutdown occurred. The CSV file data can be displayed as a graphical
view in the new Unisab III iPhone App.

The CSV file contains information about compressor status, compressor operating mode, op-
erating data such as (pressure, temperature, capacity, etc.) and the alarm and shutdown lim-
its.
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Note that before E-mail user can be configured to Yes the E-mail user function must have
been previously activated. See subsection 6.6.5. Function interface. See also subsection
6.6.6. E-mail for information regarding the EmailService.xml file for set up of up to four user
e-mail addresses as well as the address of the user e-mail server.

Last e-mail status

See subsection 5.1.4. Remote monitoring for explanation.

5.2. Diagnosis
In the diagnosis menu you can troubleshoot both hardware and software.

5.2.1 Hardware
When selecting the menu Diagnosis/Hardware, the following picture appears:

Analog inputs (Pressures, temperatures, current)

This picture shows the actual state of the analog inputs both at compressor standstill and dur-
ing operation:

It is 10 or 13 bit A/D-converted raw values of the input signal which are displayed. The dis-
played raw values are interpreted in the following way:

Reading 0 755 4033 7310
Input from pressure transmitter
(4-20 mA)

0 4 12 20

Table 36: Pressure

Reading 14,760 18,370 21,950 25,550 29,040
Temperture (°C) -50 0 50 100 150
Table 37: Pt100
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Reading 0 1633 4910 8183
Input (mA) 0 4 12 20
Table 38: Ext. cap. Vi

Reading 7 5910
Input (Amp AC) 0 1.0
Table 39: Current

Table 34 in subsection 4.1.1. shows the numbering of analog inputs.

Analog outputs

This picture shows which analog output value (in percentage) Unisab III is transmitting to the
connected equipment. The signals are 4-20 mA signals and can e.g. be used to regulate the
speed of a frequency converter or to open a motor valve. When using analog regulation of the
frequency converter, the capacity and Vi slides can be regulated digitally at the same time.

As long as the above menu picture is shown in the display, test mode = Yes and a test value
between 0 and 100% can be selected. Unisab III will then transmit an mA signal correspond-
ing to the test value.

Note: Do not let the compressor motor run when using test mode as the motor revolutions
will follow the changes in the signal. However, test mode can be used to check whether the
frequency converter receives the signal correctly by reading the analog input signal in the
menu system of the converter.

Digital inputs

This picture shows the actual state of the digital inputs both at compressor standstill and dur-
ing operation.
0 = Input open
1 = Input closed
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Table 32 and Table 33 in subsection 4.1.1. show the numbering of the digital inputs and out-
puts.

Digital outputs

This picture shows the actual state of the digital outputs both at compressor standstill and
during operation.
0 = Output open
1 = Output closed

Table 32 and Table 33 in subsection 4.1.2. show the numbering of the digital inputs and out-
puts.
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5.2.2 Software
When selecting the menu Diagnosis/Software, the following picture appears:

Software version

This picture shows which program version is running in Unisab III:

Power on

This picture indicates how many times the power supply for Unisab III has been reconnected.
It is used for troubleshooting.
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Zero capacity position (screws)

The current calculated value of the zero point and any manual setting value of the zero point
are shown in this picture:

For information about Zero capacity Position see also section 3.8.

COP

Unisab III can be set to measure the compressor COP values (Coefficient of Performance) as
well as the mechanical efficiency and the Carnot efficiency. The calculated COP values and a
number of intermediate calculations are shown in this picture:

A more comprehensive description of the COP function and the setting of this can be found in
the manual Unisab III-COP.

Proficom (for internal use only)

This picture shows how Unisab III communicates with other equipment using Profibus com-
munication.
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Rotatune piston (for internal use only)

This picture shows the interaction between frequency converted speed and capacity stage
load/unload.

Separator velocity (screws)

Max. sep. cap. load is the calculated value in % for the maximum true capacity load allowed
at current running conditions. When this value is between 100 and 102% the capacity inhibit
function is activated. When the value is below 100% the capacity force unload is activated.

Max. cap. slide pos. is the calculated value in % for the maximum mechanical capacity load
allowed at current running conditions. This value which will be between 0% and 100% is the
limiting value used when the capacity force unload function is active.

Pressure Ratio is the calculated pressure ratio = Pdisch/Psuct.

K. Factor is the refrigerant constant, κ (Kappa).

System Compr. Ratio is the calculated system compression ratio.

Syst. Sep. Vel. Ratio is the calculated system separator velocity ratio.

Utilisation Number is the calculated utilisation ratio for the separator at current running
conditions. Eg a value of 1.00 means that the separator is fully loaded and that the capacity-
inhibit function is activated.

For more information, see subsection 3.2.3. Special limiters.
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Misc. functions

This picture includes five items:

Suction Ramp Load shows the state of the suction ramp function. See subsection
3.2.3. Special limiters, Suction ramp.

The value shows the actual suction pressure limit which will be equal to the suction pressure
set point if the suction ramp is not active. When the suction ramp is active, the value will de-
crease by 1°C every N seconds, where N is the selected value of the Suct. Ramp timer.

Suction Superheat is the same as suction superheat set point 2 used by the High Discharge
Pipe Temperature Limiter. See subsection 3.2.3. Special limiters.

Capacity and Brake Delay are explained in subsection 3.9.1. Electrical slide control.

LAN load high is used in case the Unisab III interface becomes very slow, or, in the more
extreme cases, if Unisab III restarts when connected to LAN. Changing the parameter LAN
load high from the default setting No to Yes will lower the communication impact on Unisab
III. See also subsection 8.4.2. Ethernet, IP address set-up.

Supervisor password

In this picture, all supervisor password applications including date and hour are registered.

Examine all parameters

In this picture all parameters in Unisab III can be inspected. Use  and  to inspect the list.
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6. Set-up

6.1. Compressor control
The Compr. Control menu includes parameters for setting up compressor and plant operation.

6.1.1 Compressor operating set-up

1: Mode

Stop
Manual
Auto
Remote

Stop means that the compressor is blocked and thus cannot start.

Manual means that the compressor only operates manually, i.e. it is not possible to switch to
another mode by means of the Manual Mode switch in Favourites/Default. The compressor
can, however, be started with  and stopped with . Capacity is increased/decreased with
F2 /CAP. UP and F3 /CAP. DOWN in Favourites/Default.

Auto means that the compressor runs in local automatic operation according to the form of
regulation chosen (suction pressure, process temp. etc). It is possible to change to Manual
with the Manual Mode switch in Favourites/Default.

Remote means that the compressor works together with one or more compressors in a com-
mon multisab control system. It is possible to switch to Manual with the Manual Mode switch
in Favourites/Default. See also section 3.1.1. Control mode set-up.

2: Control on

Suction pressure
Process out
Discharge pressure
Hot water
Ext. cool
Ext. heat

Suction pressure is measured by the built-in pressure transducer on the compressor suction
side. Set point is set in the picture Control values/Suction/Pressure Deg./Control.

Process out (Brine) temperature is measured by a Pt 100 sensor in the water output of the
evaporator. Set point is set in the picture Control values/Process temp./Process out temp./
Control.

Discharge pressure is measured by the built-in pressure transducer on the compressor dis-
charge side. Set point is set in the picture Control values/Discharge/Pressure Deg./Control.
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Hot water temperature is measured by a Pt 100 sensor in the water output of the condenser.
Set point is set in the picture Control values/ Process temp./Process out temp./Control.

Ext. cool At this stage it is possible to connect an external 4-20 mA transducer as cooling
function, i.e. at a rising signal the compressor will load capacity. Additionally, set Function to
Ext.inp.signal in picture Setup/Configuration/External input. The points 4 mA and 20 mA must
be set as minimum (4 mA) and maximum (20 mA) values of the sensor. Select Control val-
ues/User/User Input 1/Control and enter regulator set point, neutral zone and prop. band.
See also section 3.1.1. Control mode set-up.

Ext. heat At this stage it is possible to connect an external 4-20 mA transducer as heating
function, i.e. at a falling signal the compressor will load capacity. Additionally, set Function to
Ext.inp.signal in picture Setup/Configuration/External input. The points 4 mA and 20 mA must
be set as maximum (20 mA) and minimum (4 mA) values of the sensor. Select Control val-
ues/ User/User Input 1/Control and enter regulator set point, neutral zone and prop. band.
See also 3.1.1. Control mode set-up.

3: Capacity controller

I
PID

Select PID for special applications where a change in the cooling requirement must be met by
a fast change in capacity. Select I for normal refrigeration plants. See also section 3.1.1. Con-
trol mode set-up.

4: Auto start

No
Yes

If selecting Yes, the compressor will start by itself in Auto/Remote depending on what is re-
quired. Regulation is now automatic. If selecting No, the compressor must be started manual-
ly even though it is in Auto/Remote. During operation the compressor regulates automatically.

5: Auto stop

No
Yes

If selecting Yes, the compressor will stop automatically at minimum capacity by decreasing
demand. If selecting No, the compressor must be stopped manually even if Auto or Remote
has been selected in Setup/Compr. Control, Mode.

6: Cold store

No
Yes

Choosing this function affects the way the Multisab system starts and regulates the compres-
sors in a common system. See detailed description in section 3.5. Compressor control - user
functions.

7: Climate compensation

No
Yes

If the compressor is used for water/brine cooling or water heating, the flow temperature can
be raised or reduced depending on the outside temperature. An extra 4-20 mA temperature
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transducer must be connected. See detailed description in section 3.5. Compressor control -
user functions.

8: Multisab Master

Start#
Compr#

If selecting Compr#, the compressor with the lowest compressor number will always be the
regulator in a Multisab system independent of the starting sequence. If selecting Start#, the
compressor with the lowest starting number and which is in Remote/Multisab will be the regu-
lator.
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6.2. Sequencing

6.2.1 Multisab sequencing
Multisab is a distributed compressor control system which is very useful when more compres-
sors are working together (e.g. connection to the same suction line). With Multisab it is possi-
ble to start, stop and capacity regulate compressors according to the varying cooling require-
ments.

Multisab is a standard function in Unisab III. The system is described in detail in the Unisab
III sequence manual. In order for Multisab to work, all Unisab III units which should partici-
pate in the distributed control must be physically connected via the Danbuss communication
network. Fig. 40 in subsection 8.5.3. Configuration of RS485 port/Danbuss describes how to
connect the units.

To get optimal use out of Multisab it is very important that certain key parameters are selec-
ted correctly by the user as explained in subsection Multisab regulation. To explain the con-
tents of the Sequencing picture, the following key parameters are described here: Compr. no,
Start no, System no, System regulator, Multisab Master, Compr. Mode, Compr. Status, Multi-
sab Status and Control Mode.

6.2.2 Sequencing parameters
Always make sure that all Unisab III units on a network have different compressor numbers,
i.e. two units are not allowed to have the same Compr. no. See subsection 6.4.4. Plant.

System no tells Multisab which compressors are going to work together.

Fig. 20 below shows two examples.

UNISABUNISAB

UNISAB

UNISAB

UNISAB

UNISAB

UNISAB

UNISAB

Suction line, sub-plant 1
System no. = 1

System no. = 2
Suction line, sub-plant 2

Compr. 1

Compr. 2

Compr. 3

Compr. 4

Separated compressor plants Common compressor plant

Common
Multisab
network

Multisab 
network

System no.
= 1 or 2

Suction main line 1
System no. = 1

Suction main line 2
System no. = 2

System no. 
= 1 or 2

System no
= 1 or 2

System no. 
= 1 or 2

Compr. 1

Compr. 2

Compr. 3

Compr. 4

Fig. 20: Examples of compressor systems

In the left example two separate compressor plants are connected on a common Danbuss
network. In this system it is very important that:

• Unisab no. 1 has the same System no as Unisab no. 2

• Unisab no. 3 has the same System no as Unisab no. 4

• System no of Unisab 1 and 2 differs from System no of Unisab 3 and 4

In the right example each of the four compressors can be independently connected to any of
the two suction main lines. In this example is also important that System no is correct. How-
ever, it is particularly important that when changing the valve settings, the System no of the
relevant Unisab III units is changed accordingly as this does not happen automatically.
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Start no defines the priority of the compressors with a common System no. The unit with the
lowest Start no will be the first to start. Multisab Master must be identical for all units with the
same System no. See section 6.4. Configuration. Multisab Master specifies whether the
Compr. no or the Start no should define which Unisab III will be the system regulator (System
regulator).

System regulator is responsible for the co-ordination of the involved units. The sensor of the
System regulator (e.g. suction pressure input) is used for the regulation. If Multisab Master =
#Compr the unit with the lowest Compr. no will be System regulator except if the Unisab III
unit in question is shut off or otherwise unable to communicate. In this case the unit with the
next Compr. no will take over as System regulator.

If Multisab Master = #Start the unit with the lowest Start no will be System regulator but only
as long as it is available. If it is not available the unit with the next Start no will take over as
System regulator.

A unit is not available if it is shut off, not communicating, not in Remote mode or in shutdown
alarm condition. An alarm condition may be caused by a sensor error resulting in a change of
System regulator and thus of sensor.

In order for a compressor to become part of a Multisab system, the above key parameters
must be set up. Control Mode must be set for Remote. In other words, the user can include
and exclude the compressor from the Multisab system by changing Control Mode. See section
3.1. Compressor regulation set-up.
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6.2.3 Sequencing status info
The Multisab functions are found in the menu Setup/Sequencing.

Compr. No, Start no and System no can be adjusted in the range 1-14 in the picture Setup/
Configuration/Plant. Multisab Master can be set to Start# or Compr# in the picture Setup/
Compr. Control. This picture shows Multisab information for all compressors in the communi-
cation network - and can be seen on all Unisab III units.

Cmp
Compressor no. 1 - 14

Str
Start number for this compressor no.

Sys
System number for this compressor no.

Reg
The compressor no. working as system regulator for this compressor no.

Cap
Compressor capacity for this compressor no.

Mode
Compressor control mode can be one of the following: Stopped, Manual, Auto or Remote.

Status
Compressor operating status for this compressor no. Compr. Status can be one of these:

State Explanation
0 No unit No unit connected.
1 Ready Unisab III is ready to start.
2 Running Compressor in operation.
3 Starting Compressor motor start-up.
4 Shutdown In a state of shutdown.

5 Pause
Waiting for a timer to expire/compressor stopped and in limi-
tation mode.

6 Prelub. Working on the prelubrication sequence.
7 Cap. slide down Runs the slide down after stop.
8 Runs at overl. Motor current/power too high.
9 Discharge lim. Discharge pressure too high.
10 Suction lim. Suction pressure too low.
11 Stopped Compressor cannot start.
Table 40: Multisab states of compressor no. 01

If communication is missing to one of the Unisab III units, the status field in row 6 will be re-
placed by a No unit.
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6.3. Multisab

6.3.1 Multisab
The Multisab sequencing status for this compressor is found in menu Setup/Multisab. The look
of this picture depends on whether the configuration point Rotatune is set to Yes or No.

If Rotatune is set to No the picture will appear like this:

Multisab status

Multisab status can be one of the following:

State Explanation

0 Blocked
The compressor cannot (and is not going to) start Multisab
now.

1 Not my turn
Another compressor must start before this one/there is no
cooling requirement.

2 May start
Starts when Start delay expires as there is now a cooling re-
quirement.

3 Runs at max. cap. Must run at 100% capacity.
4 Lead compr. Runs in parallel operation as master.
5 Lag compr. Runs in parallel operation as slave.
6 May stop Is below 5% capacity, stops when Stop delay expires.
7 Runs by itself Is the only compressor in operation in the system.
8 Stop ramp up Stops parallel operation, as master - screw compressors only
9 Stop ramp down Stops parallel operation, as slave - screw compressors only
10 Rotatune master Runs in parallel operation as rotatune master
11 Rotatune slave Runs in parallel operation as rotatune slave
Table 41: Multisab states of Unisab

Parallel offset

Parallel offset can be set between 0.0% and -20.0%. The offset value is added to the calcula-
tion of Screw Parallel cap. [%]. After entering an offset value (not 0) the Screw parallel cap.
value will be reduced accordingly.

This means that the point at which the lag (screw) compressor is stopped is reduced by the
offset value. This may be useful when water chillers are running in parallel as these units may
have a relatively better COP at part load (heat transfer being better at part load). Note that
the offset value is not changed by a Factory reset.

Note: If the offset function is used, you will need to set the offset value for both the lead and
lag screw compressor.
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Preceding compressor

The number of the compressor that comes before this compressor in the starting sequence -
(lower Start no).

Next compressor

The number of the compressor which is next in the starting sequence - (higher Start no)

Following compressor

The number of the compressor which follows the next compressor in the starting sequence
(with an even higher Start no).

Parallel Cap

The capacity percentage at which Multisab is going to stop this compressor, when this com-
pressor is one of two screw compressors that run in parallel.

If Rotatune is set to Yes the following three more parameters will be visible in the bottom of
the picture.

This picture shows how the Rotatune master compressor controls the conventional compres-
sors in the system. The Rotatune master also controls the Rotatune slave compressors in the
system but this can not be seen in the picture.

Rota. Forcing

The Rotatune compressor is forcing the following conventional compressors, which are shown
by compressor numbers in this line.

Rota. Expected

This line shows what the conventional compressors are expected to do:

• Start

• Increase

• Nothing

• Decrease

• Stop

Note: The start sequence will still be followed.

Rota. Signal out

The Rotatune master sends out a regulating signal to the conventional compressors in the
system. The signal out can vary between -100 and +100 %.
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6.4. Configuration
Unisab III can be configured to a number of different functions depending on compressor
type, refrigerant etc. Some settings are factory set but it is always necessary to make some
final settings before start-up.

The immediate configuration can always be checked during operation but if one or more con-
figuration points should be changed, always stop the compressor and activate the emer-
gency stop while making the changes.

After changing the configuration, the first press on  may initiate the Unisab III software re-
set to re-initialise the database. Within a few seconds after resetting, Unisab III will show the
Favourites/Default picture. Now release the emergency stop.

The configuration points where a change will initiate a software reset to re-initialise the data-
base to factory settings are marked with ** in Table 42 and Table 43. The configuration
points where a change will initiate a software restart, but no reset to factory settings, are
marked with * in Table 42 and Table 43. The use of each function is marked with 1) for recip-
rocating and 2) for screw compressors.

Table 42 and Table 43 include a description of each configuration point as well as possible
choices with reference to the position numbers in the previous pictures.

Set-up/Compressor control

No. Function Use Choices
1 Mode 1/2 Stop, Manual, Auto, Remote
2 Control on 1/2 Suction pressure, Process out, Discharge pres-

sure, Hot water, Ext. cool, Ext. heat
3 Capacity controller 1/2 I, PID
4 Auto start 1/2 No, Yes
5 Auto stop 1/2 No, Yes
6 Cold store 1/2 No, Yes
7 Climate compensation 1/2 No, Yes
8 Multisab master 1/2 Start #, Compr. #

Table 42: Set-up/Compressor control
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Set-up/Configuration
No. Function Use Choices

Drive
1 Motor range Amp 1/2 0 to 2500 Amp
2 Motor range kW 1/2 0 to 2500 kW
3 Motor nom. kW 1/2 0 to 2500 kW or Amp
4 Display 1/2 Amp or kW
5 Motor input signal 1/2 0-1 A/4-20 mA
6 Rotatune * 1/2 No, Yes
7 Drive Com 1/2 AO, LS, DA
8 Motor rpm min. 1/2 500 to 1000 rpm (1) / 0 to 12,000 rpm (2)
9 Motor rpm max. 1/2 1100 to 1800 rpm (1) / 0 to 12,000 rpm (2)
10 Forced speed 2 0 to 12,000 rpm
11 Drive cap limit 2 90 to 100%
12 Rota recip. 1 Step, Speed
13 Motor rpm min. 2 1 500 to 1000 rpm

Compressor block
1 Compressor type ** 1/2 Screw or reciprocating compressor
2 Swept volume 1/2 0 to 12000 m3/h
3 Volume ratio 2 Manual, Auto
4 Fixed Vi ratio 2 1.4, 1.7, 2.2, 2.9, 3.4, 4.0
5 Vi comp. plug valve 2 No, Yes
6 Vi low range 2 No, Yes
7 Vi trigger level 2 NA
8 Vi mode (%) 2 70 to 97%
9 Mechanical zero 2 No, Yes
10 Manual zero 2 0 to 40%
11 Booster 2 No, Yes
12 Economiser 2 No, Yes
13 Eco low capacity 2 0 to 100%
14 Neutral zone 2 5 to 20%
15 Eco high suction pressure 2 -100 to 100°C/R
16 Unloading 1 Normal, Total, Additional steps, VSD Normal,

VSD Total
17 Unload assist 2 Yes, No
18 Capacity decrease assist rate 2 1 to 5%
19 Volume dead band 2 3 to 70%
20 Oil filter Diff. 1 No, Yes
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Set-up/Configuration
No. Function Use Choices

Plant
1 Refrigerant ** 1/2 Not defined, R717, R22, R502, R23, R404A,

R134A, R507, R410A, R407C, R744, R1270,
R290, R000

2 Compressor * 1/2 1-14
3 Start 1/2 1-14
4 System 1/2 1-14
5 Common evap./cond. 1/2 N/N, N/Y, Y/N, Y/Y
6 HP on two-stage 1/2 No, Yes
7 High limit 1/2 0 to 100%
8 Capacity output AO1 1/2 No, Yes
9 Capacity down blocked 1/2 No, Yes
10 Take over 1 No, Yes
11 COP active 1/2 No, Yes
12 Chiller 1/2 No, Yes
13 Oil return separator 1/2 No, Yes
14 Oil return evaporator 1/2 No, Yes
15 By-pass start 1/2 No, Yes
16 Flow evaporator 1/2 No, Yes
17 Flow condenser 1/2 No, Yes
18 Level control 1/2 Off/LP/HP/DX
19 Ext PT100 1/2 No, Yes
20 Evolution 1/2 No, Yes
21 Flow factor 1/2 0 to 10,000 m3/hour
22 Liquid subcool 1/2 0 to 99.9°C/R
23 PMS feedback fixed 1/2 No, Yes

Oil system
1 Oil pump 2 No, Yes
2 Full flow pump 2 No, Yes
3 Oil cooling 1/2 None, Normal, HLI/BLI, Thermo pump, 3-way

valve, HLI-AKV, HLI 4-20 mA, Thermo pump
internal

4 Oil controller 2 I, PID
5 Water cooling 1 No, Yes
6 Oil rectifier 1/2 No, Yes
7 Separator velocity reference 2 0.00 to 10.00
8 Separator velocity compres-

sion ratio
2 0.00 to 99.99

9 Separator temperature con-
trol

2 No, Yes

10 Oil low alarm coefficient 2 0.25 to 1.00 / 0.50 to 1.00
11 Oil unload coefficient 2 No, Yes
12 Oil load coefficient 2 No, Yes
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Set-up/Configuration
No. Function Use Choices

Communication
1 Compressor * 1/2 No. 1-14
2 Baud rate * 1/2 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200
3 Danbuss master enable 1/2 No, Yes
4 Profibus * 1/2 Yes, No
5 Profibus node no. * 1/2 1 to 254
6 Profibus baud rate 1/2 Auto adjust (9600-1.5 M)
7 GSD file no. * 1/2 08AA, 095D
8 Evolution 1/2 No, Yes

Measuring
1 Pressure/temperature ** 1/2 Bar/°C/R, Psi/°F, kPa/°C
2 Pressure range ** 1/2 9/25/25/25, 25/59/25/25, 25/59/59/59
3 Low suction pressure 1/2 Yes, No

4 Capacity signal 2 Cap. pos, Freq.

External (user 1) input
1 Function 1/2 Not used, Suction pressure setpoint, Process

out setpoint, Discharge pressure setpoint, Hot
water setpoint, Capacity setpoint, External in-
put signal

2 4 mA 1/2 -999.9 to 999.9
3 20 mA 1/2 -999.9 to 999.9

Aux. output
1 Activate when 1/2 Not defined, Ready, At min. cap., At max.

cap., Running, Ready ext., Ready/me only,
Running at max. cap.

2 Signal low 1/2 0 to 100

3 Signal high 1/2 0 to 100

Quick Setup
1 Rotatune * 1/2 No, Yes
2 Compressor type ** 1/2 Screw or reciprocating compressor
3 Refrigerant. ** 1/2 Not defined, R717, R22 etc.
4 Compressor * 1/2 1-14
5 Baud rate * 1/2 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200
6 GSD file no * 1/2 08AA, 095D
7 Profibus * 1/2 No, Yes
8 Profi Node no. * 1/2 1 to 254
9 Press/temp ** 1/2 Bar/°C/R, Psi/°F, kPa/°C

Factory reset
1 Factory reset ** 1/2 Yes, No

Table 43: Set-up/configuration

The configuration points are divided into sub-menus composed as follows:
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6.4.1 Drive
The Drive menu includes the set-up for motor and frequency drive.

1: Motor range Amp

0 to 2500 Amp
This value can be read on the current transformer at the compressor motor guard (not on the
compressor motor) so that the 0-1 Amp. signal is read correctly on Unisab III as the current
absorbed by the motor. Enter current in picture Motor/Motor curr/parameter. Any indication
errors can be eliminated from the reading on the display by multiplying the measuring range
with a correcting factor before entering the current range in the Unisab III display:

Correction =
display reading

measured current

See also 5: Motor input signal.

2: Motor range kW

0 to 2500 kW
Enter the value corresponding to 20mA input. When using a Vacon converter, this value is
read on the frequency converter name plate and multiplied by two so that the 4-20 mA signal
is read correctly in Unisab III as the motor power. Enter the motor nominal power in Motor
nom kW.

3: Motor nom kW

0 to 2500 kW or Amp
Adjust this point to fit a curve for the actual motor efficiency used for the COP calculation. See
the COP manual for further information.
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4: Display

Amp or kW
The measured signal can be displayed either as ampere or as a kW signal. Select Amp for
Amp signal input. Select kW for kW signal input. The Amp signal can be read as either 0-1 A
or 4-20 mA. Use Motor input signal to choose between the two sources.

5: Motor input signal

0-1 A/4-20 mA
Select 0-1 A when the measured motor current is supplied from a current transformer with
ampere ratio xxx/1 amp connected to the terminals X1/Motor current trafo.

Select 4-20 mA when the measured motor current is supplied from a 4-20 mA transmitter,
e.g. a frequency converter or other equipment. The terminals X1/Motor current are used here.

6: Rotatune

Yes
No
Select Yes if Unisab III is fitted on a compressor with frequency converter. Select No for all
other compressors. For further information, please see Unisab III sequence manual, which de-
scribes the use of frequency converters with Unisab III.

It should be noted that compressors running variable speed (VSD) are at higher risk of facing
vibrational problems than similar fixed speed applications. Johnson Controls Denmark and the
Sabroe factory have gained comprehensive experience in VSD and we are integrating this
knowledge into both the mechanical design and control systems of our products. For this rea-
son we cannot accept liability for any damage related to vibration or variable speed drive on
non-factory built equipment. This includes both mechanical and electrical equipment meaning
that VSD equipment must be purchased as complete factory built and tested packages to en-
sure optimum reliability and to attain full factory warranty coverage. It should be noted that
vibration may appear as structural vibration in frames, piping, instrumentation etc. or as tor-
sional vibration in rotating equipment (compressor shaft, coupling and motor rotor).

Note that for SAB 120, 151, 157HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with frequency converter you
must set in a minimum capacity limit when running half speed, i.e. at 1500 rpm or below. The
minimum capacity must be set to:

20 % when 1500 rpm

30 % when 1000 rpm

40 % when 600 rpm

Enter the minimum capacity limit setting in the configuration point Manual zero, see subsec-
tion 6.4.3. Compressor block.

For SAB 120, 151, 157 HR, 193, 233, 283, 355 the configuration of Manual zero is now made
automatically when Rotatune is selected. Based on the setting of Motor RPM min. the value of
Manual zero is calculated to a value, lying within the range 0 to 40%.

Manual zero = (50 - 0.02 x Motor RPM min.) %

Note that for SAB 120, 151, 157HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with frequency converter you
may see a problem with low oil pressure at compressor start-up at low rpm.

To avoid this problem a new function Forced speed has been built into the Unisab III code as
from version 1.0.7.0. This function regulates speed up to a predefined value, as long as the
main oil pressure is low. See subsection 6.4.1. Drive - 9: Forced speed for further description.

Up to Unisab III version 1.0.7.0 this problem was handled by an external timer relay connec-
ted to the frequency drive input and a set-up in this frequency converter input which ensured
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that the drive would regulate up to, and stay at, a minimum speed of 3000 rpm for the first
60 seconds after compressor start.

Note that a function for controlling a motor cooling fan automatically is enabled for screw
compressor types when Rotatune is set to Yes. If you have an electrical cooling fan on the
motor then connect it to the appropriate terminals on plug X12 and X3 in Unisab III.
If you do not have any electrical cooling fan on the motor then mount jumpers between the
Fan start signal output in X12 and the Fan running feedback input in X3 to avoid a shutdown
message for missing Fan motor feedback.

7: Drive Com

AO/LS/DA

Select AO if Unisab III is fitted on a compressor with frequency converter and this converter
is speed controlled through the 4-20mA analogue output AO3.

Select LS if Unisab III is fitted on a compressor with a Leroy Somer frequency converter, type
Modular Drive York, and this converter is speed controlled through the Modbus RTU protocol
on RS485 port 2. For now, this setting may only be used for SABCube. The setting will enable
the VSD menu, see subsection 6.4.2. VSD for further information.

Select DA if Unisab III is fitted on a compressor with a Danfoss frequency converter, type
FC100, and this converter is speed controlled through the Modbus RTU protocol on RS485
port 2. For now, this setting may be used for SABflex only.

This setting will enable the VSD menu, see subsection 6.4.2. VSD for further information.

8: Motor rpm min

500 to 1000 revolutions/minute - for recips
0 to 12,000 revolutions/minute - for screws
Enter the minimum rpm value to be displayed corresponding to a 4 mA analog output signal
to the frequency converter. The frequency converter must be configured to minimum permis-
sible frequency. See the converter user manual and list of settings for details. See also the
Unisab III sequence manual, which describes the use of frequency converters with Unisab III.
For SAB HR compressors, enter the value in rpm corresponding to minimum frequency in the
frequency converter.

9: Motor rpm max

1100 to 1800 revolutions/minute - for recips
0 to 12,000 revolutions/minute - for screws
Enter the maximum rpm value to be displayed corresponding to a 20 mA analog output signal
to the frequency converter. The frequency converter must be configured to maximum permis-
sible frequency. See the converter user manual and list of settings for details. See also the
Unisab III sequence manual, which describes the use of frequency converters with Unisab III.
For SAB HR compressors, enter the value in rpm corresponding to maximum frequency in the
frequency converter.

10: Forced speed

0 to 12,000 revolutions/minute
Enter the forced speed value between the configured values for motor rpm min. and motor
rpm max. For SAB 120, 151, 157HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with frequency converter Unisab
III will quickly increase the speed in the frequency converter up to the “forced speed” rpm
value entered here.
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This ensures that the oil pressure is raised quickly at compressor start-up. The compressor
will stay at this speed as long as the main oil pressure is low. The alarm Forced speed active
will be given as long as the speed is kept forced up. The forced speed regulation will not be
deactivated until the main oil pressure (Poil abs - Psuct abs x 1.5) is above the defined mini-
mum limit of 1.0 bar. Speed is then reduced to motor rpm min. speed in manual operation or
it is set free and controlled by the capacity regulator in automatic operation.

11: Drive cap limit

90 to 100%

Enter the capacity slide limit where Unisab III starts to increase the drive speed. For SAB 120,
151, 157HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with frequency converter it is possible to adjust the ca-
pacity slide limit where Unisab III starts to increase the drive speed above motor rpm min.
The drive capacity limit can be set between 90 and 100%.

Do not change this limit unless you encounter problems with the capacity slide, which for
some reason prevents the slide from reaching a slide capacity at 98.0% (default value).

Please note that on compressors with both capacity slide and frequency converter the Actual
capacity value shown in the Unisab III info bar is the total capacity of the compressor for
which we use the term “yield”. The relation between yield and slide capacity is as follows:

Yield [%] = Slide capacity [%] * (motor speed / motor rpm max).

12: Rota Recip

Step (Applicable for Centa coupling and for Rexnord coupling – if resonance frequencies are
skipped)
Speed (Applicable only for Centa coupling)

Select the Step method to use the standard Rota control method for reciprocating compres-
sors. For some compressor types it is possible to set and operate with a low minimum rpm
value under part load. See subsection 3.4.6. Rota (VSD) for more information.

Select the Speed method to be used on reciprocating compressors equipped with VSD and
the soft Centa coupling. It is not recommended for reciprocating compressors equipped with
the standard Rexnord coupling, as it may lead to torsional vibration problems. For some com-
pressor types it is possible to set and operate with a low minimum rpm value under part load.
See subsection 3.4.6. Rota (VSD) for more information.

13: Motor rpm min. 2

500 to 1000 revolutions/minute - for SMC reciprocating compressors
700 to 1000 revolutions/minute - for CMO reciprocating compressors

Enter the minimum rpm 2 value which may be used in combination with the minimum rpm
value when running the Step or Speed configuration. When more than half of the steps are
engaged a higher minimum speed 2 is used. This higher minimum speed is necessary to
maintain proper motor fan cooling for standard motors at a higher load than 50%. See sub-
section 3.4.6. Rota (VSD) for more information.

For SMC/HPC/TSMC with frequency drive it is possible to set the minimum limit for Motor rpm
min 2 to 500 rpm. The default setting remains at 700 rpm.

For CMO/HPO/TCMO with frequency drive it is possible to set the minimum limit for Motor rpm
min 2 to 700 rpm. The default setting remains at 900 rpm.
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6.4.2 VSD
This menu shows parameters from the connected frequency converter.

Note:  The VSD menu will only be visible if Drive Com is set to LS or DA, see subsection
6.4.1. Drive - 7: Drive Com for further information.

For the Danfoss (DA) frequency drive (e.g. SABflex) the VSD menu includes only the drive
alarm word information found in VSD sub menu 16-19*:

The Danfoss VSD menus intended for drive commissioning are not available from the Unisab
III VSD menu but only with the Danfoss drive interface unit mounted in the drive front.

For further explanation on this drive alarm information, please refer to the Danfoss frequency
drive manual.

For the Leroy Somer (LS) frequency drive (SABCube 109 – 159) the VSD menu includes the
approximate 530 set-up parameters available for the SABCube Leroy Somer frequency drive.

The VSD menu system is build up into 22 sub-menus. As these sub-menus are intended for
drive commissioning, they are only available in English.

Warning!

Only authorised personal is allowed to service the frequency drive and to change the VSD pa-
rameter settings. It is also very important that you comply with the drive safety regulations.
Failure to do so may cause damage to equipment and affect personal safety.
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In the VSD menu you move the cursor up and down with the  and  keys, and press  to
go to the sub-menu.
When you are inside the sub-menu you must navigate in the pages with the F3 /NEXT key to
get to the next page and the F2 /PREV key to get to the previous page.

Sub menu 01 - first page - second page - third page

Sub-menu list:
01 Drive system
02 Speed reference
03 Accel/Decel ramps
04 Speed current torque
05 Threshold alarms
06 Machine control
07 Analog inputs
08 Digital inputs
09 Digital outputs
10 Drive system status
11 End-user menu
12 Progr. threshold
13 Serial link
14 PID controller
15 Enable weighting
16 Regenerative mode
17 NA
18 Fault
19 Internal use
20 NA
21 NA
22 Diagnostic

For further explanation of the SABCube drive parameters please refer to the Leroy Somer fre-
quency drive manual.
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6.4.3 Compressor block
The Compressor block menu includes the set-up for compressor mechanics and economiser.
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1: Compressor type

0 Not def. 48 SAB 80 96 GSV 715 H 0110 XL →
1 SMC 104 S/L 49 FV 17/19 97 GSV 900 H
2 SMC 104 E 50 FV 24/26 98 *GSB 84 - GSB 465
3 SMC 106 S/L 51 *SV 17/19 99 SAB 283 L Mk1
4 SMC 106 E 52 SV 24/26 100 SAB 283 E Mk1
5 SMC 186 53 S 50 101 SAB 355 L Mk1
6 SMC 108 S/L 54 S 70 102 SAB 110 SR/LR
7 SMC 108 E 55 S 93 103 GRASSO Screw
8 SMC 188 56 SAB 128 HR 104 *2I88.1
9 SMC 112 S/L 57 SAB 163 HR 105 *4V88.1
10 SMC 112 E 58 GST 13 - 16 - 20 106 *6W88.1
11 SMC 116 S/L 59 GST 25 - 31 - 41 107 *8X88.1
12 SMC 116 E 60 GSV 50 L 108 *8X-L88
13 CMO 24 61 GSV 64 L 109 *10X88.1
14 CMO 26 62 GSV 84 L 110 *12W88.1
15 CMO 28 63 GSV 111 L 111 *14X88.1
16 TSMC 108 S/L 64 GSV 147 L 112 *16X88.1
17 TSMC 108 E 65 GSV 185 L 113 *16X-L88
18 TSMC 188 66 GSV 224 L 114 *6WC88.1
19 TSMC 116 S/L 67 RWF 270 L 115 *8XC88.1
20 TSMC 116 E 68 GSV 263 L 116 *12WC88.1
21 TCMO 28 69 GSV 331 L 117 *16XC88.1
22 TCMO 28 New 70 GSV 339 L 118 SAB 120S
23 HPC 104 S 71 RWF 480 L 119 SAB 120M
24 HPC 106 S 72 GSV 412 L →0153 L 120 SAB 120L
25 HPC 108 S 73 GSV 412 L → 0154 L 121 SAB 120E
26 HPO 24 74 GSV 562 L → 0222 K 122 SAB 151S
27 HPO 26 75 GSV 562 L 0223 K → 123 SAB 151M
28 HPO 28 76 GSV 715 L → 0109 XL 124 SAB 151L
29 SAB 110 S 77 GSV 715 L 0110 XL → 125 SAB 151E
30 SAB 110 L 78 GSV 900 L 126 SAB 193S
31 SAB 128H Mk1 79 GSV 50 H 127 SAB 193L
32 SAB 128H Mk2 80 GSV 64 H 128 SAB 233S
33 SAB 163H Mk1 81 GSV 84 H 129 SAB 233L
34 SAB 163B Mk1 82 GSV 111 H 130 SAB 233E
35 SAB 163H Mk2 83 GSV 147 H 131 SAB 283S
36 VMY Mk2 84 GSV 185 H 132 SAB 283L
37 VMY 347 H 85 GSV 224 H 133 SAB 283E
38 VMY 347 M 86 RWF 270 H 134 SAB 283X
39 VMY 447 H 87 GSV 263 H 135 SAB 355S
40 VMY 447 M 88 GSV 331 H 136 SAB 355L
41 SAB 202 S 89 GSV 339 H 137 SAB 355E
42 SAB 202 L 90 RWF 480 H 138 SAB 355X
43 SAB 128H MK3 91 GSV 412 H → 0153 L 139 SABCube 109
44 SAB 163H MK3 92 GSV 412 H → 0154 L 140 SABCube 133
45 SAB 330S 93 GSV 562 H → 0222 K 141 SABCube 159
46 SAB 330 L 94 GSV 562 H 0223 K → 142 SAB 157HR
47 SAB 330E 95 GSV 715 H → 0109 XL 143 SABflex 159

   
   

Note: Compressors marked with * are not yet supported.
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Note: Choose GSV/RWF L for compressors with “low volume range” (1.7 - 3.0) and GSV/RWF
H for compressors with “high volume range” (2.2 - 5.0). See compressor name plate for indi-
cation of volume range.

2: Swept volume

0 to 12000 m3/h
The compressor swept volume must be entered in plants consisting of:

• Screw compressors

• Screw and reciprocating compressors in the same system

The above is not relevant for plants consisting of reciprocating compressors without VSD only.
See the swept volume on the compressor name plate.

3: Volume ratio (screw compressors)

Manual
Auto
If selecting Auto, the compressor must be fitted with solenoid valves etc for automatic regu-
lation of Vi slide.

4: Fixed Vi ratio

1.4, 1.7, 2.2, 2.9, 3.4, 4.0
For SAB 157HR high pressure screw compressors of the HPSH type with fixed Vi ratio, select
the correct Fixed Vi ratio for this compressor block. The fixed Vi ratio is stamped on the com-
pressor block.

5:Vi comp. plug valve

No
Yes
Select Yes if you wish to use the plug valve to optimise the Vi ratio at part load in case the
compressor is operating at a lower Vi ratio than the block is designed for. This gives lower
power consumption, but might lower the maximum compressor capacity too.

Select No if you do not wish to use the plug valve to optimise the Vi ratio at part load.

6: Vi low range

Yes
No
Select Yes for types SAB 193 S - SAB 355 X with low volume range (1.7-3.0), SABflex and
SABCube compressors with low volume range. See volume range on compressor name plate.
Select No for all other compressor types.

7: Vi trig level

2.5/3.6
This setting is for SABflex and SABCube screw compressors. It defines the Vi trig level where
the Vi slide output is set to low or high. The Vi trig level depends on the setting of the Vi low
range. Not changeable.

8: Vi mode

70 to 97%
Only relevant for screw compressors with electrical slide control. See subsection 3.9.1. Electri-
cal slide control.
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9: Mechanical zero

No
Yes
Mechanical zero must only be set to Yes if the compressor has a built-in spacer block and au-
tomatic Vi regulation. This way the travel of the capacity slide is automatically reduced by the
percentage (0-40%) entered in Manual zero. Thus corrected capacity is calculated and shown
correctly.

10: Manual zero

0 to 40%
For screw compressors without automatic zero point setting, it is possible to manually set a
"zero point" below which the compressor capacity slide is not allowed to fall during compres-
sor operation.

If the compressor has a built-in spacer block and automatic Vi regulation, Manual zero is used
to reduce the travel of the capacity slide by the entered percentage. Thus corrected capacity
is calculated and shown correctly. The value [0-40%] to be entered in Manual zero must be of
the following size:

Manual zero =
Max. movement of capacity slide
Length of spacer block x 100

See Table 48: Maximum movement of capacity slide.

For SAB 202, which has automatic zero point setting, the value 0% must be kept. See also 6:
Mechanical zero.

For SAB 120, 151, 193, 233, 283, 355 the configuration of Manual zero is now made auto-
matically when Rotatune is selected. See subsection 6.4.1. Drive6: Rotatune. The automatic
configuration of Manual zero may still be changed manually, but the setting will be overwrit-
ten after a restart.

11: Booster (screw compressors)

No
Yes
Yes means that the oil pump will run continuously during compressor operation. This allows
the capacity slide to be moved at low pressure conditions.

Note: SAB Mk3, SAB HR, SAB 202, VMY Mk3, SV/FV and GSV/SGC compressors are fitted
with differential pressure controlled oil pumps and do therefore not use this configuration
point.

12: Economiser (screw compressor)

No
Yes
Select this function if the compressor is connected to an economiser. Thus the economiser is
connected/disconnected according to compressor operation. The connection is important for
regulation of the compressor volume ratio.

13: Eco low cap (screw compressors)

0 to 100%
If the immediate slide position is higher than the set value, the economiser is connected. If
the slide position is the %-setting stated in the economiser Neutral zone below this value, the
economiser is disconnected.
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14: Neutral zone

5-20%
This parameter shows in % how much capacity must be reduced from the setting in eco low
cap to disconnect the economiser.

15: Eco high suct press

-100 to 100°C/R
With ECO operation a suction pressure value can be entered in °C/R. If the suction pressure of
the economiser is above this value, the solenoid valves connected in the economiser system
will be closed. Hysteresis is 2°C/R. In a combined ECO and HLI operation, the set value must
not be above -20°C/R.

16: Unloading (reciprocating compr.)

Normal
Total
Additional steps
VSD Normal
VSD Total

See subsection 3.4.6. Rota (VSD) for more information about the step unloading strategy for
reciprocating compressors with a different kind of coupling; with and without frequency drive.

Select Normal - in general - if the compressor is not equipped with frequency drive and Cen-
ta soft coupling and if the compressor is not equipped with total unload mechanics or with
additional step mechanics. Select Normal for TCMO compressors not equipped with frequency
drive.

Select Total for SMC compressors equipped with total unload mechanics.

When selecting Total the compressor still activates the first capacity steps during start-up -
but during operation (Man/Auto/Remote) it can run down to 0% capacity. In order to avoid
too high oil temperature in this operating mode, there is a 300 second time limit (timer no. 12
Total unload). When this timer expires, the compressor stops.

Select Additional steps for SMC/HPC and CMO/HPO compressors equipped with additional
step mechanics and with an extra solenoid valve for additional steps. SMC 112 and 116 have
two solenoid valves, one is mounted on digital output no. 9 (similar to other compressors with
Additional steps) and the other (valve B) is mounted on digital output no. 3.

Select VSD Normal for SMC and CMO compressors mounted with frequency drive (VSD) and
Centa soft coupling. This choice is made if the compressor should not be able to run totally
unloaded. Never select VSD Normal for compressors mounted with Rexnord coupling.

Select VSD Total for SMC compressors mounted with frequency drive (VSD) and Centa soft
coupling. This choice is made if the compressor should be able to run totally unloaded, i.e. be
able to run down to 0% capacity. Never select VSD Total for compressors mounted with Re-
xnord coupling.

If Normal, Total or Additional steps is chosen for cylinder unloading, Speed is only availa-
ble with Supervisor password.

If VSD Normal or VSD Total has been chosen for cylinder unloading, Step and Speed are
both available with Superuser password.

The VSD cylinder unloading VSD Total also features the ability to run totally unloaded. It
works the same way as with total unloading at fixed speed, i.e. running Total.
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Cylinder unloading Normal Total Additional
steps

VSD
Normal

VSD
Total None

VSD algorithm Standard A203 Extended
(A210)

A201

Step
(COP optimised)

Rexnord Rexnord Rexnord Centa Centa Rexnord

Speed
(Regulating
optimised)

(Rexnord) (Rexnord) (Rexnord) Centa Centa (Rexnord)

Table 44: Cylinder unloading

17: Unload assist

Yes
No
Select Yes for compressor types SAB 120-151 and SAB 193-355 if it is difficult to unload the
compressor from 100% (takes too much time). The function helps separating the capacity
slide and the Vi slide without too much delay.

18: Cap.dec.assist rate

(Capacity decrease assist rate)
1% to 5% (default 5%)
The unload assist will try to reduce the capacity position with the specified % or until capacity
has been reduced to 99%.
For SAB 120-151 the max. limit is 15%.

19: Volume dead band

3%-70% (default 3%)
This setting defines if the volume slide should be decreased or increased when the unload as-
sist is active.
Example: If the setting is 10% and the volume slide position is above 90% the volume slide
will be decreased. If the volume slide position is below 90% the volume slide will be in-
creased.

20: Oil filter diff.

Yes
No
Select No if the compressor is a reciprocating compressor type SMC/TSMC/HPC with a differ-
ential pressostat. With this function set to no, the oil filter differential pressure is supervised
with a differential pressostat connected to the digital input DI5.

Select Yes if the compressor is a reciprocating compressor type SMC/TSMC/HPC with a pres-
sure transmitter before the oil filter. With this function set to yes, the oil filter differential
pressure is calculated as oil pressure before filter minus oil pressure after filter.
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6.4.4 Plant
The Plant menu includes set-up for the refrigeration plant. Some points are used for sequenc-
ing. COP and chiller set-up is also carried out here.

1: Refrigerant

Not defined
R717
R22
R502
R23
R404A
R134A
R507
R410A
R407C
R744
R1270
R290
R000
For R717 (and all other refrigerants) the converted pressure is always shown as dew point
values. Before the user-defined refrigerant R000 is chosen, the refrigerant curve must be en-
tered in picture Setup/Configuration/R000. See also subsection 3.5.13. Refrigerant R000.

2: Compr.

This number must be entered into Unisab III. The compressor has then been "named". Two
compressors must never have the same Compr. number.

3: Start

This number must be entered into Unisab III. This is this compressor's start number in the
Multisab sequencing system. Two compressors must not have the same start number on the
same Multisab System.

4: System

This number must be entered into Unisab III. This is this compressor's system number in the
Multisab sequencing system. It indicates which Multisab sequencing system this particular
compressor is assigned to. Two or more compressors may have the same system number.
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5: Common evap/cond

N/N
N/Y
Y/N
Y/Y
This point can be configured to the four values, meaning:
N/N - separate evaporator and condenser for each compressor.
N/Y - separate evaporator for each compressor, but common condenser.
Y/N - common evaporator, but separate condenser for each compressor.
Y/Y - common evaporator and condenser for each plant (i.e. compressors with same Multisab
system no.)

On plants with a common evaporator the suction pressure limiter cannot start the next com-
pressor in the sequence. This is only possible if a separate evaporator has been configured.
On plants with a common condenser the discharge limiter cannot start the next compressor in
the sequence. This is only possible on plants with separate condensers.

6: HP on two stage

No
Yes
Usually choose No. In special cases on two-stage plants Yes can be selected for HP compres-
sors. The compressors can thus be forced to start by means of the input External starting per-
mission.

Note: The compressor does not stop before the starting permission has been removed even
though there is no cooling requirement.

See detailed description in subsection 3.5.12. HP on two-stage.

7: High limit

0 to 100%
High limit is used to insert the capacity limit between 0 and 100% for the high suction pres-
sure limiter. See High suction pressure limitation in subsection 3.2.3. Special limiters.

8: Capacity output

No
Yes
Select Yes if you want to make the Unisab III capacity (Yield) signal available as an analogue
output on channel AO1. The signal will be a 4-20mA output signal corresponding to the com-
pressor capacity (Yield) signal between 0% and 100%

Select No if you are not using this function. This function cannot be used or configured if Oil
Cooling is configured to HLI 4-20mA.

9: Cap down blocked

No
Yes
Select Yes to use the Cap down blocked. See subsection 3.5.3. Capacity down blocked for
more information.

Note that the Cap down blocked function and the chiller function Flow condenser both use the
same digital input, DI11. See subsection 3.6.5. Flow condenser (ChillPAC/PAC - optional).

Always select No if you do not wish to use the Cap down blocked function.
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10: Take over (reciprocating compressors)

No
Yes
Select Yes if Unisab III is configured as a reciprocating compressor, operates in a combined
plant of reciprocating and screw compressors and the Take over/transfer function in Multisab
is required.

11: COP active

No
Yes
Select Yes if Unisab III is fitted with a function for COP measuring (Coefficient Of Perform-
ance, i.e. cooling efficiency of compressor). COP measuring requires a flow measuring device
as well as a motor efficiency measuring device. See also Unisab III COP Manual. Select No if
Unisab III is not used for COP measuring.

12: Chiller

No
Yes
Select Yes to use the following build-in functions for chiller control. See section 3.6. Compres-
sor control - chiller functions for a detailed description.

Select Yes to enable the measurement and supervision of the process in temperature input.
The process in temperature will then be displayed in Control values/Process Temp/Values. See
subsection 3.6.5. Flow condenser (ChillPAC/PAC - optional).

Always select No if you do not use chiller functions. See section 3.6. Compressor control -
chiller functions for a detailed description.

When chiller operation is set to Yes the following configuration points 11 to 17 will show up.

13: Oil return sep.

No
Yes

Select Yes to use the oil return from separator function. See subsection 3.6.1. Oil return from
oil separator (ChillPAC).

14: Oil return evap.

No
Yes

Select Yes to use the oil return from evaporator function. See subsection 3.6.2. Oil return
from evaporator (ChillPAC/PAC).

15: By-pass start

No
Yes

Select Yes to use the by-pass start function. See subsection 3.6.3. By-pass function (Chill-
PAC). When choosing by-pass start it will not be possible to configure 16: Level control to LP
or HP.
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16: Flow evap.

No
Yes

Select Yes to use the flow evaporator function. See subsection 3.6.4. Flow evaporator (Chill-
PAC/PAC).

17: Flow cond.

No

Yes

Select Yes to use the flow condenser function. See subsection 3.6.5. Flow condenser (Chill-
PAC/PAC - optional).

18: Level Control

Off
LP
HP
DX
Select LP or HP to use the LP or HP level control function. See subsection 3.6.6. Level control
and subsection 3.1.9. Set points for regulators.

Select DX in order to regulate an expansion valve controlling the liquid filling in the evapora-
tor according to the suction superheat set point.

When choosing LP, HP or DX it is not possible to configure any kind of oil cooling for screw or
reciprocating compressor. See 6.4.5. Oil system, 3: Oil cooling.

For reciprocating compressors it will still be possible to configure Water cooling. See subsec-
tion 6.4.5. Oil system, 5: Water cooling.

When choosing LP, HP or DX it is not possible to configure 13: By-pass start to Yes.

19: Ext PT100

Yes
No
Select Yes if the superheat calculation used in the DX regulation is based on a suction tem-
perature measurement from an external 4-20 mA PT100 transmitter.

This transmitter must be scaled -50°C to +-50°C, 4 to 20 mA.

Select No if the superheat calculation used in the DX regulation is based on the standard Suc-
tion temperature PT100 sensor.

20: Evolution (at present not available)

No
Yes

This configuration point enables a future “Evolution” chiller functionality.

21: Flow factor

0 to 10,000 m3/hour
Adjust the flow factor according to the installed flow measuring device. Only valid if COP ac-
tive = Yes. See the Unisab III COP manual for further information.
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22: Liquid subcool

0 to 99.9°C
Enter a value for the compressor Liq.subcool using the formula ΔT~Tc,sat-T3. Only valid if
COP active = Yes. See the Unisab III COP manual for further information.

23: PMS feedback fixed

No
Yes

Select No if you want the PMS feedback input to be set up as a pulse feedback signal. In this
case the signal can be removed during operation without stopping the compressor.

Select Yes if you want the PMS feedback input to set up as a fixed feedback signal. This may
be used for e.g. pump control function. In this case the signal cannot be removed during op-
eration without stopping the compressor. If the PMS feedback gets off (after having been ON)
a PMS error shutdown is given.
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6.4.5 Oil system
The Oil system menu includes set-up for oil cooling, oil pumps and oil separator.

Fig. 21: Screw compressors

Fig. 22: Reciprocating compressors

1: Oil pump (screw compressors)

No
Yes

Select Yes for SAB Mk1, SAB Mk3, SAB 202, SAB 250, SAB 330, SAB HR, VMY Mk3, VMY Mk2,
FV 19, SV 24/26, FV 24/26 and SAB 120, 151, 157HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 if equipped
with oil pump. If the oil pump is used for prelubrication, time is set in picture Timers/Timer
setup.

Select No for all screw compressors without oil pump.

When the compressor has received a starting signal the prelubrication starts. When prelubri-
cation is completed, the compressor will start. See also subsection 6.5.3. Timer set-up which
includes time settings.

The oil pump may also be used to maintain minimum oil pressure during operation. Select the
picture Control values/Oil/Pressure/Control to determine at which pressure levels the pump is
going to start and stop.
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Set point 1 is the pressure at which the pump will start and Set point 2 is the pressure at
which the pump will stop. For more details, see 3. Compressor control and surveillance.

2: Full flow pump (screw compressors)

No
Yes
Select Yes for VMY Mk3 compressor provided it is fitted with full flow pump.

Select No for all other compressor types.

Use pump for prelubrication before start-up and to maintain minimum oil pressure during op-
eration. Remember to set Set points 1 and 2 as they determine the pressure levels where the
pump is going to start and stop. Select picture Control values/Oil/Pressure/Control.

Set point 1 is the pressure at which the pump will start. Select 5.5 bar.
Set point 2 is the pressure at which the pump will stop. Select 7.0 bar.
For more details, see 3. Compressor control and surveillance.

3: Oil cooling

1. None
2. Normal (Screw and reciprocating compr.)
3. HLI/BLI (Screw compressors)
4. Thermo pump (Reciprocating compr.)
5. 3-way-valve (Screw compressor)
6. HLI-AKV (Screw compressor)
7. HLI 4-20mA (Screw compressor)
8. Thermo pump internal (Reciprocating compr.)

None
Oil cooling is disabled.

Normal
Oil cooling output is activated by rising oil temperature. The set point for this value is set in
picture Control values/Oil/Temperature/Control Set point 1. The set point has a fixed hystere-
sis of 5K, i.e. cooling starts at set point 1 and stops at set point 1 - 5°C.

Screw default setting: Set point 1 = 50°C
SMC/CMO default setting: Set point 1 = 55°C
HPC/HPO default setting: Set point 1 = 65°C.

Oil cooling output is closed at compressor stop according to adjustable time delay. In Timers/
Timer setup adjust time delay Oil cool on.

HLI/BLI
Oil cooling output is activated by rising discharge temperature. The set point for this value is
set in Control values/Discharge/Temperature/Control Set point 1. The set point has a fixed
hysteresis of 2K.
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Example: Set point 1 = 50°C: Cooling starts at 50°C and stops at (50-2) = 48°C.

Thermo pump
Output for activating thermo pump takes place at compressor start-up. No regulation is con-
nected to this function.

3-way-V
The 3-way-valve is used to control the three-way motor valve for oil cooling, which is regula-
ted according to oil temperature. The set point for this value is set in Control values/Oil/
Temperature/Control. Set point, neutral zone and proportional band can now be set. This reg-
ulator is normally not used but can be used if a valve with motor drive is fitted.

AKV (Screw compressor)

Direct regulation of HLI cooling with a pulse modulated AKV valve and a solenoid valve. The
HLI-AKV cooling outlet is activated by rising discharge temperature. The solenoid valve is acti-
vated when oil cooling is required and it remains active until the compressor stops. Within 6
seconds the AKV valve is pulse modulated corresponding to the regulator output signal.

The set point for discharge temperature is adjusted in the parameter picture Control values/
Discharge/Temperature/Control Set point 1. In the same picture Neutral zone and Proportion-
al band can be adjusted.

HLI 4-20 mA

Liquid injection oil cooling (LIOC) by means of a 4-20 mA output signal from Unisab III. Oil
cooling output is activated by rising discharge temperature. The regulator is a PID regulator.
The set point for discharge temperature is adjusted in the parameter picture Control values/
Discharge/Temperature/Control Set point 1. In the same picture Neutral zone and PID param-
eters can be adjusted.

Note: For SAB 193-233-283-355, HLI 2 output is activated when the volume slide is above
85%.

Example:
Set point 1 = 65°C
Neutral Zone = 4°C
Proportional Band = 30°C
Integral time = 10 sec.
Differential time = 0 sec.

The regulator keeps the discharge temperature between 63°C and 67°C.

Thermo pump internal

The Thermo pump function is activated when the compressor is running and the discharge
temperature is higher than 80°C. The set point for the thermo pump internal operation is set
in Control/Discharge/Temperature/Control/Set point 1. The Thermo pump function controls an
output for filling an internal compartment with liquid, which due to evaporation cools the top
covers. The filling rate is controlled by Unisab III and it depends on the status of two level
switches which indicate low and high level in the compartment.
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No. Type of regulator Minimum Maximum Factory
setting Unit

2 Normal oil cooling
Set point 1/oil temperature
Hysteresis

35 75 50
5 (fixed)

°C
°C

3 HLI/BLI cooling
Set point 1/discharge pipe temperature
Hysteresis

-20 150 65
2 (fixed)

°C
°C

5 3-way valve
Set point 1/oil temperature
Neutral zone
Prop. band oil cooling

35
0
0

75
100
100

50
4
4

°C
°C
°C

6 HLI-AKV oil cooling
Set point 1/discharge pipe temperature
Neutral zone
Prop. band

-20
0
1

150
10
100

65
0
10

°C
°C
°C

7 HLI 4-20 mA oil cooling
Set point 1/discharge pipe temp.
Neutral zone
Prop. band
T.int.
T.diff.

40
0
1
1
0

80
10
100
999

999.9

65
0
30
10
0

°C
°C
°C

sec.
sec.

8 Thermo pump internal
Set point 1/discharge pipe temperature 70 90 80 °C

Table 45: Oil cooling setting - screw compressors

4: Oil controller

I
PID

Select PID for applications where a change in the cooling requirement must be met by a fast
change in cooling capacity. PID is selected as standard.

5: Water cooling (reciprocating compressors)

No
Yes
Water cooling output is activated by rising discharge pipe temperature. The set point for this
value is set in Disch. Temp/Parameter, Set point 1. The set point has a fixed hysteresis of 5K.

Example:
Sp 1 = 100°C:
Cooling starts at 100°C and stops at (100-5) = 95°C.

Water cooling output is closed at compressor stop according to adjustable time delay. In
Timers/Timer setup adjust time delay Oil cool on.

Intermediate pressure liquid injection (Two stage reciprocating compressors)

The intermediate pressure liquid injection for TSMC/TCMO compressors is active whenever the
compressor is configured to TCMO or TSMC. The solenoid valve for intermediate pressure liq-
uid injection is activated when the compressor has started and the discharge pipe tempera-
ture gets too high. The set point for this value is entered in Control values/Discharge/Temper-
ature/Control, Set point 2. The set point has a fixed hysteresis of 5°K.
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Example:
Sp2 = 90°C. Cooling starts at 90°C and stops at (90-5) = 85°C.
Adjusting range: -20°C-+150°C.
Factory value: 100°C.
The regulator controls the solenoid valve through the liquid injection digital output.

6: Oil rectifier

No
Yes
The oil rectifying function is used on brine plants in marine execution. If selecting this function
also check the timers Oil Rectifying Start, Oil Rectifying Delay and Oil Rectifying Blocked.

7: Sep. Vel. Ref.

0.00-10.00
Separator velocity reference is calculated in the programs CoolWare or COMP 1 when calculat-
ing the unit based on running conditions. Enter the COMP 1 or CoolWare result here. This pa-
rameter is used in connection with the capacity limitation Separator velocity. See section
3.2. Limiting functions.

8: Sep. Vel. CR

Separator velocity compression ratio is calculated in the programs CoolWare or COMP 1 when
calculating the unit based on running conditions. Enter the COMP 1 or CoolWare result here.
This parameter is used in connection with the capacity limitation Separator velocity. See sec-
tion 3.2. Limiting functions.

9: Sep. temp. control

This setting enables Oil separator temperature control and supervision for the following screw
compressor types:

Compressor type Type no. Oil level/flow switch Notes
Gram    
. GST 13-*GSB 84 58-98 level switch - used Oil level check enabled
Stal    
. SAB80 48 level switch - used Oil level check enabled
. FV/SV 49-52 flow switch - not used  
. S50/70/93 53-55 no level switch - jumper Oil level check enabled
Older types    
. VMY Mk2 36 flow switch - not used  
. VMY 347/447 37-40 flow switch - not used  
. Grasso screw 103 flow switch - not used  
Frick/Sabroe 1)    
. SAB 120S-355X 118-138 level switch - used Oil level check enabled
. SAB 157HR 142 level switch - used Oil level check enabled
. SABflex 159 143 level switch - used Oil level check enabled
    
Other screw types   NOT supported

Frick/Sabroe screw compressor types are as standard equipped with Oil separator tempera-
ture control and Oil level check as start permission. Therefore the Sep. temp. control configu-
ration is enabled as default for Frick/Sabroe screw compressors.

Other screw compressor types listed in the table can now be set up for Oil separator tempera-
ture control. This is an advantage when Unisab III is used for retrofit. For Gram compressors
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and some Stal types equipped with oil level switch, the Oil level check is used as start permis-
sion and oil heater ‘switch on’ permission.

10: Oil low alarm coefficient

This parameter is used for SABflex and SABCube oil pressure calculation, see Table 8: Meas-
ured and calculated pressure levels - screw compressors.

11: Oil unload coefficient

This fixed parameter is used for SAB 157 HR to unload the plug valve to secure the lubricating
oil pressure at start-up. See subsection 3.2.3. Special limiters, Plug valve limiters (SAB
157HR).

12: Oil load coefficient

This fixed parameter is used for SAB 157HR to load the plug valve at start-up. See subsection
3.2.3. Special limiters, Plug valve limiters (SAB 157HR).
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6.4.6 Communication
The Communication menu includes set-up for Danbuss and Profibus communication.

1: Compr. 1 to 14

This compressor number must be entered into Unisab III. The compressor has then been
"named". Two compressors must never have the same number.

2: Baud rate

1200
2400
4800
9600
19200
This is the communication speed used for Danbuss (Sequence) communication between Uni-
sab III units and possible Unisab II units.

Unisab III allows a communication speed of up to 19,200 baud. If Unisab III is connected with
Unisab II, adjust speed to 19,200 or 9,600 baud. Unisab II versions manufactured from May
1998 supplied with revision G relay prints (where relay no. 7 is mounted in a socket) allows a
communication speed of up to 19,200 baud. For older Unisab II units, the maximum speed is
9600 baud. Normally, always select the highest baud rate that all units on the network can
use.

3: Danbuss master enable

Yes
No
Normally select Yes which is the normal Danbuss configuration.

Only select No if the Danbuss sequencing network includes RCM controllers.

Note: This is a special setting which disables some Danbuss Master functions. These functions
must be switched off in Unisab III in order to comply with the RCM controller used in some old
marine installations.

4: Profibus

Yes
No
Select Yes if Unisab III should communicate with a PLC or other device via Profibus communi-
cation. Select No if this is not the case.
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5: Profi node no.

1 to 254
If Unisab III should communicate with a PLC (Profibus = Yes), select node number which is
different from the node numbers of the PLC.

6: Profi baud rate

When Profibus = Yes is set, Unisab III will set the Profibus baud rate to the baud rate set in
the PLC system. If the profibus communication is not established, the baud rate will show in-
valid index.

7: GSD file no.

08AA (Tiny protocol)
095D (Extended protocol)
When Profibus = Yes has been selected Profibus can be applied in two different ways:

If selecting 08AA, the transmission of signals between Unisab III and the PLC is limited to 16
Integers. This involves 26 possible signals from Unisab III to the PLC and 14 possible signals
from PLC to Unisab III.

If selecting 095D, all available parameters and signals can be transmitted between Unisab III
and PLC. Please note that the GSD file in the PLC must have the same GSD file number as
configured in Unisab III.

For further information, see the dedicated Profibus manual for Tiny or Extended protocol. You
can also find Profibus documentation and examples on www.sabroe.com/products. For access
to the product area you need to log in.

8: Evolution

Yes
No
Select Yes when the Modbus RTU port is used for Evolution communication with a PLC. This
Evolution protocol is proprietary and dedicated to this internal use.

Select No in all other cases.

Dig in via Profibus

Dig. input 1 - 11 Profi

Yes
No
When selecting Profibus = Yes, it can be selected whether the digital inputs should receive
control signals from the terminals in the print cassette (No = default) or from the Profibus
communication (Yes).
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Profibus
number Screw compressors Reciprocating compressors

1 Compressor motor feedback Compressor motor feedback

2
External starting permission - Normal
stop

External starting permission - Normal
stop

3
External starting permission - Instant
stop

External starting permission - Instant
stop

4 Start request feedback (PMS) Start request feedback (PMS)
5 Regulator SP1/SP2 Regulator SP1/SP2
6 Motor current/power limiter SP1/SP2 Motor current/Power limiter SP1/SP2
7 Oil pump feedback Intermediate oil return
8 Oil pump 2/Fan motor feedback High pressure oil return
9 Oil level/Flow switch Oil filter differential switch
10 Capacity down blocked Capacity down blocked
11 Thermistor Thermistor

Table 46: Dig. Input 1-11 Profibus
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6.4.7 Measuring
The Measuring menu includes set-up for measuring units, pressure range and misc.

1: Press/temp

Bar/°C
Psi/°F
kPa/°C
Pressure levels and temperatures can be displayed in either:

• SI units: Bar, kPa and °C

• US units: PSI and °F.

2: Pressure Range

9/25/25/25
25/59/25/25
25/59/59/59

Shows the pressure range for the pressure transmitters mounted on the compressor.

The shown pressure range order is P1/P2/P3/P4, i.e. Suction pressure, Discharge pressure, Oil
pressure and Pressure before oil filter (optional). (The optional pressure transmitter P6 meas-
uring Intermediate pressure for TSMC/TCMO compressors is fixed at 25 bar and this range
cannot be changed)

The range 9/25/25/25 is selected (default) for ordinary screw and reciprocating compressors.

The range 25/59/25/25 must be selected for HPC reciprocating compressors mounted with an
oil filter differential pressostat and for HPC/HPO reciprocating compressors mounted with a 25
bar oil pressure transmitter. It may also be selected for screw compressors running at e.g.
high suction pressure.

The range 25/59/59/59 is selected (default) for HPO and HPC reciprocating compressors as
well as for heat pump screw compressors. (Since 2009 HPC compressors have been mounted
with a 59 bar oil pressure transmitter as standard. As from 2011 HPO compressors will also
be mounted with a 59 bar oil pressure transmitter.)

The range 25/59/59/59 is selected (default) for high pressure screw compressors, type SAB
157 HR, e.g. for heat pump operation.

In addition to high pressure screw compressor types, the pressure range 25/59/59/59 can
now also be selected for a range of ‘normal’ screw compressor types.

New screw compressor types:

• SAB 120S - SAB 151L

• SAB 193S - SAB 355X
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• SABCube 109 - 159

• SABflex 159

Old screw compressor types:

• VMY Mk2 - VMY 447M

• SAB80 - S93

• SAB110 - 163H Mk2

• SAB 202S - SAB 330E

• SAB 128HR-SAB 163HR

• SAB 110SR/LR

• GST13 - GST 25,

• GSV 50L - GSV 900H

• SAB 283 - SAB 355 Mk1

As described you can mount a high pressure transducer set, and select the high pressure
range 25/59/59/59 for a ‘normal’ screw compressor type. Note, however, that the alarm and
shutdown max. limits will still be limited as listed in the tables in subsections 2.1.2. and 2.1.3.
For the compressor type VMY Mk2, however, it is possible to increase the suction pressure,
discharge pressure, discharge temperature and oil temperature alarm/shutdown high limits
and set points to the high pressure settings listed with bold types in Table 47.

It is the responsibility of the operator to make sure that compressor safety is not
compromised when using these high pressure settings.

Measuring  Min. Max. Factory Note
Suction pres-
sure
VMY Mk2-2.5
compressor

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

-
1.5
-1.0
-1.0

-
22.0
20.0
20.0
19.0
19.0

-
5.0
1.5
1.0

-
3+4+5
3+4+5
3+4+5

Discharge
pressure
VMY Mk2-2.5
compressor

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown
Set point 1
Set point 2

4.0
3.0
-
-1.0

53.3
52.8
-
-1.0
52.0
52.0

16.0
15.0
-
-1.0

1+6
1+6
-
1+5

Discharge
temperature
VMY Mk2-2.5
compressor

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

60.0
50.0
-65.0
-

170.0
170.0

100.0
90.0
-65.0
-

1+6
1+6

Oil tempera-
ture
VMY Mk2-2.5
compressor

High shutdown
High alarm
Low alarm
Low shutdown

40.0
30.0
10.0
0.0

110.0
110.0
50.0
40.0

65.0
60.0
45.0
40.0

2+7
2+7
2+7
2+7

Table 47
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3: Low suct Pressure

Yes
No
Select Yes to activate alarm relay at low suction pressure alarm. Select No not to activate
alarm relay at low suction pressure alarm. It can be an advantage for SCADA systems not to
receive a low suction pressure alarm as Unisab III resets this automatically.

4: Capacity signal

Cap.Pos.
Freq.
Select Cap.Pos. if the terminal input for capacity is connected to a capacity slide transmitter
or is configured as an SAB 128/163 HR compressor with analog speed control in the frequency
converter.

Select Freq. if the terminal input for capacity is connected to a frequency converter so that
changes in the motor frequency (rpm) are shown as changes in the capacity.

6.4.8 External (User 1) input

See section 3.5. Compressor control - user functions.

6.4.9 Aux. output

See section 3.5. Compressor control - user functions.
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6.4.10 R000

See section 3.5. Compressor control - user functions.

6.4.11 Calibration
See chapter 7. Calibration.

6.4.12 Quick Setup
The Quick Setup menu is intended for Unisab III commissioning.

All configuration parameters that initiate a software reset or a software restart are collected in
this Quick Setup menu. In this menu you can change all parameters to the wanted setting

with a  and first when you leave the menu by pressing  the parameters are changed and
a software restart is performed. Depending on which parameters have been changed a soft-
ware reset to factory settings may also be performed.
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6.4.13 Factory reset
The Factory reset menu includes set-up for restoring Unisab III to factory settings.

1: Factory reset

No
Yes
With this function the original factory values can be restored. See subsection 1.2.10. Factory
settings. Current configuration as well as calibration values for pressure transducers and brine
temperatures will remain unchanged.
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6.4.14 Maximum movement of capacity slide
Table 48 is used for the calculation of Manual zero in the Compressor block configuration.

Regulator type
Max. movement
of capacity slide

Evaporating
temp.

R717/R22

Length of
spacer block

Mechanical
zero

Manual
zero

SAB 110 SM
84.5 < -20°C 22 No 0%

SAB 110 SF
SAB 110 LM

96 > -20°C None No
*

Factor 0%SAB 110 LF
SAB 128 HM Mk2

126
< -20°C 31.5 No 0%

SAB 128 HF Mk2
SAB 128 HM Mk3

> -20°C None No
*

Factor 0%SAB 128 HF Mk3
SAB 163 M Mk1, Man Vi

160

< -20°C 38.5 No 0%SAB 163 F Mk1, Man Vi
SAB 163 HM Mk2, Man Vi
SAB 163 HF Mk2, Man Vi

> -20°C None No
*

Factor 0%
SAB 163 HM Mk3, Man Vi
SAB 163 HF Mk3, Man Vi
SAB 163 HM Mk2, Aut Vi

160
< -20°C 38.5 Yes 24%

SAB 163 HF Mk2, Aut Vi
SAB 163 HM Mk3, Aut Vi

> -20°C None No
*

Factor 0%SAB 163 HF Mk3, Aut Vi
SAB 202 SM, Man Vi

245 All None
**
No

*
Factor 0%

SAB 202 SF, Man Vi
SAB 202 SM, Aut Vi
SAB 202 SF, Aut Vi
SAB 202 LM, Man Vi

317 All None
**
No

*
Factor 0%

SAB 202 LF, Man Vi
SAB 202 LM, Aut Vi
SAB 202 LF, Aut Vi
SAB 283 L 314

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

SAB 283 E 391
SAB 355 L 350
SAB 330 S 262

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

Not
relevant

SAB 330 L 371
SAB 330 E 480
      
      
      
      
      
      
* If inserting a different value than the default factory set value (0%), the automatic zero setting is elimina-
ted.
Therefore, only insert a value different from 0% after contacting your Sabroe representative.

** If inserting a different value than “No”, the automatic zero setting is eliminated.
Therefore, only insert a value different from “No” after contacting your Sabroe representative.
Table 48: Maximum movement of capacity slide
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6.5. Timers

6.5.1 Introduction
Unisab III has a number of timer functions in the Setup/timers menu.

6.5.2 Timer list
This picture includes all timers and indicates which ones are active (counting down).

6.5.3 Timer set-up
In this picture the timer values can be changed. All timers and their functions are listed in
Table 49: Timer values - screw compressors and Table 50: Timer values - reciprocating com-
pressors.

Some of these timers can be changed whereas others are fixed. The Timer value tables (Ta-
ble 49 for screw compressors and Table 50 for reciprocating compressors) also include the
factory set values.
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6.5.4 Date-time

This picture shows the time in hours, minutes and seconds and
the date as Day, Month and Year.
Date and time must be set correctly in order for the shutdowns to be stored with the correct
time. This function has a battery back-up.

6.5.5 Oil charging (screw compressor)
Provided that the compressor is fitted with an oil charging pump the pump can be started in
the picture Oil charging:

To start the pump, proceed as follows:
Place the cursor on Run timer. Set the time that the pump is going to run and place the cur-
sor on Start oil pump. Change No to Yes and confirm by pressing .

The pump will now start and run for the set period. If the pump should stop before time expi-
ry, select No in the third line. The pump will now stop and run timer drop to 0.
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6.5.6 Motor fan (Frequency controlled screw compressor)
If the compressor is fitted with an electrical cooling fan for cooling the compressor motor, the
fan can be started manually in the picture Motor Fan. This function is only available on fre-
quency controlled compressors. The picture shows the following:

To start the cooling fan manually, proceed as follows: Place the cursor on Run timer SP. Set
the fan running time and place the cursor on Start cooling fan. Select Yes and enter setting
with . The cooling fan will now start and operate for the set running time. To stop the cool-
ing fan before the end of the running time, select No in the Run timer line. The fan will now
stop and time is reset to 0.
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6.5.7 P band factor

For screw compressors, the following picture will appear:

Start delay

Start delay can be changed in the range from 1 to 100. Stop delay can be changed in the
range from 0 to 100. The function of these zones must be seen in connection with the applied
regulator (suction pressure, brine, etc).

If selecting the value 1, the timer will not start counting until the measured value of the regu-
lator is 1% inside the proportional band above the neutral zone. If the value 100 is selected,
the timer will not start counting until the measured value of the regulator is 100% inside the
proportional band above the neutral zone.

Whether selecting 1% or 100%, the timer - when it is started - will count in seconds without
extension (this is not the case with reciprocating compressors, see next subsection).

Stop delay

If selecting the value 0, the timer will start counting when the measured value of the regula-
tor is in the neutral zone.

If selecting the value 1, the timer will not start counting until the measured value of the regu-
lator is 1% inside the proportional band below the neutral zone.

If selecting the value 100, the timer will not start counting until the measured value of the
regulator is 100% inside the proportional band below the neutral zone.
Sp = Set point
Nz = Neutral zone
Pb = Proportional band

Example 1: Unisab III has been set for suction pressure regulation
Sp = -10°C,
Nz = 2 K,
Pb = 10 K,
Start delay = 90 sec and factor = 50.
Stop delay = 60 sec and factor = 30.

In the neutral zone and up to -4°C the compressor will not be in operation. If the measured
suction pressure is a little higher than -4°C, the Start delay timer will start counting and the
compressor will start after 90 seconds. If necessary, a compressor start can thus be delayed
or blocked.

In the neutral zone and up to -14°C the compressor will be in operation. If the measured suc-
tion pressure is a little lower than -14°C and the capacity slide is below 5%, the Stop delay
timer will start counting and the compressor will stop after 60 seconds.
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Example 2: Unisab III has been set for suction pressure regulation
Sp = -20°C,
Nz = 4K,
Pb = 10 K,
Start delay = 90 sec and factor = 10.
Stop delay = 60 sec and factor = 0.

In the neutral zone and up to -17°C the compressor will not be in operation. If the measured
suction pressure is a little higher than -17°C, the Start delay timer will start counting and the
compressor will start after 90 seconds. If necessary, a compressor start can thus be delayed
or blocked.

As long as the measured suction pressure is in the upper proportional band, the compressor
will be in operation. If the measured suction pressure is a little lower than -18°C and the ca-
pacity slide is below 5%, the Stop delay timer will start counting and the compressor will stop
after 60 seconds.

For reciprocating compressors the following picture will appear:

Each factor can be selected in the range 1-10. In Auto and Remote mode, the various P Band
Factors are influencing the decision of when to start or stop the compressor or when to en-
gage or disengage another capacity stage.

Basically, starting and stopping as well as engaging and disengaging are delayed by the
timers Start delay, Stop delay, Delay up and Delay down. See subsection 6.5.3. Timer set-up.

The relevant timers start as soon as the regulated input (e.g. suction pressure) is just outside
the neutral zone. There is one P band factor for each of these timers. If the P band factor is 1,
the time delay will be the same no matter if the regulated input is just outside the neutral
zone or far outside the neutral zone. By selecting a P band factor higher than 1 (up to 10), it
is possible to have the timer run slower when the regulated input is close to the neutral zone
as illustrated in Fig. 23.

0

1

Timer step [sec]

PBF
PBF = P. band factor
Diff. = Measuring value - setpoint

Diff.
PBNZ-NZ-PB

Fig. 23: Principle for P. band factors on reciprocating compressors

When the regulated input is outside the P band (PB), the timer will run at normal speed as it
is counting in seconds. When the regulated input is just outside the neutral zone (NZ), each
countdown will last one PBF second. This way a compressor start can be delayed or blocked if
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there is no particular cooling requirement. However, if deviation is large the timer will count
down fast and start the compressor.

Example 1: Suction pressure regulation has been selected. The measured suction pressure
equals the set point. The compressor is stopped and ready to start.
Set point Sp = -10°C/R
Nz = 2°C/R
Pb = 5°C/R
Start delay = 60 sec
P band factor start delay = 5.
When the measured suction pressure exceeds -9°C/R, the Start delay timer will start counting
with an interval of 5 seconds (P band factor) each time the value in the display counts one
down. If the pressure steadies, the timer will run for 5 x 60 = 300 seconds.

Should the measuring value reach -6.5°C/R, the counting interval will be 3 seconds. If the
pressure is still moving upwards and exceeds -4°C/R (the Pb limit) the timer will count in sec-
onds. The resulting total delay will range between 60 and 300 seconds and after this the com-
pressor will start.

Example 2: Discharge pressure regulation has been selected on a reciprocating compressor.
The measured discharge pressure equals the set point. The compressor is running at 100%
capacity.
Set point Sp = 30°C/R
Nz = 2°C/R Pb = 5°C/R
Delay down = 30 sec
P band factor delay down = 3.
When the measured discharge pressure exceeds 31°C/R, the timer Delay down will start
counting with an interval of 3 seconds (P band factor) each time the value in the display
counts one down. If the pressure steadies the timer will run for 3 x 30 = 90 seconds.

Should the measuring value reach 33.5°C/R, the counting interval will be 2 seconds. If the
pressure is still moving upwards and exceeds 36°C/R (the Pb limit) the timer will count in sec-
onds.

The resulting total delay will range between 30 and 90 seconds and after this the compressor
will disengage one capacity stage.
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6.5.8 Transfer (reciprocating compressors)
In the Multisab system, which regulates and optimises more than one compressor, there is a
number of factors attached to a Transfer/Take-over function between reciprocating and screw
compressors. These factors are described in detail in the Unisab III sequence manual.

6.5.9 Take over (reciprocating compressors)
In the Multisab system, which regulates and optimises more than one compressor, there is a
number of factors attached to a Transfer/Take-over function between reciprocating and screw
compressors. These factors are described in detail in the Unisab III sequence manual.
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6.5.10 Timer values - screw compressors

No. Value Factory Low High Unit
Adjust-

able
1 Start-start delay 1/2 1200 600/60 3600 Sec. Yes
2 Stop-start delay 300 60 3600 Sec. Yes
3 Start delay 300 0 3600 Sec. Yes
4 Stop delay 300 60 3600 Sec. Yes
5 Suction ramp 0 0 1200 Sec. Yes
6 Slide max. 300 60 3600 Sec. Yes
7 Prelub. 1/2/3/4/5/6 10/60/0/6/50/0 0 120 Sec. Yes
8 Oil flow 1/2/3/4/5/6 600/90/60/120/600/0 - - Sec. No
9 Oil flow delay 1/2/3/4/5/6 50/0/20/10/0/50 - - Sec. No
10 No oil/flow 1/2/3/4/5/6 10/2/6/120/30/30 - - Sec. No
11 Lubrication time/flow 1/2 60/300 - - Sec. No
12 Differential pressure OK 60 - - Sec. No
13 Oil pressure low 1/2/3/4 45/300/45/15 - - Sec. No
14 Filter diff. pressure high 1/2 300/600 60 1200 Sec. Yes
15 Oil temperature low 300 - - Sec. No
16 Oil temperature high 300 - - Sec. No
17 Superheating low 300 - - Sec. No
18 Superheating high 300 - - Sec. No
19 Discharge pressure overload 300 - - Sec. No
20 Current overload 300 - - Sec. No
21 Motor start 45 5 120 Sec. Yes
22 PMS feedback 60 10 3600 Sec. Yes
23 F.F. Pump start 10 5 30 Sec. Yes
24 Oil pump start 10 5 30 Sec. Yes
25 Oil rectifier start 900 0 3600 Sec. Yes
26 Oil rectifier delay 300 0 3600 Sec. Yes
27 Oil rectifier disable 3600 0 7200 Sec. Yes
28 Start high pressure 30 0 120 Sec. Yes
29 No chiller 10 - - Sec. No
30 Capacity negative 5000 60 20000 Sec. Yes
31 Start unload 1/2/3 15 0 60 Sec. Yes
32 Low suction pressure 0 0 60 Sec. Yes
33 Lubricating pressure 1/2 120/180 - - Sec. No
34 Vi-pause 1/2 60/7 - - Sec. No
35 Oil log shutdown 30 0 300 Sec. Yes
36 Low oil flow 1/2 180/600 - - Sec. No
37 Oil circuit alarm 600 - - Sec. No
38 Oil circuit shutdown 900 - - Sec. No
39 SSSTV stop delay 40 20 60 Sec. Yes
40 Max. start-up time 600 60 24000 Sec. Yes
41 Oil return open 5 2 600 Sec. Yes
42 Oil return close 300 0 32400 Sec. Yes
43 By-pass start 30 5 600 Sec. Yes
44 Flow evaporator 5 2 15 Sec. Yes
45 Flow condenser 5 2 15 Sec. Yes
46 Oil return evaporator 5 2 60 Sec. Yes
47 Oil return delay 1200 0 2400 Sec. Yes
48 Pump down 10 0 600 Sec. Yes
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No. Value Factory Low High Unit
Adjust-

able
49 PMS delay 0 0 900 Sec. Yes
50 Critical low oil circuit 25 - - Sec. No
51 Start rpm limiter 300 60 3600 Sec. Yes
52 High internal pressure 25 - - Sec. No
53 Fan delay 60 0 1200 Sec. Yes
54 Oil pump low alarm 30 0 600 Sec. Yes
55 Oil pump low shutdown 120 0 900 Sec. Yes
56 Backspin delay 1 0 10 Sec. Yes
Table 49: Timer values - screw compressors
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6.5.11 Timer description - screw compressors

1. Start-start delay

States the number of seconds that must pass from one compressor start to the next. If the
compressor stops before the timer has counted down to 0, the timer will block restart.

1. For compressors configured with Rotatune=No, the timer can be set down to 600 sec-
onds

2. For compressors configured with Rotatune=Yes, the timer can be set down to 60 sec-
onds

2. Stop-start delay

States the number of seconds that must pass before the compressor can be restarted after
stop. This function is not used in Manual mode.

3. Start delay

When Unisab III is in Automatic or Remote, the compressor start will be delayed for the sta-
ted number of seconds.

4. Stop delay

When Unisab III is in Automatic or Remote and the compressor is below 5% slide stop posi-
tion, the timer will start counting down and stop the compressor at 0.

5. Suction ramp

This timer indicates how fast the compressor is allowed to lower its suction pressure 1°C. The
function is active as long as the compressor is working itself down to its normal working point.
When this has been reached, the compressor will be regulated according to the set regulating
values.

Used only in case of suction pressure regulation.

If the value is set at 0, this function is disabled.

6. Slide max.

At compressor stop the capacity slide will move towards minimum position. In case it fails to
get below 5% within the set time, an error message will be issued.

If Unisab III tries to move the slide during operation and the slide refuses to move within the
set time, an error message will appear.

7. Prelubrication

When starting compressors with prelubrication pumps, the prelubrication time is calculated
from the time when the oil float issues a signal.

1) For SAB 202, SAB Mk3 and VMY Mk3.
2) For SAB 163 Mk1.
3) For SV 10/20, FV 10/20, SAB 110 SR/LR, SAB 128 HR and SAB 163 HR.
4) For SAB 283 Mk1, SAB 355 Mk1, GSV, RWF and SAB 330 B. (B is short for Booster, which
can be selected in the Config. menu).
5) For SAB 330 HP. (HP means Booster = No).
6) For SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR, SABflex and SAB 193→355 prelubrication is not used.
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8. Oil flow

When prelubrication is initiated, a signal must be issued from the float switch before the timer
expires; otherwise an error message appears.
1) For SAB 202, SAB Mk3 and VMY Mk3.
2) For SAB 163 Mk1.
3) For SV 10/20 and FV 10/20
4) For SAB 283, SAB 355, GSV, RWF and SAB 330 B. (B is short for Booster, which can be
selected in the Config. menu).
5) For SAB 330 HP. (HP means Booster = No).
6) For SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR, SABflex and SAB 193→355 prelubrication is not used.

9. Oil flow switch delay, start

When starting a compressor, a time delay ensures that the oil float has time to lift.
1) For SAB Mk2 110/128/163 and SAB 80.
2) For compressors with prelubrication delay = 0 sec.
3) For SV 10/20 and FV 10/20
4) SAB 120→151 and SAB 193→355 (Not used)
5) SABflex and SABCube
6) SAB 157HR (Not used)

10. No oil/flow

During operation the oil float is allowed to be disconnected only for the time period stated.
1) For SAB 110, 128, 163, 202 and VMY compressors
2) For SV 10/20 and FV 10/20
3) For GSV/RWF
4) For SAB 80
5) SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355
6) SABflex and SABCube

11. Lubrication time/flow

After start-up of compressors with prelubrication pump, the pump will run for the time stated
after compressor start.

1. For SAB 202, SAB Mk3 and VMY Mk3, SV 10/20 and FV 10/20
2. For SAB 163 Mk1

12. Diff. pressure OK

For VMY Mk3, SAB Mk3, SAB 202, SAB 283 Mk1, SAB 355 Mk1, SV 10/20 and FV 10/20 the oil
pump will run for the stated time after the desired differential pressure has been reached. The
timer is also used for SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355 compressors if fitted with
oil pump.

13. Oil pressure low

During start the shutdown for low oil pressure is delayed for the stated time. No delay during
normal operation.

1) For SAB 202, SAB Mk2, SAB Mk3, VMY, SAB 80, SAB 283 Mk1, SAB 355 Mk1, SV 10/20
and FV 10/20.
2) For SAB 163 Mk1
3) SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355
4) SABflex and SABCube (same default value as for timer 31 Start unload)
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14. Filter diff. high

During start and operation the shutdown for high filter differential pressure is delayed for the
stated time.
1) For all compressors except SAB 120→151 and SAB 193→355
2) For SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355

15. Oil temp. low

During start the shutdown for low oil temperature is delayed for the stated time. No delay
during normal operation.

16. Oil temp. high

During start the shutdown for high oil temperature is delayed for the stated time. No delay
during normal operation.

17. Superheating low

During start the shutdown for low superheating is delayed for the stated time. No delay dur-
ing normal operation.

18. Superheating high

During start the shutdown for high superheating is delayed for the stated time. No delay dur-
ing normal operation.

19. Disch. pressure, overload

If the discharge pressure is higher than the alarm limit in the time stated, the compressor will
stop and an error message will appear. See also 3.2. Limiting functions.

20. Current overload

If the motor current or power is higher than the set point in the time stated, the compressor
will stop and an error message will appear. See also section 3.2. Limiting functions.

21. Motor start

When the compressor starts, the motor guard must issue a feedback before the timer expires.
If not, an error message will appear.

The green light diode above the start key  will flash until feedback has been received.
Then the light will be steady.

22. PMS (Starting request) feedback

After the control has issued a starting request, it must receive a feedback within the stated
time. If not, an error message will appear.

23. F. F. Pump start

In case the motor guard of the full flow pump/Cooling FAN has failed to issue a feedback with-
in the stated time after the starting signal, an error message will appear.

24. Oil pump start

In case the motor guard of the oil pump has failed to issue a feedback within the stated time
after the starting signal, an error message will appear.
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25. Oil rectifier start

Whenever the compressor starts, this timer will be activated and start counting down. When 0
has been reached, the solenoid valve to the oil rectifier will be activated.

26. Oil rectifier delay

If suction gas superheating drops below set point 1 for superheating, the solenoid valve will
close. Once the superheating rises above this limit again, the timer must expire before the
solenoid valve opens.

27. Oil rectifier disable

If suction gas superheating drops below set point 1 for superheating, the timer will start
counting down. Provided the superheating still remains below the limit once the timer has
reached 0, an alarm will be issued.

28. Start high pressure

On two-stage plants the HP compressors can be started by force by activating the input Exter-
nal starting permission, normal stop. The start will be delayed for the set number of seconds.

With the compressors in sequence, number 1 in the sequence will start and the system will
now operate normally.

29. No Chiller

When Unisab III is configured as part of a Chiller control, the timer will ensure that communi-
cation between Unisab III and the connected chiller does not disappear for a period longer
than the set time. If this happens, both Unisab III and Unisab III-Chiller will be stopped by
the shutdown.

30. Cap. negative

When the compressor is started, the slide must move to the position corresponding to the set
zero point (i.e. positive read capacity) as quickly as possible before the expiry of the cap.
negative timer. Otherwise an error message will be issued. The cap. negative timer counts
down each second by the value:

10
(Corrected capacity)2

Corrected capacity is shown in the display when the compressor is started. It may be a nega-
tive value between 0 and -30%, i.e. the timer will count down each second by a factor be-
tween 1 and 90. Each time the slide moves above 0% capacity, the timer will stop. The timer
is reset and restarted as soon as the slide moves below -2% corrected capacity.

31. Unloaded start

The timer is used in connection with the compressors FV 17/19. When the compressor motor
is started, a by-pass solenoid valve for oil discharge will open for the time set.

The timer is used in connection with the compressors FV 24/26. When the compressor motor
is started and stopped, the slide capacity down solenoid valve will open for the time set.
1. For FV17/19 and FV25/26
2. For SAB xxx HR
3. SABflex and SABCube
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32. Low suction pressure

During start-up and operation the shutdown for low suction pressure is delayed for the indica-
ted period of time.

33. Lubricating pressure

During start-up and operation the shutdown for lubricating pressure is delayed for the indica-
ted period of time. An alarm is issued after 25 seconds.
1. For screw compressors
2. For SAB 157HR

34. Vi-pause

The timer is used in connection with Gram GST, SAB 120→SAB 151 and SABCube compres-
sors, which have automatic step regulation of the volume ratio. Gram GST and SAB 120→151
have three steps and SABCube has two. Before switching from one Vi step to another, the ac-
tual Vi ratio for the compressor must have been present for at least the indicated time. If not,
the change of the Vi step will be cancelled.
1. For Gram GST and SAB 120→151
2. For SABflex and SABCube

35. Oil log alm (oil log shutdown)

For GSV/RWF/SAB 193→ 355 compressors with oil pump (does not apply to SAB 120 → 151).

This timer starts the oil pump before start-up and when the compressor stops if the capacity
slide is above 5%. If capacity is not below 5% before the timer runs out, a shutdown is issued
for the oil log shutdown. Note that there is a risk of overfilling the compressor with oil which
may damage it at next start-up if this timer is set too high.

If the Oil log alarm have been activated, and the oil pump now have been running for 2 times
30 seconds, the compressor must rest for 15 minutes before restart, or the compressor shaft
must be turned 10 times in the normal rotation direction.

36. Low oil flow

This timer is activated if the alarm Insufficient oil main pressure is activated and the capacity
slide is above 50%. If the timer runs out before capacity gets below 50%, a shutdown for
insufficient oil main pressure is issued. See section 2.2. Other alarms and shutdowns for more
details about this shutdown.
1. For SAB 120→355
2. For SAB 157HR

37. Oil cir.alarm (Low oil circuit pressure alarm)

For SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355)

This timer starts if the difference in pressure between oil pressure and discharge pressure ex-
ceeds 1.7 bar.

During start-up and operation, the alarm Low oil circuit pressure alarm is delayed for the sta-
ted period of time.

An alarm is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection 2.2.32. Low oil circuit pressure alarm
for more details about this alarm.

38. Oil cir.shutd. (Low oil circuit pressure shutdown)

For SGC compressors (SAB 120→151, SAB 157HR and SAB 193→355)
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This timer starts if the difference in pressure between oil pressure and discharge pressure ex-
ceeds 2.0 bar.

A shutdown is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection 2.2.33. Low oil circuit pressure
shutdown for more details about this shutdown.

39. SSSTV Delay (suction strainer stop throttle valve)

For SABflex and SABCube compressors only.

At normal stop (to avoid back-spin) the SSSTV valve is closed for the time stated in the timer
SSSTV delay before the compressor is stopped. The default setting is 40 seconds but it is ad-
justable between 20 and 60 seconds.

Note: The SSSTV timer starts counting after the stop timer has run out. This means that the
compressor will not stop immediately, even though the stop key is pressed or the instant stop
digital input is removed.

40. Max. start-up time

For SABflex and SABCube compressors only.

During start-up the speed for a SAB 109-159 may be limited to 1,000 [rpm], if the internal
suction pressure is too high or the oil pressure is too low. The start-up limiter will only be ac-
tive at compressor start-up and it can maximum be active for the time set in timer “Max.
start-up time”.
If the start-up limiter is still active when the “Max. start-up time” timer runs out, a shutdown
is given and the compressor is stopped.

41. Oil return open

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the open time for the oil return valve draining the oil separator.

42. Oil return close

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the closed time for the oil return valve draining the oil separator.

43. By-pass start

For chiller use only.

This timer controls that, at compressor start-up, a start unload valve opens for the set time.

44. Flow evaporator

For chiller use only.

After the float switch has become low, this timer delays the shutdown No evaporator flow.

45. Flow condenser

For chiller use only.

After the float switch has become low, this timer delays the shutdown No condenser flow.

46. Oil return evaporator

For chiller use only.
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After the level float switch has become low, this timer delays the closing of the oil return
valve draining the evaporator.

47. Oil return delay

For chiller use only.

At compressor start-up, this timer is used to delay the open/close function of the oil return
valve draining the oil separator.

48. Pump down

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the maximum time the pump down sequence can run after compressor
stop. Pump down is used when the Chiller DX expansion valve control is configured.

This pump down function, where the compressor runs with a closed expansion valve, lets the
compressor run until the suction pressure is below the ”pump down set point” or until the
pump down timer has run out, whichever comes first.

49. PMS delay

After compressor stop it is possible to delay the PMS Start request output signal within the
stated time.

This delay can e.g. be used for pump after-run.

50. Critical low oil circuit

For SAB 157HR compressors
This timer starts if the difference in pressure between oil pressure and discharge pressure ex-
ceeds 5.0 bar. A shutdown is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection 2.2.34. Critical oil
circuit pressure shutdown for more details about this shutdown.

51. Start rpm limiter

For SAB 157HR compressors

During start-up the speed for a SAB 157HR may be limited to 1,000 [rpm] if the internal suc-
tion pressure is too high. The start-up limiter will only be active at compressor start-up and it
can maximum be active for the time set in timer Start RPM limiter.

If the start-up limiter is still active when the Start RPM limiter timer runs out, a shutdown is
given and the compressor is stopped.

52. High internal pressure

For SAB 157HR compressors

This timer starts if the calculated internal pressure exceeds 100.0 bar. A shutdown is issued if
the timer runs out. See subsection 2.1.2. Measured and calculated pressure levels - screws,
Note 29.

53. Fan delay

For frequency controlled screw compressors.

After compressor stop, the electrical fan has an after run for the stated time.

54. Oil pump low alarm

For SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR and 193→355 compressors with oil pump.
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This timer starts if the excess pressure delivered by the oil pump is less than a preset value.
An alarm is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection 2.2.35. Oil pump low pressure alarm
for more details about this alarm.

55. Oil pump low shutdown

For SAB SAB 120→151, SAB 157 HR and 193→355 compressors with oil pump.

This timer starts if the excess pressure delivered by the oil pump is less than a preset value.
A shutdown is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection 2.2.36. Oil pump low pressure
shutdown for more details about this shutdown.

56. Backspin delay

For SABflex compressors

This timer starts if the SSTV valve does not close correctly at stop giving a backwards flow
through the compressor. A shutdown is issued if the timer runs out. See subsection
2.2.40. VSD backspin for more details about this shutdown.
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6.5.12 Timer values - reciprocating compressors
No. Value Factory Low High Unit Adjustable
1 Start-start delay 1/2 1200 600/60 3600 Sec. Yes
2 Stop-start delay 300 60 3600 Sec. Yes
3 Start delay 300 0 3600 Sec. Yes
4 Stop delay 300 5 3600 Sec. Yes
5 Suction ramp 0 0 1200 Sec. Yes
6 Delay up 600 5 1200 Sec. Yes
7 Delay down 60 5 1200 Sec. Yes
8 Take-over max. 0 0 3600 Sec. Yes
9 Take-over delay 300 300 300 Sec. No
10 Intermediate pressure low 20 - - Sec. No
11 Filter differential pressure high 300 - - Sec. No
12 Total unload 300 300 1800 Sec. Yes
13 Oil pressure low 60 - - Sec. No
14 Oil pressure high 20 - - Sec. No
15 Oil temperature low 300 0 300 Sec. Yes
16 Oil temperature high 0 - - Sec. No
17 Superheating low 15 15 600 Sec. 1)No 2)Yes
18 Superheating high 300 - - Sec. No
19 Discharge pressure overload 300 - - Sec. No
20 Current overload 300 - - Sec. No
21 Motor start 15 5 120 Sec. Yes
22 PMS feedback 60 10 3600 Sec. Yes
23 Oil cooling on 60 60 1500 Sec. Yes
24 Oil return 600 0 2400 Sec. Yes
25 Oil rectifier start 900 0 3600 Sec. Yes
26 Oil rectifier delay 300 0 3600 Sec. Yes
27 Oil rectifier disable 3600 0 7200 Sec. Yes
28 Start high pressure 30 0 120 Sec. Yes
29 No chiller 10 - - Sec. No
30 Not used - - - - -
31 Not used - - - - -
32 Low suction pressure 0 0 60 Sec. Yes
33 Not used - - - - -
34 Not used - - - - -
35 Not used - - - - -
36 Not used - - - - -
37 Not used - - - - -
38 Not used - - - - -
39 Not used - - - - -
40 Not used - - - - -
41 Oil return open 5 2 600 Sec. Yes
42 Oil return close 300 0 32400 Sec. Yes
43 By-pass start 30 5 600 Sec. Yes
44 Flow evaporator 5 2 15 Sec. Yes
45 Flow condenser 5 2 15 Sec. Yes
46 Oil return evaporator 5 2 60 Sec. Yes
47 Oil return delay 1200 0 2400 Sec. Yes
48 Pump down 10 0 600 Sec. Yes
49 PMS delay 0 0 900 Sec. Yes
50 Oil pressure low-low 10 0 30 Sec. Yes
Table 50: Timer values - reciprocating compressors
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6.5.13 Timer description - reciprocating compressors

1. Start-start delay

States the number of seconds that must pass before the compressor can be restarted after a
start. If the compressor stops before the timer has reached 0, the timer will block restart.

1. For compressors configured with Rotatune=No, the timer can be set down to 600 sec-
onds

2. For compressors configured with Rotatune=Yes, the timer can be set down to 60 sec-
onds

2. Stop-start delay

States the number of seconds that must pass before the compressor can be restarted after
stop. This function is not used in Manual mode.

3. Start delay

When Unisab III is in Automatic or Remote, the compressor start will be delayed for the sta-
ted number of seconds.

4. Stop delay

When Unisab III is in Automatic or Remote and the compressor is at its lowest capacity stage,
the timer will start counting down and stop the compressor at 0.

5. Suction ramp

This timer indicates how fast the compressor is allowed to lower its suction pressure 1°C/R. If
the value is set for 0, this function will be disabled.

6. Delay up

Indicates the time that passes between the loading of stages at increasing capacity in Auto-
matic or Remote mode.

7. Delay down

Indicates the time that passes between the unloading of stages at decreasing capacity in Au-
tomatic or Remote mode.

8. Take-over max.

Only used in connection with Multisab. See the Unisab III sequence manual.

9. Take-over delay

Only used in connection with Multisab. See the Unisab III sequence manual.

10. Intermediate pressure low

During start-up the alarm for low intermediate pressure is delayed for the stated time. No de-
lay during normal operation.
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11. Filter diff. high

1. SMC Mk4; during start-up and operation, the alarm for high oil filter differential pressure is
delayed for the indicated period of time.
2. For SMC Mk3 and earlier versions, this timer is not used.

12. Total unloading

When configured for total unloading, the compressor will stop if it has been running constantly
in 0% for the stated time.

13. Oil pressure low

During start and operation the shutdown for low oil pressure is delayed for the stated time.

14. Oil pressure high

During start the shutdown for high oil pressure is delayed for the stated time. No delay during
normal operation.

15. Oil temperature low

During start the shutdown for low oil temperature is delayed for the stated time. No delay
during normal operation.

If the start Oil temperature low delay is set to 0 (zero) seconds, the oil temperature shutdown
and alarm supervision will be set active during compressor standstill too preventing the com-
pressor from starting with too low oil temperature. However, the shutdown will be disabled
during the motor starting phase. This is to protect the motor.

16. Oil temp high

During start the shutdown for high oil temperature is delayed for the stated time. No delay
during normal operation.

17. Superheating low

During start the shutdown for low superheating is delayed for the stated time. No delay dur-
ing normal operation.
1. For discharge superheat
2. For suction superheat

18. Superheating high

During start the alarm for high superheating is delayed for the stated time. No delay during
normal operation.

19. Disch. pressure, overload

In case the discharge pressure is higher than the alarm limit within the stated time, the com-
pressor will stop.

20. Current overload

If the motor current or power is higher than the set point within the stated time, the compres-
sor will stop and an error message will appear.
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21. Motor start

When the compressor starts, the motor guard must issue a feedback before the timer expires.
If not, an error message will appear.

22. PMS (Starting request) feedback

After the control has issued a starting request, it must receive a feedback within the stated
time. If not, an error message will appear.

23. Oil cool on

At compressor stop the outlet for water cooling or oil cooling will not close until after the set
time has run out.

24. Oil return

At compressor start the outlets for oil return are not opened until after the set time has run
out.

25. Oil rectifier start

Whenever the compressor starts, the timer will be activated and start counting down. When 0
has been reached, the solenoid valve to the oil rectifier will be activated.

26. Oil rectifier delay

If the suction gas superheating drops below set point 1 for superheating, the solenoid valve
will close. Once the superheating rises above this limit again, the timer must expire before the
solenoid valve opens.

27. Oil rectifier disable

If suction gas superheating drops below set point 1 for superheating, the timer will start
counting down. Provided the superheating still remains below the limit once the timer has
reached 0, an alarm will be issued.

28. Start high pressure

On two-stage plants the HP compressors can be started by force by activating the input Exter-
nal starting permission, normal stop. The start will be delayed for the set number of seconds.

With the compressors in sequence, number 1 in the sequence will start and the system will
now operate normally.

29. No chiller

When Unisab III is configured as part of a chiller control, this timer will ensure that the com-
munication between Unisab III and the connected chiller does not disappear for a period lon-
ger than the set time. If this occurs, both Unisab III and Unisab III-Chiller will be stopped by
the shutdown.
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30. Not used

31. Not used

32. Low suction pressure

During start-up and operation the shutdown for low suction pressure is delayed for the indica-
ted period of time.

33. Not used

34. Not used

35. Not used

36. Not used

37. Not used

38. Not used

39. Not used

41. Oil return open

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the open time for the oil return valve draining the oil separator.

42. Oil return close

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the closed time for the oil return valve draining the oil separator.

43. By pass start

For chiller use only.

At compressor start-up, this timer controls that a start unload valve is opened for the set
time.

44. Flow evaporator

For chiller use only. After the float switch has become low, this timer delays the shutdown No
evaporator flow.

45. Flow condenser

For chiller use only.

After the float switch has become low, this timer delays the shutdown No condenser flow.

46. Oil return evaporator

For chiller use only.

After the level float switch has become low, this timer delays the closing of the oil return
valve draining the evaporator.
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47. Oil return delay

For chiller use only.

At compressor start-up, this timer is used to delay the open/close function for the oil return
valve draining the oil separator.

48. Pump down

For chiller use only.

This timer controls the maximum time the pump down sequence can run after compressor
stop. Pump down is used when the Chiller DX expansion valve control is configured.

This pump down function, where the compressor runs with a closed expansion valve, lets the
compressor run until the suction pressure is below the ”pump down set point” or until the
pump down timer has run out, whichever comes first.

49. PMS delay

After compressor stop it is possible to delay the PMS Start request output signal within the
stated time.

This delay can e.g. be used for pump after-run.

50. Oil pressure low-low delay

For SMC reciprocating compressors.

The low-low oil pressure shutdown will be delayed for the stated time at compressor start.
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6.6. Session

6.6.1 Password
In this picture the password can be entered and changed.

In the line Current user you can log into Unisab III. First choose the appropriate user level
and then enter your password. In the line Change passwords you may change the password
for Current user level, i.e. the level you are currently logged into. Make sure you remember
your new password. See also subsection 1.2.5. Session, Password.

6.6.2 Serial number
This picture shows some commissioning information.

The compressor serial number and the date of compressor commissioning (date of initial
start-up) can be read.

6.6.3 Remote connect
In this picture you may set up a Remote TCP/IP connection to another Unisab III for remote
control or local (internal) TCP/IP connection to a software simulator.
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In the first four lines you must enter the IP number for the Unisab III you want to control re-
motely.

In Remote idle time you can define the idle time for the remote connection. With the shown
set-up the connection will be disconnected after 15 minutes without activity on the line.

In Remote Connect you can switch between Local which enables you to connect to a UniSim
software simulator at IP address 127.0.0.1, or to establish a Remote TCP/IP connection to an-
other Unisab III in order to remotely supervise and control this Unisab III.

6.6.4 User interface

See subsection 1.2.5. Session, User interface.
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6.6.5 Function interface
A Pay function has been introduced in Unisab III. In the future some new Unisab III customer
related functions will be blocked until they are activated by entering a unique four digit code.
This code can be acquired from Sabroe sales.

When you try to configure a new customer related Pay function parameter such as E-mail
user, the flag E-mail user activate must have been set in advance.

If this flag is not set, it will not be possible to change the Pay function parameter, not even
with the Supervisor password. But when the flag is set it will be possible to change the Pay
function parameter with the normal Superuser password.

The flag is set by using a unique four digit password – a Code Entry password. This unique
four digit Code Entry password is tied up to the Unisab III MAC address.

Pay function flags are activated in the picture Setup/Session/Function Interface:

When a function flag is selected you may activate the flag (function) by changing No to Yes.
When doing this you are prompted for the Code Entry password.

The normal Password pop-up menu is used for entering the Code Entry.

The keyed in Code Entry password(s) is stored in the HMISettings.xml file.

The following Pay function options are available at the moment:

E-mail user activate Enable the function Service/Event/E-mail user
Note: The Pay function e-mail user is default activated in
version 1.0.9.6.

Rem. mon. activate Enable the function Service/Rem. Monitor/Remote mon.
Note: The Pay function Remote Mon. is activated as default
in version 1.0.9.4.

COP activate Enable the function Setup/Configuration/Plant/COP active

Once a pay function flag has been activated it cannot be deactivated. It is possible to activate
or deactivate associated configuration points, e.g. E-mail user.
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This way, it is possible to show the previously entered and saved Code Entry passwords. Place
the cursor on the function flag and press . The password pop-up menu will be shown and
the “Code Entry” password can be read, digit for digit, in the Password fields using the  key
to step.
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6.6.6 E-mail
In the picture Session/E-mail you can display the information in the set-up file EmailSer-
vice.xml.

To change the e-mail parameters in the EmailService.xml file you must edit the file with the U
Set configuration tool, see subsection 8.8.1. It is also possible to use an editor such as Word-
Pad. Upload to Unisab III and restart Unisab III. The content in the EmailService.xml file is as
follows:

Remote monitoring e-mail set-up information:
<ToServ_R Val="radar@jci.radarconnect.com" Typ="string"
Def="radar@jci.radarconnect.com"/>
<MailServ_R Val="pasmtp.tele.dk" Typ="string" Def="pasmtp.tele.dk"/>
<ServLogin_RVal="radar@radarconnect.com"Typ="string"Def="radar@radarconnect.com"/>
<ServPW_R Val="radar" Typ="string" Def="radar"/>

User e-mail set-up information:
<ToU1 Val="" Typ="string" />
<ToU2 Val="" Typ="string" />
<ToU3 Val="" Typ="string" />
<ToU4 Val="" Typ="string" />
<MailServ_U Val="pasmtp.tele.dk" Typ="string" Def="pasmtp.tele.dk" />
<ServLogin_U Val="" Typ="string" />
<ServPW_U Val="" Typ="string" />

Unisab III e-mail information:
<SendAdr Val="unisabIII@jci.com" Typ="string" Def="unisabIII@jci.com" />
<SiteName Val="Holme" Typ="string" />
<DevName Val="Compr1" Typ="string" />

Trend:
<ParamList Val="536870911" Typ="int" />
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6.6.7 Language

See subsection 1.2.5. Session, Languages.
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7. Calibration

7.1. Before start-up
Before initial compressor start-up and after service, adjustment of transducers and position
transmitters must be carried out. Their values are usually preset from factory but must be re-
checked before start-up. This is very important as failure to adjust the values may cause mal-
functioning during operation. Service may e.g. be in connection with replacement of print cas-
sette, pressure transducers, position transmitters or battery. See also chapter 10. Parts re-
placement.

Insufficient or incorrect setting of pressure transducers may cause compressor
breakdown or personal injury.

The temperature sensors must not be calibrated as they are connected electrically with four
conductors which automatically makes up for line resistance.

7.2. Pressure transducers
Calibrate the pressure transducers at atmospheric pressure in the compressor.

Use the following pressure transducers:

Unit = bar Compressor type
Max.
press.

Max. permissi-
ble deviation
at Atm. press

Meas. point
SAB/
VMY SMC

TSMC/
TCMO HPC HPO

Suct. press. -1 - +9 -1 - +9 -1 - +9 -1 - +25 -1 - +25
33
55

+/- 0.2
+/- 0.5

Disch. press. -1 - +25 -1 - +25 -1 - +25 -1 - +59 -1 - +59
55
200

+/- 0.5
+/- 1.2

Oil press. -1 - +25 -1 - +25 -1 - +25 -1 - +59 -1 - +25 55 +/- 0.5
Diff. press. -1 - +25   -1 - +59  55 +/- 0.5
Interm. press.   -1 - +25   55 +/- 0.5
Internal suc-
tion pressure

-1 - +9     33 +/- 0.2

Table 51: Pressure transducers

Select the menu Setup/Configuration/Calibration and the following picture will appear:

Note that some of the entries in the Calibration menu are described in other chapters of this
manual. With the cursor on Pressure, press  and the following picture will appear:
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Note: The pressure values shown are examples only.

At atmospheric pressure the value of the pressure transducer must be within the limits for
"Max. permissible deviation at atm.pressure" as indicated in Table 51. If this is not the case,
the value will be outside its tolerance and the transducer must be replaced.

The pressure levels are measured in bar (relative pressure) and at atmospheric pressure the
reading must show 0.0 bar to be correct. As it appears from the above example, the meas-
ured pressure levels are not 0.0 bar. Consequently calibration must be carried out.

Place the cursor on Suction Adjustm. and use the  key to change the value. Now change the
Suction Adjustm. value to 0.1 bar with opposite sign. Note that the adjusting value is in
1/100.

Change Suct. adjust to the value -.10. Adjust the other pressure levels in the same way.

Note: Oil Filter Pressure is only relevant for screw compressors and Interm. Pressure only for
two-stage reciprocating compressors.

The following picture should now appear:

Pressure transducer calibration has been carried out correctly.
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7.3. Temperature sensors (process out temperature)
The only temperature sensor which can be calibrated is the Process out temperature sensor.
Place the cursor on Process Out temp. (Brine) and press the  key once. The following pic-
ture will appear:

The Process Out temp. value is the immediate value measured by the sensor. If a test meas-
uring with a precision thermometer shows e.g. 18.7°C at the sensor, adjustment can be
made. Place the cursor on Proc. out temp Adj and change the value to -0.2°C. Process Out
temp. will now be 18.7°C (18.9-0.2) and adjustment is complete.
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7.4. Motor

7.4.1 Motor frequency signal
When compressor capacity is regulated wholly or partly by changes in the motor speed, the
motor frequency signal from the frequency converter can be calibrated in this menu:

7.4.2 Motor current
The reading of motor current can be calibrated as described in subsection 6.4.1. Drive.

7.5. Position transmitters for hydraulic slide systems (screw compres-
sors)
The built-in capacity slide position transmitter and the Vi slide position transmitter must be
adjusted correctly in the mechanical minimum and maximum position to ensure safe and reli-
able slide control. This adjustment must always be carried out mechanically on the transmit-
ter or by using software calibration in Unisab III if the transmitter cannot be calibrated. Fur-
thermore, the slide speed must be adjusted to avoid hunting. See also section 3.7. Compres-
sor control - adjusting slide speed (screw compressors with hydraulic slides).

To measure slide position the compressor is fitted with a position transmitter which yields
4-20 mA to Unisab III. A transmitter is always fitted at the capacity slide and one may be fit-
ted at the volume ratio slide if the compressor is made for automatic Vi regulation.

There are six types of position transmitters:

1 3

No. 3

2

0%
2.

2.5

3.

4.5 4.
3.5

SPAN+ZERO

100%

Fig. 24: Turning transmitter for SAB 110-128-163 and SAB 202 (capacity and Vi)

3
2 1

ALU tube

Fig. 25: Long-stroke capacity rod transmitter for SAB 110-128-163-202, SAB 81-89 and SAB 330 (capaci-
ty and Vi)
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3
2 1

ALU tube

Fig. 26: Long-stroke capacity rod transmitter for SAB 283 Mk1

Fig. 27: Short-stroke capacity transmitter for GST, GSV and RWF from Gram Refrigeration and
short-stroke volume transmitter for GSV, RWF, SAB 283 Mk1 and SAB 355 Mk1

Fig. 28: Long-stroke capacity rod transmitter for SAB 193-233-283 and SAB 355.
Transmitter cannot be calibrated.

Fig. 29: Short-stroke capacity transmitter on SAB 120 and SAB 151.
Short-stroke volume transmitter on SAB 193-233-283 and SAB 355. Transmitter cannot be calibrated.

7.5.1 Calibration procedure for position transmitters
The procedure for calibrating minimum and maximum position is the same for all transmitter
types. In the following, the procedure will be described for compressors with manual Vi, com-
pressors with automatic zero point and finally compressors with automatic Vi adjustment. Cal-
ibration of the specific transmitter type is described in subsection 7.5.6. to 7.5.12. Software
calibration is described in subsection 7.5.13.

7.5.2 Capacity slide adjustment, manual Vi
Note: The capacity transmitter must be adjusted every time the manual adjustable Vi posi-
tion is changed.

Start the compressor in Manual and make sure that the capacity slide is in minimum. Adjust
the minimum position on the transmitter. Now bring the capacity slide to its maximum posi-
tion (i.e. when the current consumption is no longer rising) and adjust the maximum position
on the transmitter. Return the slide to minimum and check.

To make sure that the slide is in maximum physical position (Unisab III does not allow the ca-
pacity button to be activated after reaching 100% indication in the display) it is recommended
to set Cap. 100% Adjustm. at -10% after 100% calibration of the transmitter has been com-
pleted. See subsection 7.5.13. The slide indication in the display must now be 90%. If capaci-
ty can be increased further either automatically by Unisab III or by pressing the F2 /CAP. UP
button, the slide has not yet been calibrated correctly. (Note that it may be necessary to
check if power consumption increases as it cannot be assumed that the transmitter can sup-
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ply more than 20 mA.) If capacity could be increased, cf. above, calibrate the slide again from
point 1 but keep -10% in Cap. 100 Adj.

Reset Cap. 100 Adj to what it was before calibration or adjust it until capacity shows 100%.

7.5.3 Capacity slide adjustment, auto zero point
For SAB 202 compressors with automatic zero point setting, there are two applicable methods
to ensure that the automatic zero point setting does not influence the adjusting of the trans-
mitter minimum position.

• Do not adjust the minimum position on the transmitter until the compressor has stop-
ped and the slide is in mechanical zero.

• Start the compressor in Manual and disconnect the automatic zero point setting while
adjusting the minimum position on the transmitter. Do this by setting Manual zero =
0.1 in the picture Setup/Configuration/Compressor block.

Adjust the minimum position on the transmitter. Now bring the capacity slide to its maximum
position (i.e. when the current consumption is no longer rising) and adjust the maximum po-
sition on the transmitter. Return the slide to minimum and check.

Remember to set Manual zero = 0.0 as soon as the capacity slide adjustment is accomplished.
It is important that the compressor only runs for a short period of time when the automatic
zero point setting is disconnected.

7.5.4 Capacity slide adjustment, auto Vi
To adjust the movement of the capacity slide, the Vi slide must be in minimum position. The
Vi slide is brought to minimum the following way: Start the compressor in Manual, select Con-
trol/values/Capacity/Vi slide position/Control. The following picture will appear:

If Setpoint 1 is 0.0% in this picture it indicates that Unisab III adjusts the Vi slide automati-
cally. Change Setpoint 1 to -10.0% which will change the Vi adjustment to manual and place
the Vi slide in minimum position. The following picture will appear:
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Make sure that the capacity slide is in minimum. Adjust the minimum position on the trans-
mitter. Now bring the capacity slide to its maximum position (i.e. when the current consump-
tion is no longer rising) and adjust the maximum position on the transmitter. Return the slide
to minimum and check. Afterwards, remember to reset Setpoint 1 to 0.0%.

7.5.5 Volume ratio slide adjustment, auto Vi
It is assumed that the capacity slide transmitter has been adjusted correctly. Start the com-
pressor in Manual and move the capacity slide up to 20-30%. Select Control values/
Capacity/Vi slide position/Control and the following picture will appear:

In this picture Setpoint 1 = 0.0% always means that the Vi slide will be adjusted by Unisab III
automatically. Change Setpoint 1 to -10% which changes the Vi adjustment to manual and
places the Vi slide in minimum position.

Adjust the minimum position on the Vi slide position transmitter. Change Setpoint 1 to 110%
and watch the Vi position which is now going to rise to the maximum position.

Wait until it does not rise any further and adjust the maximum position on the transmitter.
Change Setpoint 1 to -10% and check minimum. Change Setpoint 1 to 0.0% for automatic Vi
control.
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Besides, Unisab III automatically changes to automatic Vi control after the compressor has
been stopped.

7.5.6 Adjusting turning transmitter

SAB 110-128-163 and SAB 202 (capacity and Vi)

The turning transmitter has two ways of adjustment. The cover must be removed before ad-
justment. Fig. 30 illustrates the zero and span adjusting screws of the position transmitter.

1 3

No. 3

2

0%
2.

2.5

3.

4.5 4.
3.5

SPAN + ZERO

100%

Slide position
Volume ratio 1 = 4-20 mA

2= +24 VDC
3 = GND

Fig. 30: Zero and span adjusting screws of position transmitter

With the capacity or Vi slide in minimum position, adjust zero until the display shows 0%.
With the capacity or Vi slide in maximum position, adjust span until the display shows 100%.
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7.5.7 Adjusting long-stroke capacity rod

SAB 110-128-163-202, SAB 81-89 and SAB 330 (capacity and Vi)

As shown in Fig. 31, the capacity transmitter is fitted with a single calibration button surroun-
ded by a green and red LED.

Calibration 
push button

LED supplyLED digital 
output

Plug connection

Out 4-20 mA

Supply +24V DC

Common

GND

Fig. 31: Long-stroke capacity rod for SAB 110-128-163-202, SAB 81-89 and SAB 330 (capacity and Vi)

During normal operation the red LED is flashing rather slowly. The green LED is switched on
constantly when the transmitter is in 100% position whereas it flashes quickly when the
transmitter is in 0% position.

Calibration is carried out as follows:

1. Apply supply voltage minimum five minutes before calibration.

2. Press the calibration button for approximately five seconds to get the transmitter in
calibration mode. The red LED will change from normal flash to OFF.

3. Move the slide to minimum position and press the calibration button once. The red
LED will switch ON immediately. After a while, the red LED will turn OFF again indicat-
ing that it is ready for 100% calibration.

4. Move the slide to its maximum position and press the calibration button twice. The
red LED will start flashing quickly. After a while, the red LED will change to a normal
flash rate indicating that calibration is completed.

5. Calibration will be remembered even in case of a power failure. However, if power
supply is turned off during the calibration process the transmitter will return to the
last saved values and it is necessary to recalibrate.

6. It is possible to reset the transmitter to Factory values. Press the calibration button
for minimum 20-30 seconds. The green and red LED will flash shortly (one after the
other) when the factory reset is complete.

The 4-20 mA signal from the transmitter is permanently available. However, during calibra-
tion the signal is based on the default calibration values, so it will neither show 0% at mini-
mum capacity nor 100% at maximum capacity.
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7.5.8 Adjusting long-stroke capacity rod for SAB 283 Mk1

For type part no. 1373-038

Note: For long-stroke transmitters with part no. 1373-057 calibration and terminal connec-
tion are similar to that of SAB 110, SAB 128 etc. Please see subsection 7.5.7.

As shown in Fig. 32, the capacity transmitter is fitted with a single calibration button surroun-
ded by a green and red LED.

During normal operation the red LED flashes rather slowly. The green LED is switched on con-
stantly when the transmitter is in 100% position whereas it flashes quickly when the transmit-
ter is in 0% position.

3

2 1

2 = 
1 = 

3 = 

3

74mm

60mm

2 1

Plug connection Supply, +10 to 32V DC
Common, 0V DC
Out, 4-20 mA
GND

LED digital
output (option)

Calibration
push button

LED supply/operation

Dia
7 mm

Fig. 32: Long-stroke SAB 283 Mk1

Calibration is carried out as follows:

1. Apply supply voltage minimum five minutes before calibration.

2. Move the slide to minimum position and press the calibration button once. The red
LED will switch ON. After a while, the red LED will turn OFF indicating that it is ready
for 100% calibration.

3. Move the slide to its maximum position and press the calibration button again. The
red LED will start flashing quickly. After a while the red LED will flash normally and
calibration is completed.

7.5.9 Adjusting short-stroke capacity rod for Gram GST, GSV and RWF
and short-stroke volume transmitter for GSV, RWF and SAB 283 Mk1 and
SAB 355 Mk1

For part no. 1373-037

Note: For short-stroke transmitters with part no. 1373-061 calibration and terminal connec-
tion are similar to that of SAB 100, SAB 128 etc. Please see subsection 7.5.7.
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1

1 =
2 =
3 =

=

Supply, 24V DC
Common, 0V DC
Out, 4-20 mA

GND

Calibration 
push button

LED supply

LED digital output

Plug connection

Fig. 33: Short-stroke

As shown in Fig. 33 the capacity transmitter is fitted with a single calibration button surroun-
ded by a green and red LED. During normal operation the red LED is flashing rather slowly.
The green LED is switched on constantly when the transmitter is in 100% position whereas it
flashes quickly when the transmitter is in 0% position.

Calibration is carried out as follows:

1. Apply supply voltage minimum five minutes before calibration.

2. Move the slide to its minimum position and press the calibration button once. The red
LED will switch ON. After a while, the red LED will turn OFF indicating that it is ready
for 100% calibration.

3. Move the slide to its maximum position and press the calibration button again. The
red LED will start flashing quickly. After a while the red LED will flash normally and
calibration is completed.

7.5.10 Adjusting long-stroke capacity rod for SAB 193-233-283 and SAB
355
Note: The transmitter cannot be calibrated. Software calibration in Unisab III must be used.

Terminal connection is shown in Fig. 34.

-- 1 --

Plug connection

Dia.
7 mm

60 mm
74 mm

1=Supply +10-32V DC
2=Common 0V DC
3=Out 4-20 mA

GND

Fig. 34: Terminal connection

Note: As the compressors are equipped with auto Vi, follow the instruction in subsection
7.5.4. Capacity slide adjustment, auto Vi and subsection 7.5.13.
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7.5.11 Adjusting short-stroke volume transmitter for SAB 193-233-283
and SAB 355
Note: The transmitter cannot be calibrated. Software calibration in Unisab III must be used.

Terminal connection is shown in Fig. 35.

Plug connection

1= Supply, 24V DC
2= Common 0V DC
3= Out 4-20 mA

= GND

Fig. 35: Terminal connection

Follow the instruction in subsection 7.5.5. Volume ratio slide adjustment, auto Vi and subsec-
tion 7.5.13. Software calibration, hydraulic slide systems

7.5.12 Adjusting short-stroke capacity rod for SAB 120 and SAB 151
Note: The transmitter cannot be calibrated. Software calibration in Unisab III must be used.

Terminal connection is shown in Fig. 36.

Plug connection

1= Supply, 24V DC
2= Common 0V DC
3= Out 4-20 mA

= GND

Fig. 36: Terminal connection

Note: As the compressors are equipped with auto Vi (controlled in 3 steps), follow the in-
struction in subsection 7.5.4. Capacity slide adjustment, auto Vi and subsection 7.5.13. Soft-
ware calibration, hydraulic slide systems
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7.5.13 Software calibration, hydraulic slide systems
When the capacity/Vi slide position transmitter has been adjusted (see subsections 7.5.1. to
7.5.12.) or if it is not possible to calibrate the transmitter itself, this function can be used to
adjust/fine-tune the signal. It is possible to software calibrate both capacity and Vi slide posi-
tion in the same picture. Select Setup/Configuration/Calibrate/Position.

Minimum position (0%) should always be calibrated before maximum position (100%).

Move the capacity or Vi slide to minimum position as described in subsections 7.5.2. to 7.5.4.
You can move the capacity slide down in position by pressing the F3 /CAP. DOWN button. If
the actual reading (cap. slide position or Vi slide position) is not showing 0.0%, but e.g.
1.5%, position the cursor at Cap. Zero Adjustm. or Vi zero adjustment and change the cali-
bration value to -1.5%.

Then move the capacity or Vi slide to maximum position as described in subsections 7.5.2. to
7.5.4. You can move the capacity slide up in position by pressing the F2 /CAP.UP button. If the
actual reading (cap. slide position or Vi slide position) is not showing 100.0%, but e.g. 95.8%,
position the cursor at Cap.100% Adjustm. or Vi 100% adjustment and change the calibration
value to +4.2%.

If recalibration is needed it is recommended to reset both Zero Adjustm. and 100% Adjustm.
to 0.0 before recalibration is carried out.

Note: If the capacity/Vi transmitters cannot be calibrated the calibration values used in Soft-
ware adjustment are usually higher. Eg the values used for a SAB193L are approximately
-46.8% for Cap. Zero Adjustm. and +49.3% for Cap. 100% Adjustm. Similarly the volume
slide values for a SAB 193L are approximately -37.7% for VI Zero Adjustment and +61.8%
for VI 100% Adjustment.
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7.6. Electrical slide systems (certain screw compressors)
The built-in capacity slide position transmitter must be adjusted correctly to ensure safe and
reliable slide control. This adjustment must always be carried out as described in
7.6.2. Transmitter adjustment. Afterwards, the capacity signal must be adjusted by software
as described in 7.5.13. Software calibration, hydraulic slide systems.

7.6.1 Manual slide positioning
Contrary to hydraulic slides, the electrical capacity slide can be positioned manually for test-
ing. This is useful when performing transmitter adjustment and software adjustment. Select
Setup/Compr. Control Mode = Stop and then Setup/Configuration/Calibrate/Position.

The following picture will appear:

While this picture is open (and Unisab III is still in Stop mode) the capacity slide can be
moved by means of F2 /CAP. UP and F3 /CAP. DOWN.

Note that when reaching the end stop, the shutdown Capacity error will be displayed after two
seconds. Release the button at once and reset the shutdown.

7.6.2 Transmitter adjustment
The capacity transmitter is fitted with a single calibration button surrounded by a green and a
red LED as shown in Fig. 37.

LED position
(Green)

Calibration
push button

LED-working
(Red)

Normally, not visible
For calibration 
remove  cover

Fig. 37: Capacity transmitter
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During normal operation the red LED is flashing rather slowly. The green LED is switched on
constantly when the transmitter is in 100% position whereas it flashes quickly when the
transmitter is in 0% position.

Calibration is carried out as follows:

1. Apply supply voltage minimum five minutes before calibration.

2. Press the calibration button for five seconds to get the transmitter in calibration
mode. The red LED will change from normal flashing to OFF.

3. Decrease capacity to minimum and press the calibration button once. The red LED will
turn ON. After a while, the red LED will turn OFF again indicating that the position
transmitter is ready for 100% calibration.

4. Increase capacity to maximum and press the calibration button twice. The red LED
will start flashing quickly. After a while, the red LED will change to normal flash rate
indicating that calibration has been completed.

Points 3 or 4 or both may be ignored. Pressing the calibration button for five seconds in cali-
bration mode will bring the transmitter back to normal operation mode.

The 4-20 mA signal from the transmitter is permanently available. However, during calibra-
tion the signal is based on the default calibration values so it will neither show 0% at mini-
mum capacity nor 100% at maximum capacity.

Note: It is possible to return to the default calibration values by pressing the calibration but-
ton down for minimum twenty seconds. However, it is the default values of the transmitter
manufacturer which are reset. These values may differ very much from the correct values for
the compressor. Reset is indicated by the red and green LED flashing briefly a couple of times.

7.6.3 Software calibration, electrical slide systems
When the capacity position transmitter has been adjusted (see subsection 7.6.2. Transmitter
adjustment) capacity must be further adjusted. It is recommended to introduce a calculation
offset of 2% to ensure that the slide does not collide with the end stops. Collisions will reduce
slide motor service life etc.

Select Setup/Configuration/Calibrate/Position.

Decrease capacity to minimum. Change Cap. Zero Adjustm. so that a value of -2.0% is dis-
played for Cap Slide Position.

If capacity is e.g. 1.5 % and Cap. Zero Adjustm. = 0.0% select Cap. Zero Adjustm. = - 3.5%.

Increase capacity to maximum. Change Cap. 100% Adjustm. so that a value of 102.0 % is
displayed for Capacity. If capacity is e.g. 100.3% and Cap. 100% Adjustm. = 0.0% select
Cap. 100% Adjustm.= 1.7 %.
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8. Unisab III (boot) and communication set-up

8.1. Introduction

Sections 8.2. to 8.4. describe the boot set-up menus in Unisab III. In the boot menus you can
set up Ethernet communication and contrast, you can upload and download software and you
can find information about internal and external flash memory. The boot loader in Unisab III
is equivalent to the BIOS in a PC.

Section 8.5. contains a communication overview and instructions on how to configure the Uni-
sab III ports for Ethernet, RS485/Danbus and Profibus/DP.

Section 8.6. discusses how to use a PC browser to connect to Unisab III. You can upload and
download software with a normal browser.

Section 8.7. describes the PC tool for remote HMI control and supervision UniHMI, and the
software simulator tool UniSim.

8.2. Enter boot loader
There are two methods of entering the Unisab III boot loader menu system:

1. Power off Unisab III and power it on again while pressing the  and  keys for 5-10
seconds.

2. Make a software reset by pressing at the same time the three keys F2 , F3  and F4 .
While Unisab III is resetting, press  and  for 5-10 seconds.

The entry picture for the boot loader menu is shown below. It shows Unisab III software infor-
mation and three menu options:

1. F1/Update - of controller software, languages and configuration.
2. F2 /Info - about flash/file system, Ethernet and contrast setting.
3. F4 /Exit - to exit the boot loader and start up the Unisab III controller software.

8.3. Update

Press F1/Update to update Unisab III controller software, language and configuration from
the SD flash card.

If you have inserted an SD card with a valid software path in the card socket on top of the
print cassette, the picture below will appear. It shows the software information for the inser-
ted SD card.
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In the right frame the file content of the software version 1.0.6.5 (in this example) on the SD
flash card is shown.

The path on the flash card to software version 1.0.6.5 must be
X:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_6_5.

In the Update menu, you have four (five) options:

1. F1/Transfer - to transfer (configuration) files from Unisab III to SD card or

/Enter - to transfer software files from SD card to Unisab III

2. F2 /Position - cursor up

3. F3 /Position - cursor down

4. F4 /Refresh the picture, e.g. if you have inserted another SD card

F2  and F3  are used to navigate up and down in the file list. F4  is used to refresh the file list.

To transfer (download) the configuration files from Unisab III to the flash card, press F1/
Transfer and follow the instruction on the screen.

Before inserting the SD card make sure it contains the following path: E:\UnisabIII\updates
\1_0_6_5. Note that the drive letter E:\ and the version number 1_0_6_5 are examples only
and may very well be different from yours.

In this example the path: E:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_6_5 on the SD card is empty, it does not
contain any files.

Press the F1/Transfer button to download configuration and setting files from Unisab III to
the flash card.
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Press Yes to proceed.

When the transfer is completed, press OK and Unisab III will display “Has config files”.

Now you can remove the SD card from Unisab III, insert it in your PC, copy the files to a drive
position or import the files directly into e.g. U Set. This transfer operation provides you with
all 10 .xml files plus a vfd.dat and a watchdogLog.log file. Only four of these files are accessi-
ble by U Set as described in 8.8. U Set configuration tool.

The following files can be downloaded and edited by U Set:

• Configuration.xml - this file contains the Unisab III configuration and calibration val-
ues

• AnalogInput.xml - this file contains shutdown/alarm limits and set points

• PIDSettings.xml - this file contains PID regulator parameters, like Ti, Td and Ts

• Timers.xml - this file contains the Unisab III timers setting

The following .xml files will be downloaded too:

• UniqueConfig.xml - (configuration file, version info, IP setup)

• HMIsettings.xml - (configuration file, favourite’s setup)
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• R000Table.xml - (configuration file, refrigerant R000 setup)

• Modbus.xml - (Modbus TCP address look up file)

The following files are for internal use only. Do not try to open or modify these files as this
may crash the system.

• ShutdownLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• TimeLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• watchdogLog.log - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Vfd.dat - (for internal use only, do not modify)

To transfer (upload) the displayed files from the SD flash card to Unisab III, press  and
follow the instruction on the screen. The following types of files can be uploaded:

• UnisabIII_1065.strip - (program application, not visible in the file overview)

• ResourceBundles – (language file library)

• ResourceBundle - (English language file)

• ResourceBundle_xx - (language file for xx language)

• UniqueConfig.xml - (configuration file, version info, IP setup)

• HMIsettings.xml - (configuration file, favourite’s setup)

• Configuration.xml - (configuration file, configuration setup)

• AnalogInput.xml - (configuration file, analogue limits setup)

• PIDSettings.xml - (configuration file, PID parameter setup)

• Timers.xml - (configuration file, timer setup)

• R000Table.xml - (configuration file, refrigerant R000 setup)

• Modbus.xml - (Modbus TCP address look up file)

The following files are for internal use only. Do not try to open or modify these files as it may
crash the system.

• ShutdownLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• TimeLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Vfd.dat - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Watchdog.log - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Flashload.sem - (for internal use only, do not modify)

Choose the software version you want to upload, in this case version 1.0.6.5, and press .
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Answer yes.

Now restart Unisab III to make the change take effect. Unisab III is now updated to version
1.0.6.5, (including 18 language files and configuration files) which can be seen if you enter
the boot loader again.

If there is no SD (MMC) card in the card socket or no card with a valid software path on the
SD card in the socket, you will get the following error message when you press F1/Update.
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8.3.1 Uploading new software version
Place the following files for e.g. software version 1.0.6.5, in a library with the following path
on the flash card: E:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_6_5:

• UnisabIII_1065.strip - (program application, not visible in the file overview)

• ResourceBundles – (language file library)

• Vfd.dat - (data information for frequency drive)

Insert the flash card in Unisab III and follow the instruction described in section 8.2. Enter
boot loader and 8.3. Update. Update to upload the software update.

If the file version on the SD card is newer than the present software version, Unisab III will
ask if the software version should be updated when you insert the SD card and restart Unisab
III (i.e. pressing F2 , F3 , F4  or power off/on).

First you will be prompted to accept.

If you answer Yes, updating (uploading) to version 1.0.6.9 will take place.

Unisab III is now updated to version 1.0.6.9 (including the 18 language files, VFD.dat and op-
tional configuration files on the SD card). Now restart Unisab III to make the software change
take effect.
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8.3.2 Uploading configuration
Place one or more of the files Configuration.xml, AnalogInput.xml, PIDSettings.xml and
Timers.xml, for e.g. software version 1.0.6.5, in a library with the following path on the flash
card: X:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_6_5.

• Configuration.xml - this file contains the Unisab III configuration and calibration val-
ues

• AnalogInput.xml - this file contains shutdown/alarm limits and set points

• PIDSettings.xml - this file contains PID regulator parameters, like Ti, Td and Ts

• Timers.xml - this file contains the Unisab III timers setting

Insert the flash card in Unisab III and follow the instruction described in section 8.2. Enter
boot loader and 8.3. Update to upload the new configuration file(s).

You must restart Unisab III to make the change take effect.

8.3.3 Uploading new/additional language
Place the language files ResourceBundle_xx you want to upload, for e.g. software version
1.0.6.5, in a library with the following path on the flash card: X:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_6_5.

There is a number of languages available in Unisab III. See Languages in subsection
1.2.5. Session for the list of languages. Eg ResourceBundle_cs is the Czech language.

Insert the flash card in Unisab III and follow the instruction described in section 8.2. Enter
boot loader and 8.3. Update to upload the new language file(s).

You must restart Unisab III to make the change take effect.

8.4. Info

Press F2 /Info to find information about flash memory, Ethernet setting and contrast setting.

In the Info menu you have four options:

1. F1/Flash - information about the internal flash use.

2. F2 /Ethernet- information and set-up of the Ethernet port.

3. F3 /File system - information about the SD card and the internal flash memory.

4. F4 /Contrast - information about contrast setting.
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8.4.1 Flash
Press F1/Flash for memory information about the internal flash use. These pictures are for in-
ternal use only.
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8.4.2 Ethernet, IP address set-up
Press F2 /Ethernet for information about Ethernet port set-up.

To change the Ethernet set-up, press F1/Modify.

To change the IP addresses, press .

Change the number using the F keys or the arrow keys, and press .

In the same way you can set the appropriate subnet mask and gateway address. The subnet
mask must be the exact same on all Unisab III units and possible PC/routers on the LAN
(Ethernet) network.

The gateway address must be set to an IP address which matches the address of the LAN net-
work, i.e. the PC/router on the first three segments.

The DNS server address must be set to an IP address which matches the address of an op-
tional DNS server.
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It is not necessary to change the broadcast address. When all settings are OK press  and /
Escape. Unisab III will now be restarted with the new settings.

If the communication load on the Intranet/LAN, which Unisab III is directly connected to, is
very high, the user interface may become very slow or in more extreme cases, Unisab III may
restart. If this happens, you can lower the impact of the high communication load on Unisab
III by changing the parameter LAN load high from No to Yes. See also subsection 5.2.2. Soft-
ware, Misc functions.
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8.4.3 File system
Press F3 /File system to find information about the internal flash memory and the external
flash card memory.

The picture above contains file information for the SD card.

The picture above contains file information for the internal flash memory.

Press F4 /Format to go to the picture below:

In this picture you can format (erase) the internal flash memory.

Note: All software information, i.e. all settings, languages etc will be lost after this command.

8.4.4 Contrast (display)
Press F4 /Contrast to find information about the contrast setting.

The contrast setting of the display happens automatically but it is possible to make a manual
adjustment.

The display contrast may be adjusted in this picture:
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Change the contrast value with F2 /Up (higher contrast) and F3 /Down (lower contrast) keys.
The adjustment range is from approximately 70% to 100%.

The value 100 = a dark display.
The value 70 = a light display.

Note that a setting below approximately 70% will make it impossible to read the text. The
best contrast setting for the display is usually around 90% (default).

When the setting is OK press  and F4 /Exit. Unisab III will now be restarted with the new
settings.

The display contrast can be adjusted with the F1+ F2  keys to make the display lighter and the
F1+ F3  keys to make the display darker. Hold down the F2  or F3  key while repeatedly press-
ing F1  to lighten or darken the display.

The Unisab III contrast setting system was originally set to a default value of 90. The contrast
value is stored in the controller memory. In some cases the user would like to increase the
contrast to a higher value than the maximum value of 100 so the contrast circuit was changed
leading to a new default value of 40.

The new contrast system was introduced with the revision F controller and revision F HMI. De-
fault values and combination of controllers and HMIs are shown in Table 1:

HMI Controller Before Rev. F From Rev. F
Before Rev. F 90 40
From Rev. F 90 40

The contrast range is between 0 (Light) and 100 (Dark).

If you experience a blank display after installation of a new software version or after replacing
the controller or HMI, proceed as follows:

Slowly adjust the contrast to a darker display, as described above, until you can see a picture.
If no picture appears in the display, the contrast may be set too high. Try to adjust the con-
trast slowly to a lighter display. Proceed until a picture appears in the display.
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8.5. Communication set-up

8.5.1 Connection overview

Internet/Intranet

Firewall

Switch Ethernet 
(10/100-Base-T)

SCADA

Laptop

RADAR
Remote
Assistance
Diagnostics

and 

data

Unisab II
SCADA

data Response

Central server

Gateway

Unisab III

Profibus/DPModbus/RTU
RS485

RS485
VFD PLC

Unisab II
Sequence

link

Sabvisual
YSAC
YORK

Standard
Automation

Concept

Wireless

Laptop

Unisab III compressor controller
- ultimate connectivety

Fig. 38: Unisab III communication channels

Fig. 38 is an overview of the communication channels in Unisab III:

• An Ethernet channel connected by a switch or router

• An RS485 port used for sequencing communication between Unisab III and Unisab II

• An RS485 port used for e.g. connection to a VFD (Variable Frequency Drive)

• A Profibus/DP port used for connection to a PLC or other Profibus device

Through the Ethernet switch/router Unisab III can communicate by Modbus/TCP with e.g. oth-
er Unisab III units, SCADA applications, UniHMI, UniSim and Johnson Controls RADAR.

For more information, see the relevant manuals for Modbus/TCP, Profibus/DP or RS2LAN.

8.5.2 Configuration of Ethernet channel
See subsection 8.4.2. on how to set up the Unisab III IP address. You may use different rang-
es of “free” IP addresses intended for small closed LAN nets, e.g. you may use the
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192.168.10.xxx IP number range, as suggested here. Use CAT5 Ethernet cables to connect
Unisab III to the switch or router.

If you do not intend to connect to an external network, such as the Internet or an Intranet, it
is sufficient to use a switch to interconnect between up to 14 Unisab III units.

If you intend to connect to an external network, such as the Internet or an Intranet, you must
use a VPN router (or alternatively a router with a build-in firewall). You may use a Linksys
type RV042 VPN router but note that it is intended for office use and installation. It should not
be mounted in an industrial environment such as a machine room. Industrial types of VPN
routers are also available but at a higher cost.

Consult the Router manual for WAN and LAN set-up.

For the Linksys type RV042 router you need to set up two pages. First connect to the router
default IP address (192.168.1.1) with a browser as described in the Linksys manual.

In the Linksys page Set up > Network, enter the LAN setting as suggested in Fig. 39 (corre-
sponding to the Unisab III IP setting). Enter the WAN connection type setting as supplied by
the net operator.

In the Linksys page VPN > PPTP Server Network, click Enable PPTP Server and enter a VPN
client range e.g. 192.168.10.200 to 204. Maximum five concurrent VPN clients are possible.
Now you can define the needed number of VPN client, i.e. user names and passwords.

Internet/ 
Intranet

WAN setting
IP address:  Supplied by the net operator 
Mask:   255.255.240.0

LAN setting (Unisab III subnet)

IP address:  192.168.10.254 
Mask  255.255.255.0

Switch  
or router

Unisab III no. 1 Unisab III no. 2 Unisab III no. 14
LAN setting 
(Unisab III subnet) 
 
IP adress: 192.168.10.01 
Mask:    255.255.255.0 
Gateway: 192.168.10.254

LAN setting 
(Unisab III subnet) 
 
IP adress: 192.168.10.02 
Mask:    255.255.255.0 
Gateway: 192.168.10.254

LAN setting 
(Unisab III subnet) 
 
IP adress: 192.168.10.14 
Mask:    255.255.255.0 
Gateway: 192.168.10.254

If you want to connect Unisab III 
subnet through Internet or Intranet 
you must use a router with a 
build-in VPN server

Fig. 39: Ethernet set-up

8.5.3 Configuration of RS485 port/Danbuss
See subsection 6.4.6. Communication for the software set-up of the RS485/Danbuss port in
Unisab III.

The communication number Compr. must be defined to a number between 1 and 14. You
must also define the communication speed baud rate which is normally set to 19200. See also
the Unisab III sequence manual.

The RS485/Danbuss cable is a screened two wire twisted cable. It is daisy-chained from Uni-
sab to Unisab. Three/six terminals are used. For the electrical connections see Fig. 40 for plug
X11. Use jumper S1 to terminate the Danbuss network in the first and last Unisab III. To
avoid communication problems (noise) ensure that all Unisab III units on the same Danbuss
network are properly grounded to a common ground with a 6□PVT Green/Yellow cable.
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Unisab III/Unisab II

In case of communication connections between Unisab III units  
and/or Unisab II units end termination must be used.  
In Unisab III set termination switch S1=On.  
In Unisab II connect end termination block.

9 11 13 1210 14

-- Tx D1
-- Rx D1

X11

9 11 13 1210 14

-- Tx D1
-- Rx D1

X11

63 64 65 66

-- Tx DL 12
-- Rx DL 13

63 64 65 66

-- Tx DL 12
-- Rx DL 13

9 10 7

-- Tx D1
-- Rx D1

X11

9 10 7

-- Tx D1
-- Rx D1

X11
S1=on S1=off

S1=offS1=on

termination block

termination block

Unisab III Unisab III

Unisab III Unisab III

Unisab II

Unisab II

LED colours 
Tx D1 = red 
Rx D1 = green

Unisab III print cassette rev. E +

Unisab III print cassette rev. D

LED colours 
Tx DL 12 = red 
Rx DL 13 = green

Fig. 40: RS485/Danbuss connection

Unisab III uses Danbuss for Multisab sequencing between Unisab III or Unisab II (up to 14
units). This means that you can connect a Unisab III unit into an existing Unisab II Danbuss
network and make the Unisab III run with the previously installed Unisab II, see Fig. 41.

Unisab III/Unisab II 
SCADA data

Ethernet

RS2LAN 
Gateway

Unisab II no. 1 Unisab II no. 2 Unisab II no. 3

Unisab III no. 4 Unisab III no. 5

RS485/Danbuss Sequence link

Fig. 41: Danbuss set-up

From a Unisab II unit it is also possible to read SCADA data (i.e. compressor running informa-
tion, configuration, set point, limits, timers etc) from a Unisab III through Danbuss and an
RS2LAN gateway, see Fig. 41.
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8.5.4 Configuration of Profibus/DP
See subsection 6.4.6. Communication for the software set-up of the Profibus/DP port in Uni-
sab III.

First you must enable Profibus communication by setting Profibus to Yes. Next, define the Pro-
fibus Node No. between 1 and 254 and the protocol type or GSD file no. you want to run. GSD
file 095D is the extended protocol and 08AA is the tiny protocol. The communication speed
Profi baud rate will be set up automatically when Unisab III is connected to another
Profibus/DP device.

For more information see the Unisab Profibus DP protocol manual.
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8.6. Web/TFTP interface

8.6.1 Files.htm
Code and settings can be uploaded or downloaded to/from Unisab III using a normal PC
browser.

Open the browser and write: http://”unisab IP address”/files.htm

You may need to define the Unisab IP address as a trusted site in your browser to be able to
open this address. In Microsoft Internet Explorer this can be done under Tools/Internet Op-
tions/Security.

The following screen should appear in your browser window. (The screen may differ from the
example below.)
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Find the file you want to upload using the Open button and then press Upload.

The following types of files can be uploaded:

• ColdfireHMI.strip - (program application, not visible in the file overview)

• ResourceBundles – (language file library)

o RessourceBundle - (English language file)

o RessourceBundle_xx - (language file for xx language)

• ArialUnicode_8p.pbf - (Unicode language support file)

• ArialUnicodeBold_8p.pbf - (Unicode language support file)

• UniqueConfig.xml - (configuration file, version info, IP setup)

• HMIsettings.xml - (configuration file, favourites setup)

• Configuration.xml - (configuration file, configuration setup )

• AnalogInput.xml - (configuration file, analogue limits setup)

• PIDSettings.xml - (configuration file, PID parameter setup)

• Timers.xml - (configuration file, timer setup)

• R000Table.xml - (configuration file, refrigerant R000 setup)

• Modbus.xml - (Modbus TCP address look up file)

• EmailService.xml – (configuration file, remote monitor server and user e-mail address
setup)

The following files are for internal use only, do not try to open or modify these files as it may
crash the system.

• ShutdownLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• TimeLog.xml - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Vfd.dat - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Watchdog.log - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• Flashload.sem - (for internal use only, do not modify)

• trend.txt – (trend log for internal use, do not modify)

• trend.tmp - (trend log for internal use, do not modify)

Make sure to upload language files of the type ResourceBundles_xx into the sub-directory
named ResourceBundles, i.e. you must change the directory (by clicking on ResourceBundles)
before uploading.
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8.6.2 Screen.htm
The actual Unisab III screen picture can be displayed using a PC browser.

Open the browser and write: http://”unisab IP address”/screen.htm

The Unisab III screen below should then appear in the browser window:
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8.7. Software tools

8.7.1 SabHMI remote user interface

Connecting the SabHMI interface to the Unisab III panel

If connecting directly from the Unisab III panel to the PC, use a crossed LAN cable. The PC
must be set to a specific IP address matching the address of the Unisab III on the first three
segments. Segment 4 must be different. The Subnet mask must be the exact same on the PC
as on the Unisab III.

If Unisab III and the PC are both connected to a LAN network, the PC can be set to obtain the
IP address automatically but the Subnet mask on the Unisab III panel must be set to the
same one used on the LAN network.

Start the Unisab III HMI simulator. Find the menu Setup/Session/Remote Connect. Adjust the
IP address to be the same as the one in the Unisab III panel you wish to connect to. Please
note that the IP address is divided into 4 sections (IP no. 1, 2, 3 and 4).

When the IP address is set, scroll down to the line Remote Connect and select Remote. Now
communication between the HMI simulator and the Unisab III panel is established and the last
line reads Connected to the specific address.

With SabHMI you can operate the connected Unisab III remotely as if you were operating Uni-
sab III itself. Operation is carried out the exact same way; you have the same display and
can press the keys with your mouse.

From Unisab III version 1.0.5.0, the SabHMI application can be started directly with an IP
number as parameter. Using the string: /REM:xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx as a parameter in the windows
shortcut makes SabHMI connect remotely to the Unisab III with IP number xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx.

The shortcut target line may look like this: "C:\Program Files\YORK\UnisabIII_1056
\Win32HMI.exe" /REM:10.63.129.34. In this example SabHMI will connect remotely to the
Unisab III with IP number 10.63.129.34.

From version 1.0.7.0 the name of file map where program and data files are installed is
changed from \YORK\ to \JCI\. The shortcut target line may now look like this: "C:\Program
Files\JCI\UnisabIII_1076 \Win32HMI.exe" /REM:10.63.129.34.

From version 1.0.8.0 the file map where the data (xml) files are installed is separated from
the program code file map. Data files are now installed in the folder: C:\Documents and Set-
tings\”username”\Local Settings\Application Data\UnisabIII_1082.
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8.7.2 SabSim Data simulator

Connecting the SabSim Data simulator to the Unisab III panel

Start the SabSim Data simulator. Click on File and New. Click OK to the New Module (Com-
pressor Simulator) and the simulator picture will open.

Click on Connection/Configure and insert the IP address of the Unisab III panel you wish to
connect to and click OK (Port and node number should not be changed).

Click on Connection/Connect and the SabSim Data simulator should now be connected the
Unisab III panel. Check if Unisab III shows the values set on the data simulator.

It is possible to connect both the SabSim data simulator and the SabHMI simulator to the
same Unisab III panel at the same time.

Operation of SabSim is described in the manual Unisab III HW simulator and is quite intuitive.

8.7.3 Demo and training package - UniDemo

Connecting the SabSim Data simulator to the Unisab III HMI simulator.

Start the Unisab III HMI Simulator. In the menu Setup/Session/Remote Connect set Remote
Connect to Local. Start the SabSim Data simulator. Click on File and New in the SabSim Data
simulator. Click OK to the New Module (Compressor Simulator) and the simulator picture will
open.

Click on Connection/Configure and insert the IP address of the Unisab III HMI simulator (the
address is 127.0.0.1). Click OK (Port and node number should not be changed).

Click on Connection/Connect and the SabSim Data simulator should now be connected the
Unisab III HMI simulator. Check if data on the Unisab III HMI and data simulator are identical.
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8.8. U Set configuration tool

8.8.1 U Set configuration software for setup of Unisab III
The new Unisab III configuration software U Set has been developed as a tool to make it eas-
ier to configure Unisab III in the field and to manage and keep track of the Unisab III setup.

The U Set software can be downloaded from the Sabroe site: www.sabroe.com. Check that
the U Set version number corresponds to the Unisab III software version. The version number
is part of the U Set file name, e.g. U Set 1.09.0(#21).xls means that this is U Set corresponds
to Unisab III software version 1.0.9.0, with U Set sub revision number #21.

To start the U Set program (Excel), click the Enable Macros button to activate the U Set func-
tions.

Excel 2007: Office button/Excel options/Trust Center/Trust Center settings/Macro Settings>Enable all macros
(OR Disable all macros WITH notification) (Restart Excel).
Excel 2003: Tools/Macro/Security/Security Level <= Medium (Restart Excel)

Handle and change settings

When the U Set program is running, it is possible to import and modify an already existing
configuration or setup file and then export it. First you may want to change the language. In
the language drop down menu in the top of U Set you can choose any one of the Unisab III
languages. The top menu and the help function will remain in English.

The following files can be imported and exported:

• Configuration.xml - this file contains the Unisab III configuration and calibration val-
ues

• AnalogInput.xml - this file contains shutdown/alarm limits and set points

• PIDSettings.xml - this file contains PID regulator parameters, like Ti, Td and Ts
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• Timers.xml - this file contains the Unisab III timers setting

• EmailService.xml - this file contains the Unisab III e-mail set up

To import a file, click on one of the Import buttons at the top of U Set. A window opens and
you will be asked to pick a file from a drive position. In the example below the Configura-
tion.xml file is imported from Desktop.

You can also import files directly from an SD card as seen below where all eleven Unisab
III .xml files are available on the card.
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You may choose to import just one file, e.g. the Configuration.xml file, up to five files, or no
files at all depending on the settings you want to perform.

You can import files previously downloaded from Unisab III to a drive position, as described
under Download settings from Unisab III.

When the file(s) have been imported into U Set, the file contents will be displayed in the re-
spective U Set tables where the values can be reviewed, modified and printed.

The U Set tables are divided into the following tables:

• Configuration

• Analogue/regulator settings

• Calibration

• Timers

• E-mail
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Fig. 42: Configuration
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Fig. 43: Analogue/regulator settings

Fig. 44: Calibration
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Fig. 45: Timers

Fig. 46: E-mail settings
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If you choose not to import any files, U Set shows and uses the default settings or the ones
previously saved.

When you have reviewed the settings, made the necessary changes and optionally printed
them out, they can be saved in three ways:

• You can choose to export the settings as .xml files i.e. in the Unisab III file format.
As listed above U Set handles five Unisab III files, each with their own content. These
files can later be uploaded to Unisab III as described under Upload settings to Unisab
III. In the example below, the Configuration.xml file is exported to Desktop.

• You may also choose to use the All files export button. In that case all five xml files
are exported as one in Unisab III file format to a chosen folder.
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• The settings can also be exported directly to an SD card as seen below where all elev-
en Unisab III .xml files are already available on the card.

• You may also choose to save all the settings made in U Set as one .xls (excel) file.
This file cannot be uploaded to Unisab III. The file can be saved with a Save or Save
As command with the file name and position you choose.

When the files have been exported or you have used the Save/Save As command you can
close the U Set program.

Download settings from Unisab III

It is not possible to import or export directly from Unisab III to U Set, you need to use a PC
drive or SD card as an intermediate storage.

To review, modify or print the configuration and settings in Unisab III the relevant file(s) must
be transferred from Unisab III to your PC. This can be done by SD card or with a network
connection:

• To transfer by SD card: Insert the card into Unisab III and enter the Boot/Update
menu. Before inserting the SD card make sure it contains an empty directory with the
following path: E:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_9_0. Note that the drive letter E:\ and the
version number 1_0_9_0 are examples only and may very well be different from
yours.
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By pressing the Transfer/ F1  button and accepting to proceed, all Unisab III configuration and
setting files will be transferred to the SD card.

When the transfer is completed, press OK and Unisab III will display “Has config files”.

Now you can remove the SD card from Unisab III, insert it in your PC, copy the files to a drive
position or import the files directly into U Set.

This transfer operation provides you with eleven .xml files (plus three other files; vfd.dat,
trend.txt and watchdog.log) of which only the five of these xml files are accessible by U Set as
described under Handle and change settings.

• By network connection, i.e. a crossed Ethernet cable and a Browser, it is also possible
to log on to Unisab III and transfer the settings files one by one to a PC drive position
and then import the files into U Set.

See chapter 8 in the Engineering manual for further details.

Upload settings to Unisab III

After modifying the settings or adding new ones you may want to transfer these to Unisab III.
Do this by SD card or by using a network connection:

• To upload by SD card, insert the card into Unisab III and enter the Boot/Update
menu. Before inserting the SD make sure that all the file(s) you want to upload are
placed in this path: E:\UnisabIII\updates\1_0_9_0.
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In the Boot/Update menu picture Unisab III will display “Has config files”. When you

press the Enter/  button the Unisab III configuration and setting files on the SD card
will be uploaded to Unisab III.

When the files have been successfully uploaded Unisab III will display “Updating con-
figuration…Done (5 files)”. (In this example 5 .xml files were preset on the card)

Unisab III is now updated with the new settings and the SD card can be removed.
Press Restart [ F1] for the changes to take effect.

• By network connection, i.e. a crossed Ethernet cable and a Browser, it is possible to
log on to Unisab III and upload the settings files from a PC drive position one by one
to Unisab III.

See the Engineering manual chapter 8 for more information.
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9. Troubleshooting

9.1. Troubleshooting Unisab III controller

9.1.1 Diagnose tool
If irregularities occur in connection with compressor operation, Unisab III can be inspected to
determine the cause of these irregularities.

In case of a shutdown all operating data including status of all inputs/outputs, analogue val-
ues and time and date will be stored in the History menu. The shutdown list in the History
menu includes all data for the last 30 shutdown events. This makes it possible to inspect in-
formation on the display, which is particularly useful when searching for the cause of a com-
pressor shutdown. For a description of how to use the shutdown list in the History menu, see
chapter 4.

For troubleshooting it is also possible to check the actual status of all digital/analogue inputs
and outputs in the Unisab III Service menu, see chapter 5.

9.1.2 Light diodes
If opening the Unisab III panel, it is possible to find a number of light diodes (LED) showing
the actual status of digital inputs/outputs, communication and power supply etc. The Unisab
III includes the following LEDs:

Digital inputs (Green, 14 pcs)

Digital outputs (Red, 20 pcs)

Communication (LAN, Danbus/RS485, Profibus)

Sd card busy (Red, 1 pcs)

Processer status (Green, 1 pcs)

Processer reset (Red, 1 pcs)

Power on (Green, 1 pcs)

The position of each LED is shown in Fig. 47.
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Fig. 47: LED positions

Digital inputs, 1 to 14 (Green)
The light diodes are marked from 1 to 14 and the attached functions appear from the list of
inputs.
Input 1-13: Light in diode = input activated.
Input 14: Light in diode = input deactivated.

Digital ouputs, 1 to 20 (Red)
The light diodes are marked from 1 to 20 and the attached functions appear from the list of
outputs.
Light in diode = output activated.
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Communication
LAN: 100 (yellow), 10 (yellow), link (green). The green link LED is on when the LAN network
is connected. The two yellow LEDs indicate if it is a 10/100 Mbit connection.
RS485: TxD 2 (red), Tx2 EN (yellow), RxD 2 (green), TxD 1 (red), Tx1 EN (yellow), RxD 1
(green) Profibus: RxD (green), TxD (red), RTS (yellow)

SD card busy, 1 (Red)
Light in diode = SD card is busy.

Processor status, 1 (Green).
Flashing diode = Processor is active. The green light diode must flash irregularly whenever
Unisab III is electrified. A constant light or no light is a sign of malfunctioning.

Processor reset, 1 (Red) Light in diode = Processor is resetting. The red light diode must
usually be off. It is only on for brief moments in case the CPU tries to restart the program.
This may only happen while Unisab III is switched on.

Power on, 1 (Green)
Light in diode = Power is on.

9.1.3 Digital inputs
If a digital input is disconnected, the specific input will never become active. If the digital in-
put is short circuit to ground the status of the specific input will switch to active.

9.1.4 Analogue inputs
If any of the analogue inputs (PT100 sensors, pressure or position transmitters) fail it will
usually cause Unisab III to shutdown the compressor. Unisab III will react differently depend-
ing on the failure but the following description can be used to evaluate the error.

PT100 inputs

If the sensor is disconnected, Unisab III will show a temperature of 200°C and the compressor
will usually shut down on high temperature.

If the sensor is short circuit the temperature will show -200°C and the compressor will usually
shut down on low temperature.

Pressure inputs (4-20 mA)

If the transmitter is disconnected, Unisab III will show a pressure of -2 to -4 bar and the com-
pressor will usually shut down on low pressure. If the transmitter is short circuit the pressure
will show 12/33/77 bar depending on the pressure ratio for the specific transmitter and the
compressor will usually shut down on high pressure.

The pressure transmitters are supplied by 24 VDC from Unisab III. If the power supply is
short circuit to ground the pressure will show -2 to -4 bar and the compressor will usually
shut down on low pressure. The internal safety circuit will shut down if the power supply for
the specific transmitter in the event of short circuit to ground and Unisab III will not be dam-
aged. When the error has been corrected, Unisab III will operate normally.

Capacity and Vi slide position inputs (4-20 mA)

If the transmitter is disconnected, Unisab III will show a position of approximately -24%. The
exact reading depends on the software calibration of the specific input in Unisab III. If the
compressor is running in Auto mode it will show a capacity error alarm or shut down on Vi po-
sition error or after operating for a while. If the compressor is running in Remote mode it will
shut down on capacity error, Vi position error or after operating for a while.
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If the signal is short circuit to ground it will have same effect as if the transmitter is discon-
nected. The position transmitters are supplied by 24 VDC from Unisab III. If the power supply
is short circuit to ground it will both affect the power supply for the position transmitters and
the power supply for the digital inputs. Therefore, the compressor will stop immediately be-
cause of missing digital inputs.

9.1.5 Internal clock, Date - Time
The Date and Time function is provided with a battery back-up. If the battery is dead the in-
ternal clock will not be running correctly after a power cut. If the power supply for Unisab III
fails, the clock will be reset to:

Hour: 19
Minute: 47
Second: 00
Day: 27
Month: 2
Year: 1970

The seconds will still be counting but for every 60 seconds the minute will switch from 47 to
48 and back to 47 again. The clock can be adjusted to the actual time and it will then be run-
ning correctly until the next power cut.

Unisab III continues operation even when the battery is dead. However, date and time must
be set correctly in order for the shutdowns to be stored with the correct time.

The internal clock can be checked in the menu Setup/Timers/Date-Time.

If the clock is not running correctly, replace the battery, see subsection 10.1.3. Replacing bat-
tery.

9.1.6 General instructions
Please note the following before performing any corrections inside the Unisab III control cabi-
net:

Unisab III may include live wires containing unknown voltage even though the supply voltage
to Unisab III is disconnected.

Before beginning the troubleshooting, disconnect the main supply to the compressor motor to
prevent it from starting up inadvertently.

An interruption of voltage to Unisab III will not cause any information loss, i.e. information
can be displayed again once the supply voltage has been restored.

9.2. Troubleshooting diagrams
If irregularities occur in connection with compressor operation, the problem can be located by
using the following troubleshooting diagrams:
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Startin g rec iprocatin g/screw  compress or in MANUAL operatin g mode

Does  it say  
Manua l in the  

info bar  in 
Unisa b III 
display?

Manua l
opera tion

Se lect picture  Se tup/Compr.  Ctrl/Mode
and adjus t to Manual.

Display
=

Ready

Check tha t input Ext. s ta rt ins tant s top, te rminals  
(X3/13-14), is  closed. Can also be  checked in pic-
ture  Service /Diagnosis /Hardware /Digita l input/Ext. 
s ta rt-ins t.s top=1.

Display
=

Re ady

Prelubrication
Contact Jo hnson 
Controls  Denmark

No

Yes

No

Yes

21

ScrewRecipr./screw

No

No

Ye s

Ye s

Fig. 48: Error diagram no. 1
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Starting  reciprocating/screw  comp ressor  in MANUAL mode,  continued

Che ck tha t input Starting  request  fee dback,  
te rmina ls  (X3/19-20), is closed . Can  also  be  
checked  in picture  Service /Diagnosis /
Hardw are /Digital inpu t/PMS feedb ack = 1.

Press to s tart  compres sor. 
Ligh t diode  on front flashes  
gree n

Che ck em erge ncy s top and TÜV 
pressure  control, if any. There  
must be  conne ction be tween 
te rmina ls  (X13/1-10).

Doe s
comp ressor 

sta rt?

PMS
error mes-
sage re-
ce ived

Input 
closed? Try aga in

Apply jumper, or check connec-
tions  from te rmina ls  (X12/17-18) 
to power mana gem ent sys tem .

Is
digita l 

ou tput c ompress or 
motor start  activa ted 
when trying to st a rt 

(Digital output 
diode no. 1 

is  on )?

Contact 
Johnson Controls  
Denma rk

Check connection from te rmina ls  (X12/
1-2) to motor s ta rte r

Con nection
OK?

Correct wiring 
connection

Is there f eed-
back on termi-
nals  (X3/1-2) 
from moto r 

guard?  Digital 
input di ode  no. 

1 is on.

Check pre-fuses  and control 
voltage  of motor guard.

1

OK

Correct wiring 
connection

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye s

No

No

No

No

No

No

Fig. 49: Error diagram no. 2
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Starting screw compressor/prelubric ation  in MANUAL mode,  continued

Press   to st a rt compressor. 
Light diode  on front fla shes  green.

Check tha t input S ta rting reques t feed -
bac k, te rmina ls  (X3/19-20), is  closed. 
Digita l input diode  no. 5 is  on. Can a lso 
be  chec ked in picture  Se rvice /Diagnos is /
Hardware /Digita l input/PMS  feedbac k = 1.

Check tha t Se tup/Configura tion/
Oil sys tem/Oil pump = Yes .

Oil pump  
sta rts?

Error  mes -
sage  in oil 
system ? PMS

error mes-
sage  re -
ceived?

Try aga inInput 
closed?

Apply jumper, or chec k con-
nections  from termina ls 
(X12/17-18) to power man -
agement sys tem.

Digital output 
Prelub pump is 

activa ted. 
Digital output  diode 

no. 2 
is on?

Check wiring conne ction 
to oil floa t. When floa t/ 
leve l switch has  been 
activa ted, digita l input di-
ode  no. 5 will turn on. 

Connection 
OK?

Correct wiring 
connect.

Check floa t/leve l 
switch function

Connec tion 
OK?

Correct wiring 
connection

Check connection from termina ls  (X12/
3-4) to oil pump motor s ta rte r

Check if feedback is rece ived on te rmi-
na ls  (X3/3-4) from pump motor gua rd. 
Digita l input diode  no. 2 is  on

Connection
OK?

Correct wiring 
connect.

Check pre -fuse s  and control voltage  of 
pump motor guard.

2

No

Yes

No

Yes

3
No

Yes

Yes No

No

Yes

YesNo

No

Yes

Yes

No

Fig. 50: Error diagram no. 3
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Startin g reciprocating/sc rew compressor in AUTO mode

Select regula ting form in picture  
Set-up/Compr.Control/Control on

Se t Set  point, neutra l zone  and 
P.  Band for chosen regula tor

Select picture  Setup/Compr. con-
trol/Mode  and se t to Auto

In picture  Favourites /Default it is  
poss ible  to se lect Manual mod e  
Yes/No.  Adjus t to Manual mod e  
= Yes and check that  Manual is  
shown in the  info ba r.

In Setup/Compr. control check 
tha t Auto s ta rt = Yes  and 
Auto s top = Yes

Check se tting of S ta rt de lay in 
picture  Se tup/Timers /Time r se t-
up

Check tha t input Ext. s ta rt Ins tant S top, te rmi-
na ls  (X3/13-14), is  closed . Can be  checked in 
picture  Se rvice /Diagnos is /Hardware /Digita l in-
put/Ext. s ta rt-Ins tant s top =1.

Disp lay 
Ready ?

Prepare  for Automatic opera tion

Display
Ready ?

No

Ye s

4 5

Yes

No

Fig. 51: Error diagram no. 4
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Start ing reciprocatin g/screw  compressor  in AUTO mode,  continued

Check tha t input Ext. Sta rt, norm. 
s top, te rminals  (X3/11-12), is  
closed. Can be  checked in picture  
Service /Diagnos is /Hardware /
Digita l input/Ext. s ta rt-Norm. s top 
=1.

Disp lay = 
Ready ?

Contac t 
Johnso n Controls  
Denmark

Go to picture  Favourites /
Default and se lect Manua l 
mode  = No.
S tatus  in info ba r will switch 
from Manua l to Auto.

Compresso r can now begin s ta rt-up 
pha se  depending on se tting of regu-
la tor.  REMEMBER  tha t s ta rt is  de-
layed by time r Start de lay.

Is
cooling/heating 

required?
Chan ge  se t point or wait for cool-
ing/hea ting requireme nt.

Prelubrication

4 5

Yes

No

No

Ye s

7 6

ScrewRecipr./screw

No Yes

Fig. 52: Error diagram no. 5
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Starting  reciprocating/screw  comp ressor  in MANUAL mode,  continued

Che ck tha t input Starting  request  fee dback,  
te rmina ls  (X3/19-20), is closed . Can  also  be  
checked  in picture  Service /Diagnosis /
Hardw are /Digital inpu t/PMS feedb ack = 1.

At compr esso r s tar t-up  the  
ligh t diode  on fron t flashes  
gree n.

Che ck em erge ncy s top and TÜV 
pressure  control, if any. There  
must be  conne ction be tween 
te rmina ls  (X13/1-10).

Doe s
comp ressor 

sta rt?

PMS
error mes-
sage re-
ce ived

Input 
closed? Try aga in

Apply jumper, or check connec-
tions  from te rmina ls  (X12/17-18) 
to power mana gem ent sys tem .

Is
digital

output  compressor 
motor  s ta rt activated 
when trying to start 

(Digital output 
diode no. 1 

is on)?

Contact 
Johnson Controls  
Denma rk

Check connection from te rmina ls  (X12/
1-2) to motor s ta rte r

Con nection
OK?

Correct wiring 
connection

Is there f eed-
back on termi-
nals  (X3/1-2) 
from moto r 

guard?  Digital 
input di ode  no. 

1 is on.

Check pre-fuses  and control 
voltage  of motor guard.

7

OK

Correct wiring 
connection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye s

No

No

No

No

No

No

Fig. 53: Error diagram no. 6
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Starting screw compressor/prelubric ation  in AUTO mode,  continued

At compressor s ta rt-up the  light 
diode  on front will fla sh  green .

Check tha t input S ta rting reques t feed -
bac k, te rmina ls  (X3/19-20), is  closed. 
Digita l input diode  no. 5 is  on. Can a lso 
be  chec ked in picture  Se rvice /Diagnos is /
Hardware /Digita l input/PMS  feedbac k = 1.

Check tha t Se tup/Configura tion/
Oil sys tem/Oil pump = Yes .

Oil pump  
start s?

Error  mes -
sage  in oil 
sys tem ? PMS

error mes-
sage  re -
ceived?

Try aga in
Input 

closed?

Apply jumper, or chec k con-
nections  from termina ls 
(X12/17-18) to power man -
agement sys tem.

Check wiring conne ction 
to oil floa t. When floa t/ 
leve l switch has  been 
activa ted, digita l input di-
ode  no. 5 will turn on. 

Connection 
OK?

Correct wiring 
connect.

Check floa t/leve l 
switch function

Connec tion 
OK?

Correct wiring 
connection

Check connection from terminals  (X12/
3-4) to oil pump motor s ta rte r

Check if feedback is rece ived on te rmi-
na ls  (X3/3-4) from pump motor gua rd. 
Digita l input diode  no. 2 is  on

Connection
OK?

Correct wiring 
connect.

Check pre -fuse s  and control voltage  of 
pump motor guard.

6

No

Yes

No

Yes

7
No

Yes

Yes No

No

Yes

YesNo

No

Yes

Yes

No

Digital output 
Prelub pum p is 

activat ed. 
Digita l output  diode 

no . 2 
is on?

Fig. 54: Error diagram no. 7
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General  troubleshooting,  Unisab  III

No light/text in display

Is sta tus  diode  on 
print cassette 

flashing gree n?

No Is ther e  light in 
gree n Power  on  
diode on print 

cas sette ?

Yes

Check connection an d 
cable  to display.  
If necessary, replace  
the  ca ble .

Display
OK?

Contac t Johnso n 
Controls  Denmark

Problem
solved

8

Check supply on 
te rminals  L and N

Is
voltage

correct? (Between 
85-250 VAC) on termi-

nal (X20/1-4).

Interna l clock is  not 
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Fig. 55: Error diagram no. 8
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8 Check voltag e  on te rmina ls  
(X4/3-4) = 24 VDC

Is  voltage  ok Contact Jo hnson Controls  Denma rk

No

Ye s

Turn off power supply for Unisab III 
an d disconnect a ll plug connections  
exept the  power connec tion (X20).

Re connect power supply for Unisab III

Does  display turn on as  normal? Contact Johnson Controls  Denmark
No

Ye s

Re connect a ll plug connections  one  by 
one  in a ttempt to loca te  the  e rror

If unsuccess ful, contact 
Johnson Controls  Denma rk

Fig. 56: Error diagram no. 9
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9.3. List of versions

Version no. Description
1.0.2.3 Some Display freeze problems experienced in the previous released versions

have been solved.

This version, released and distributed in February 2008, has replaced all
previous versions on all, up to then, delivered Unisab III.

1.0.3.1 Modbus TCP communication stability against MBE and other Modbus drivers
have been further improved. In some plants using external Modbus TCP
communication the display could still freeze.

It was still possible in some situations to experience display freeze (or black/
white screen) in the user interface when you operated the keyboard. These
problems should now all have been solved.

A false oil pump error, which could show up at compressor stop, has been
solved.

The high Shutdown limit for oil separator temperature is now removed, and
the high alarm limit is raised to 100°C.

A new picture showing Multisab status information for this compressor itself
has been added. See engineering manual for description.

The Security handling when operating in remote manual control has been
improved. See engineering manual for description.

A number of dedicated SabCube control and communication functions have
been added.

1.0.4.0 Control and supervision for SABCube compressor types SAB 109, SAB 133,
SAB 159 have been added.

Modbus RTU communication with the SABCube frequency drive and a VSD set-
up menu has been added.

The set point for oil separator temperature has been raised from 20˚C to
50˚C.

A Quick setup menu has been added under Setup/Configuration.

A user definable Modbus TCP data block is now available.

If drive/display is set to kW it will always be reset to Amp if/when Unisab is
restarted or if making a factory reset.

Multisab could fail - the system was not updated and the regulation master
would not change if the start number was changed in one of the compressors
or if one of the compressors was in limitation. This situation could be avoided
by changing the system number to one not used and then back which would
update the system to the correct master. This problem has been solved.
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Version no. Description
1.0.5.0 A number of new chiller control and supervision functions for oil return, by-

pass, flow switch and level control have been added.

Display and supervision of Process in temp. for chiller has been added.

For SABCube compressor types SAB 109-159 the start-up limiter function has
been changed.

The SABCube VSD menu for the LS drive has been updated with menu lists.

A new oil filter differential pressure function for the SMC 1xx/TSMC/HPC type
reciprocating compressors has been added.

Brazilian language has been added.

A problem with OPC/RS2LAN in slave mode where the communication was not
stable and therefore issued node alarms has been corrected.

A problem with Comsab II in master mode where Comsab II had problems
taking over the master role from a running Unisab III master has been correc-
ted.

For SAB 120-151 the calculated capacity start and stop limit are increased
from 5% to 10%.

An oil pump error on VMY Mk2 where the oil pump did not start if the com-
pressor stopped at a capacity > 5% has been corrected.

The emergency stop is now connected to DI4 which makes it possible to dis-
tinguish between a compressor motor error and whether the emergency stop
has been pressed.

The password inactivity timer has been increased from 2 to 15 minutes for
User and Superuser level. For Supervisor level it is still approximately 1 mi-
nute.

The SABHMI application can now be started with the IP number as parameter.
Using the string: /REM:xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx connects SABHMI remotely on win-
dows start-up.
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Version no. Description
1.0.6.0 The analogue output for control of the HLI expansion valve has been moved

from analogue output channel AO3 to channel AO1. It is now possible to con-
figure both Rotatune (VSD) and HLI 4-20mA oil cooling.

A new function makes it possible to make the compressor capacity (Yield) sig-
nal available as an analogue output on channel AO1.

A new Rota function for reciprocating compressors with VSD has been added.
With this function all part loads are run at minimum speed.

The max discharge pressure limits for HPO compressors have been increased
to make it possible to operate up to 42 Bar as specified.

For two steps reciprocating TSMC/TCMO compressors the limiting function for
Process out high/low process out were not active. This has now been correc-
ted.

SAB 120 with oil pump started the oil pump if the compressor stopped at a ca-
pacity > 5%. The oil pump should not be started and this has been corrected.

For screw compressors, the default settings have been changed for oil temper-
ature limits and discharge gas superheat limits.

A sequence control problem observed on plants with three Rota compressors
running under Multisab has been solved. Due to that problem the third com-
pressor in sequence would sometimes fail to start when it was needed. The
start timer was activated but stopped shortly after.

Capacity control through Profibus would not re-establish default Multisab se-
quence operation when control was switched back from Capacity control to
e.g. Suction pressure control. This could be seen by the fact that the start
number did not automatically switch from 0 to the original start number. This
has now been corrected.

It was not possible to change the following Danbuss parameters; M0102,
M0103, M0104 and M0105. This has been corrected.

If continuously writing values to Unisab III via Modbus TCP from a PLC, Unisab
III would be overloaded by saving data even though the data were not
changed. It used all available resources which could make Unisab fail. This has
now been corrected.

The HMI reaction time has been improved - the key response time is now fast-
er.

The update of all dynamic pictures has been improved - the drawing of the
pictures has been made faster thus improving the HMI.

In some pictures, the F2  and F3  keys are now used as PgUp and PgDn func-
tions. They work in most pictures with a scroll bar on the right side i.e. when
there are more lines that can be displayed at a time.
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Version no. Description
1.0.6.0 The F1  key has got a new function. It now jumps directly to the Favourites/

Default picture.

The  key has got a new function. It now makes it possible to step back in
the menus and pictures.

In version 1.0.6.3 an error concerning dynamic SABCube pictures has been
corrected. After a power reset the long updating time in some pictures, e.g.
the Motor picture, could make Unisab restart when the picture was operated
for the first time.

Alarm and shutdown lists have been updated.

A new section 8.8. U Set configuration tool has been added. It presents the
new U Set configuration tool.

1.0.7.0 For SAB 120-355 screw compressors with frequency converter (VSD) the
Forced speed start-up function is now implemented. An alarm Forced speed
active is issued when this function is active. See subsection 6.4.1. Drive for
description.

For SAB 120-355 screw compressors with frequency converter (VSD) it is now
possible to change the capacity slide limit at which the VSD is increased in
speed from minimum speed. The default value is 98% and the limit can be ad-
justed between 90% and 100%. See subsection 6.4.1. Drive for description.

For SAB 120-355 screw compressors the factory setting for the Low oil circuit
alarm limit is raised from 1.7 to 2.7 bar. The Low oil circuit shutdown limit is
raised from 2.0 to 3.0 bar.

For SAB 120-355 screw compressors the factory setting for the Low oil pres-
sure alarm limit is lowered from 2.0 to 1.5 bar. The Low oil pressure shutdown
limit is lowered from 1.5 to 1.0 bar.

For all screw compressors the maximum setting for the High discharge pres-
sure alarm limit is raised from 22.0 to 24.0 bar. The High discharge pressure
shutdown limit is raised from 24.0 to 24.5 bar.

The old Stall screw compressor type SV24/26 can now be set up as a “Combo
screw”, i.e. it is possible to select Rotatune = Yes for this type.

For SMC, TSMC, CMO and TCMO reciprocating compressors the Thermopump
internal is now implemented as an internal oil cooling function. See subsection
6.4.5. Oil system for description.

For Chiller - the default factory setting for the timer Oil return Open (no. 41)
is changed from 15 to 30 sec.

The two manual operation keys [CAP. UP] and [CAP. DOWN] are now also
available in the Setup/Configuration/Calibration/Position pictures, if Manual
mode is chosen.
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Version no. Description
1.0.7.0 A new Aux output function Running at max cap. has been added. With this

function the Aux. output is set active when Unisab III is running at maximum
possible capacity. See subsection 3.5.6. Aux. output for description.

The service timer Since Start is now logged in the picture History/Shutdowns/
Control State.

The Heating element DO status is now logged in the picture History/Shut-
downs/Output State.

The Emergency stop DI status is now shown in the picture History/Shutdowns/
Input State.

The Quick set-up configuration menu has been changed so it will not always
perform a factory reset after a parameter change but may now for most pa-
rameter changes just make a software restart. See section 6.4. Configuration
for description.

When selecting refrigerant type R000 it was not possible to set the low alarm
limit or the low shutdown limit lower than 0.1°C or higher than 11.6°C. This
has now been corrected.

If Profibus Tiny was selected a false shutdown Low suction pressure was
shown in the Shutdown picture but only if no “real” shutdown was active. This
has now been corrected.

For the limiter function Discharge press overload the shutdown timer would
count down when the pressure was “higher than or equal to” the high alarm
limit. This has now been changed to just “higher than”. It now corresponds to
the conditions for the limiter function itself.

For the limiter functions Motor current overload and Motor power overload the
shutdown timer would count down when the current/power was “higher than
or equal to” the SP1 or SP2 limit. This has now been changed to just “higher
than”. It now corresponds to the conditions for the limiter function itself.

In the Setup/Multisab picture the parameter Parallel offset was neither shown
nor possible to change for Rotatune Screw and Rota Recip compressor types.
As these types also operate in parallel operation, this has now been corrected.

For Screw, Screw Rotatune and Recip Rota compressors the P-band factors for
the Start delay and Stop delay timers did not work correctly. This has now
been corrected.

In Multisab a Rotatune slave compressor is started, i.e. the Start Delay timer
starts counting when there is need for more capacity and the Master regulator
is outside the neutral zone and the preceding Rotatune compressor is running
above 95% capacity. This capacity limit is now raised from above 95% to
above 98%.
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Version no. Description
1.0.7.0 In the Setup/Session/User interface picture the parameter Rem. Man. Allowed

will now be set to No as default.

The maximum setting for Level control regulator, proportional band (PB) is in-
creased from 50% to 200%.

For SABCube the incorrect text “Drive link error” was displayed when the rpm
limiter was active. This has been corrected in the text files.

1.0.8.0 For RecipRota, i.e. reciprocating compressors mounted with frequency drive, a
new and softer type of coupling is introduced. This soft coupling type requires
that the compressor is unloaded in a symmetrical way. This restriction limits
the number of unloading steps. As a consequence a new unloading function
with fewer unloading steps has been implemented in Unisab III. See
3.4.6. Rota (VSD).

For HPO high pressure reciprocating compressors the oil pressure transmitter
can now be configured to 25 bar or 59 bar. From 2011 HPO will be delivered
with a 59 bar oil pressure transmitter.

It is now possible to delay the PMS Start request output signal between 0-15
minutes - after compressor stop. (May be used for pump after-run). The PMS
Start request feedback timer can now be adjusted up to 60 minutes. It is now
possible to set the PMS Start feedback signal to be a fixed signal (May be used
for pump after-run). If the Start request output signal is ON and the PMS
feedback gets off (after having been ON) a PMS error shutdown is given.

The Korean language can now be chosen.

Software version and serial number is now saved in each configuration .xml
file.

When the Recip Rota "Step" function was chosen the Discharge temperature
limiter for reciprocating compressors did not work correctly. The Total unload
timer would sometimes fail and the alarm did not reset automatically. This has
now been corrected.

The measured value for Motor Power is now, together with Motor current, dis-
played in the shutdown picture Compressor Motor overload.

The following Multisab situation for screw rotatune compressors has now been
corrected. The system would sometimes get stuck in a situation where com-
pressor 1 was running 100% with compressor 2 and 3 both running at mini-
mum load. They (compressor 2 or 3) did not ramp up when capacity was nee-
ded. The start delay timer would continue to start and reset. The system could
be brought out of this Multisab deadlock situation by switching one of the
compressors into manual.

For a reciprocating compressor running at 100% due to the Capacity down
blocked signal set high but with no capacity need, it is observed that the timer
Delay before start was frozen at 9 seconds in the Info bar. This has now been
corrected.
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Version no. Description
1.0.8.0 For screw compressors SAB 120-355 an oil pump error was shown with the

shutdown text “Oil pump error No.2” which has now been changed to “Oil
pump error” in order to have consistency between screw types.

The  key can be used to step back in the five most recent menu pictures. It
has been observed that with supervisor password open this could fail and end
up in a loop between only two pictures - even if the last picture opened was a
picture different from these two. This has now been corrected.

In the History shutdown log some missing Digital Input and Digital Output pa-
rameters have been added.
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Version no. Description
1.0.9.0 A new screw compressor type, SAB 157HR, is introduced. It is a new short

high pressure screw compressor for heat pump (NH3) and CO2 operation. De-
sign pressure is maximum 60 bar, it has no capacity slide but a relief valve for
unloading, for VSD control only i.e. 1000-6000 rpm, no volume slide but a
number of fixed Vi ratio.

An E-mail function is introduced in Unisab III. This function makes it possible
for Unisab III to report compressor operation and events, i.e. shutdowns or
alarms, for the central remote monitoring. With the E-mail function it is also
possible to enable Unisab III to send event mail to four User specified e-mail
addresses. Events can be e-mails in case of shutdown or alarm.

A Pay function has been introduced in Unisab III. In the future some new Uni-
sab III customer related functions will be blocked until they are activated by
entering a unique four digit password. This password can be acquired from
Sabroe sales.

A general maintenance module has been introduced in Unisab III. It gives
static service time information for screw and reciprocating compressors.

The COP (Coefficient of Performance) function is now available. To use the
COP function it must be configured. It requires the connection of a motor pow-
er meter and a flow meter. It can be used as an indication of the relative per-
formance of the compressor and therefore as a measure for the actual condi-
tion of the compressor. See the Unisab III COP manual.

For SMC/HPC/TSMC with frequency drive it is now possible to set the mini-
mum limit for "Motor rpm min 2" down to 500 rpm. The default setting re-
mains at 700 rpm.

For RecipRota, i.e. reciprocating compressors mounted with frequency drive, a
new and softer type of coupling is introduced for type CMO/HPO/TCMO. This
soft coupling type requires that the compressor is unloaded in a symmetrical
way. This restriction limits the number of unloading steps. As a consequence a
new unloading function with fewer unloading steps has been implemented in
Unisab III. See section 3.4.6.

The function Cap down blocked is now made configurable. The function must
be activated i.e. set to Yes, before it can be used. It is deactivated as default.
This change is made to avoid a conflict with the chiller configuration point Flow
Condenser, as they both use the same digital input, DI11. See the Engineering
manual, subsections 3.5.3. and 3.6.5.

The display contrast has been improved for F-keys and cursor. The contrast
compensation for temperature has been improved and Unisab III will now de-
tect the display version for automatic setting of optimum contrast value.

For Profibus Extended protocol the asynchronous part of the Measurements
database has been extended to contain the same number of data as found in
the Modbus TCP protocol.
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Version no. Description
1.0.9.0 For screw compressors the Oil Separator temp value is now shown in the

Shutdown log History/Shutdowns/Measured Values.

When displaying a pressure value in kPa a decimal point was shown and the
value displayed was x0.1 to low. This has now been corrected.

When running TSMC/TCMO with frequency drive the intermediate pressure liq-
uid injection cooling control did not work correctly. This has now been correc-
ted.

When running TSMC/TCMO the Process out temperature limiter did not work
correctly. Capacity step reduction at process out temperature under low alarm
limit or temperature over high alarm limit was not activated. This has now
been corrected.

When using the chiller function for HP/LP level control, the regulator output
signal did not work correctly when a limiter was activated, no matter if the
limiter was active or passive. This has now been corrected.

The Multisab system could fail when one VSD controlled compressor was regu-
lating in sequence with one normal slide regulated screw compressor. In a
down or up regulation situation the system could “freeze” and would not react
to changes in the measured signal. This error has now been corrected. The
problem only relates to version 1.0.8.3 and does not exist in earlier versions.

1.0.9.3 In some situations Unisab III could make a restart. The cause of this (repeti-
tive) restart was that a program part would write to and corrupt a file.

In some situations Unisab III could reset configuration files to default values.
The cause of this factory reset of configuration files was that a program part
would set a reset flag when updating the automatic display contrast settings
introduced in version 1.0.9.0. Both problems have now been solved.

For CMO Rota with new Centa (soft) coupling, the unload configuration which
is set to VSD Normal or VSD Total would change to Additional step after a
power off. This problem has now been solved.
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Version no. Description
1.0.9.4 The new Pay function for Remote Monitoring, i.e. E-mail trending and alarm

reports to the central remote monitoring server, has been changed. This func-
tion is now enabled as standard when Unisab III leaves the factory.
This change is part of the iRIS initiative which proclaims that all new Unisab
III controls inside Europe will be set up to report information to the central re-
mote monitoring server.

Two SAB 157HR compressors would not always run quite as expected in Multi-
sab, i.e. the deviation between master and slave parallel capacity could be
higher than expected compared to other Rotatune screw compressors. This
has now been corrected.

The file handling has been improved. Unisab III can now handle the rare sit-
uation that a file is corrupted in the file folder as well as in the back up folder.

The automatic contrast adjustment of the display would sometimes shortly
make the display dark. To prevent this, the contrast handling has been im-
proved by extending the filtering of the temperature reading from the display.

1.0.9.6 The Pay function for e-mail user, i.e. e-mail shutdown and alarm reports to
the user e-mail recipients, has been changed. This function is now as standard
enabled when Unisab III leaves the factory.
This change is part of the iRIS initiative in which all new Unisab III controls in
Europe will be set up to report information to the central remote monitoring
server.

The zip function is now enabled for trend files sent to the remote monitoring
server.

SMTP account login is now enabled for the remote monitoring SMTP server
and the e-mail user SMTP server.

Separate port number set-up is now enabled for the Remote Monitoring SMTP
server and the e-mail user SMTP server.

Address e-mail brackets are now enabled for the SMTP server session.

The xml file check has been improved; xml files are checked using the xml file
handler error code. If an xml file should be corrupt, it will be deleted and Uni-
sab III is restarted.

Regulator set point change was not possible for the chiller level regulator
when the compressor was running in manual and in limitation. This has now
been corrected.

It has been reported from a few plants that the indexing of history shutdown
log could fail after a version upgrade. This has now been corrected.
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Version no. Description
1.0.9.8 It has been reported from the field that a file write access could fail which

would initiate a repair routine in Unisab III and as part of this procedure Uni-
sab III could reset. This has now been corrected.

1.0.9.9 It has been observed from sites with iRIS installation that Unisab III would
sometimes restart when sending an e-mail to the mail server if the communi-
cation was bad due to e.g. low signal strength or unstable connection. This
has now been corrected.

It has been observed from some sites that Unisab III would sometimes restart
and finally end up being “locked”, i.e. not being able to restart. The cause is
found to be a very large Error.log file which would occupy the flash memory
thus preventing Unisab III from operating correctly. This problem has been
corrected.

As an extra security, version 1.0.9.9 is designed to erase the Error log file af-
ter the software installation or prior to an Error log write operation if it is de-
tected to be larger than 10 Kbyte.

For screw compressors the timer for Fan after run can now be adjusted be-
tween 0 and 1200 seconds. The default setting is 60 seconds.

After 5,000 hours for screw and 7,500 hours for reciprocating compressors a
Service alarm A will occur. With the present Service Notice maintenance pro-
gram this Service alarm A cannot be acknowledged with normal Superuser
password but must be acknowledged with Supervisor password. Both the
Service alarm A and the Service alarm B functionalities have been completely
disabled.
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Version no. Description
1.1.0.1 The Unload Assist function for SAB193-355 is now implemented for

SAB120-151 too. This function helps separating capacity and Vi slide when re-
ducing capacity from 100%.

For SAB 120, 151, 193, 233, 283 and 355 the oil logic has been extended with
a new shutdown "Critical low oil circuit". This function was already implemen-
ted for SAB 157 HR.

For SAB 120, 151, 157 HR, 193, 233, 283, and 355 with VSD, the minimum
capacity slide position Manual zero is now automatically configured to the cor-
rect value, depending on minimum motor speed.

For SAB 120, 151, 157 HR, 193, 233, 283, and 355 the oil pump logic is ex-
tended with an "oil pump safety" alarm and shutdown. It is supervised that
the oil pump, when running, gives an excess oil pressure.

For reciprocating compressors types SMC/HPC/TSMC 100, an extra Oil pres-
sure monitoring is introduced. This oil pressure monitoring checks that there is
a minimum oil pressure a short time after compressor start, i.e. it monitors
that the oil pump is working.

For HPO and HPC heat pumps (R717) the default oil temperature set points
are raised. The values are now, Set point 1: (oil cooling/normal) 65°C and Set
point 2: (oil heating) 55°C.

The Chiller function for DX evaporator expansion valve regulation is now re-
leased.

A functionality for using an external EX-approved keyboard, using a Modbus
connection, has been introduced.

By configuring Danbuss to No, it is now possible to disable some Danbuss
master functions. These functions must be switched off in order to comply
with the RCM controller used on some old marine installations.

When using the e-mail user event function it is now possible to attach a CSV
file which contains a log of actual Unisab III operating data to the dispatched
alarm or shutdown e-mail. The CSV file data can be displayed as a graphical
view in the new Unisab III iPhone App.

For SAB 120, 151, 157 HR, 193, 233, 283 and 355 with oil pump, a problem
has been corrected. If the Oil log alarm timer was set to zero, the oil pump
would run forever. Now the oil pump does not start if the timer is set to zero.

For old Sabroe SAB 163 and 202 screw compressors with variable VI and VSD,
a problem with the Vi slide positioning has been corrected. The problem arose
if the compressor started with high suction pressure, so the capacity could
reach 100% with a Vi position at 0%. In such cases the Vi slide would be fixed
in 0% until Unisab would leave Vi mode, i.e. the capacity slide would have to
decrease to a capacity below 98% before the Vi slide was moved.
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Version no. Description
1.1.0.1 For screw compressors a problem has been corrected. Setting the configura-

tion Pressure range to 25/59/25/25 did not work; it would incorrectly set the
range to 25/59/59/59.

For TSMC/TCMO reciprocating compressors, a problem has been corrected.
Setting the configuration Press/temp to kPa/°C did not work correctly for In-
termediate pressure. The Intermediate pressure in kPa was not converted cor-
rectly to °C/R. This problem concerned all refrigerants.

For HPO, CMO and TCMO reciprocating compressors, the text 'Filter Pressure'
has been removed from the main menu.

For the SAB HMI application, a problem has been corrected. After viewing the
Session/E-mail page, the application would show an error message when it
was closed.

1.1.0.2 A new small screw compressor type has been introduced - SABflex 159.
It is a frequency controlled screw compressor with an SSTV suction valve for
torque limitation.

It is now possible to set up Modbus RTU communication with Danfoss VSD
drive. Used for SABflex.

For SAB 120 to 355, the default oil filter diff. pressure settings have been
changed. The high alarm limit is lowered from 1.7 bar to 1.2 bar, and the high
shutdown limit from 2.0 bar to 1.5 bar.

The following Multisab situation involving a Rota screw and a standard screw
has now been corrected. In a situation where Multisab has calculated that the
Rota can take over, and the regulated process value is inside the lower P
band, the screw will regulate down in capacity to let the Rota take over. If
however, during the take over, the regulated process value gets inside the
neutral zone, the take over process will be stopped.

The following Multisab situation involving three or more Rota screws has now
been corrected. In a situation where more than two Rota screws are running,
the parallel stop capacity (of the last Rota) was not calculated correctly. Three
Rota compressors might in this situation run at 50% each, where the optimum
would be to have two Rota compressors running 75% each.

The function Capacity output AO1 now works for standard reciprocating com-
pressors too.

HPC compressors with a combination of High discharge alarm and the High
differential pressure limiter being active, would sometimes very quickly reduce
capacity from 75% to 50% and then stop. This problem has been corrected.
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Version no. Description
1.1.0.3 The service module introduced in version 1.0.9.0 has now been extended with

a "Service on Demand" function with condition based service intervals for both
screw and reciprocating compressors.

If the communication load on the Intranet/LAN, which Unisab III is directly
connected to, is very high, the user interface may become very slow or in
more extreme cases, Unisab III may restart. If this happens, you can lower
the impact of the high communication load on Unisab III by changing the pa-
rameter LAN load high to Yes.

The PMS output may remain ON (for ever) after compressor stop if the two
PMS parameters, PMS feedback fixed = No and PMS delay (49) = 0 sec, are
set as default. This problem has been corrected.

Sometimes at compressor start-up, a pulse signal from the chiller flow evapo-
rator switch would not be suppressed by the Flow evaporator timer. This prob-
lem has been corrected.

1.1.0.4 It is now possible to enable Oil separator temperature control and supervision
for retrofit of the following screw compressor types: Gram, Stal, VMY and
Grasso.

For most screw compressor types, it is now possible to choose both the nor-
mal low pressure range 9/25/25/25 bar and the high pressure range,
25/59/59/59 bar. The high pressure range, 25/59/25/25 bar, can also be se-
lected for some compressor types.

To make use of the high pressure range 25/59/59/59 bar, i.e. when mounting
a 25, 59, 59, 59 bar transmitter set, the max. pressure and temperature
ranges have been extended for VMY Mk2. Therefore, “VMY Mk2” compressor
types approved for high pressure use (e.g. CO2) can now use the high pres-
sure limits.

For the Unload Assist function for SAB 120-151 screw compressors, the max.
limit for the CapacityDecreaseAssistRate has been raised from 5% to 15% al-
lowing the Vi slide to push the capacity slide further down. The default set-
tings remain unchanged (5)%. For SAB193-355, the max. limit remain un-
changed (5%).

For reciprocating compressors and VSD operation, the capacity step in/out is
controlled by the I or PID capacity regulator, following the set point signal.
The Delay Up and Delay Down timers are not used. To make sure that the
compressor cannot engage the cylinders too fast, a ramp function has been
added which will limit the maximum capacity change to 2.0%/sec. for step up
and 3.0%/sec for step down, i.e. 50 seconds for 0 to 100% and 33 seconds
for 100 to 0% Yield.

 Troubleshooting
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Version no. Description
 The Liquid slugging function known from screw compressors is now made

available for reciprocating compressors too. When the discharge temperature
drops 5°K in 5 seconds, an alarm is given, and when the temperature drops
10°K in 5 seconds, a shutdown is given. When a capacity step is engaged, the
liquid slugging alarm and shutdown are disabled for 60 seconds to avoid false
alarms. This is because the discharge temperature will drop because of the in-
creased capacity when a capacity step is engaged.

For HPO and HPC heat pumps (R717), the default oil temperature limits are
raised, i.e. low alarm to 45°K and low shutdown to 40°K.

For all reciprocating compressors, timer 15 Oil temperature low is made ad-
justable [0 - 300] seconds, with unchanged default value (300 sec.) If the Oil
temperature low timer is set to 0 seconds, then the shutdown/alarm monitor-
ing is always active.

For all reciprocating compressors, settings for the following oil return timers
have been adjusted: Oil return, Oil return open, Oil return close and Oil return
delay.

An error when using Unisab III for Ex use has been corrected. The Evolution
communication was disabled (reset to no) if control Mode was changed which
resulted in the connection between Unisab III and a PLC/Ex keyboard being
lost. This error is not found in version 1101.

A problem which sometimes made the heating element digital output flicker
has been corrected. The problem with flickering (DO20 quickly switching be-
tween on/off) could arise when the Profibus Extended protocol was used and
compressor start or stop by Profibus was used and command was set con-
stantly. The PLC code should only set a start or stop command as a pulse with
an approximate length of 1 sec. This was however not stated in the Profibus
Extended manual. The Unisab III code is now made more PLC/Profibus compli-
ant:
• After a compressor start command, 5500h have been executed, and the

compressor is started, Unisab will ignore a start command.

• After a compressor stop command, 0055h have been executed, and the
compressor is stopped, Unisab will ignore a stop command.

A data value was missing in the CSV file sent to the Smartphone App. The Low
shutdown for Oil Separator temperature has now been added.

For SAB 157HR, the plug valve logic for low main oil pressure has been cor-
rected. Main oil pressure logic now unloads the plug valve when the main oil
injection port SM1 is active.
The sequencing has been modified so the Compressor State does not shift to
“Running Overload” when the plug valve is unloaded. The “Low main oil pres-
sure” alarm delay has been changed from 600 seconds to 180 seconds.

 Troubleshooting
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Version no. Description
 For SAB 157HR, the "Oil pump safety" logic did not work properly. The dis-

played pump pressure did not update and alarm and shutdown functionalities
were not working. This has now been corrected.

For SABflex, the calibration of Suction internal pressure, AI P6, was not possi-
ble. A new calibration value Internal Adjustm. has been added as parameter
#5 in the calibration menu.

For SABflex, the capacity increase output DO10 was flickering when Danfoss
communication was chosen (Drive Com = DA), and the capacity was in 100%.
This has now been corrected.

For SABflex, when Oil pump was configured as demand pump, the oil pump
was started 1 second before the compressor motor start command was is-
sued. This has now been corrected, i.e. the oil pump does not start before the
compressor is running.

For SABflex, the Separator temperature was missing in the Oil picture. This
has now been corrected.

For SABflex, the Oil circuit pressure high alarm, the Oil circuit pressure high
shutdown and the Critical oil circuit high shutdown have been implemented.

 Troubleshooting
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10. Parts replacement

10.1. Introduction
If some of the Unisab III main parts are defective they can be replaced. It is recommended to
contact Johnson Controls Denmark before replacing any of these parts.

The main parts comprise:

a. Front panel in which display and keyboard are fitted

b. Print cassette with plug connections

Additional parts:

a. Internal battery

All replacements must be carried out with Unisab III in a state of no voltage. Remember
that outside control voltage may still be connected/live although the power supply
for Unisab III is disconnected. Also disconnect the main supply to the motor to prevent it
from starting up inadvertently.

The parts are shown in chapter 11. Spare parts.

10.1.1 Replacing front panel
Open the front panel by loosening the two bolts at the bottom of the panel (bolt size
6x16mm, Torx T30). Be careful not to stretch the cable for the front panel and place the front
panel in the service position. Loosen the two small screws fastening the front panel cable to
the print cassette and disconnect the cable. The front panel can now be removed from the
Unisab III controller.

Disconnect the front panel cable from the old front panel and check the cable. If the cable is
in good condition it can be reused with the new front panel. If it is damaged a new cable must
be used.

Mount the new front panel in the reverse order as described above. When closing the front
panel, please observe the position of the front panel cable and be careful not to catch the ca-
ble between the front panel and the control cabinet.

Connect supply voltage.

10.1.2 Replacing print cassette
Depending on the error in the print cassette it can be an advantage to transfer the configura-
tion files to the SD flash card before replacing the cassette. By doing so, you can quickly up-
load the complete configuration to Unisab III when the print cassette has been replaced and
the unit will be configured the exact same way as before. See chapter 8. Unisab III (boot) and
communication set-up for a description on how to transfer and upload configuration files.

Remove the front panel as described in subsection 10.1.1. Replacing front panel.

Disconnect all the cable plug connections. Please note that each plug is fastened with two
small screws (one in each end of the plug). Be careful not to pull the wires when disconnect-
ing the plugs. When all the cable plugs are disconnected it may be necessary to dismantle the
cable glands in the bottom of the control cabinet to provide easy access to the print cassette.

The print cassette is fastened by 6 bolts, 3 at the top and 3 at the bottom of the control cabi-
net (bolt size 5x8mm, Torx T25). Loosen the 6 bolts (it is not necessary to unscrew the bolts
completely). It is now possible to lift off the print cassette from the 6 bolts and remove it from
the control cabinet.

 Parts replacement
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Mount the new print cassette in the reverse order as described above. When Unisab III is
powered up again, check the installed program version and if necessary update to another
version. If the configuration files were transferred to the SD card before the print cassette
was replaced the files can be uploaded to the new cassette. See chapter 8. Unisab III (boot)
and communication set-up for a description on how to update the program version and upload
configuration files.

After replacement of the print cassette it is also recommended to check/recalibrate all pres-
sure and position transmitters. See chapter 7. Calibration for a description on how to calibrate
the various transmitters.

10.1.3 Replacing battery
The battery is used for the internal clock in Unisab III (for troubleshooting see chapter 9.). If
the clock is not running correctly, replace the battery.

The internal battery is located on the back side of the print cassette as shown in chapter
7. Calibration. To replace the battery, the print cassette must be removed from the control
cabinet. Remove the print cassette as described above in subsection 10.1.2. and replace the
battery.

Fig. 57: Battery location on print cassette

The replaced battery is a lithium cell type and must be deposited in an environmentally safe
way according to government recommendation and instructions.

Not complying with this removal instruction or not depositing the used battery in a safe way
may result in pollution of the atmosphere and contamination of ground-cover and water.

 Parts replacement
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11. Spare parts

11.1. Spare parts for Unisab III

Item Part number
Spare parts set  
Display front, Sabroe logo 1573.013
Print cassette 85-250 VAC 1573.012
Cable for display front (600 mm) 1554.545
Cable for display front (2000 mm) 1554.546
Pressure transducer Danfoss AKS 3000 -1-9 bar 1) 1373.268
Pressure transducer Danfoss AKS 3000 -1-25 bar 1373.269
Pressure transducer Danfoss AKS 3000 -1-59 bar 2) 1373.371
Pt100 sensor 4-conductor (1/4” thread) 1373.343
Oil level switch (SAB 120-355)
Procap BSP105/NPN output

1553.422

Battery 1555.079

Notes:

1) Not used for HPO/HPC compressors.
2) Only used for HPO/HPC compressors and SAB 157 HR.

Position transmitter Part number

SAB 110 S 1553-298
SAB 110L 1553-299

SAB 128 1553-288

SAB 163 Cap. 1553-284
SAB 163 Vi 1553-285

SAB 202 S Cap. 1373-296
SAB 202 L Cap. 1373-295
SAB 202 S Vi 1373-301
SAB 202 L Vi 1373-297

SAB 81 1373-273
SAB 83 1373-274
SAB 85 1373-275
SAB 87 1373-276
SAB 89 1373-277

SAB 283 Mk1 Cap. 1373-057
SAB 283 Mk1 Vi 1373-061

 Spare parts
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Position transmitter for new SAB (RWF) compressors

Description SAB 193 SAB 233 SAB 283 SAB 355

Capacity
transmitters

Aluminium
tube for LS

534D1251H02 534D1251H02 534D1251H02 534D1251H02

Linear trans-
mitter (2) LS

534D1251H03 534D1251H03 534D1251H03 534D1251H03

Volume trans-
mitters

Indicator rod
for SS

534C1314H01 534C1314H01 534C1314H02 534C1314H03

Linear trans-
mitter (1) SS

534C1478H02 534C1478H02 534C1478H02 534C1478H02

(1) Short stroke, without well.
Short stroke linear transmitter assembly, with well: 534C1478H01.

(2) Long stroke, without well.
Long stroke linear transmitter assembly, with well: 534D1251H01.

Position transmitter for new SAB (XJS, SJF) compressors

Description SAB 120 SAB 151
Indicator rod for SS 534B0987H01 534B0872H01
Linear transmitter (3) SS 534C1552H02 534C1552H02

(3) Short stroke, without well.
Short stroke linear transmitter assembly, with well: 534C1552H01.

 Spare parts
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12. Supplementary material

In the following pages you will find:

• Data sheets for Danfoss and MSI pressure transducers

• Data sheet for PT100 sensor

• Capacity and Vi position transmitters (SAB 120S - 151E and SAB 193S - 283E)

• Level transmitter (SAB 120S - 151E and SAB 193S - 283E)

• U set - Settings for Unisab III

• Electrical wiring diagrams for screw and reciprocating compressors

 Supplementary material
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